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Foreword to Parasitic Helminths: Targets, Screens,
Drugs and Vaccines

Peter Hotez

The last decade has witnessed a renewed interest in neglected diseases caused by
parasitic helminths, especially for the high prevalence gastrointestinal nematode
infections, filarial infections, schistosomiasis, food-borne trematodiases and larval
cestode infections. A number of factors have contributed to this resurgent interest in
helminthic infections as global health threats:

1) There is new information suggesting that parasitic helminthiases are the most
common causes of infection among the �bottom billion�, i.e., the 1.4 billion
world�s poorest peoplewho live below theWorldBankpoverty level in developing
countries of Asia, Africa, and the Americas. The major helminthiases include
600–800 million people with one or more soil-transmitted helminth infection,
400–600 million with schistosomiasis, more than 100 million people filarial
infections and tens of millions with food-borne trematode infections.

2) Additional studies have revealed that some of the most prevalent parasitic
helminths may increase susceptibility to the �big three� diseases, i.e., HIV/
AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis or exacerbate the morbidities of the big three
diseases.

3) According to some estimates the major parasitic helminth infections together
cause a disease burdenmeasured in disability adjusted life years thatmay rival or
even exceed the big three conditions, while additional information indicates that
these helminthiasesmay actually cause poverty through their deleterious effects
on child growth and cognitive development, pregnancy outcome and agricultural
worker productivity.

The global health community has responded to this public health threat by
expanding efforts directed at mass drug administration (MDA). For example, using
either diethylcarbamazine citrate or ivermectin together with albendazole, lymphatic
filariasis (LF) has been eliminated as a public health problem in more than
20 countries, while through annual treatments with ivermectin, onchocerciasis has
been eliminated in Senegal andMali andmay soon be eliminated from theAmericas.
Simultaneously, large scale financial support from the United States Agency for
International Development (USAID), the British Department for International
Development (DFID) and the non-profit Global Network for Neglected Tropical
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Diseases has facilitated combining LFand onchocerciasisMDAefforts withMDA for
soil-transmitted helminth infections and schistosomiasis to create �rapid impact�
packages of anthelmintic interventions in national programs of helminth control in
more than a dozen African countries, in addition to selected countries in Asia, Latin
America and the Caribbean.

The promise of MDA for parasitic helminth infections has generated excitement
among the international community that it might be possible to one day eliminate
several helminthiases globally thereby achieving successes on this front that cannot
yet be imagined for any of the big three diseases. However, there are warning signs
that MDA with currently available drugs might fail to achieve such expectations:
1) high rates ofmebendazole drug failure have been reported for hookworm infection
caused by Necator americanus and trichuriasis, i.e., two of the helminth infections
with the greatest prevalence; 2) there is the looming specter of benzimidazole drug
resistance among gastrointestinal nematodes of humans as has already occurred for
nematode parasites of livestock, and 3) it has been shown that high rates of post-
treatment re-infection occur for most of the major soil-transmitted helminth infec-
tions, schistosomiasis, and opisthorchiasis and other food-borne trematode
infections.

Such concerns highlight the urgent need to develop andmaintain a pipeline of new
anthelmintic drugs in addition to anthelmintic vaccines to prevent infection or re-
infection. Sadly, there is a glaring disconnect between the urgency for research and
development (R&D) for new anthelmintic products and the global R&D budget
for helminthiases. According to the global health think tank, Policy Cures, less than
$100 million annually is spent on R&D for all human helminthiases compared to
more than $3 billion spent annually on R&D for all the other neglected infections,
including the big three diseases.

This volume summarizes the work of dedicated investigators in the medical and
veterinary fields who are applying the latest technologies to discover the next
generation of anthelmintic drugs and vaccines. Despite the difficulty in working
with parasitic helminths in the laboratory, these investigators are overcoming
significant hurdles in the study of the world�s most important helminths affecting
more than a billion people worldwide and countless livestock.

Their work is leading to a new generation of advances and represents the best in
science and in the pursuit of humanitarian goals.

Peter Hotez MD PhD is Dean of the National School of Tropical Medicine and Professor of
Pediatrics and Molecular Virology & Microbiology, Texas Children�s Hospital and Baylor
College of Medicine, Houston, Texas, USA
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Preface

Parasitic helminths continue to plague the lives of billions of people, and those of
farm and domestic animals. Their capacity to persist in the environment is infuri-
ating, costly (health-wise and economically), and fascinating depending on one�s
perspective as a livestock farmer, medical provider, or research scientist. For the
animal health industry, the intrinsic capacity of helminths to resist drug pressure
drives the never-ending quest to bring new anthelmintic drugs to market. In recent
years, we have seen the fruits of that industry with the registration of new drugs
containing emodepside, monepantel, and derquantel. These drugs and other com-
pounds in the pipeline are critical not just for staying ‘‘one up’’ on resistant parasites
of animals, but also for their potential to cross-over to human medicine, as has
occurred with earlier anthelmintics that have been of immeasurable value to
improving global health. That contribution becomes all the more relevant today
given the increasing concerns over the continued efficacy of many first-generation
anthelmintic drugs relied upon to treat human helminthiases, not least the benzi-
midazoles and the ‘‘wonder drug’’ ivermectin, and the serious implications for
public health should these drugs fail.

This volume is intended to showcase the state-of-the-art in the fields of drug and
vaccine development for parasitic helminths as well as draw attention to the
challenges associated with bringing such products to market. The book is Volume
3 in the series Drug Discovery in Infectious Diseases and expands on some of the
themes raised in Volume 1, Antiparasitic and Antibacterial Drug Discovery: From
Molecular Targets to Drug Candidates. Contributions from the animal health industry
figure prominently with a focus on the discovery and development of new chemical
entities. Importantly, however, the book also covers the increasingly relevant con-
tribution of academia, not just in its traditional strengths of identifying new drug
targets or understanding how drug resistance arises, but also in the ways and means
of preclinical and translational drug discovery through highly collaborative and
interdisciplinary research. Indeed, this exciting movement into the traditional
domain of the pharmaceutical industry can be viewed as a natural consequence of
the central importance and success of academia in the public–private consortia that
currently maintain dynamic drug development portfolios for other global parasitic
diseases such as malaria and the trypanosomatid diseases. The creativity and
productivity of academic scientists are highlighted in the many chapters covering
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the development and expansion of genomics and functional genomic tools, and the
application of automated screening technologies to prosecute anthelmintic drug
discovery with rigor.
Finally, this volume discusses the need for, and the particular difficulties asso-

ciated with, developing anthelmintic vaccines for both humans and animals – for
many the ‘‘holy grail’’ in providing the tool (including in combination with che-
motherapy) to ultimately control and, hopefully, eliminate helminth diseases. Great
progress has been made in identifying a number of candidates with proven efficacy
in target animal species or that are now entering human trials, thanks in part to the
establishment of the necessary national and transnational institutional infrastruc-
tures.
To all of the authors, my sincere thanks for their time, insights, and patience in

contributing to an important collection of on-topic discussions.My thanks also to the
book series editor, Paul M. Selzer of Intervet Innovation GmbH, and to my collea-
gues at the Sandler Center for Drug Discovery at the University of California San
Francisco for their constructive input.

March 2012 Conor R. Caffrey
San Francisco
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1
Ligand-Gated Ion Channels as Targets for Anthelmintic
Drugs: Past, Current, and Future Perspectives
Kristin Lees*, Ann Sluder, Niroda Shannan, Lance Hammerland, and David Sattelle

Abstract
Ligand-gated ion channels (LGIC) are targets for anthelmintic drugs used in human
health and veterinary applications. Given the diverse physiological roles of LGICs in
neuromuscular function, the nervous system, and elsewhere, it is not surprising that
random chemical screening programs often identify drug candidates targeting this
superfamily of transmembrane proteins. Such leads provide the basis for further
chemical optimization, resulting in important commercial products. Currently,
members of three LGIC families are known to be targeted by anthelmintics. These
include the nicotinic acetylcholine receptors gating cation channels, glutamate-gated
chloride channels, and g-aminobutyric acid-gated chloride channels. The recent
impact of genomics on model invertebrates and parasitic species has been far-
reaching, leading to the description of new helminth LGIC families. Among the
current challenges for anthelmintic drug discovery are the assessment of newly
discovered LGICs as viable targets (validation) and circumventing resistance when
exploring further the well-established targets. Recombinant expression of helminth
LGICs is not always straightforward. However, new developments in the under-
standing of LGIC chaperones and automated screening technologies may hold
promise for target validation and chemical library screening on whole organisms
or ex vivo preparations. Here, we describe LGIC targets for the current anthelmintics
of commercial importance and discuss the potential impact of that knowledge on
screening for new compounds. In addition, we discuss some new technologies for
anthelmintic drug hunting, aimed at the discovery of novel treatments to control
veterinary parasites and some neglected human diseases.

Introduction

Anthelmintic drugs are central to combating many human and veterinary disorders.
One in four of the world�s population is infected with a parasitic roundworm or
nematode, with infestation being particularly severe in tropical and subtropical
regions. The consequent debilitating effects on the workforce and the compounding
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risk of other pathogenic infections represents a considerable social and economic
burden. If we add to that a very high level of roundworm infestation among the
world�s farmed animals, and the devastating impact of trematode parasites in man
and animals, then the need for adequate helminth control is transparent [1, 2].

The veterinary economic burden is reflected in the scale of the global animal health
drug market (approximately US$11 billion/annum) [3]. The human health antipar-
asitic drugmarket is aroundUS$0.5 billion/annum.However, it costs aroundUS$40
million to develop a new drug that controls livestock nematodes, whereas it can cost
US$800 million for a new drug for human use. Understandably, the cost barrier has
limited progress, but the size of the global markets for antiparasitic drugs and
chemicals make their pursuit of commercial interest as well as an important human
and animal health priority.

Exciting new developments in research on vaccines targeting helminth parasites
are underway and these, undoubtedly, will make important contributions in the
future. However, at present, chemical approaches to helminth control predominate.
For example, the world�s three top-selling veterinary antiparasitic drugs (imidaclo-
prid, fipronil, and ivermectin) and several others such as selamectin, levamisole,
pyrantel, morantel, tribendimidine, piperazine, and amino-acetonitrile derivatives
(AADs) act on Cys-loop ligand-gated ion channels (LGICs). These transmembrane
receptormolecules facilitate the fast actions of neurotransmitter chemicals at nerve–
nerve synapses and neuromuscular junctions (NMJs) in invertebrates. Often they
offer rapid control of the pathogen. Much of our current knowledge of these
important drug targets stems from the genetic model organism and free-living
nematode, Caenorhabditis elegans, which possesses the most extensive known super-
family of Cys-loop LGICs, consisting of 102 subunit-encoding genes [4]. They include
cation-permeable channels gated by acetylcholine (ACh) and c-aminobutyric
acid (GABA) as well as anion-selective channels gated by ACh, GABA, glutamate,
5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT), dopamine, and tyramine [5–7]. Less than half of
the genes in the C. elegans Cys-loop LGIC superfamily have been functionally
characterized.

Unfortunately, many of the anthelmintic drugs in current use are under threat
(Table 1.1). Important compounds such as ivermectin, which have given excellent
service, are at the end of their patent life. Repeated use of effective chemicals leads to
the development of pathogen resistance. Indeed, multidrug resistance against the
three major classes of anthelmintics including macrocyclic lactones, which target
glutamate-gated chloride channels (GluCls), has become a global problem for the
treatment of gastrointestinal nematode parasites of farm animals [8–10]. The
increasing development costs and poor return from conventional screening
approaches are also problematic. Together, these factors bring a sense of urgency
to the development of new, effective anthelmintics.

The life of a patent has always been finite, but as the time from discovery tomarket
becomes protracted and the bar is raised for new, safer molecules with improved
specifications on toxicity and environmental residues, the task of discovery becomes
more difficult. The introduction of generic forms of a drug has the potential to lower
the cost of treatment andmake it availablemore widely, although this positive benefit
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may be offset by expediting the onset of resistance. Anthelmintic resistance is
affected by the treatment frequency and dose, drug efficiency, the burden of adult
worms, and the host immune reaction [6]. Monitoring drug resistance is expensive.
The escalating challenges of drug development mean that new anthelmintic
compounds have been added to the list of available treatments at the slow rate
of just one per decade [11]. Thus, there is an urgent need to develop new,
effective anthelmintics.

The Cys-loop LGICs form a receptor superfamily, rich in known targets for
anthelmintics. Is there more mileage in these proven targets? Can new drugs be
developed that act at adifferent locuson the same receptorwithoutnecessarily leading
to cross-resistance? Are there new LGIC targets yet to be discovered andmined? Can
thewealth ofnewdata emerging fromgenomics [12], forward (e.g., chemistry-to-gene
screens) and reverse (e.g., RNA interference (RNAi)) genetics, and functional studies
on invertebrate model organisms such as C. elegans be harnessed to good effect in
expediting anthelmintic drug discovery? Can parasite genome studies (completed or
underway) also have amajor impact?What canwe learn from those parasite genomes
already sequenced, following on from pioneering work on the first parasite genome,
that ofBrugiamalayi [13].Where there is no genome, valuable expressed sequence tag
resources are sometimes available as starting points in the search for new LGIC
targets.One important advance,whichwill undoubtedly accelerate anthelmintic drug
discovery, is the recently reported crystal structure of the C. elegansGluCl complexed
with its orthosteric ligand (glutamate), the allosteric ligand and anthelmintic drug
(ivermectin), and a noncompetitive antagonist (picrotoxin) [14]. This is the first
eukaryotic LGIC for which a crystal structure is available. Knowing where and how
important drugs interact with a proven target from the LGIC superfamily is a major
advance, and will assist in the targeting of other family members.

Finding and validating new targets among LGICs is crucial, and they need to be
cloned and expressed so that their functions can be assayed (Figure 1.1). This has

Table 1.1 Target sites for currently used anthelmintics.

Chemical group Compound name Site of action

Avermectins ivermectin, moxidectin GluCl channel
Imidazothiazole levamisole, tetramisol ACh cation channel
Tetrahydropyrimidines pyrantel, morantel ACh cation channel
Tribendimine tribendimine ACh cation channel
Benzimadazole albendazole, triclabendazole b-tubulin
Piperazine piperazine GABACl channel
AADs monepantel ACh cation channel
Oxindole alkaloids paraherquamide, derquantel ACh cation channel
Cyclo-octadepsipeptides emodepside voltage-gated potassium channel
Praziquantel praziquantel voltage-gated calcium channela)

Salicylanilide niclosamide ATPase activity (?)
Surmamin germanin ryanodine receptors
Diethylcarbamazine hetrazan, carbilazine arachidonic acid

a) Still under discussion [95].
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provedpossible for somemodel organismLGICsusing expression vehicles suited for
low/medium-throughput screening; however, developing a platform of cell lines
expressing a range of model organism and parasite LGICs is very much a future
prospect, and assembling the prerequisite parasite LGIC drug targets remains a
challenge. We need to meet this challenge in order to expedite anthelmintic drug
discovery using the kinds of high-throughput screening methods deployed in the
drug industry for developing new human therapies.

As well as developments in in vitro screening methods, developments in in vivo
testing are urgently needed. Many assays rely on lethal end-points, but it may be that
other assays canmore sensitively detect important drugmodifications of behavior in
vivo that would be missed in such assays. It may not be necessary to kill worms to
dislodge them or by other means prevent or reverse infestation. The difficulty of
culturing parasites ex vivo remains a problem [15] and new approaches to improve
such cultures would be welcomed. It may also be possible to exploit more effectively
the recent development of transgenicC. elegans, which are easy to culture, in which a
C. elegans LGIC target is replaced by a parasite ortholog [16]. Novel transgenic lines
such as these used in conjunction with newly developed, plate-based, automated
behavioral phenotyping may offer important opportunities for improved in vivo
screening (Figure 1.1; see also Chapter 10 for a discussion on this topic with regard to
parasitic helminths). Thismay evenbring in vivo screening to bear on parasite species
not hitherto considered feasible, where ex vivo culture is particularly difficult.

Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram showing some of the current approaches adopted to search for and
characterize new anthelmintic drug targets ranging from genomics, via cell-based studies, to
automated in vivo screening.
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Thus, the emerging crisis of the shrinking pool of anthelmintic drug treatments
at a time of growing need for control makes it timely to review the current state of
anthelmintics targeting LGICs especially when placed alongside an examination of
some emerging new approaches with the potential to expedite the discovery
process.

Established LGIC Anthelmintic Drug Targets

Fast chemical neurotransmission at many synapses in humans is mediated by the
actions of neurotransmitter molecules such as ACh, GABA, glycine, and 5-HT on
specific receptors of the �Cys-loop� LGIC superfamily. These receptors play a crucial
role in the function of synaptic signaling in the nervous system and NMJs. The
structure of theTorpedomarmorata (marbled electric ray) electric organ nicotinic ACh
receptor (nicotinic acetylcholine receptor nAChR) has been entirely resolved at 4.6 A

�

and in part at 4.0 A
�
[17]. Based on the structure of this prototypical nAChR, all LGICs

are thought to be composed of five subunits arranged around a central ion channel.
The well-characterized human LGICs are either permeable to cations (e.g., nAChRs
and 5-HT3Rs) or anions (e.g., GABA and glycine receptors) [18]. In nematodes there
are, in addition, 5-HT-, glutamate-, ACh-, dopamine- and tyramine-gated anion
channels, andGABA-gated cation channels, all of which are part of theCys-loop LGIC
superfamily. Other invertebrates, including Drosophila melanogaster, possess hista-
mine-gated anion channels. Ligand-gated anion channels generally lead to rapid
inhibitory synaptic responses, whereas ligand-gated cation channels mediate fast
excitatory chemical transmission. Each subunit consists of an N-terminal, extracel-
lular domain containing the Cys-loop (which is two disulfide-bond-forming cysteines
separated by 13 residues) and six regions (loopsA–F) thatmakeup the ligand-binding
site, as well as four transmembrane domains. Here, we review recent evidence from
the invertebrate genetic model organism C. elegans as well as data from parasitic
nematodes illustrating the rich diversity of LGICs present. The discovery of new
receptor subtypes in helminths, some of which have no counterpart in mammals,
may provide opportunities to develop a new generation of more selective, and hence
safer, anthelmintics.

GluCls – Targets for Ivermectin

Several nematode GluCl subunits have been identified and for some their pharma-
cology has been characterized by expressing one or more subunits in Xenopus laevis
oocytes. Cully et al. [19] showed that L-glutamate and ivermectin activate GluCls
generated from heteromers of GluCla1 and GluClb. Since then, other GluCl
subunits have been identified in C. elegans [20]. These include GluCla1–4 and
GluClb. GluCla2 (AVR-15) and GluClb are present in the pharynx of C. elegans,
whereas GluCla3 (AVR-14) is only found in neurons [21]. Both GluCla2A and
GluCla2B function in the inhibition of pharyngeal pumping [21–23], GluCla1–4
regulate locomotion [24], and GluCla4 functions in olfactory behavior [25].
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Achemistry-to-gene screen inC. elegans for resistance to ivermectin confirmed the
identity of GluCl subunits as drug targets [26]. Mutation of GluCla1–3 confers high
resistance to ivermectin, whereas mutation of any two channel genes confers low-
level or no resistance. Each of the three GluCl genes constitutes a parallel genetic
pathway that contributes to ivermectin sensitivity in C. elegans. So, mutations
affecting only one pathway will not confer resistance.

L-Type nAChRs –Targets for Levamisole, Pyrantel, Morantel, and Tribendimidine

Complete nAChR gene families have been described for both vertebrates and
invertebrates. Mammals have 16 genes encoding nAChR subunits, whereas C.
elegans possesses an extensive and diverse nAChR subunit family [27] with 29
subunits divided into five �core� groups based on sequence homology in addition
to four ACh-gated chloride channels (acetylcholine-gated chloride channels
AChCls) (Figure 1.2). Each of the core groups have been so named after the first
of their number to be discovered. As part of exploring C. elegans as a model for
genetic analysis, Sydney Brenner mutagenized worms with ethyl methane sul-
fonate and successfully isolated worm mutants resistant to the paralyzing effects
of the anthelmintic, levamisole [28]. This is a classic example of a chemistry-to-
gene screen that uncovers molecular components targeted by a drug [29]. Levam-
isole (a nicotine-like drug) when applied to nematodes triggers enhanced con-
traction followed by paralysis. Five resistance loci are genes encoding the nAChR
subunits making up the levamisole receptor, LEV-1 [30–32], LEV-8 or ACR-13
(acetylcholine receptor) [33], UNC-29 [31], UNC-38 [31], and UNC-63 [32]. Con-
sistent with the paralyzing effects of levamisole, all five subunits are expressed in
body wall muscle and electrophysiological studies on neuromuscular preparations
from important L-type nAChR mutants confirmed their contribution to levamisole-
sensitive nAChRs [32, 33]. Heterologous expression in X. laevis oocytes show that
UNC-38, UNC-29, UNC-63, LEV-1, and LEV-8 can coassemble in the presence of
three other essential proteins, RIC-3 (resistant to inhibitors of cholinesterase),
UNC-50, and UNC-74, to form functional recombinant levamisole-sensitive
nAChRs [34].

nAChRs (DEG-3 Group) – Targets for AADs

Researchers at Cambria and Novartis identified a novel anthelmintic drug target
from the large family of DEG-3-type (degeneration of certain neurons) nAChR
subunits in C. elegans using a chemistry-to-gene screen. They discovered the AADs,
a new chemical class of synthetic anthelmintics effective against various species of
nematodes pathogenic in livestock [35]. These compounds have a novel mode of
action involving DEG-3-type nAChRs, notably ACR-23. The AADs are well tolerated
by host species and exhibit low toxicity to mammals. They also overcome resistance
to the currently available anthelmintics. Their excellent host tolerance is such that
they are being explored for their potential as possible human anthelmintics.
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GABA-Gated Chloride Channels – Targets for Piperazine

GABA-gated chloride channels (c-aminobutyric acid-gated chloride channel
GABACls) have been described in C. elegans. Products of the unc-49 gene form a
GABA-gated anion channel that mediates body muscle inhibition during locomo-
tion [30]. The unc-49 gene is alternatively spliced with a single copy of a GABA
receptor N-terminus, followed by three tandem copies of GABA receptor C-termini.

Figure 1.2 Tree showing the nAChR family of
C. elegans. The worm nAChRs are divided into
five core groups, whereas subunits showing
substantial homology with other known nAChR

subunits that do not fall within the core groups
are designated orphan subunits. (Adapted by
permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd [29]
� 2005.)
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At least two of these subunits (UNC-49B and UNC-49C) are colocalized at the
NMJ [36]. The UNC-49B subunit is also essential for receptor function and can form
both homomeric and heteromeric receptors when co-expressed with UNC-49C in
X. laevis oocytes [36, 37]. The application of GABA and the GABA receptor agonist
muscimol to wild-type and unc-49 mutant worms confirmed that the unc-49 gene
encodes theGABAreceptors that controlmovement [30]. A separate study indicated that
GABAreceptorsare found inC. elegansmotorneuronsand theablationof theseneurons
induced defects in locomotion and defecation [38, 39]. Also, an inhibitory function for
GABA receptors in body wall muscles has been shown [30]. There are four other
subunits included in this group (Figure 1.3). With regard to other species, members of
theUNC-49 group aremost closely related tomammalianand insectGABA-gated anion
channels [40]. C. elegans GAB-1 can contribute to functional GABA receptors when
coexpressed in X. laevis oocytes with either HG1A or HG1E, which are putative GABA
receptor subunits from the parasitic nematode Haemonchus contortus [41].

Figure 1.3 Tree showing the Cys-loop LGIC family of C. elegans. This figure focuses on Cys-loop
LGICs other than nAChRs, although representativemembers of the nAChRs are shown (Adapted by
permission from Springer [4] � 2008.)
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Evaluating Possible Anthelmintic Targets for the Future

As our understanding of LGIC subgroups develops, more members come into the
frame as candidate drug targets. Assessing the impact of gain- or loss-of-function
mutants on nematode viability will be an important indicator of their potential utility
as targets.

N-Type nAChRs

The C. elegans ACR-16 group, resembling vertebrate a7-like subunits, contains
11members [42, 43]. ACR-16 is an essential component of the levamisole-insensitive
N-type nAChR [44, 45]. ACR-16 forms functional homomeric channels when
expressed in X. laevis oocytes [42, 46]. Similar a7-like subunits have also been found
in the trematode Schistosoma haematobium [47] and arthropods [48], indicating an
ancient lineage for this receptor subtype. They are sensitive to nicotine, not
levamisole, and are designated N-type receptors.

Nematode-Specific nAChRs and Orphan nAChR-Like Subunits

The ACR-8 and DEG-3 groups appear to represent nematode-specific receptor
subtypes [27]. In addition, there are 26 subunits, denoted orphan subunits
(Figure 1.2), which show substantial homology to nAChRs, but do not fall within
the five core groups. The orphan subunits CUP-4 and Y58G8A.1 are required for
efficient endocytosis of fluids by coelomocytes [49].

GABA Receptor Cation Channels

This group contains EXP-1 (expulsion defective) and LGC-35 (ligand-gated ion
channels of the Cys-loop superfamily) (Figure 1.3). EXP-1 is a GABA-gated channel
thatmediatesmuscle contraction [50].When expressed inXenopus oocytes, it forms a
GABA receptor that is permeable to cations. EXP-1 lacks the PAR (Pro–Ala–Arg)
motif preceding the second transmembrane domain (TM2) which is important for
anion selectivity [51]. Instead, it possesses the residues ETE implicated in deter-
mining cation selectivity [51, 52]. LGC-35has not been functionally expressedbut also
has a glutamate residue preceding TM2 and thus may also be a cation channel.

5-HT Channels

MOD-1 (modulation of locomotion defective) is a 5-HT-gated anion channel [53]. It is
expressed in the C. elegans nervous system and modulates locomotor behavior [52].
LGC-50 is closely related to MOD-1.

ACh Chloride Channels

This group includes ACC-1 (acetylcholine-gated chloride channel), ACC-2, ACC-3,
and ACC-4, which are ACh-gated anion channels [54] (Figure 1.3). ACC-1 and ACC-2
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form homomeric channels in X. laevis oocytes. ACh and arecoline are agonists, but
nicotine is not [54]. The ACh-binding domains of these AChCl subunits diverge
substantially from the ACh-binding domain of nAChRs. Unlike ACh-gated anion
channels of the snail, Lymnaea stagnalis, which appear to have evolved from cation
channels through amino acid substitutions in the ion channel pore [55], the ACC-1
group may have arisen from substitutions in the ligand-binding domain of anion
channels [54, 55].

GGR-1 Group

Six subunits make up this group, all of which remain to be functionally charac-
terized (Figure 1.3). The neurotransmitters to which these subunits respond cannot
easily be envisaged. The subunits most closely resemble glycine a-subunits (25%),
whereas LGC-42 shows a 26% identity to insect histamine-gated anion chan-
nels [4, 40]. They are likely to be anion-selective as all possess the PAR motif [51].
Recently, LGC-40 was identified as a receptor for 5-HT, and it is also gated by choline
and ACh [7].

GGR-3 Group

LGC-53 is a dopamine receptor gating a chloride channel, whereas LGC-55 is a
tyramine-gated chloride channel [7, 56]. Both have been functionally expressed
in Xenopus oocytes [7]. The remaining four subunits making up the GGR-3 group
of C. elegans have not been characterized.

LGC-45 Group

LGC-43, LGC-44, and LGC-45 (Figure 1.3) remain to be functionally characterized.
Like the GGR-1 group, the LGC-45 groupmembers closely resemble human glycine
a-subunits and insect histamine-gated anion channels [4].However, unlike theGGR-
1 group, the LGC-45 group subunits are likely to be cation-selective as they lack the
PARmotif precedingM2 [51]. LGC-44 and LGC-45 possess a glutamic acid instead of
the proline residue in the PAR motif, which is likely to result in a cation-selective
channel [52]. LGC-44 also lacks a Cys-loop. The absence of a Cys-loop has also been
reported in a bacterial proton-gated ion channel (fromGloeobacter violaceus) [57, 58].
Therefore, LGC-44 may represent an ancestral Cys-loop LGIC.

Ungrouped Subunits

The LGC-32, LGC-33, and LGC-34 subunits are highly divergent (Figure 1.3),
showing up to 10, 10, and 15% identity, respectively, with other C. elegans, human,
and Drosophila melanogaster Cys-loop LGICs [4]. These subunits have not been
functionally characterized. Although these subunits contain some of the features
common to Cys-loop LGICs, the Cys-loop is absent [59]. Thus, LGC-34 may also
represent an ancestral Cys-loop LGIC.
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Cys-Loop LGIC Superfamilies of Other Nematodes

Genome-sequencing projects are enabling the comparison of Cys-loop LGIC super-
families from different nematode species. For example, Caenorhabditis brigg-
sae [48, 60] also has an extensive Cys-loop LGIC gene superfamily, although
comparative genomics suggest there appears to be an expansion in C. elegans within
the nAChR orphan group. For example, there is only one homolog of LGC-28 in
C. briggsae, whereas LGC-23, LGC-24, and LGC-28 are present in C. elegans [61].

The availability of genome sequence information for B. malayi and Trichinella
spiralis (both smaller than the C. elegans genome) has facilitated the characterization
of their Cys-loop LGICs (30 and 19 subunits, respectively). The Cys-loop LGICs of
both parasites are orthologous with those of C. elegans with the exception of an
nAChR subunit (ACR-26) that, to date, appears specific to B. malayi. Williamson
et al. [62] propose that the difference in the Cys-loop LGIC family sizes may reflect a
free-living versus a parasitic lifestyle in that a larger complement of subunits may be
required to respond to many environmental cues not encountered by the parasites.
Indeed, a study of over 30 nematode genomes (of varying completeness) [63] detected
an average of 31 and 57 LGICs in parasitic and nonparasitic species, respectively.
Sequencing and annotations are underway for other nematode parasites including
H. contortus, Teladorsagia circumcincta, and the human hookworm, Necator amer-
icanus. Nomenclature can present problems [64]. Cys-loop LGIC genes have been
identified from multiple nematode species, but relatively few have been cloned and
expressed [62].

nAChRs in the body wall muscle of Ascaris suum have been investigated in detail.
Excitatory actions of ACh [65, 66] and anticholinesterases potentiate the actions of
ACh [65]. Also,morantel and pyrantel activate nAChRs [66].Martin et al., using patch-
clamp recording from vesicles reconstituted from Ascaris muscles, showed the
presence of at least two types of ACh-activated channels [67, 68]. Also, they showed
that pyrantel is both an agonist and open channel blocker of nicotinic receptors in
A. suum [69]. The nAChR antagonist, paraherquamide, a novel natural anthelmintic
product, was employed to pharmacologically separate populations ofA. suummuscle
N-subtype (nicotine-sensitive) and L-subtype (levamisole-sensitive) nAChRs [70].
Later studies by Martin et al. have added a third muscle nAChR subtype, the B-type
(bephenium-sensitive) receptor [71]. Williamson et al. have found that manipulating
concentrations of Ascaris unc-38 and unc-29 RNA injected into Xenopus oocytes can
generate heteromeric receptors that aremore sensitive to levamisole or nicotine [72].
As genes encoding the LEV-1 and LEV-8 subunits are not present, this all points to a
different composition for muscle nAChRs in A. suum. Levamisole-resistance in
Oesophagostomum dentatum larvae is associated with a loss of L-subtype, but not the
N-subtype receptors [73]. As more comparative physiology becomes available it will
be of interest to establish whether these receptor subtypes are equivalent in different
nematode phyla. For example, are the N-subtypes of A. suum and O. dentatum
composed of homologs of ACR-16? Studies on muscle receptor subtypes of two
parasitic species (O. dentatum andA. suum) confirm the continued utility ofC. elegans
as a model of parasitic nematodes in the search for new drug targets. C. elegans and
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H. contortus belong to the same phylogenetic group (clade V), and their LGICs are
now being extensively studied. There appears to be a large number of C. elegans
homologs present inH. contortus.Neveu et al. have identified the L-subtype receptors
and successfully functionally expressed these in X. laevis oocytes [74, 75]. Other
LGICs have been identified, including GABA receptors (Hco-UNC-49B, Hco-UNC-
49C) [76], and biogenic amine receptors including Hco-LGC-55 (tyramine) [77] and
Hco-GGR-3 (dopamine) [78].Multiple GluCls are present, including the alternatively
spliced Hco-GBR/AVR-14 (Hco-GBR-2A and Hco-GBR-2B) [79], HcGluCla [80, 81],
and HcGluClb [82]. C. elegans has shown potential as a suitable system for studying
parasitic nematode genes with the successful expression of Hco-AVR-14 in a C.
elegansmutant line [16]. Thismethod is showing promise as a high-throughput in vivo
screen for novel anthelmintics. Studies on a C. elegans GGR-3 homolog in H.
contortus, Hco-ggr-3 (84% similarity), showed that this subunit formed a homomeric
receptor that responded primarily to dopamine [78]. A homolog of LGC-34 has
been described in the parasitic roundworm, Dirofilaria immitis, that shows a 52%
identity [59].

Genomics

WormBase (www.wormbase.org) is a major publically available dataset, initially
created for the storage of C. elegans genomic information. It is now the central
repository for nematode biology, containing complete genome sequences, gene
predictions, and orthology assignments from a range of related nematodes. It relies
on amanual curation pipeline ensuring that all data is consistent and of high quality.
Genome sequence information and, recently, phylogenomics has been used to
predict drug sensitivity in different species [63]. With the significant growth in the
amount of sequence data available for nematodes, this has facilitated the prediction of
potential drug targets using bioinformatics techniques. Hitherto, all antiparasitic
drugs have been discovered by empirical screening in parasites or models such as
C. elegans [83]. This remains an important and valid approach. Nevertheless, target-
based screening has advantages as it generates structure–activity relationships and
enables lead optimization at the target itself [84].

Chemistry-to-Gene Screens to Identify New Targets

Chemistry-to-gene screens that involve mutagenesis of C. elegans followed by
screening for resistance to the chemical under investigation have a proven track
record in target identification [29] and are likely to be equally useful in identifying
gene targets for new compounds that have been shown to have anthelmintic activity,
but for which the site of action is unknown. Double-stranded RNAi [85], a rapid
method for individual gene silencing that is now applicable to the entire
genome [86, 87], will also complement chemistry-to-gene studies in helping validate
future candidate drug targets. The utility of chemistry-to-gene approaches is
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illustrated by the discovery that, as well as identifying genes encoding L-type nAChR
subunits, the levamisole-resistance loci include genes encoding important proteins
actingupstreamor downstreamofnAChRs (reviewed in [29]). These include: LEV-10,
which is required for nAChR aggregation at the NMJ [88]; UNC-50, which is involved
in the processing and assembly of receptors [89], for which themammalian homolog
was identified and found to function similarly [90]; LEV-11 and UNC-22, which
regulate muscle contraction [90, 91]; and UNC-68 (a ryanodine receptor), which is
involved in calcium signaling [92]. Interestingly, ryanodine itself has been used as a
pesticide [93] and the receptor has recently been identified as the target of anthranilic
diamides – an important new class of chemicals targeting invertebrate pests [94].
Thus, this study also identified a pesticide target that is functionally related to the
primary target of levamisole (the L-type nAChR subunits). This suggests that
molecular components functionally linked to Cys-loop LGICs and highlighted in
chemistry-to-gene screens could also yield new animal health drug targets.

First Crystal Structure of a Cys-Loop LGICComplexedwith a Commercial
Animal Health Drug

The first three-dimensional structure of a eukaryotic Cys-loop LGICwas reported in
2011 by Hibbs and Gouaux [14]. The C. elegans homomer-forming, anion-selective,
GluCla subunit has been described at 3.3 A

�
resolution. The structure of the GluCl–

Fab complex bound to ivermectin yields important insights into the interactions of a
major animal health drugwith its allosteric binding site. Ivermectin, which stabilizes
the open pore conformation, binds in the transmembrane region, forming a wedge
between the M1 and M3 helices, and also interacts with the M2–M3 loop. Other
structures were obtained with the neurotransmitter L-glutamate docked in the
orthosteric binding site. L-Glutamate binds to the agonist site at the interface between
subunits. Arginine residues, in combination with neighboring cationic amino acids,
provide the binding pocket with a strongly positive electrostatic potential. The
a-amino nitrogen of L-glutamate is stabilized through a 3.8-A

�
cation–p interaction

with Tyr200 on loop C, a hydrogen bond with the backbone carbonyl oxygen of
Ser150, and a close interaction with the backbone carbonyl oxygen of Tyr151.
Structures obtained with picrotoxin bound show that this open channel blocker
binds to the cytoplasmic endof the pore. The tricyclic rings are directed extracellularly
and near the 20 Thr, whereas the isoprenyl tail points towards the cytoplasm and is
close to the �20 Pro residues. Thus, we can now visualize the binding of important
orthosteric, allosteric, and channel blocking ligands and, not least, the important
animal heath drug, ivermectin, to nematode Cys-loop LGICs.

Conclusions and Future Lines of Research

The adoption of a multigene family in the search for drug targets may be important.
The evolution of drug resistance may be slower if several target genes have to be
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mutated simultaneously to confer resistance. Thismay account for the relatively slow
onset of resistance to ivermectin. Research on nematode Cys-loop LGIC super-
families, accelerated by genomics, is adding to our understanding of their rich
diversity. This genomics-led expansion of our knowledge of the physiological
spectrum of LGICs also exposes new candidate drug targets. The powerful genetic
toolkit available in model organisms such as C. elegans is likely to remain useful in
helping validate these candidate targets, even though the future holds the exciting
prospect of access to many new parasite genomes.

From this brief overview it is evident that both forward and reverse genetic studies
on C. elegans have contributed significantly to both identifying novel genes involved
in nematode synaptic transmission and to determining the receptor subunits that
form themolecular targets of antiparasitic drugs. Such approacheswill continue to be
to the fore when compounds with anthelmintic activity, but for which the target is
unknown, are under development. Chemistry-to-gene screens, of the type that have
focused attention on a small subset of subunits (from a very large family) as the
targets for levamisole, have also proved useful in identifying functionally linked
genes that include candidate targets for novel drugswith a quite differentmechanism
of action. In future, we can envisage generating improved selectivity for parasite over
host by exploring further as drug targets those Cys-loop LGICs that are either
parasite-specific or where host and parasite orthologs differ considerably in
sequence. Studies on nematode parasites have shown that several types of chemistry
with antiparasitic activity can act successfully on a single class of receptors such as
nAChRs. Studies on laboratory-resistant strains have proved useful in understanding
drug targets and synaptic function, and future studies on field-resistant strains will
enhance our understanding of resistance mechanisms, which can imperil the
longevity of a commercial antiparasitic product.
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How Relevant is Caenorhabditis elegans as a Model
for the Analysis of Parasitic Nematode Biology?
Lindy Holden-Dye* and Robert J. Walker

Abstract
Due to the development of resistance to anthelmintics there is a continuous
requirement to search for new anthelmintics that act at novel sites. Until now, new
anthelmintics have been discovered through screens using parasitic nematodes.
However, their mode of action has often been determined through experimental
approaches utilizing the free-living nematode,Caenorhabditis elegans. In this chapter,
the value of C. elegans as a surrogate parasite will be considered. The phylogenetic
relationship between C. elegans and parasitic nematodes suggests thatC. elegansmay
be a preferred model for some parasitic nematodes more than others, being
particularly useful for those in the same clade. In this context an important
achievement has been the sequencing of the C. elegans genome followed by the
genomes of a number of parasitic nematodes. This has enabled the identification of
homologous and orthologous genes betweenC. elegans and parasitic nematodes with
two particular experimental advances: (i) the identification of genes in C. elegans
that are orthologous to those genes key for normal function in parasitic nematodes
and (ii) the expression of parasitic nematode genes in C. elegans to facilitate their
functional characterization. Examples of both will be given here. The value of the
experimental tractability of C. elegans is weighed against the extent to which it
provides a reliable indicator for gene function in parasitic nematodes. Also, we review
the value of C. elegans in elucidating the mode of action of anthelmintics with
particular reference to anthelmintics acting on nicotinic acetylcholine receptors,
glutamate-gated chloride channels, and calcium-activated potassium channels. The
examples highlight the use of C. elegans as a model system to identify anthelmintic
drug targets. Finally, the potential impact of newer technologies encompassing
microfluidics, optogenetics, and imaging on the utility of C. elegans for high-
throughput anthelmintic drug discovery is addressed.
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Introduction

Nematode infection in farm animals and small companion animals (pets) is
widespread, requiring repeated treatment with anthelmintics to prevent reinfection.
This has resulted in resistance to the major anthelmintics (i.e., benzimidazoles
(fenbendazole), macrocyclic lactones (ivermectin), imidazothiazoles (levamisole),
and tetrahydropyrimidines (pyrantel)) [1, 2]. Many of these same drugs are used in
human tropical medicine and while the existence of drug resistance in parasitic
nematodes of human is equivocal, there is a real possibility that it has already
appeared or may appear in the near future [3]. Nematodes are also very damaging
crop pests [4]. In this respect it is important to note that environmental toxicity of
chemical agents used in crop protection against plant parasitic nematodes has
prompted the tightening of the regulations that govern the use of compounds for
this purpose. Overall, in the face of nematode anthelmintic resistance and in the
context of more stringent demands for environmental safety from regulatory bodies,
there is a clear need for basic research into compounds with efficacy against
nematodes for use in agriculture, veterinary medicine, and human disease.

One of the problems of using parasitic nematodes for anthelmintic drug research
is their complex life cycles, which make their use both time-consuming and
expensive. An alternative is to use themodel nematodeCaenorhabditis elegans, which
has a short and relatively simple life cycle. It was first proposed for anthelmintic drug
screening 30 years ago [5]. At that time its positive attributes as a laboratory model
included ease and economy of culture, and its established response to known
anthelmintic agents [6]. It was gaining a reputation as a model genetic animal [7],
although this was well in advance of its rise to fame as the first animal to have its
genome sequenced [8]. Since 1998, the availability of a fully sequenced and
annotated C. elegans genome [8, 9] (www.wormbase.org) has been followed by a
detailed database of the structural anatomy (www.wormatlas.org) including the
neural connectivity [10], a central resource for archiving and distributing strains
(Caenorhabditis elegans Genetics Center), and the instigation of a program to
provide knockouts for every one of the approximately 23 000 genes of the C. elegans
genome (celeganskoconsortium.omrf.org). This wealth of resource, combined with
the experimental tractability of C. elegans, in particular for transgenics and gene
knockouts [11–13], has encouraged more researchers, including parasitologists, to
adopt this nematode as an experimental animal. It is therefore important to consider
whether or not C. elegans is a meaningful alternative to parasitic nematodes,
particularly with regard to the discovery and development of new anthelmintics.

There have been a number of reviews on the value of C. elegans in parasitic
nematode research [14–17]. Burglin et al. [14] list three ways in which C. elegans can
provide a model for parasitic nematodes that encompass the analysis of the
expression pattern and function of parasite genes. An important aspect is the use
of the well-annotated genome information for C. elegans as a bioinformatic route to
identifying similar genes in parasitic nematodes and subsequently defining their
function. The review of Gilleard [16] is also pertinent since it considers the extent to
which the basic biology and genome organization is conserved in nematodes in
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addition to the use ofC. elegans as a surrogate expression system for gene function in
parasitic nematodes.

Here, we discuss the evidence that C. elegans provides an informative and relevant
model system for the study of parasitic nematodes. We highlight past successes,
potential pitfalls, and future opportunities in adopting this experimental model.

Comparative Genome Analysis for the Phylum Nematoda

Using small subunit ribosomal DNA sequences from a range of nematodes, Blaxter
et al. [18] proposed the division of nematodes into five clades. Parasitic nematodes
occur in all five clades (Table 2.1), and these authors consider that parasitism in
plant and animal nematodes has independently arisen 3 and 4 times, respectively.
C. elegans, a member of the Rhabditida, is placed in clade V together with the
Strongylida and Diplogasterida. From this, Blaxter et al. [18] conclude that C. elegans
would be a good model for the order Strongylida. Clade V includes a number of key
parasitic nematodes whose genomes are being sequenced, including Haemonchus
contortus,Necator americanus,Ostertagia osteragi, Ancylostoma duodenale, and Nippos-
trongylus brasiliensis [19] (www.nematode.net). As this classification places the Stron-
gyloides in clade IV, it is proposed that species of the free-living nematode,
Panagrellus, would be a preferred model for this group. These authors also suggest

Table 2.1 Examples of nematode species classified in clades following a molecular evolutionary
framework proposed by Blaxter et al. [18].

Clade Species

I Longidorus elongatus
Xiphinema rivesi

II Trichodorus primitivus
Prismatolaimus intermedius

III Ascaris suum
Ascaridia galli
Brugia malayi
Onchocerca volvulus

IV Panagrellus redivivus
Heterodera glycines
Strongyloides stercoralis
Globodera pallida
Meloidogyne arenaria

V Caenorhabditis elegans
Haemonchus contortus
Necator americanus
Ostertagia asteragi
Ancylostoma duodenale
Pristionchus pacificus
Nippostrongylus brasiliensis
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that the members of the family Cephalobidae (e.g., Acrobeles and Zeldia) would be
good models for plant nematodes of the genera Tylenchida and Meloidogyne. This
raises the interesting prospect in which initial studies could be undertaken using C.
elegans and followed up using other free-living nematodes judiciously chosen from
those that aremost closely related to the target parasitic nematode – an approach that,
to our knowledge, has not yet been adopted.

There is extensive evidence of genes that are unique to the phylumNematoda. For
example, Parkinson et al. [20] estimated from expressed sequence tag (EST)
sequences that more than 50% of putative nematode genes occur only in this
phylum. For certain gene families, such as the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor
(nAChR) family, there are family members that do not appear to occur in other
phyla [21] and, indeed, have provided novel anthelmintic targets (e.g., the nematode-
specific ACR-23 nAChR subunit, which is the target of monepantel) [22]. Further-
more, and not surprisingly, there is evidence for nematode-specific genes that are
associated with particular aspects of the parasitic lifestyle. A recent example of this is
the abundance of genes encoding enzymes in plant parasitic nematodes that are
likely important in the invasion of the host plant [23]. Within the phylum itself, there
is also evidence for extensive divergence between the species. For example, Parkinson
et al. [20] have estimated from EST sequences that 23% of genes are unique to each
species.

One problem in identifying homologous genes between species is the variety of
abbreviations used in the literature for genes from different species. It has been
proposed that genes should be named following the convention applied to C.
elegans [24]. For example, the ligand-gated anion channel protein gene from H.
contortus originally namedRDLwould becomeHco-lgc-38, where thefirst three letters
designate the species, the next three letters designate the gene class followed by a
gene number in order of discovery. In addition, there could be an optional paralog
number, a spliced variant letter, and, finally, a capital letter for allele designation.

In a recent study comparing the transcriptome for intestinal tissue from Ascaris
suum, H. contortus, and C. elegans, 241 gene families were identified that were
represented in each of the three species [25]. This number represents about 20% of
the total intestinal genes sampled from the three species and provides an indication
of a cohort of genes that are responsible for the conserved physiological function of
the nematode intestine. These genes in C. elegans could form the basis for studies to
identify potential anthelmintics thatmight interferewith the function of the intestine
inparasitic nematodes. In a comparative study between the genomes ofBrugiamalayi
(clade III) and C. elegans, about 50% of the B. malayi genes have clear orthologs in
C. elegans [26]. These authors found a reasonable number of orthologous genes
between the two species in relation to molting, to Cys-loop receptors for ligand-gated
ion channels, potassium channels, and in reproductive biology including germline
development and gamete biology. They concluded these are areas where C. elegans
could serve as a model in the development of novel anthelmintics. The draft genome
of the necromenic nematode Pristionchus pacificus (clade V) has been published and
subjected to a comparative analysis withC. elegans andB.malayi [27]. This reveals that
58% of predicted proteins for P. pacificus have a close match in C. elegans, while this
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figure is 73% for B. malayi. For C. elegans and P. pacificus, Dieterich et al. [27] noted
clear differences in the relative numbers of genes falling into specific functional
classes, as predicted from a protein domain analysis. For example, P. pacificus had a
larger number of genes involved in metabolism of xenobiotics (perhaps consistent
with its necromenic lifestyle, i.e., living in the corpse of a beetle) and ribosomal
protein genes, whereas C. elegans had more seven-transmembrane receptor genes
andmorenuclear hormone receptor genes. The ease of culture ofP. pacificusmakes it
an attractive laboratory model and genetic technology is also being applied. For
example, a roller mutant of P. pacificus, based on the dominant behavioral marker
gene rol-6 of C. elegans [11], has been used as a marker to develop the transgenic
technique in this nematode [28]. These results indicate a basis for developing further
functional genomic models for parasitic nematodes [29].

At the genome level there are considerable differences between Caenorhabditis
species [30]. For example, C. elegans and Caenorhabditis briggsae diverged from a
common ancestor approximately 100 million years ago (although this figure may be
considerably less [31]). In addition, fewer than 65% of C. briggsae genes could be
assigned an ortholog in C. elegans [32]. Thus, nematodes that superficially appear
similar (e.g., in terms of morphology) show considerable genomic variation. It is,
therefore, essential to interpret the results carefully when comparing information or
data between different species. Nonetheless, C. elegans and C. briggsae show 80%
amino acid identity between orthologs [32]. For comparison,mice and humans show
78.5% amino acid identity between orthologs. Furthermore, based on 265 000 EST
sequences, corresponding to 93 600 putative genes from 30 species, Parkinson
et al. [20] found that parasitic nematodes from clade V had 50–70% of their ESTs
in common with C. elegans. For clade IV, the percentage of ESTs in common with
C. eleganswas typically 50–60%, while for clade I and for some species from clade III,
this figure was 45%. From these figures, Britton and Murray [33] conclude that
C. elegans should not be discarded as a model for species in these clades.

Another important genetic analysis of the different nematode species is at the level
of the temporal and spatial expression pattern of genes of interest. In his review,
Gilleard [16] proposes that beforeC. elegans is used as amodel to study the regulation
of gene expression in a specific nematode, comparative studies should be undertaken
to determine if these processes are sufficiently conserved to make the analysis
meaningful. The ease of generating transgenic C. elegans expressing reporter
constructs for genes of interest has led to this technology being avidly adopted in
order to provide insight into the tissue-specific and developmental expression pattern
of parasite genes. However, in using this approach it is important to know to what
extent the expression pattern of the reporter gene, which utilizes the putative
promoter region for the parasite gene to drive expression, faithfully reproduces the
native expression pattern of the parasite gene. Evidence would suggest a good level of
conservation of cis-regulatory elements that control tissue-specific expression
between C. elegans and H. contortus, and probably other strongylid nematodes [16].
However, in this same review, it was noted that the evidence also suggests temporal
regulation is not so well conserved. Insight into this is provided by the ongoing
provision of sequence data for parasitic nematodes that will facilitate the
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identification of gene regulatory sequences. Work is in progress to extend the EST
information for representative species of all the clades [19] (www.nematode.net).

The expression of three parasite nematode genes – a pepsinogen gene, pep-1, a
cysteine protease gene, AC2 (both fromH. contortus), and a cuticular collagen gene,
colost-1 (fromOstertagia circumcincta) –was examined inC. elegans by transformation
with putative parasite promoter/lacZ reporter constructs [24]. The report showed that
parasitic nematode genesmay be expressed in the same tissues of both the free-living
and parasitic nematodes. This finding demonstrates that the genes probably have a
similar role in both groups of nematodes and supports the use ofC. elegans as amodel
for parasitic nematodes of clade V. In contrast, the timing of expression of the
parasitic genes inC. elegans differs from the expression timing found in the parasitic
nematodes themselves. This could indicate that themechanisms regulating temporal
expression of genes may vary between parasitic and free-living nematodes [34].
Britton et al. conclude that a greater knowledge of parasitic transcriptional regulators
is required, including how they are controlled during development and interact with
other factors to influence developmental event timing.

Functional Characterization of Parasite Genes by Heterologous
Expression in C. elegans

The value of C. elegans for the expression and characterization of parasitic nematode
genes is that all the facilities available for the analysis of gene function in C. elegans
can be applied to the parasitic gene. The simplest way to do this is to express the
parasitic nematode gene in a C. elegans mutant that lacks the homologous gene of
interest. There have been a number of examples published using this technique
(summarized in Table 2.2).

Table 2.2 Examples of parasitic nematode genes that have been expressed in C. elegans.

Parasitic nematode Clade Gene Protein Reference

H. contortus V tub-1(iSE) b-tubulin [35]
tub-1(RU) b-tubulin

H. contortus V pep-1 AC-2 gut pepsinogen cysteine
protease

[34]

O. circumcincta V colost-1 cuticular collagen [34]
H. contortus V elt-2 GATA transcription factor [37]
G. rostochiensis IVb gpd GAPDH [38]
H. contortus V Hcavr-14 (HcGluCla3) GluCl subunit [80]
O. volvulus III Ov-GST-1a GST-1a [102]
O. volvulus III Ov-GST-3 GST-3 [40]
S. stercoralis IV fktf-1 Forkhead transcription

factor
[42]

B. malayi III alt-1, alt-2 abundant larval transcript [103]
G. pallida IVb ace-2 acetylcholinesterase [104]
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An excellent example illustrating the value ofC. elegans as amodel for determining
the mechanism of an anthelmintic is a study undertaken over 15 years ago [35]. In
this paper the site of interaction between benzimidazoles and their target protein
was investigated by generating C. elegans transgenic strains expressing tub-1 from
H. contortus. tub-1 encodes the protein, b-tubulin. The C. elegans homolog ben-1 is a
nonessential gene that is required for benzimidazole sensitivity [36]. In their study,
Kwa et al. took advantage of the C. elegans ben-1mutant as an experimental platform
for functional analysis of parasite genes by expressing alleles of tub-1 from benz-
imidazole-susceptible and -resistant strains of H. contortus. When the H. contortus
tub-1(iSE) gene (from a drug-susceptible population) was used to transform a
C. elegans ben-1 mutant, the C. elegans became sensitive to thiabendazole. This
demonstrated that aH. contortus gene was functional in C. elegans. In contrast, when
H. contortus tub-1(RU), which was isolated from a drug-resistant population, was
used to transform C. elegans, the ben-1mutant remained resistant to thiabendazole.
Further studies using in vitromutagenesis of the tub-1 gene prior to transformation of
C. elegans ben-1 indicated that a change from phenylalanine to tyrosine at position
200 was sufficient to confer resistance to benzimidazoles and thus provided robust
identification of the drug target.

Another gene for which the function has been demonstrated inC. elegans is theH.
contortus homolog of the C. elegans GATA transcription factor, elt-2, [37]. elt-2 is a
central regulator of endoderm development, being essential for gut development in
C. elegans and Couthier et al. found that endodermal development inH. contortuswas
similar to that of C. elegans. These authors found that the temporal and spatial
expression of the parasitic nematode gene was the same as that of elt-2. Interestingly,
although the H. contortus ELT-2 polypeptide has only a 26.8% overall identity with
C. elegans ELT-2 peptide, its ectopic expression in transgenic C. elegans activates a
program of endodermal differentiation [37]. This approach, employing inducible
promoters to drive ectopic overexpression of a parasite gene in C. elegans, while
arguably not of direct physiological relevance, provides a powerful approach to obtain
novel insight into potential downstream biochemical signaling pathways of the gene
of interest.

Further evidence for the expression of parasitic genes in C. elegans comes from
studies using a glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) gene, desig-
nated gpd, isolated from the plant nematode, Globodera rostochiensis. This has high
homology with GAPDHs from C. elegans (about 80% identical at the amino acid
level) [38]. The 50-flanking region of this gpd gene was fused to a Green Fluorescent
Protein (GFP) reporter gene to provide a promoter/reporter construct and used to
transform C. elegans. In transgenic lines, GFP expression was observed in embryos
and in the body wall muscle of different larval stages. C. elegans gpd-2 and gpd-3
are also expressed in body wallmuscles during larval development [39]. These results
suggest that though plant nematodes and C. elegans are only distantly related,
C. elegans might act as a model system for the study of cyst nematode genes.

There have been a number of other studies in which the parasite genes have been
expressed in C. elegans including the glutathione S-transferase (GST)-3 gene from
Onchocerca volvulus (clade III), Ov-GST-3 [40], the Strongyloides stercoralis (clade IV)
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fktf-1 gene, an ortholog of C. elegans daf-16 [41, 42], and the translationally controlled
tumor protein gene, for which the C. elegans gene is tct-1 and which occurs in 31
nematode species [43].

Thus, the evidence from the studies described above indicate that many parasitic
nematode genes can be functionally expressed inC. elegans.As the genomes of more
parasitic nematodes are sequenced, so more homologous genes between C. elegans
andparasitic nematodes canbe identified and expressed inC. elegans.Thiswill enable
identification of key genes for parasitic nematode viability that will provide potential
novel loci for new generations of anthelmintics. These will include genes involved in
development, reproduction, metabolism, cuticle formation, and the nervous system.
An interesting area for further exploration is the role of the neuropeptides. These are
a diverse family of signaling molecules in the nematode nervous system that have
profound effects on behavior in C. elegans [44–46] and parasitic nematodes [47, 48].
While there are a large number of peptides and their receptors in nematodes [49],
none has yet been identified as the target for an anthelmintic. However, inmammals,
peptides have been developed to target a number of sites, including the immune
system, the endocrine system, and cancer [50]. Also, in the mammalian system,
neuropeptide analogs are being developed as therapeutic agents, suggesting that
similar strategies could be used to develop peptide-derived anthelmintics [51],
particularly as many nematode neuropeptides and their receptors do not occur
in mammals.

Comparative Pharmacology of C. elegans and Parasitic Nematode
Neurotransmitter Receptors

Another approach is to compare C. elegans and parasitic nematode receptors to
determine to what extent their pharmacological profiles are sufficiently similar for
C. elegans to be of value as a model in developing new anthelmintics. These studies
typically employ expression of receptors in cell culture (e.g., HEK-293 cells) in order
to make the functional analysis. A good example of this are studies conducted on
receptors for biogenic amines [52]. Biogenic amines contribute to a number of
important physiological processes in nematodes including feeding, locomotion, egg
laying and various behaviors. A 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) receptor, 5-HT1Hc, has
been cloned and sequenced from H. contortus, and its pharmacological profile
investigated and compared with 5-HT receptors from C. elegans [53]. Recently, a
tyramine-gated chloride channel, Hco-LGC-55, has been cloned and sequenced
from H. contortus [54]. HcoLGC-55 is an ortholog of Cel-LGC-55 from C.
elegans [55, 56]. Rao et al. [54] suggested that tyramine and other amine-gated
chloride channels would be potential sites for the development of novel anthel-
mintics since these channels are absent in the host. The SER-2 tyramine receptor
has also been the subject of another recent study that examined the actions of three
monoterpenoids for anthelmintic activity [57]. Lei et al. [57] proposed their system
might be developed as a platform for high-throughput compound screening for
new anthelmintics.
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C. elegans as a Tool to Understand the Mode of Action of Novel
Anthelmintics

The precedent for this approach is well established, from the early studies that
generated levamisole-resistant strains of C. elegans [58] through to more recent
studies that have employed forward and reverse genetics to unpick themode of action
of the new anthelmintics monepantel [22] and emodepside [59].

For levamisole, pyrantel, and morantel, studies of the nAChRs of C. elegans have
proven of great value [58, 60], although all three compounds were first shown to be
agonists at nAChRs in A. suum [61] (for more information on nematode receptors,
see Chapters 1 and 14). InC. elegans there are 29 subunits for nAChRs, which can be
divided into five main groups: ACR-16, ACR-8, UNC-38, UNC-29, and DEG-3 [60].
There are five genes that encode nicotinic acetylcholine subunits that are expressed
in the body wall muscle and are activated by levamisole: LEV-1, LEV-8/ACR-13,
UNC-29, UNC-38, andUNC-63. Evidence would suggest that UNC-29 and LEV-1 can
assemble with either UNC-38 or UNC-63 [60]. Null mutants of unc-29, unc-38, and
unc-63 are resistant to levamisole [58]. Certain amino acids, such as E153 of unc-38
and Q57 of unc-63, are key for levamisole potency (Q57 in the case of pyrantel
potency) [62]. In addition, there is evidence that three further genes – ric-3, unc-50,
and unc-74 – encode ancillary proteins that are involved in the assembly of
the nAChRs [63].

The question is how to relate these levamisole-sensitive subunits identified in
C. elegans to the situation in parasitic nematodes. Three types of nAChRs have been
proposed for A. suum body wall muscle – nicotine-sensitive (N-subtype), levamisole-
sensitive (L-subtype) and bephenium-sensitive (B-subtype) [64, 65]. There is evidence
that C. elegans body wall muscle also contains levamisole-insensitive nAChRs,
possibly composed of homo-oligomeric ACR-16 subunits [60]. These authors con-
clude thatC. elegansmuscle receptor subtypes resemble those fromA. suum and also
Oesophagostomum dentatum [66], which provides confirmation of its value as amodel
for parasitic nematodes. Qian et al. [67] summarized the properties of LEV-activated
receptor channels for C. elegans and A. suum (Table 2.3).

Table 2.3 Summary of the properties of levamisole receptor channels in the body wall muscle of
C. elegans and A. suum (data taken from [67]).

Animal C. elegans A. suum

Clade V III
Levamisole concentration (mM) 10–100 10–100
Conducts cesium yes yes
Kd at �75mV for open channel block (mM) 13 46
Activation by nicotine no yes
Conductance (pS) 26–36 18–53
Mean open time (ms) 0.25–0.53 0.2–2.5
Rectification yes no

Kd is the equilibrium dissociation constant of levamisole for the receptor channel.
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More recently,C. elegans has provided insight into themode of action of the amino-
acetonitrile derivatives (AADs) [22, 68]. These drugs also act through nAChRs, but in
this case the receptors implicated belong to the DEG-3 family of channels, which is
specific to the Nematoda. This discovery was facilitated by experiments in which
AADs were effective against C. elegans mutants that were resistant to levamisole,
indicating a novel mode of action. Subsequently, ACR-23 homologs have been
identified in H. contortus and mutations in these channels (e.g., MPTL-1) are
implicated in conferring reduced sensitivity to AADs [69]. This prompted a study
to heterologously expressH. contortus DEG-3/DES-2 channels and confirm them as
targets for monepantel [70]. This latter study suggests that monepantel acts as a
positive allosteric modulator of the heterologously expressed nAChR rather than
gating channel opening and itwill be interesting to discoverwhether or not this is also
the case for the native channel. These authors have also extended their analysis to a
bioinformatic interrogation of the genome sequence for a range of nematodes to test
whether or not there is a correlation betweenmonepantel sensitivity and the presence
of ACR-23/MPTL-1 putative channel sequences in the genome [71]. This analysis
indicated that Pristionchus pacificus and Strongyloides ratti lack an acr-23/mptl-1
homolog. As these species are also insensitive to monepantel this is consistent with
a role for these channels in mediating the drug effect.

In addition tomonepantel, studies employingC. eleganshave beenmost successful
in the elucidation of the mode of action of the avermectins. Avermectins, together
with the structurally related milbemycins, are macrocyclic lactones obtained from
Streptomyces spp. These studies have been possible as C. elegans is very susceptible to
avermectins [72]. In initial experiments, C. elegans poly(A)þ RNA was injected into
Xenopus laevis oocytes and currents recorded [73]. These currents were activated by
avermectin with half-maximal activation obtained using 90 nM avermectin. This
current was shown to be due to an increase in chloride conductance. Subsequently, it
was shown that these chloride currents in C. elegans were gated by glutamate [74]. A
labor-intensive expression cloning strategy eventually isolated two cDNA clones,
pGluCla (subsequently termed GluCla1) and pGluClb – the former was sensitive to
avermectin, but not glutamate, while the latter was sensitive to glutamate, but not to
avermectin. Prior to these experiments using C. elegans it was generally considered
that avermectins interacted with c-aminobutyric acid-gated chloride channels [75]. It
is now clear that C. elegans expresses a family of glutamate-gated chloride channels
(GluCls) and that these present the major site of action for ivermectin in nema-
todes [76]. In an early study, Dent et al. [77] identified avr-15 as the gene responsible
for the sensitivity of C. elegans pharynx to ivermectin. Further experiments that used
intracellular recordings of C. elegans pharyngeal muscle to compare the effects of
glutamate and ivermectin [78] showed that AVR-15/GluCla2 subunit is required for
ivermectin sensitivity in the pharynx of C. elegans [78]. Thus, through its action on
GluCla2, ivermectin inhibits pharyngeal pumping [77, 78], and so prevents feeding
in C. elegans and, presumably, in other nematodes. A further analysis of GluCls in C.
elegans [76] in conferring sensitivity to ivermectin revealed that three genes are
pivotal. Thus, Dent et al. [79] found that the triple mutant, avr-14/avr-15/glc-1, was
highly resistant to ivermectin. This analysis, involving the generation of viable strains
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ofC. elegans harboringmutations inmultiple genes, provides an excellent example of
the power of genetic manipulation inC. elegans to address specific questions relating
to drug mode of action.

How do these studies on the role of GluCls in the mode of action of ivermectin
relate to parasitic nematodes?One of theH. contortus glutamate-gated chloride genes,
Hcavr-14 (HcGluCla3), which is involved in the action of ivermectin, has been
expressed in C. elegans [80] where it rescues a motor deficit in the avr-14 mutant.
Holden-Dye and Walker [81] compared the actions of ivermectin on the pharyngeal
muscle ofAscaridia galli andC. elegans.These authors found that ivermectinwas over
1000 times less potent on the pharyngeal muscle of A. galli compared to the
pharyngeal muscle of C. elegans. This lack of sensitivity ofA. galli pharyngeal muscle
to ivermectin was unexpected since the pharynxes of bothH. contortus and A. suum
are sensitive to low nanomolar ivermectin [82, 83]. The pharynxes also differed in
their sensitivity to glutamate and glutamate agonists. These results emphasize the
possibility that while the ivermectin receptor that directly binds the drug might be
conserved between species of nematode, the tissues in which the receptor is
expressed may differ, thus the key site of action of ivermectin and its subsequent
impact on behavior might vary between different species of nematodes. This would
suggest that avermectins act at a number of sites in nematodes and that thismight be
responsible for differences in sensitivity to avermectins in different nematodes (e.g.,
the main target organ might vary between nematode species).

The relationship between ivermectin resistance and increased expression of ABC
transport proteins and P-glycoproteins has been investigated using C. elegans as a
model system. Specifically, James and Davey [84] concluded that transport proteins
are involved in ivermectin resistance, and they consider that their model is useful to
investigate drug resistance and its reversal.

Insight into the mode of action of the cyclo-octadepsipeptide anthelmintic,
emodepside, has also been provided from studies in C. elegans. These built on the
earlier observations that the cyclo-octadepsipeptide, PF1022A, and emodepside
might act on a latrophilin receptor in H. contortus [85]. It was shown that the C.
elegans genome also contains genes that encode latrophilin-like proteins [85]. The
gene lat-1 is expressed in C. elegans pharynx [85] and it was shown that a low
nanomolar concentration of emodepside inhibits pharyngeal pumping (i.e., feeding
in a latrophilin-dependent manner) [86]. Furthermore, it was shown that both
PF1022A and emodepside inhibited locomotion of C. elegans with IC50 values in
the low nanomolar range [86]. The role of latrophilin in the mode of action of
emodepside was investigated further in C. elegans using a functional null mutant for
latrophilin (lat-1) [59]. The report found that, although emodepside was less active on
the pharynx of thismutant, it still had an inhibitory effect on locomotion, indicating a
possible second site of action for emodepside. There are two latrophilin genes in C.
elegans – lat-1 and lat-2 – raising the possibility that this second targetmight be LAT-2.
Generation of a strain carrying null mutations for both lat-1 and lat-2 permitted this
hypothesis to be tested, and revealed that the double mutant was still inhibited by
emodepside [59], indicating that there was a second, as yet undiscovered, mode of
action for emodepside. A subsequentmutagenesis screen for emodepside resistance
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resulted in recovery of nine alleles of slo-1 – a gene that encodes a large conductance
calcium-activated potassium channel. [59]. Interestingly, slo-1 mutants were very
resistant to the inhibitory action of emodepside on both pharyngeal pumping and
locomotion. slo-1 is expressed widely through the nervous system ofC. elegans and in
bodywallmuscle, butnot inpharyngealmuscle [87, 88]. Expressionof slo-1 eitherpan-
neuronally or in body wall muscle restored the inhibitory effect of emodepside on
locomotion although it was not as susceptible as wild-type [72]. However, expression
of slo-1 pan-neuronally resulted in a complete restoration of the emodepside effect on
pharyngeal pumping. As noted above, native slo-1 is not expressed in the pharyngeal
muscle [87]; however, ectopic overexpression of slo-1 in this muscle in the slo-1 null
mutant js379 confers sensitivity to emodepside [89]. Taken together this suggests an
intimate connection between the emodepside target and the SLO-1 channel, and is
consistent with the proposal that emodepside signals through SLO-1 to inhibit
feeding and motility. More recently, it has been shown that other biochemical
pathways impinge on this channel and may regulate emodepside sensitivity [90].

Finally, it has been shown that slo-1 orthologs cloned from the parasitic nematodes
H. contortus, Ancylostoma caninum, and Cooperia oncophora confer sensitivity of the
C. elegans slo-1nullmutant to emodepside [91]. Taken together, these studies utilizing
C. elegans as a model system have identified and confirmed SLO-1 as a new
anthelmintic target.

C. elegans has also been employed to provide insight into themolecular basis of the
selective toxicity of emodepside. The gene of the human ortholog of SLO-1 channel,
KCNMA1, has been expressed in slo-1 (js379)mutants ofC. elegans [89]. Expression of
kcnma1 rescued the behavioral deficits observed in the slo-1mutant, indicating that
the human channel can functionally replace the nematode SLO-1 channel. Inter-
estingly, C. elegans expressing kcnma-1 was 10–100 times less sensitive to emodep-
side thanwild-type, suggesting that emodepside is selective for thenematode over the
mammalian channel.

C. elegans as a Platform for Target Discovery

The above examples clearly demonstrate the value of C. elegans in determining the
mode of action of anthelmintics. However, C. elegans was not employed in the
identification of these compounds as potential anthelmintic drugs. Rather, this was
achieved through the screening of compounds with efficacy in mammalian hosts
infected with parasitic nematodes. Nonetheless, there are also ways in which C.
elegans can contributemore directly to the drug discovery process and some examples
are given below.

Recently, a novel anthelmintic has been identified using C. elegans as a screening
system where 10 000 compounds were examined [92]. One compound, an amino-
quinoline derivative, KSI-4088, inhibited egg hatching, larval development, and
migration rate. These authors are currently defining the site of action of this
compound, and it will be interesting to see if KSI-4088 has a novel site of action
and if it can be developed as a commercial anthelmintic.
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A novel approach has been to identify essential genes in C. elegans (i.e., those for
which a loss of function results in death of the animal) and then to identify the
homologous genes in a parasitic nematode (i.e., the soybean cyst nematode,
Heterodera glycines) [93]. The aim of this approach is to introduce lethal RNA
interference (RNAi) constructs into the host plant, the soybean, Glycine max, which
are then ingested by H. glycines, resulting in the death of the cyst nematodes.

An important aspect in terms of considering the role ofC. elegans in drug discovery
is the impact that new technologies may have on this process. The technique of
optogenetics, in which light-activated channels provide a means of remote, targeted
activation or inhibition of specific cells, has been pioneered in C. elegans [94]. This
exciting new approach provides ameans to drive specific behaviors, such as bodywall
muscle [95] or pharyngeal muscle contraction [96], and to quantify the impact of
drugs on these responses. In combinationwith this, a number of different genetically
encoded sensors, particularly for calcium ions, provide a mechanism for imaging
cellular activity [97]. These techniques for remote light-induced control of neural
circuits and noninvasive imaging of cellular activity are now being incorporated into
studies that deploy microfluidic technology both as a means to permit more detailed
functional studies [98] andwithaview toprovidinghigh-throughput analysis [99, 100].
Thus, there is an increasingly diverse �toolset� for the analysis of the physiology and
pharmacology ofC. elegans. Arguably, there should be the opportunity to adopt some
of these approaches, in particular the use ofmicrofluidics for the analysis of parasitic
nematodes. Accordingly, C. elegans will serve, yet again, as the �trail-blazer� for
functional analysis in the phylum.

Conclusions

C. eleganswasfirst proposed as amodel for anthelmintic drug discoverymore than 30
years ago [5], and since then its utility for the purpose has gained added dimension
from its tractability for RNAi and chemical biology approaches [101]. More recently,
the application of imaging and optogenetics in combination with microfluidics [99]
provides even more capability for a detailed and precise high-throughput analysis.
Although, as discussed above, there are caveats to the use of C. elegans as a surrogate
parasite, it remains the most experimentally tractable species in the phylum
Nematoda. As such it will continue to provide an important platform for anthelmintic
studies in the foreseeable future.
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3
Integrating and Mining Helminth Genomes to Discover
and Prioritize Novel Therapeutic Targets
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Abstract
Diseases caused by helminth parasites remain the most neglected of tropical
diseases. Consequently, discovery of new therapeutics, diagnostics, and vaccines
for helminth parasites has been slow to progress. This is in part because anthelmintic
discovery has relied upon biological screens – either genetic or chemical – inmodel as
well as in parasitic worms and these approaches are limited in a number of ways. For
example, genetic manipulation (such as RNA interference) is still not available for
many helminth parasites, and, therefore, genomic-scale experimental target iden-
tification and validation studies remain challenging. Also, for many parasitic
helminths, the life cycle of the parasite cannot be maintained in vitro, thus limiting
experimental screens. To facilitate discovery of new targets, a genomics-based
approach has been gaining traction and will be supported by the increasing numbers
of complete genome sequences available for helminth parasites. The availability of
these genome sequences is expected to support a wide variety of genomic-scale
studies that will generate functional datasets regarding the expression, structure,
phylogeny, essentiality, and validation of genes from parasite stages relevant to
disease. In addition, target identification will be facilitated by mapping of functional
data through orthology from model organisms like Caenorhabditis elegans. In order
to realize the full potential of genomics-based target discovery, various func-
tional datasets need to be integrated with genome sequence information in a
structured format that can be easily accessed and mined for anthelmintic target
discovery. This chapter discusses advances in genomics-driven target discovery for
helminths, and highlights the increasing contribution of data repositories such as
TDR Targets and WormBase to anthelmintic target discovery. The search strategies
implemented in the TDR Targets database will be used to illustrate the utility of
comparative genomics to discover potential helminth drug targets and identify
missing functional datasets in helminth parasites that will greatly improve target
identification.
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Introduction

In the era of genome sequencing, it is inevitable that comparative genomics plays a
major role in driving biological and therapeutic discoveries. This is especially true
for less-studied organisms, like the helminth parasites, that are not easily ame-
nable to experimental manipulation in the laboratory. Helminth parasites (nema-
todes, cestodes, and trematodes) are a diverse group of invertebrate animals with
complex life cycles during which they infect various animal hosts. The disease
burden resulting from human helminth infections is enormous. Estimates from
the World Health Organization (WHO) indicate that more than 2 billion people
world-wide are at risk of acquiring such infections (http://www.who.int/tdr/svc/
diseases/helminths). Few effective drugs are available to treat and control hel-
minth infections [1, 2] (see also Chapters 14 and 20), and there are already a
significant number of documented cases of resistance in veterinary hel-
minths [3, 4]. In addition, recent reports suggest that resistance to some anthel-
mintic treatments in humansmight be emerging [5, 6]; thus, alternate therapeutics
are urgently required.

Althoughwhole-organism (phenotypic) screening approaches have dominated the
drugdiscovery landscape for helminth parasites, target-based approaches are gaining
ground, being supported by a number of advances (see also Chapters 1 and 8).
(i) There is the increased availability of genome sequence information for a number
of helminth parasites, which is supported by parasitic helminth genome initiatives
such as those of the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute and Washington University�s
Genome Sequencing Center [7, 8]. (ii) There has been a steady increase in genome-
wide studies on expression profiling (primarily by expressed sequence tag (EST)
library sequencing and microarray analysis [9–12]), proteomics [13–15], and valida-
tion of function and phenotype (most often by RNA interference (RNAi) [16]; see also
Chapters 6 and 7). In fact, recent advances in deep sequencing of both genomic and
mRNAmean that therewill not be a shortage of sequence data for helminth parasites.
Rather, the focus is now shifting towards developingmethods and tools to effectively
integrate and use these datasets in order to understand the biology of helminths and
support anthelmintic discovery.

Traditional genome repositories such as organism-specific genome databases and
the National Center for Biotechnology Information GenBank [17] serve the essential
function of hosting raw genome sequence data and associated genomic or gene-
specific annotations, generated mostly by standardized computational pipelines.
With the increasing availability of different types of genomic-scale experimental
datasets, it is now standard practice by most genome servers to integrate these
datasets and allow end-users to query the available data in order to retrieve desired
genes. Moreover, genome servers such as GeneDB [18] and EuPathDB [19], which
host genome data for various eukaryotic pathogens, have implemented tools to
perform comparative genomics analysis of related species. Comparative genomics is
especially important in the case of helminth pathogens for which the functional
annotation of available genomes suffers from a relative lack of robust experimental
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tools. For example, the highly annotated genome sequence information available for
Caenorhabditis elegans in WormBase [20] can be used to inform gene annotation for
orthologs in parasitic helminths. In fact, this strategy has been already used to
identify potential target genes in Brugia malayi [21] and Schistosoma mansoni [22].
Implementing a similar workflow, but as part of a curated database, will allow for the
continual updating of underlying datasets.

We outline how in silico comparative genomics can be employed to enhance our
understanding of helminth biology and assist in the discovery of novel drug and
vaccine targets. Specifically, grouping proteins by orthology [23] has been useful to
map functional genomic datasets such as metabolic pathways and genetic phe-
notypes from the model organism, C. elegans, to parasitic helminths. This chapter
also reviews how genome-wide annotation that is integrated into genome databases
can be used to identify and prioritize target genes. Finally, we provide a brief
overview of the WHO�s TDR Targets database [24], which integrates a number of
datasets mapped to the genomes of different pathogens, including helminths, and
provides the necessary informatics tools to prioritize target genes. Illustrative
examples of target prioritization for B. malayi, S. mansoni, Onchocerca volvulus, and
Wuchereria bancrofti will be demonstrated using the tools implemented in TDR
Targets.

Availability of Genome Sequence Information for Parasitic Helminths

In addition to the model nematode, C. elegans [25], which was the first nematode
genome to be sequenced, a handful of other parasitic worm genomes, including
B. malayi [26], S. mansoni [27], and Trichenella spiralis [28], have been sequenced.
Table 3.1 provides a list of worms, most of them parasitic in animals, which are
currently under study by various sequencing centers. However, there are signif-
icant challenges ahead in terms of producing high quality genome annotation,
making data accessible to the community, and enabling functional studies.
Genome repositories and databases will be important here. For helminths, the
Nematode.Net database [29] maintains a collection of sequences, both genomic and
EST-based, and provides various functionalities such as functional classification,
ortholog identification, and expression data analysis. Although this database also
includes data for C. elegans, more sophisticated phenotype data (based on targeted
gene disruption or RNAi studies) for C. elegans can be mined from WormBase [20]
and used to identify potential targets in parasitic helminths (see Figure 3.1). Also,
the GeneDB [18] and SchistoDB [30] databases provide access to genome sequence
annotation for a number of Schistosoma species. The TDR Targets database
contains genome information for B. malayi and S. mansoni, and integrates a
variety of datasets (see below), including orthology-based mapping of C. elegans
phenotype data, to aid in the identification of potential drug targets. The TDR
Targets database will incorporate genome information for other parasitic worms as
data become available.
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Overview of Genome Annotation Datasets that Aid Target Identification

In addition to storing the sequence information for any given genome, the respective
genome databases also provide a collection of annotations describing several different
features either on a genomic-scale or in a gene/protein-specific manner. Some of the
annotations are gathered automatically (e.g., identificationof open reading frames and
their protein domains/properties to predict function), butmanyothers are culled from
experimental data and have to be constantly curated as the data become available. The
latter set includes data that describe gene/protein expression and regulation, genetic
variations, protein structure, gene essentiality, phenotypic/functional responses to
genetic/chemical alterations of gene structure or function, ligand/inhibitor interac-
tions, and any other relevant information (see Table 3.2 for a list of datasets that can be
mapped to a sequenced genome). Although the data available from automated
genome annotations are very similar in format and accessibility across various
genomes, thequality anddepth of coverage of experimental data varieswidely between
organisms. This is especially true for helminths in that the data available forC. elegans
aremuchmore comprehensive than those for parasitic worms. This is, in part, due to
the patchy genome information available for parasitic worms, but also due to them

Table 3.1 Sequence data availability for helminth organisms (as of March 2012).

Organism type Number of
species with
EST dataa)

Number of species with
genome sequence dataa)

Number of
species with RNA
sequence dataa)

Trematoda – flukes 3 2 (Sman; Sjap) 2 (Sman; Sjap)
Cestoda – tapeworm 2 4 (Egra; Emul; Hmic; Tsol) 3 (Egra; Emul; Hmic)
Nematoda – clade I 4 2 (Tspi; Tmur) —

Nematoda – clade III 6 4 (Bmal; Asuu; Alum;
Ovol)

1 (Asuu)

Nematoda – clade IV a/b 18 4 (Srat; Gpal; Minc; Hgly) 2 (Srat; Gpal)
Nematoda – clade V 13 13 (Caenorhabditis spp;b)

Acan; Acey; Aduo; Conco;
Dviv; Name; Oden; Oost;
Hcon; Nbra; Tcir; Ppac)

3 (Caenorhabditis spp;b)

Anca: Conc; Dviv; Hbac;
Name; Nbra; Oden; Oost;
Tcir; Tcol)

The table summarizes the various helminth species (both parasitic and nonparasitic) for which EST,
genome, and RNA sequence data is either available or will soon be available. Sman, Schistosoma
mansoni; Sjap, Schistosoma japonicum; Egra,Echinococcus granulosus; Emul, Echinococcusmultilocularis;
Hmic, Hymenolepis microstoma; Tsol, Taenia solium; Tspi, Trichinella spiralis; Tmur, Trichuris muris;
Bmal, B. malayi; Asuu, Ascaris suum; Alum, Ascaris lumbricoides; Ovol, Onchocerca volvulus; Srat,
Strongyloides ratti; Gpal,Globodera pallida; Minc,Meloidogyne incognita; Hgly,Heterodera glycines; Acan,
Ancylostoma caninum; Acey, Ancylostoma ceylanicum; Aduo, Ancylostoma duodenale; Conco,
Cooperia oncophora; Dviv, Dictyocaulus viviparus; Hbac, Heterorhabditis bacteriophora; Name,
Necator americanus; Oden, Oesophagostomum dentatum; Oost, Ostertagia ostertagi; Tcir,
Teladorsagia circumcincta; Tcol, Trichostrongylus colubriformis; Hcon,Haemonchus contortus; Nbra,
Nippostrongylus brasiliensis; Tcir, Teladorsagia circumcincta; Ppac, Pristionchus pacificus.
a) Indicates both completed andprojects in progress; data obtained fromNematode.Net, theWellcome

Trust Sanger Institute, the NCBI Genome and Gene Expression Omnibus Databases, and [8].
b) Includes multiple species of Caenorhabditis.
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being less experimentally tractable than C. elegans. Thus, it is useful to implement
orthology-based transient mapping of annotation across closely related species to
identify putative target genes, as described in the following section.

Orthology-Based Annotations and Comparative Genomics

Orthologs are defined as homologous proteins that are separated by a speciation
event and are considered to be functionally conserved across species. Orthologous
proteins may be estimated by reciprocal (two-way) best hits using BLAST. Precom-
puted ortholog pairs from more than 100 different species have been clustered into
ortholog groups which can be accessed from the OrthoMCL database [23]. For
example, Figure 3.1a illustrates how the RNAi phenotype data available forC. elegans
genes can bemapped to orthologs inB.malayi andS.mansoni. Of the 4710 geneswith
observed RNAi phenotypes in C. elegans (available in WormBase [20]), 2242 are

Figure 3.1 Mapping RNAi phenotype data
using orthology. (a) The illustration shows how
a significant number of C. elegans genes with
orthologs in B. malayi and S. mansoni are also
associated with at least one observed RNAi
phenotype. Using this mapping information,

desirable phenotypic data can be used to select
for target genes from parasites. (b) General
informatics pipeline used for transientmapping
of phenotypic data from C. elegans to parasitic
organisms.
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orthologous to 3064 Schistosoma genes and 3058 are orthologous to 3377 Brugia
genes, with a large degree of overlap between orthologs of the twoparasites. Similarly,
the other annotations listed in Table 3.2 can be transiently mapped onto the genome
of interest using information from a suitable model organism. However, the
approach has some drawbacks. For example, whereas mapping enzymes and
metabolic pathways using orthology is most likely to be correct, mapping genetic
essentiality data can be misleading as a large proportion of these data tends to be
organism-specific (see [31] and references therein). Therefore, in using such data-
sets, one needs to be familiar with the biology of each species and the suitability of the
mapped data for a particular organism. Nevertheless, comparing orthologous genes
across species is important when performing comparative genomics.

In addition to transient annotation of genomic-scale data as discussed above, the
identification of orthologs enables phylogenetic profiling of the genome of interest.
The presence or absence of genes in the host versus parasite genomes often provides
a first-stage filter to narrow down the set of target genes of interest for further
analysis [32]. As an example, one may want to select B. malayi genes that are absent

Table 3.2 Genome annotation data made available through databases.

Annotation type Annotated data

Automatic annotation and
sequence based predictions

Gene ID

Product name
Gene/protein sequence
Protein length in amino acids
Molecular weight
Isoelectric point
Transmembrane domain
Signal/transit sequences
Protein domain by blast similarity
Gene ontology predictions
Pathway mapping and enzymes
Metabolite mapping
Protein structure model
Phylogeny and orthology
Druggability

Experimental evidence
based annotation

Expression: anatomical and life cycle stage specificity

Enzymatic activity and kinetics
Metabolite and inhibitor ligand binding
Recombinant availability
Protein structure data
Gene essentiality (knockout/down): life cycle stage specificity
Phenotype (Genetic/Chemical): life cycle stage specificity

A variety of annotations, either from sequence-based prediction or based on experimental evidence,
are made available through genome databases. For parasitic helminths in particular, the lack of
genome wide experimental datasets needs to be addressed.
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from free-living nematodes, but are present in parasitic nematodes. Such a selection
is likely to enrich for genes that are essential for parasitism and hence of interest as
targets. Ortholog clustering also helps to identify gene duplications that can con-
tribute to functional redundancy and genetic variation, sometimes even within
different strains (isolates) of the same species [33]. Therefore, implementing
orthology-based querying as part of database infrastructure can be of tremendous
use to select target genes with the desired properties. TDR Targets implements this
functionality making use of ortholog groupings already available in the OrthoMCL
database. In the following sections, examples of target identification through
orthology for various parasitic helminths are presented.

Predictions of Essentiality

A major task in the genome-wide prediction of promising drug targets for anthel-
mintics is the identification of essential genes [34, 35]. Essential targets are those for
which inhibition of protein function is most likely to result in death, a severe
phenotype(s), or a significant loss offitness. These are not the only imaginable targets
of anthelmintics. Indeed, chemical modulation of nonessential genes is a well-
trodden path to eliminating helminths, such as agonists of nonessential genes that
induce loss of muscle control and, therefore, worm expulsion (see Chapter 14 for
examples). Identification of essential genes does enjoy one advantage in that
resistance will not arise due to loss of function or deletion – resistance to some
drugs in other pathogens involves deletion of nonessential genes including
melarsaprol resistance in Trypanosoma brucei [36] and capreomycin resistance in
Mycobacterium tuberculosis [37].

Although advances are being made in reverse genetics tools for pathogenic
helminths, working either on a genome-wide scale or at the level of the individual
gene, these are either lacking or rudimentary. Therefore, inference of essentiality
through bioinformatic means is desirable and several potential methods are avail-
able, as discussed below. C. elegans has been employed as a model to suggest
essentiality in important pathogenic nematodes, such as B. malayi [21], and it may
also be useful to determine essentiality in Onchocerca spp. [38] and Strongyloides
spp. [39]. Also, and as discussed above, TDR Targets allows the identification of
Brugia genes with essential orthologs inC. elegans. The caveats to such inferences are
that the parasitic lifestyle may allow these species to dispense with genes that are
essential in free-living nematodes, whereas other molecules involved in host–
pathogen interactions become newly essential. For helminths other than nematodes,
it is less obvious whether essentiality can be inferred from functional data for C.
elegans alone, and whether other animal models, such as the fruitfly, Drosophila
melanogaster, can (should) be incorporated. A case in point is the analysis by Caffrey
et al. [22] that filtered gene disruption data for both C. elegans and D. melanogaster to
predict essential S. mansoni genes.

Helminth genes most likely to be essential are those that are shared by a greater
number of evolutionarily diverse organisms [40]. One strategy, therefore, to
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determine essentiality in parasitic helminths is to focus on just these �essential�
helminth genes that have orthologs in other phyla and are supported, where possible,
by experimental data actually demonstrating essentiality. An unfortunate corollary of
this is that helminth genes that are absent from the human host are less likely to be
essential than those that are shared. Maximizing prediction of essentiality by
choosing evolutionarily conserved proteins may therefore conflict with eventually
developing ligands (inhibitors) that selectively target parasite proteins. In practice,
therefore, these conflicting criteria must be balanced to identify targets that can be
selectively drugged, but which are still likely to be essential. Also, as discussed by
Caffrey et al. [22], it is often the case that selectivity and potency of any ligand
eventually comes down to a range of parasitological and physiological factors, and
smart medicinal chemistry to avoid �off-target� toxicity to the host.

An alternative to simply porting essentiality from experimentally characterized
orthologs onto helminth genes is to rank essentiality based on gene product
properties that are predictive of essentiality. One such approach is essentiality
prediction from network connectivity. Proteins with larger numbers of interactions
– called hubs – aremore likely to be essential across several eukaryote groups [41, 42].
This observation informed the successful prediction and verification of essentiality in
nematodes using highly connected genes in WormNet, which is a network that
incorporates protein–protein interactions as well as other data types including
coexpression, co-occurrence of gene names in text, and genetic interactions [43].
Future systems biology data from parasitic helminths could potentially be integrated
into similar networks to improve and extend such network-based predictions.

Another property of gene products that can be used to infer essentiality is their
position in metabolic networks. A number of genome-wide methods such as
chokepoint analyses are available to predict essentiality and the curated Schistosoma
metabolic network Schistocyc [30] or the NemaPathmapping of KEGGpathways [44]
are useful starting templates for such analyses that will hopefully be replicated in
other parasitic helminths.

Orthology-Based RNAi Phenotype Data Mapping Between C. elegans
and Parasitic Helminths

C. elegans has been an important model organism to inform both experimental and
comparative genomics studies with various parasitic helminths (see also Chapter 2).
Examples of target identification for both B. malayi and S. mansoni using phenotype
data available for C. elegans are published [20, 22, 45]. Here, we illustrate for
Onchocerca spp. and Wuchereria bancrofti how this approach can be applied even
in the absence of complete genome information (Figure 3.1b). In order to perform
this analysis, EST data for various Onchocerca spp. and W. bancrofti were obtained
from the NEMBASE4 database [46] that hosts ESTdata frommore than 60 nematode
species. The translated protein sequences for these ESTs were then used to identify
the corresponding C. elegans orthologs using the ortholog identification pipeline
implemented at the OrthoMCL database [23]. RNAi phenotypes for C. elegans genes
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obtained from the WormBase database were then mapped to the relevant ortholog
groups of Onchocerca spp. and W. bancrofti. A supplementary file containing the
results from this mapping exercise is available from TDR Targets using the link
http://tdrtargets.org/static/shanmugam-helminth-genomes/Table-III.xlsx. This file
lists all ortholog groups that contain at least one gene in C. elegans that has an
observed RNAi phenotype and at least one gene in Onchocerca orW. bancrofti. From
this list, parasite genes mapped to select RNAi phenotypes can be identified and
pursued further as potential targets. As ever, downstream experimental work is
required to validate the essentiality of these targets in these species.Once the genome
sequence of these parasites becomes integrated into the TDR Targets database,
genomic-scale mapping of the above exercise can be carried out. Using the workflow
and functionalities implemented in TDR Targets (see Figure 3.2 and the discussion

Genome sequence information
Gene/protein specific automated annotation (length, molecular weight,

signal peptide, transmembrane domains, etc.)

Orthology based mapping where applicable

Genomic scale functional
datasets (pathways,

functional annotation,
structure, expression,

phylogeny, genetic
variation, essentiality,

druggability etc.)

Genetic / chemical
phenotypes (target

specific knock out / knock
down and small molecule

screens)

Orphan phenotypes
(species or strain specific
genetic variants / small

molecule screens)

Datasets integrated into structured database for end user browsing, querying, prioritizing and exporting

Results of end user specified queries

Ranked list of targets prioritized for
downstream validation

Export / Share
with community

Adjust criteria
parameters to

optimize results

Upload new user
specific dataset for

combining with
others in the

database

Assign weights and combine results

Curation and community input

Figure 3.2 TDR Targets database structure
and workflow for prioritizing genes. This
scheme illustrates how various datasets
integrated into the TDR Targets database can be
used to identify andprioritize target genes.Note
that mapping data from orthologous genes in
other species, curation of published data, and

community input on selected targets are key to
making this process work. TDR Targets has
implemented a user-friendly database
infrastructure and easy-to-use informatics tools,
all of which aid in target identification. For
details of database functionality and case
scenarios, see [24, 45].
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below), we will next discuss the utility of genomic-scale datasets to identify targets of
interest.

The TDR Targets Database

TDRTargets facilitates target identification formajor tropical pathogens, includingB.
malayi and S. mansoni [24]. It contains genome information for all the pathogens
listed in the target search page, and also integrates a variety of functional datasets (see
Table 3.2) that facilitate the formulation of user-defined queries [45]. The various
informatics tools provided via an open-access web interface, allow users to browse
and query data, view and modify results, rank genes based on user-assigned weight
values for selected criteria, export data and share results. TDR Targets obtains
genome information for each species from various genome repositories like
EuPathDB,GeneDB,WormBase, andGenBank. Functional annotations are obtained
by a combination of methods, including orthology-based mapping of data across
species, curation of literature information, and generating in-house datasets in
collaboration with academic and industry partners. Figure 3.2 shows the general
workflow of how one may carry out a target selection exercise using TDR Targets.
First, the user searches for targets in the selected pathogen by formulating one or
more queries based on the available datasets. The result of these queries can then be
viewed as a list and exported as text or Excel files. The user can also manage queries
from the history page by combining themusing the union and intersection functions or
delete, export, rename, and view the criteria used to formulate the queries. As an
option, registered users can save the queries and publish the prioritized list of genes
on the website to share with others.

Two different strategies can be employed to prioritize target genes using TDR
Targets (Figure 3.3). The first is to use the intersection functionality to combine the
results from multiple queries. As shown in Figure 3.3, five different hypothetical
queries are displayed for a helminth genome. Combining in this manner is
progressively restrictive because with the intersection of each query many genes
are filtered away. Thus, starting from the whole genome of a helminth, which may
containmore than 2� 104 genes, onemay end upwith less than 100 genes. All genes
contained in the resulting list will qualify for all of the criteria employed. Although
this method helps to generate a list containing only the desired targets, it has the
drawback of excluding genes that failed only one of the criteria used and does not
provide the flexibility of modifying the target list without dramatically changing the
query parameters or the query itself. One of the main issues affecting intersection-
based strategies is the quality of the available genomes and their annotation. If
resources allocated to manual curation of a genome are limited, or if the body of
experimental evidence for any given genome is not sufficiently large or diverse, then
it is more likely that many genes will fail to meet simple criteria that depend on the
quality of annotation (e.g., �kinase� will not match a kinase that was annotated as
�hypothetical protein�). Poor gene identification strategies (incorrect gene models
that lead to the wrong identification of translational start sites and/or splicing sites)
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can also lead to failures of many downstream bioinformatics predictions (e.g.,
orthology detection, and domain and motif identification). For many helminth
genomes available as drafts, alternative prioritization strategies may help to lower
the impact of some of these knowledge gaps.

The second way to prioritize genes is to apply the union functionality in
combination with weight assignments for individual queries. In Figure 3.3, this
is demonstrated using the same queries used above with the intersection example.
Note that for each query aweight value is assigned andwhen a gene qualifies for two
or more query criteria, the individual weight values add up and provide a way to
rank genes. Thus, in the example shown, genes that qualify for all of the selected
criteria used to run the queries will receive themaximumweight value of 210 while
other genes will receive lower weight values based on their qualifying criteria. The
resulting list will contain all the genes from the genome ranked according to their
weight values. The ranked target list can be easily modified by adjusting the weight
values assigned to each criterion. The ranked list also provides users with a
genome-wide perspective on how useful the chosen criteria are for the purpose
of target selection. By default, TDR Targets performs a union of multiple queries
run by users and provides a ranked list. Alternatively, users can manage and
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Figure 3.3 Examples of different strategies
employed to prioritize targets using the TDR
Targets database. The left side demonstrates
the use of a more restrictive intersection (AND)
functionality to run queries, whereas the right
side demonstrates the union (OR) functionality.

When using the intersection query, only genes
that have qualified for all the selected criteria are
obtained. In contrast, the union query facilitates
a genome-wide ranking that is based on
assigned weights for search criteria. For more
details, see [24].
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combine their queries in various ways using the functionalities available on the
history page.

Target Prioritization in B. malayi and S. mansoni Using the TDR Targets
Database

Genomic data for B. malayi and S. mansoni is integrated into the TDR Targets
database and, based on orthology, their genes have been mapped to C. elegans
phenotypic data. Using these data, examples of target prioritization were carried
out for both these parasites [45] and the results are available for viewing and
modification on the database site (B. malayi, http://tdrtargets.org/published/
browse/361; S. mansoni, http://tdrtargets.org/published/browse/336). In these
examples, targets have been prioritized based on a number of features; phenotype
upon RNAi of the C. elegans ortholog, availability of structural models, availability of
orthologs inC. elegans, predicted druggability, function as a catalyst (i.e., an enzyme),
and assayability. The weights used for each criterion are heavily biased towards loss-
of-fitness phenotypes with less weight for other features. Owing to the differences in
the availability of data, but also because we wanted to illustrate the flexibility of the
TDR Targets resource, we used somewhat different sets of criteria for each species.
One of the main differences was the availability of gene expression data for
S. mansoni. These data were derived from stage-specific EST sequencing projects
available at SchistoDB [30] and were used to give an additional score to those gene
products expressed in those life cycle stages relevant to infection in humans.

As a number of current anthelmintics modulate neuromuscular function [47],
another useful prioritization strategy may take into account not just the timing
of expression (developmentally regulated genes), but also the anatomical location
of expression (spatially regulated genes). Genome-wide experimental datasets contain-
ing this information are currently lacking for parasitic helminths. Therefore, we used
C. elegans expression data mapped to the corresponding orthologs of B. malayi and
S. mansoni. These data, derived from a large compendium of microarray analyses
(916 experiments from 53 datasets), were recently reanalyzed [48] to obtain subsets of
genes that are differentially expressed in various tissues. The underlying hypothesis is
that a gene that is expressed in a defined tissue (e.g., muscle) in one organism ismore
likely to have the same pattern of expression in another related organism. The
evolutionary divergence of B. malayi and, especially, S. mansoni from C. elegans will
need to be considered accordingly when weighting these criteria.

For this exercise, we used the same criteria and weights as before forB.malayi and
S. mansoni [45], but added additional weights to those genes for which orthologs in
C. elegans are expressed in nervous or muscular tissues. The results of these
prioritizations are available from TDR Targets (S. mansoni, http://tdrtargets.org/
published/browse/394; B. malayi, http://tdrtargets.org/published/browse/395).
Although both the previous prioritization exercises and these latest revisions are
very similar in displaying cytoskeleton and motor proteins, such as b-tubulin (the
target of benzimidazole anthelmintics), dyneins, and myosins, at the top of these
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lists, a number of additional interesting targets emerge based on the criterion of
tissue expression. For S. mansoni, among the 37 genes that were raised into the top
100 are a number of potentially druggable targets such as a putative Ras-like GTPase
(Smp_146600), a putative calcium-dependent protein kinase (Smp_011660.2), and a
putative tyrosine kinase (Smp_136300). For B. malayi, a similar approach led to
higher scores for a number of potentially druggable targets, including a putative
adenylate kinase (Bm1_24575), a Ser/Thr protein phosphatase family (Bm1_41290),
and a short-chain dehydrogenase potentially involved in the metabolism of steroids
(Bm_45995). Although these targets await further experimental validation, the
underlying idea behind these computational exercises is that increased usage of
experimental data providing information on different independent criteria (i.e.,
orthogonal, see [35]) should drive these prioritizations.

Currently Unavailable Genomic Datasets that will Improve Target
Prioritization for Parasitic Helminths

A number of key datasets that would enhance the prioritization of targets in parasitic
helminths are not yet available. Some of these datasets are high on the lists of
priorities of many scientists and funding agencies, and, accordingly, deserve to be
listed again. There is a notable lack of genomic-scale assessment of phenotypes
caused by either targeted gene disruption or RNAi, particularly for flatworms, since
C. elegans is not a perfect model of their biology. Targeted gene disruptions (e.g.,
knockouts) are a more reliable indicator of phenotype than RNAi, for which off-
targeting is a real problem [22, 49]. Datasets that reveal the temporal and spatial
expression of genes would also be highly valuable. Although substantial transcrip-
tomic sequence information has become available for schistosomes over the last
decade (cited in [16]; see also SchistoDB), and high-throughput sequencing has been
(and will be) a boon for trematodes and nematode parasites (see also Chapters 4
and 5), the breadth and depth of these datasets requires further improvement. In
addition, it is worth noting that protein structure information for these organisms is
also limited. Although this is not strictly a validating criterion, knowledge of the
structure of a target helps in a number of downstream analyses, such as the
identification of potential ligand binding sites, the assessment of the likelihood of
binding by small molecules and in the rational design of inhibitors. As of July 2011,
the Protein Data Bank [50] carries the following structural data for helminths:
Nematoda, 194 structures; Platyhelminths, 71 structures (Cestoda, two structures;
Trematoda, 64 structures). Even when taking into account potential redundancies
(several structures solved for the same protein), these figures are less than those
for other parasites that cause neglected diseases (e.g., 552 and 564 structures available
for trypanosomatids and apicomplexans, respectively). Finally, a recent addition to
the TDR Targets database is the integration of chemical datasets (available as of
Version 4) [51]. The availability of links between targets and compounds, manually
curated from the literature, as well as the ability to perform similarity searches
between compounds, opens the door to more comprehensive prioritizations. In this
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context, datasets fromhigh-throughput chemical andwhole-organism screenswould
be valuable as they would allow users to identify chemical scaffolds that are bioactive
against helminths and thatmay then be linked by similarity to other compounds, and
ultimately, to potential targets. Furthermore, the inclusion and integration of data for
inactive compounds would be as important, not least in avoiding unnecessary
duplication of effort. A comparison of the activity profile of any given compound
against different parasitic helminths canhelp to shed light on thepotentialmode(s) of
action of the compound.

Conclusions

Helminth infections are among the most neglected of human diseases relative to
their global burden. Despite limited resources dedicated to either fundamental
research or applied drug discovery for these organisms, recent whole-genome
projects and transcriptomic surveys of many helminths offer promising starting
points for chemotherapeutic or vaccine-based interventions. A challenge for these
genome projects is that some of the respective organism-specific research com-
munities are relatively small. This means that the human resources and biological
technologies to fully exploit the data arising from somehelminth genomes are quite
limited. This has two important implications. (i) Limited resources make it all the
more important to prioritize the most promising therapeutic targets from the
myriad of potential macromolecules to work on. (ii) Where possible, relevant
chemical and genetic data should be identified and ported from more thoroughly
studied organisms. These tasks are limited by the appropriateness of the model
organism and organism-specific features that can render cross-species inferences
unsound. Nevertheless, genomics-based approaches will facilitate the process of
identifying tractable drug targets and finding promising chemical leads for
anthelmintic development. Informatic tools such as TDR Targets serve a useful
function in organizing the genomic, phyletic, phenotypic, and chemical resources
necessary for target identification. Also, cross-organism platforms that combine
various individual genome projects (such as EuPathDB, GeneDB, and TDR
Targets), assisted by comparative genomics, will certainly provide valuable insights
into the biology of helminths and other parasites, particularly those outside the field
of tropical diseases. Much remains to be done to alert such potential users to the
significance of genomics in helminth drug development and to kindle their interest
therein.
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Abstract
Much remains to be understood about the fundamental biology of parasitic nema-
todes that cause serious disease in animals and humans world-wide. Unlocking the
biology of these parasites using �omic� technologies will yield new and crucial
knowledge of their molecular biology and biochemistry on a global scale. Here, we
review progress on the transcriptomics of gastrointestinal nematodes of major
socioeconomic importance, focusing on massively parallel (next-generation)
sequencing technologies and the latest bioinformatic approaches. We predict excit-
ing prospects for future systems biological explorations of these parasites and for the
design of new drugs and/or vaccines.

Introduction

Parasitic nematodes of the gastrointestinal tracts of humans and livestock are of
major socioeconomic significance world-wide [1–4]. The soil-transmitted helminths
(STHs) Ancylostoma duodenale, Necator americanus, Ascaris spp., and Trichuris tri-
chiura are estimated to infect almost one-sixth of the global human population [4, 5].
Gastrointestinal parasites of livestock (including Haemonchus contortus, Ostertagia
ostertagi, and Trichostrongylus spp.) cause economic losses estimated at billions of
dollars per annum as a consequence of poor weight gain and lost productivity as well
as the costs of repeated anthelmintic treatment [6]. In addition to the socioeconomic
impact, resistance to the main classes of anthelmintics [7] continually drives the
development of alternative intervention and control strategies. Despite the wealth of
information on aspects of parasite taxonomy and systematics, biology, epidemiology,
immunology, and anthelmintics [1, 2, 8–17], little is known at the molecular level
regarding the mechanisms that govern essential biological processes in parasitic
nematodes and their interactions with their animal hosts. Such information can
underpin the discovery and development of novel methods of treatment and control.

Advances in sequencing technologies [18–21] are now providing unique oppor-
tunities for global molecular investigations. Indeed, the advent and integration of
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high-throughput �omics� technologies, such as genomics, transcriptomics, proteo-
mics,metabolomics, glycomics, and lipidomics, are revolutionizing theway research
in biology is performed and allows for the systems biology of organisms to be
elucidated. In particular, studies of the �transcriptomes� of parasites (representing
mRNA) [22] have become routine to gain insights into gene expression, regulation,
and function [23, 24]. Here, we review recent advances in transcriptomics of
gastrointestinal nematodes of socioeconomic significance; not least, the recent
applications of massively parallel (next-generation, NGS) sequencing technologies
and bioinformatic tools to large-scale investigations. We discuss the prospects and
implications of these explorations for developing novel methods of intervention.

Recent Developments in the Bioinformatic Tools and Pipelines for the
Analysis of Expressed Sequence Tag Data

The use of NGS [18–21] to yield transcriptomic datasets (Table 4.1) has been
accompanied by a substantial expansion of bioinformatic tools for their analysis,
both at the cDNA and protein levels. This expansion has resulted in the development
of a number of web-based programs and/or integrated pipelines [25–28]. The
principles, methods, and protocols for the analysis of expressed sequence tag (EST)
data, together with currently available bioinformatic tools and pipelines, have been
reviewed [23].

In brief, following the acquisition of sequence data, ESTs are first screened for
sequence repeats, contaminants, and/or adapter sequences [23, 29], and �clustered�
(assembled) into contiguous sequences (of maximum length) based on sequence
similarity [23]. Long-reads (generated by Sanger sequencing or 454 technology; [18])
and short-reads (from the Illumina/HiSeq and SOLiD platforms; [19–21]) are
assembled using the algorithms �overlap–layout–consensus� [30] and the �de Bruijn
graph� [31], respectively. For the former algorithm, all pair-wise overlaps among reads
are computed and stored in a graph. All graphs are then used to compute a layout of
reads and consensus sequences of contigs (e.g., [25, 32, 33]). For the �de Bruijn
graph� [31], reads are fragmented into short segments, termed �k-mers,� where �k�

Table 4.1 Number of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) from selected gastrointestinal nematodes
that were accessible from public sequence databases between 1995 and 2010.

Species 1995–2000 2001–2005 2006–2010

Ancylostoma caninum 4909 4448 1648206
Necator americanus 213 4595 116951
Haemonchus contortus 30 14153 207538
Trichostrongylus colubriformis 3 1 2674446
Oesophagostomum dentatum 12 7 1826446

Sources: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/, http://www.ebi.ac.uk/embl/, and http://www.nematode.
net/NN3_frontpage.cgi.
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represents the number of nucleotides in each segment. Overlaps between or among
k-mers are captured and stored in graphs, which are subsequently used to generate
the consensus sequences [31–34].

Following assembly, the contigs and single reads (singletons) are compared with
public sequence data using different types of BLAST [35] in order to assign a predicted
identity to each query sequence, if significant matches are found [23]. In addition,
assembled nucleotide sequences are conceptually translated into predicted proteins
using algorithms that identify open reading frames (ORFs) from individual con-
tigs [36, 37]. Once peptides are predicted, protein and protein domain identities are
assigned using data and information in public databases [23, 38–40]. For ESTs,
examples of these databases include UniGene [41] and the Sequence Read Archive
(SRA) [42]. In addition to these general databases, there is a number of specialized
collections. Examples include the databases for Saccharomyces cerevisiae (www.yeast-
genome.org [43]),Drosophilamelanogaster (www.flybase.org [44]),Musmusculus (www.
informatics.jax.org [45]) and Caenorhabditis elegans (WormBase at www.wormbase.
org [46]). WormBase is a comprehensive repository of information on C. elegans and
related nematodes, including Caenorhabditis briggsae [46]. Here, information regard-
ing classical genetics, cellular biology, and structural and functional genomics of these
free-living nematodes is stored and meticulously curated [46].

Recently, a web-based bioinformatic pipeline (called ESTExplorer) was established
to automate the analysis and annotation of ESTdatasets (both at the nucleotide and
amino acid levels) [27]. The approach is faster than traditional database searches [47].
However, sequences generated by NGS are significantly shorter (400 bp for 454/
Roche and 60 bp for Illumina/ABI SOLiD) than those determined by Sanger
sequencing (0.8–1 kb), and this is challenging for assembly in the absence of a
reference genome. In addition, the data files generated by these technologies are
often gigabytes to terabytes in size, substantially increasing the demands placed on
data transfer and storage, such that many web-based interfaces are not suited for
large-scale analyses. To facilitate the de novo assembly and annotation of large
datasets, Cantacessi et al. [48] developed a practical and integrated bioinformatic
workflow system (Figure 4.1). The software is mainly derived from existing web-
based application tools that are optimized using the Linux operational system and
incorporated into pre-existing scripts, such as Perl, Python, and Unix shell. These
tools are available for download at http://www.gasserlab.org [48] and can be readily
employed by scientists with limited bioinformatic expertise. The workflow allows the
display of biologically meaningful information (such as gene ontologies, pathway
mapping, and the prediction of essential molecules) from NGS datasets.

Characterizing the Transcriptomes of Strongylid Nematodes

NGS platforms have helped explore the transcriptomes of different developmental
stages and both sexes of the strongylid nematodes T. colubriformis, H. contortus, N.
americanus, and O. dentatum [48–51] (Table 4.1). For example, the first study of the
transcriptome of adult T. colubriformis employed 454 sequencing technology and the
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above-discussed bioinformatic analyses [49]. Highly represented were molecules
associatedwith thenervous system (e.g., �transthyretin-like� and �neuropeptide-like�
proteins), but also proteases and protease inhibitors, principally serine- and metal-
loproteases, and �Kunitz-type� protease inhibitors [49]. In strongylid nematodes,
proteases are likely to be involved in the invasion of and establishment in the
vertebrate host; specifically, tissue penetration, feeding, and immunoevasion by
(i) digesting antibodies, (ii) cleaving cell surface receptors of cytokines, and
(iii) directly lysing immune cells [52–54].

Likewise forH. contortus, 454 sequencing and bioinformatics were used to explore
changes in gene transcription associated with the transition from the free-living (L3)
to the parasitic third larval stage (xL3) and to predict the functions of transcripts
linked to larval development [50]. This study revealed that �transthyretin-like�
proteins and calcium-binding proteins are highly represented in the transcriptome
of bothH. contortus L3 and xL3, whereas collagens/ neuropeptides, and proteases are
transcribed in L3 and xL3, respectively [50]. In nematodes, collagen synthesis is
upregulated prior to molting [55]. Increased transcription of neuropeptides in the L3
stage might relate to axon guidance and synapse formation during transition to
parasitism [50]. This statement is supported by thefinding that the transition to xL3 is

Individual datasets Combined dataset

Assembly 

Removal of contaminants

Similarity searches

Conceptual translation

Annotation of predicted

peptides 

In silico subtraction – nucleotide

In silico subtraction – protein

Prediction of drug

target candidates

Probabilistic genetic

interaction networks

Figure 4.1 Example of an eight-step bioinformatic workflow system for the analyses of large-scale
transcriptomic datasets generated by NGS. (Adapted by permission of Oxford University Press
from [48] � 2010).
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triggered by gaseous CO2 (detected by amphid chemosensory neurons) that, in turn,
leads to the secretion of noradrenaline [3]. Conversely, for H. contortus xL3, most
transcripts encode proteases and other enzymes of catabolism, which supports the
proposed involvement of proteases in the catabolism of globin, as is the case for A.
caninum and N. americanus [56–58]. A similar spectrum of proteases and other
molecules linked to catalytic activity is also represented in the transcriptomes of both
H. contortus and A. caninum xL3 as compared with their respective L3 stages [50, 59].
This finding is, perhaps, not surprising, as both parasites have a similar pattern of
development through the four larval stages to the adulthood [60] and both are
hematophagic.

Although human hookworms are of major socioeconomic importance [1, 2, 5],
genomic and molecular studies have mainly involved A. caninum [59, 61–63].
Recently, 454 sequencing and bioinformatic analyses were conducted to explore the
global transcriptome of adultN. americanus [51]. The results showed that transcripts
encoding proteases and Kunitz-type protease inhibitors were abundantly expressed,
supporting their respective functions in host protein digestion [57, 58] and in the
inhibition of homeostatic host proteases [64, 65], respectively. Using orthology
mapping with the functional data available for C. elegans, Cantacessi et al. [51]
predicted 18 potential drug targets in the transcriptome of adult N. americanus [51].
Among them were the mitochondrial-associated proteins identified known to be
essential in C. elegans [66]. Accordingly, the information might provide a path for the
discovery of compounds that target mitochondrial proteins in parasitic
helminths [67].

To predict drug targets in O. dentatum, Cantacessi et al. [48] employed 454
sequencing and predictive algorithms to compare and contrast the transcriptomes
of L3, fourth-stage larva (L4), and adult males and females [48]. Between 27 and 32%
of the transcripts that encoded protein kinases and phosphatases were shared
between the stages [48]. Recent studies have predicted that some phosphatases and
kinases may represent nematocidal drug targets [68, 69]. The recent development of
cantharidin and norcatharidin analogs [70, 71], as potent and selective inhibitors of
PP1 and PP2Aphosphatases, could be further explored to selectively inhibit essential
serine/threonine phosphatase of parasitic nematodes [69].

Various molecules have also been proposed to play immunomodulatory roles in
parasitic nematodes [72]. For example, proteins containing a �sperm-coating protein
(SCP)-like extracellular domain� (InterPro: IPR014044), also called SCP/Tpx-1/Ag5/
PR-1/Sc7 (SCP/TAPS; Pfam accession number no. PF00188) orAncylostoma-secreted
proteins (ASPs) [72], are well represented in the transcriptomes of T. colubriformis,H.
contortus, N. americanus, and O. dentatum [48–51]. Due to their abundance in the
excretory/secretory products of A. caninum serum-activated L3 (aL3) and their high
transcriptional levels in A. caninum aL3 compared to non-activated ensheathed L3,
ASPs might facilitate the transition from the free-living to the parasitic state [59, 73].
ASP homologs have been characterized in adult hookworms, and may assist in the
initiation, establishment, and/or maintenance of the host–parasite relation-
ship [59, 74, 75]. Being immunogenic, the N. americanus ASP (Na-ASP-2) is under
investigation as a vaccine candidate against necatoriasis in humans [14, 76, 77].
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Conclusions and Prospects

Knowing how genes are transcribed in the developmental stages of a given parasite
will aid our understanding of the molecular mechanisms that govern essential
biological processes and, ultimately, will identify new intervention strategies. Accu-
rate bioinformatic analyses of transcriptomic and genomic data are crucial to
providingmeaningful biological information for parasitic nematodes. Until recently,
detailed bioinformatics have been restricted largely to specialized laboratories with
substantial computer and software capacities. The introduction of integrated bioin-
formatic systems such as Bio-cloud (cloud.genomics.cn) for the de novo assembly and
annotation of sequence data could represent a turning point for transcriptomic and
genomic research.

Recent transcriptomic studies have employed 454 sequencing of normalized
cDNA libraries (e.g., [48–51]). Although the normalization process allows transcripts
to be studied qualitatively, it does not allow quantitative differential profiling of gene
expression. Future studies involving the sequencing of non-normalized cDNA
libraries using Illumina technology [19] should address this aspect. However, the
assembly and annotation of such short-read datasets will inevitably pose computa-
tional challenges to reliably predict alternatively spliced transcripts. In the absence of
genomic sequence data, the combined use of the Illumina and 454 sequencing
platforms should enable improved de novo assemblies of transcriptomic data through
the of mapping short-read data to large scaffolds.

For added context, comparative analyses using the data held in public databases
(e.g., [43–46]) will be necessary. Accurate annotation, particularly in the absence of a
reference genome sequence, depends on routine software updates and dataset
curation, as is the case with quality databases [46]. At present, however, the open-
source programs and databases employed for bioinformatics of sequence data of
parasitic nematodes are available through multiple portals, and this requires sig-
nificant effort to maintain accurate and up-to-date assembly and annotation pipe-
lines [78]. In addition, the rate at which public databases are updated and corrected
differs considerably [79]. As a solution, the analyses and annotation of large-scale
transcriptomic sequence datasets for parasitic nematodes could be facilitated
through a centralized reference web site. Such a web site could provide regular
releases of newly developed and validated bioinformatic pipelines. It could also
provide links to (i) databases that are regularly updated and routinely employed to
annotate new sequences, and (ii) a distinct, high-quality database of curated func-
tional annotations, supported by experimental data from the peer-reviewed literature.
In the future, the establishment of a consortium that shares and optimizes bioin-
formatic pipelines, and allows access to new sequence data, experimental protocols,
and literature would be very useful.

The annotation of peptides inferred from the datasets analyzed [48–51] is
usually performed by predicting biological function(s) employing the information
available in public databases (e.g., WormBase, www.wormbase.org; InterPro,
www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/; Gene Ontology, www.geneontology.org; OrthoMCL,
www.orthomcl.org; and BRENDA, www.brenda-enzymes.org). However, these
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predictions require experimental testing in either the parasites concerned and/or
in a suitable surrogate organism. RNA interference (RNAi) has been tested in a
number of parasitic nematodes of animals (orders Strongylida, Ascaridida, and
Spirurida [80, 81]), but success has been relatively limited (see Chapter 6 for RNAi
in parasitic nematodes). The indications are that a number of nematodes,
including H. contortus and B. malayi, lack critical components of the RNAi
machinery [80, 82]. Alternative transgenesis and gene complementation studies
have shown some promise for evaluating gene function in parasitic
nematodes [83, 84].

Comparative genomic analyses have been used to predict possible anthelmintic
targets [85–87]. The approach involves �filtering� [88], and usually includes the
inference of targets based on key principles and requirements [88]. First, target
proteins should be essential to the parasite, such that the disruption of the proteinwill
damage and/or kill the parasite. In the absence of functional data for most parasitic
nematodes of animals, essentiality is inferred using extant information from
C. elegans, D. melanogaster, M. musculus, and/or S. cerevisiae [48, 51, 85]. Also,
candidate targets should be unique to the parasite or, at least, show significant
differences in sequence and structure fromhost homologs, in order to avoid potential
toxicity arising from chemical cross-reactivity between the parasite target host
orthologs [89]. Finally, as drugs achieve activity by competing with endogenous
small molecules for binding sites on the target protein [90], genes predicted to be
essential should be screened for the presence of conserved ligand-binding
domains [90, 91]. Using these filters, approximately 50% of the targets predicted
for bothO. dentatum [48] andN. americanus [51] were proteins belonging to the same
categories, including zinc metalloproteases, aminopeptidases, guanosine tripho-
sphatases, protein tyrosine kinases, as well as serine/threonine protein phosphatases
and kinases [48, 51].

In the future, improved prediction and prioritization of potential drug targets
in parasitic nematodes will depend on the availability of complete genome
sequences. Repertoires of drug targets can then be inferred on a global scale. In
addition, the successful integration of genomics, transcriptomics, and proteomics
will assist the identification of potential drug targets. Clearly, NGS provides
the efficiency and depth of coverage necessary to rapidly define the complete
genomes of eukaryotic pathogens of socioeconomic importance. The transcriptomes
for a number of parasitic nematodes are now available through www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov and http://www.gasserlab.org, and these should be invaluable for the future
assembly and annotation of the respective genomes.
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5
Harnessing Genomic Technologies to Explore the Molecular
Biology of Liver Flukes-Major Implications for Fundamental
and Applied Research
Neil D. Young*, Aaron R. Jex, Cinzia Cantacessi, Bronwyn E. Campbell,
and Robin B. Gasser

Abstract
Liver flukes are socioeconomically important flatworms (Trematoda: Digenea) which
parasitize the hepatobiliary systems of definitive mammalian hosts, including
humans. Key representatives include Opisthorchis viverrini, Clonorchis sinensis
(Opisthorchiidae), and Fasciola gigantica and Fasciola hepatica (Fasciolidae). Collec-
tively, these parasites affect the health of tens of millions of humans and other
animals throughout the world. F. hepatica and F. gigantica cause fascioliasis
(¼ disease), leading to major production losses in livestock (mainly sheep and cattle)
as a result of reduced weight gain andmilk production, andmortality. Both fasciolids
and opisthorchiids are important food-borne parasites in parts of the Middle East,
Asia, and South America. In addition, O. viverrini and C. sinensis are carcinogenic
parasites and can induce malignant cancer (cholangiocarcinoma) in chronically
infected people. In spite of their impact, very little is known about liver flukes on an
immunomolecular level, particularly their interplay with their mammalian hosts.
Advances in �omics� technologies provide new opportunities for profound insights
into the molecular biology, biochemistry, and physiology of these parasites as well as
the diseases that they cause. Here, we review recent progress in the transcriptomics
of liver flukes using high-throughput sequencing and bioinformatic technologies.
We emphasize the unique prospects that transcriptomics provide for future explora-
tions of the biology of these flukes and the development of new interventions.

Introduction

Liver flukes are food-borne parasitic flatworms (Trematoda: Digenea) of animals and
humans, causing diseases that have broad adverse social and economic conse-
quences, ranging from production losses in livestock [1–5] to chronic syndromes [6]
and secondary complications, such as cancer in humans [7, 8]. As food-borne,
zoonotic parasites, liver flukes are a serious public health problem in many parts
of the Americas, Asia, Africa, and Europe [9–12], and cause some of the most
neglected tropical diseases worldwide [13].
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Liver flukes are a diverse group of parasites and include members of the families
Fasciolidae, Opisthorchiidae, and Dicrocoeliidae (Table 5.1). At the adult stage, they
live in the hepatobiliary system of a definitive host. These flukes are dorsoventrally
flattened, bilaterally symmetrical, hermaphroditic parasites with a typical digenean
(indirect) life cycle, involving one or more invertebrate intermediate hosts, the first
of which is a gastropod snail [5, 12, 14, 15]. There is significant variation among the
life cycles of different species, which is reflected in major differences in their
ecology and epidemiology. For instance, Opisthorchis viverrini and Clonorchis sinensis
encyst in the tissues of freshwater fish (second intermediate host; Figure 5.1a),
increasing the chances of being ingested by piscivorous animals, including
humans, canids and felids [12, 15]. In contrast, the cercariae of fasciolid liver
flukes, such as Fasciola gigantica and Fasciola hepatica, usually encyst directly as
metacercariae on aquatic plants (Figure 5.1b), increasing the likelihood of being
ingested by plant-eating animals, such as ruminants and humans [14, 16]. Once
metacercariae have been ingested by the definitive host, the manifestation of
disease relates to the species of parasite, the migration route taken by the developing
parasite, the number of infective stages ingested, and also the immune response of
the host. For example, fascioliasis is characterized by two phases. (i) The acute phase
is associated with tissue damage caused by the migration of immature worms
through the duodenal wall, peritoneum, and, then, the liver capsule and paren-
chyma (¼ traumatic hepatitis) [6, 17]. Associated clinical signs can include colic
(abdominal pain), fever, anemia, hepatomegaly, diarrhea, and weight loss [17].
(ii) The chronic phase commences when juvenile flukes transmigrate from the liver
parenchyma to and establish in the biliary ducts, and is characterized by progressive
cholangitis, hyperplasia of the duct epithelium, and periductal fibrosis, which can
result in cholestatic hepatitis, jaundice, diarrhea, ascites and/or edema (including
�bottle jaw�) [6, 17]. In contrast to fasciolids, the opisthorchiid flukes, O. viverrini
and C. sinensis, are less destructive as the immature flukes do not undergo
migration through tissues to cause traumatic hepatitis. Instead, following meta-
cercarial excystation in the small intestine, the immature flukes migrate via the
ampulla of Vater into the biliary ductal system and/or sometimes the pancreatic
ducts, and establish as adults [12, 15]. Disease is mainly associated with chronic
infections with relatively large numbers of parasites, leading to cholangitis, peri-
ductal fibrosis and/or cirrhosis [7]. Moreover, chronic opisthorchiasis/clonorchiasis
in humans can lead to cholangiocarcinoma (CCA) in a significant proportion of
patients in endemic regions [7, 8, 12]. For this reason, O. viverrini and C. sinensis are
now recognized as carcinogens [18]. Chronic clonorchiasis/opisthorchiasis can
predispose patients to CCA through an enhanced susceptibility to DNA damage,
and is proposed to be associated with factors such as mechanical damage to the
hepatobiliary system, inflammation, periductal fibrosis, and/or cellular responses to
antigens from the infecting fluke [7].

Although efforts continue to develop anti-fluke vaccines (see Chapters 25–28),
current control relies mainly on drugs, including triclabendazole (for fasciolia-
sis) [19, 20] and praziquantel (for clonorchiasis/opisthorchiasis) [7, 12]. The excessive
and widespread use of monotherapies comes with a risk that worm populations will
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develop resistance against the drug employed. Indeed, resistance to triclabendazole
in F. hepatica of livestock has already been reported in Australia [21], Europe [22–25],
and South America [26]. The search for new drugs to treat liver fluke infections has
driven recent efforts to repurpose broad-spectrum anthelmintic (e.g., tribendimi-
dine) or antimalaria (artemisinin) compounds [27–29], with some encouraging
results [30, 31].

There is major potential for new drugs and/or vaccines to be developed, based
on a profound understanding of the molecular biology of liver flukes themselves
and their interplay with their mammalian hosts. Although the majority of
molecular genetic and genomic investigations of trematodes has concentrated
on blood flukes (schistosomes) of humans (i.e., Schistosoma japonicum and
Schistosoma mansoni, e.g., [32–41]), genomic, transcriptomic, and proteomic
resources for liver flukes have been limited [42–45]. However, recent advances
in high-throughput sequencing and bioinformatic technologies [46–52] have
provided an exciting platform for the rapid and detailed explorations of liver
flukes. In the present chapter, we review recent progress in the transcriptomics of
liver flukes of animal and human health importance using such technologies. We
emphasize the unique prospects that this progress provides for future �omics�
explorations, and the establishment of new intervention strategies to combat these
flukes and the diseases that they cause.

Transcriptomic Studies of Liver Flukes Utilizing an Integrated High-
Throughput Sequencing and Bioinformatic Platform

Recent �omics� investigations [53–59] have paved the way for the exploration of
biological pathways in liver flukes. To provide the genomic infrastructure for future
�omics� studies, our recent projects have employed Roche 454 or Illumina sequenc-
ing from cDNA libraries, and a semiautomated bioinformatic platform for the
assembly and subsequent annotation of nonredundant transcriptomic datasets for
O. viverrini, C. sinensis, F. gigantica, and F. hepatica [60–62] (Figure 5.2). Raw
nucleotide sequences (from 500000 to more than 20 million reads per species) were
assembled de novo and reclustered according to protein coding domains (Table 5.2).
Usually redundancy was reduced by clustering sequences, if predicted proteins
shared more than 95% amino acid sequence identity over 60% of their length. The
interrogation of nucleotide and conceptually translated amino acid sequences using
nonredundant (www.ensembl.org, http://schistodb.net/schistodb20, and http://life-
center.sgst.cn/sjapathdb/data.html) [60–62] and other public (http://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/est) databases identified orthologs in various eukaryotic organisms. Proteins
were further annotated based on conservation in protein domains using the
programs InterProScan [63], KOBAS [64], SignalP 3.0 [65], and TMHMM [66], and
then classified according to gene ontology (GO), cellular location (intracellular,
extracellular or transmembrane), and/or metabolic pathway mapping.

The results of these comparative analyses for O. viverrini, C. sinensis, F. hepatica,
F. gigantica, S. japonicum, and S. mansoni indicate that the fasciolids and
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opisthorchiids share the highest level (29–31%) of protein sequence homolo-
gy [60, 62]. Although approximately 90% of predicted proteins of liver flukes did
not map to any known biological pathways, many proteins were associated with
conserved cellular processing, genetic, and environmental information, and/or
metabolic pathways [60–62]. This observation suggests that there aremany presently
unknown biological processes that are unique to these parasites and/or involved in
specific parasite–host interactions. Interestingly, among liver flukes, the percentage
of proteins with significantly greater homology to those of mammals (around 20%)
than nematodes (around 15%) was in accordance with results for blood
flukes [32, 33, 61, 62], and could reflect the ability offlukes to regulate immunological,
biochemical, and/or molecular responses in their mammalian hosts [33, 67].

Figure 5.2 Schematic of the integrated platform used for the sequencing (using Roche 454 or
Illumina technology) and bioinformatic annotation of the transcriptomes of selected liver flukes.
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Exciting Prospects for �Omics� Research of Liver Flukes

Recent explorations give first insights into the transcriptomes of key fasciolid and
opisthorchiid liver flukes [60–62]. Most sequences from these parasites are new, thus
significantly expanding previous data and knowledge [42, 43, 45, 56, 57, 59], and
providing a useful resource to molecular parasitologists investigating trematodes at
themolecular and biochemical levels. The availability of these transcriptomes [60–62]
provides a sound basis for exploring parasite development, reproduction, host–
parasite interactions, and the pathogeneses of liver fluke diseases and associated
complications, including biliary cancer [7, 42, 68, 69]. For example, parasite proteins,
such as oncogene homologs and mitogens (e.g., granulin), are implicated in CCA
induction and progression [53, 70, 71]. Human oncogene homologs in these
parasites include: (i) Ras-relatedC3botulinum toxin substrate 1 (RAC1), v-rafmurine
sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B1 (B-RAF), v-Ha-ras Harvey rat sarcoma viral
oncogene GTPase (HRA), and growth factor receptor-binding protein 2 (GRB2) [72],
the latter ofwhich has been suggested to contribute to the development ofO. viverrini-
induced CCA [73]; and (ii) the cyclin-dependent kinase regulatory subunit CKS1.
Clearly, these fluke proteins should be tested for their ability to induce uncontrolled

Table 5.2 Publicly available transcriptomic resources for liver flukes of socioeconomic importance.

Opisthorchiidae Fasciolidae

O. viverrini C. sinensis F. hepatica F. gigantica

Raw sequence data
NCBI EST/mRNAa) 4194/15 2970/186 1677/161 8398/42
Roche 454 sequence datab) 642918 574448 590927 NA
Illumina sequence datab) NA NA NA 21.9 million
Characterization of transcriptomic
datac)

Coding domain GC content (%) 47.2� 4.1 47.5� 4.0 47.0� 14.1 46.0� 4.2
Contigs containing an open reading
frame

61417 50769 44597 30513

Putative excretory/secretory proteins 1470 1143 1573 1543
InterPro conserved coding domains
(sequences; InterPro terms)

11004; 4047 9564; 3932 9555; 3769 9326; 3535

GO terms predicted (sequences; GO
terms)

7586; 1271 6580; 1250 6557; 1170 5183; 1124

KEGG biological pathway terms
(sequences; terms)

5139; 249 4581; 242 4935; 241 4466; 225

NA, not applicable.
a) Data available from National Center for Biotechnology Information expressed sequence tag

(EST) and nucleotide databases (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov; April, 2011).
b) Previously published sequence data for two fasciolid flukes, F. gigantica [62] and F. hepatica [61];

and two opisthorchiid flukes, O. viverrini and C. sinensis [60].
c) Summary of the adult transcriptome data, sequenced and assembled using the integrated

sequencing platform described in Figure 5.2.
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proliferation of host cells in vitro and in vivo [69]. In addition, it would be very
interesting to explore, in a comparative way, immunomolecular aspects of acute
infections linked to the migration of juvenile flukes as well as the molecular
mechanisms of bile duct epithelial hyperplasia and periductal fibrosis in animals
with chronic disease.

Recent sequencing from cDNA libraries and the assembly of sequence datasets
have yielded high-quality drafts of the transcriptomes of the adult stages of four liver
flukes (O. viverrini, C. sinensis, F. hepatica, and F. gigantica) [60–62]. The assignment
of predicted proteins to biological pathways and molecular functions has revealed
major diversity, comparable with annotations inferred for S. mansoni [32]. Cysteine
proteases, heat-shock proteins, and antioxidants are well represented in liver
flukes [60–62]. Antioxidants appear to be involved in immune modulation in the
mammalian host and are highly expressed throughout the life history of, for example,
F. hepatica [59, 74]. These molecules include glutathione transferases, protein
disulfide isomerase, peroxiredoxin, and thioredoxin, which are suggested to protect
liverflukes fromharmful reactive oxygen species (ROS)derived from thehost [75, 76].
A protective function has also been reported for protein chaperones, such as heat-
shock protein 70, which facilitates protein folding and appears to be induced by host
immune responses against flukes [77]. Therefore, within their definitive host, adult
liver flukes appear to express repertoires of molecules that protect cellular processes
from ROS [78]. This protection is crucial, because juvenile flukes are susceptible to
antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity involving ROS [79].

The advances in transcriptomics of liver flukes will underpin future comparative
�omics� studies. For example, short-read sequencing (Illumina), preferably in con-
junction with proteomic and genomic analyses, could be used to quantitatively study
transcription/expression profiles in key life cycle stages and distinct phenotypes.
Although the transcriptomes of the adult stages ofO. viverrini,C. sinensis,F. gigantica,
and F. hepatica have been characterized, almost nothing is known about develop-
mentally regulated transcription/gene expression in miracidia, sporocysts, rediae,
cercariae, and juvenile stages of this parasite. Clearly, exploring transcription in all
stages of these parasites should have important implications for understanding
development, reproduction, parasite–host interactions, and disease at the molecular
and biochemical levels. For such investigations, using short-read sequencing tech-
nology, it is possible that the abundance of related and, apparently, paralogous and/or
alternatively spliced transcriptsencodingsomeproteingroups (e.g., cathepsins) could
complicate assemblies from short-read data (even under stringent conditions) in the
absence of a reference genome sequence. Combined assemblies and annotation of
paired-end sequence data with medium to long sequences (e.g., 500–1000 nucleo-
tides) generated using, for example, 454 technology (Roche) [47], might prevent this
potential complication. This aspect needs further consideration in future work.

Quantitative transcriptomic datasets for liver flukes will also support studies of
excretory/secretory, somatic, and tegumental proteins identified previously by pro-
teomics [54, 56, 59], and future annotations of nuclear genomes, including the
inference of genes, gene structures, and splicing mechanisms. The future sequenc-
ing and annotation of the genomes of fasciolids and opisthorchiids would provide
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major insights into their genetics and molecular biology. Comparative analyses of
genomes to infer metabolic pathways, coupled to extensive transcriptomic and
proteomic data sets for different developmental stages, should also facilitate func-
tional genomic investigations of these parasites. Given that double-stranded
RNA interference (RNAi) operates in S. mansoni, F. hepatica [38, 39, 80–82], and
O. viverrini [83], there is some promise that this approach can help establish the
functions of a variety of molecules in liver flukes of major socioeconomic signifi-
cance. Looking ahead, it might also be possible to test gene functions using
transgenesis [84] for some developmental stages. The integration of data from
functional and comparative genomic studies will pave the way for the design of
new intervention approaches, built on knowledge of essential genes or gene products
linked to key biological pathways. For example, a homolog of thioredoxin glutathione
reductase, a multifunctional and essential detoxifying enzyme in S. mansoni [85, 86],
seems to be conserved among trematodes and thus represents a novel drug target
candidate in trematodes [87]. Future functional and structural explorations of
molecules (such as proteases and their inhibitors, neuropeptides, kinases, phospha-
tases, and selected structural proteins), which are conserved among fasciolids,
opisthorchiids, and schistosomes, and/or predicted to be essential and drug-
gable [88–91], could facilitate the design and development of new classes of
trematocidal compounds.

Conclusions

Clearly, there are still major gaps in our knowledge of the fundamental biology and
pathogenesis of liver flukes that cause considerable morbidity to millions of people
and animals worldwide. A future focus should be on sequencing the genomes
(predicted to be 0.5–2Gb in size) from a number of food-borne flukes as a foundation
forunderstanding their genetics, evolution, ecology, epidemiology, pathogenesis, and
host–parasite relationships.Arecentpaper [92],describing thedenovosequencingand
annotation of the giant panda genome (2.3 Gb in size) exclusively employing an
Illumina-based approach, indicates the exciting prospect thatfluke genomes could be
sequenced using this direct approach. Knowledge of fluke genomes would provide a
solid foundation for future, integrated studies of gene function and essentiality,
employing tools such as transgenesis and RNAi. Unlocking the molecular biology of
theseneglectedandglobally importantdiseasepathogensusing�omics� technologies,
particularly functionalgenomics,proteomics,andmetabolomics,willprovideentirely
novel and unique insights into the development of digeneans, parasite–host inter-
actions, liver fluke disease, and cancer associated with trematodes, and should
underpin the design of new trematocidal drugs, vaccines, and diagnostic tools.
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6
RNA Interference: A Potential Discovery Tool for Therapeutic
Targets of Parasitic Nematodes
Collette Britton

Abstract
Although gene sequence data for parasitic nematodes have increased significantly in
the last decade, there is currently no reliablemethod to test gene function and validate
putative control targets. Gene silencing by RNA interference (RNAi) has proven
successful in the free-living nematode Caenorhabditis elegans and the ease of this
technique has allowed it to be adapted for high-throughput genome-wide screening
of essential gene function. This success encouraged a number of RNAi studies on
parasitic nematodes of animals and plants.Whereas RNAi in parasitic nematodes, as
well as some free-living nematodes, is not as effective as it is in C. elegans, specific
gene silencing has been observed for some target genes. Recent work with
Haemonchus contortus suggests that the success of RNAi canbe improved by targeting
genes expressed in sites accessible to the environment such as the intestine,
excretory/secretory system, or amphids. One of the genes robustly silenced in
H. contortus encodes the aminopeptidase H11. RNAi of H11 in larvae prior to oral
infection resulted in significant reductions in worm burden and egg output, similar
to vaccination with native H11 protein. This provides proof-of-principle that RNAi
can be developed as a tool to identify essential gene function. Using current RNAi
techniques, screening for essential genes as potential control targets may be limited
by transcript accessibility to introduced double-stranded RNA. Optimization of
double-stranded RNA delivery methods is discussed as enhanced uptake may allow
RNAi to be fully exploited as a tool for both functional genomics and target discovery
in parasitic nematodes.

Introduction

Asignificant problem facing livestock production is how to control parasitic helminth
infections in the face of increasing anthelmintic resistance [1–3]. Possible solutions
range frommaintaining parasites in refugia (non-drug-treated) and drug rotation, to
better husbandry, nutrition, and selective breeding of resistant animals [4]. Each
approach has its advantages and disadvantages. In view of the reliance of livestock
producers on drug control and the success so far of current anthelmintic treatments,
development of new control therapies seems to be essential. This need has beenmet
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to some extent by the recent introduction of the amino-acetonitrile derivative
monepantel (Zolvix�; Novartis Animal Health) – a new class of anthelmintic [5]
(see also Chapter 17). However, the problem of resistance apparent for other
anthelmintic classes has led to caution in theuse ofZolvix, with the aimof prolonging
its use. So how may new treatments be identified? Several reviews have highlighted
the need for a better understanding of parasite physiology to identify and prioritize
possible control targets [6, 7]. This is particularly important in the move by
pharmaceutical companies away from whole-organism-based to mechanism-based
drug screening, whereby effects on defined targets, such as receptors or enzymes, are
searched for [6–8] (see also Chapter 8). For vaccine development, identification and
validation of relevant targets also requires better knowledge of parasite biology and of
target accessibility to immune effector mechanisms. Technologies, including
genome sequencing and functional genomics, are and will be pivotal in advancing
new parasite control therapies. So how close are these technologies to delivering
novel targets of control?

From Sequence Data to Target Discovery

Over the last decade there has been a significant increase in the availability of
sequence and expression data for parasitic nematode genes. Expressed sequence
tag (EST) projects as well as microarray studies have identified genes temporally
regulated at specific points of the parasite life cycle – those associated with
reproduction and genes differentially expressed in different host environ-
ments [9–12]. With the decreasing cost and improving technologies associated
with genome sequencing (and transcriptomics; see Chapter 4), we should soon
have a complete picture of all genes present in different parasitic nematodes, how
these are organized, and be able to identify genes unique to or divergent between
parasitic species. Currently, draft genome data are available for several animal and
plant parasitic nematodes [13–15], with significant coverage achieved for others,
including Haemonchus contortus (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/resources/downloads/
helminths). Although comparative analyses of this wealth of data can promote
speculation on the possible functions and evolution of parasite genes, there is
currently no reliable method to experimentally identify essential gene function in
parasitic nematodes.

Functional Genomics Using Caenorhabditis elegans

Since the completion of the genome sequencing project for the free-living soil
nematode C. elegans in 1998 [16], there has been increasing interest in using this
model organism for studying parasitic nematodes and multicellular organisms in
general (see also Chapters 1, 2 and 12). The C. elegans genome is approximately
100Mb with around 19 000 protein-coding genes. The availability of parasitic
nematode sequence data has allowed very useful comparisons of genes expressed
in parasitic species with those of C. elegans. In addition to sequence information, for
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most C. elegans genes, data are available on site and stage of expression, interaction
with other genes, identification of orthologs in other species, and phenotypes
associated with gene mutation/deletion (www.wormbase.org). An array of C. elegans
mutants has been generated and is used in forward genetics to identify mutations
giving rise to specific phenotypes.

The discovery of RNA interference (RNAi) in C. elegans revolutionized functional
genomics [17]. Thismechanismof gene silencing is effective in a range of organisms,
including insects, planarians, and mammals [18–20]. Silencing can be initiated in
C. elegans by injection of double-strandedRNA into any sitewithin theworm,with the
silencing effect spreading to other tissues [17]. RNAi is also effective following
soaking in double-stranded RNA solution [21] or feeding worms with Escherichia coli
expressing double-stranded RNA [22]. The ease of the latter method has been
exploited in high-throughput genome-wide RNAi screens [23–25] and the data are
widely used as a first step in the functional analysis of putative orthologs from other
organisms.

Conservation of gene function between C. elegans and other species, including
parasitic nematodes, can be tested by rescue experiments in which the putative
orthologous gene is expressed in C. elegans RNAi or genetic mutants and any
reversion of phenotype examined [26]. Conservation of biological activity can also
be demonstrated by overexpression or ectopic expression of parasite genes in wild-
type C. elegans, as demonstrated for Onchocerca volvulus glutathione S-transfer-
ase [27] andH. contortus transcription factor ELT-2 [28]. CombiningC. elegansRNAi
data with comparative sequence information has been proposed as a screening step
in identification of novel drug targets for helminth (including filarial) para-
sites [29–31]. However, the accessibility of the proposed target to immune effector
mechanisms or to drug is an important factor. For example, a cathepsin L cysteine
protease CPL-1 was shown by RNAi and mutant analysis to be essential for C.
elegans embryonic development, specifically in the processing of egg yolk pro-
teins [32]. The embryonic lethal phenotype could be efficiently rescued with the
cpl-1 gene from H. contortus, demonstrating conservation of function [33]. A
recombinant version ofHc-CPL-1 was tested as a vaccine candidate forH. contortus
in sheep, and effects on egg production and development examined. This showed
that while CPL-1 may have an essential function, antibody generated to the vaccine
did not access developing embryos within the gonad during infection and subse-
quently there was no protective effect [34]. Therefore, identifying potentially
relevant control targets using RNAi-based methods is just one step in the process;
target location to facilitate recognition by immune effector mechanisms or expo-
sure to drug should also be evaluated when possible.

Drug Target Identification Using C. elegans

With a shift to target-based drugdiscovery programs [6–8], using functional data from
C. elegans is a feasible and logical approach to identifying potential parasite control
strategies. Screening for inhibitors of, for example, essential enzymes or transporters
is conducive to mechanism-based screening. This approach has been successfully
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applied to screen for inhibitors of cyclin-dependent kinases that have been identified
as targets for the control of trypanosomatid and apicomplexan protozoan para-
sites [35, 36], and for inhibitors of thioredoxin glutathione reductase in Schistosoma
mansoni [37]. However, no currently available anthelmintic drugs have been devel-
oped using mechanism-based screening methods [8]. As mentioned above, acces-
sibility of drug to target is required and the complexity of multicellular organisms
increases the effort and risk involved in drug screens.

Interestingly, the current anthelmintics would not have been identified using
RNAi inC. elegans as a screening tool for loss of or decreased gene function.With the
exception of paraherquamide [38], all function to modulate or mimic target activity
(agonists) rather than acting as antagonists [8]. The benzimadazoles, for example,
bind to b-tubulin and interfere with microtubule formation [39]. However, mutation
or deletion of ben-1, which encodes the only benzimadazole-sensitive b-tubulin in
C. elegans, has no obvious effect on worm physiology [40]. This indicates likely
functional redundancy with other b-tubulin genes of the nematode.WhereC. elegans
functional studies have been elegantly applied is in the identification of potential
mechanisms of drug action and resistance. Loss or mutation of C. elegans b-tubulin
ben-1 results in benzimadazole resistance and, importantly, the same genetic
mutation correlates with benzimadazole resistance in a number of parasitic nem-
atode species [41, 42]. Similarly, RNAi or genetic mutation of the genes encoding
C. elegans glutamate-gated chloride channels AVR-14 or AVR-15 results in no obvious
abnormalities, except for a subtle increase in reverse movement frequency [43].
However, loss of both channels results in ivermectin resistance [44]. This raises the
question of whether lack of essential function of current anthelmintic targets is a
contributing factor in emergence of drug resistance. Nonessential targets can
undergo deletion or mutation at drug-binding sites with no apparent fitness con-
sequences to the nematode. This is less likely to occur with targets with essential
functions. Would essential gene products be more stable targets for development of
new drugs and can these be identified using an RNAi approach?

RNAi in Parasitic Nematodes – Story so Far

Although RNAi data from C. elegans can help identify the possible functional
importance of parasitic nematode genes, direct application of RNAi in parasitic
species would be a very valuable tool. This would also allow functional analysis of
genes not conserved in C. elegans, which may be important for parasite survival
within the host and/or influence host immune responses. The success of RNAi in
C. elegans encouraged extension of this approach to parasitic nematodes and the first
report of RNAiwas published in 2002 forNippostrongylus brasiliensis [45]. Subsequent
studies reported RNAi effects in other nematode species including the filarial
nematodes, Brugia malayi [46] and Onchocerca volvulus [47], and the sheep parasite,
Trichostrongylus colubriformis [48] (detailed in Table 6.1). However, not all initial
studies demonstrated a corresponding decrease in target transcript level, which is
important for correlating any phenotypic effects with specific gene knockdown.
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In addition, most studies focused on one or a small number of target genes. To
determine whether RNAi could be widely applied as a functional genomics tool, two
subsequent studies targeted a larger number of genes. L3 stages ofH. contortus and
Ostertagia ostertagi were soaked in double-stranded RNA and transcript levels
measured after several days. These studies presented a less optimistic picture. Of
11 genes targeted in H. contortus, only one, encoding b-tubulin, was reproducibly
silenced [49]. InO. ostertagi, five of eight genes could be silenced in some, but not all
experiments [50]. The findings from RNAi studies to date suggest that an RNAi
pathway functions in parasitic nematodes, and this is supported by the identification
of Dicer and other pathway genes from genome data [51, 52]. However, target genes
seem to vary in their susceptibility to RNAi. It seems unlikely, therefore, that large-
scale screens to identify essential gene function, as applied to C. elegans, will be
feasible using current methods.

So how can we improve on the success rate of RNAi and which genes are more
likely to be amenable to silencing? Recent work onH. contortus suggests that site of
gene expression influences susceptibility to RNAi. Of six genes selected based on
their putative expression in the intestine, amphids, or excretory cell of the
nematode, transcript levels of four were significantly reduced (up to 95%) following
double-stranded RNA soaking [53]. Importantly, these results were reproducible.
Therefore, genes expressed in sites accessible to the external environment are,
more likely, better targets for RNAi, possibly as a result of greater uptake of double-
strandedRNA into these cells This is consistent with RNAi studies in plant parasitic
nematodes, in which genes expressed in the intestine, amphids, esophageal gland
cells, and reproductive systemswere effectively silenced, also suggesting uptake via
external openings [54].

The transcripts that were effectively silenced in H. contortus L3 stage larvae
encoded the intestinal aminopeptidase, H11 [55], the activation-associated secreted
proteinHc-ASP-1 [56], an ortholog of a C. elegans aquaporin (Ce-AQP-2) that is
expressed in the excretory cell, and an ortholog of Ce-PHI-10, an RNA helicase
predominantly expressed in the excretory cell and intestine ofC. elegans [53].H11 and
other intestinal proteases are associated with digestion of host proteins for nutrition,
whereas ASPs are speculated to participate in the infection process and/or host
immunomodulation (reviewed in [57]). Importantly, both proteins have received
attention as potential control targets of H. contortus and other parasitic nema-
todes [55, 56, 58–60]. In addition to H11 and ASPs, other intestinal and excretory/
secretory proteins are considered relevant targets for parasite control due to their
interaction with the host environment. It will be important to widen the recent RNAi
findings [53] to these and similar genes in other parasitic nematodes to better assess
the contributory value of RNAi to the identification of control targets.

In Vivo RNAi

Despite the significant reductions in transcript levels following RNAi of the
H. contortus genes described above [53], no phenotypic effects were observed in
L3s maintained in vitro. This is, perhaps, not surprising given the limited
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development of parasite larvae in culture and the potential roles of the targeted genes
within the host, particularly forH11 andHc-asp-1. H11 is a lead vaccine candidate for
H. contortus, providing up to 90% reduction in egg output and 72% reduction in
worm burden [55]. In addition, inhibition of aminopeptidase activity by antibody
from vaccinated sheep correlates with protection [61]. In the absence of any in vitro
phenotype, the effects of RNAi of H11 on worm burden and egg production in vivo
were examined [53]. As this was the first in vivo study of RNAi in an animal parasitic
nematode, a pilot experiment was initially carried out to test whether pre-exposure of
larvae to double-stranded RNA was inherently toxic and would, in itself, affect
infection outcome. Incubation of H. contortus L3 larvae with control C. elegans
double-stranded RNAprior to oral infection of sheep resulted in similar egg outputs
compared to infection with untreated larvae, indicating no inherent toxicity of
double-stranded RNA exposure. The in vivo effect of H11 RNAi was, therefore,
examined. Infective larvae were incubated inH11 double-stranded RNAor controlC.
elegans double-stranded RNA for 24 h prior to oral infection of lambs. H11 RNAi
treatment resulted in reductions of 40% in adult wormburden and 57% in egg output
relative to the control RNAi group. In addition, aminopeptidase activity in adult
worms recovered from the H11 double-stranded RNA group showed a correspond-
ing decrease of 64% relative to control worms [53]. This was the first demonstration
that RNAi of a parasitic nematode gene leads to effects in vivo and mimics those
following vaccination. This provides proof-of-principle that RNAi can be applied to
test effects of target gene knockdown.

Improving RNAi in Parasitic Nematodes

Knockdown of H. contortus H11 transcript in larvae produced similar effects to
vaccinationwith nativeH11protein. CanRNAi be adapted to screen for new targets of
parasite control? The recent findings fromH. contortus strengthen the evidence that a
functional RNAi pathway is active in parasitic nematodes [53]. However, efficient
uptake of double-stranded RNA to effectively silence target genes remains a hurdle.
Studies in S. mansoni have also reported variation in efficacy of target transcript
knockdown, with reductions ranging from 40 to 80% [62–64] (see also Chapter 7).
A detailed study targeting 11 different genes in S. mansoni schistosomula concluded
that intestine and tegumental (surface)-expressed transcripts weremore amenable to
silencing [64], similar to the findings with H. contortus [53]. Electroporation as a
means to deliver small interfering RNA (siRNA) to schistosomula or adult worms is
reported to be more effective than soaking [63]. This method has been tried with
parasitic nematodes; however, detrimental effects on worm survival have been
reported in some studies [49, 52]. More extensive testing of different electroporation
conditionsmay improve both RNAi success and survival. However, the impermeable
nature of the nematode cuticlemaymake this challenging and alternative approaches
should be considered.

Efficient delivery of siRNAs tomammalian cells for therapeutic purposes has been
achieved using nanoparticles (diameter below 100 nm) and chemically modified
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RNAs with increased stability [65]. The advantage of nanoparticles as a delivery
vehicle is the large surface-to-volume ratio. These can also be modified to include
targeting ligands to deliver siRNAs to specific cells or tissues. This was recently
demonstrated using cyclodextrin-based siRNA-containing nanoparticles with sur-
face-exposed transferrin to target cancer cells [66]. Nanoparticles, particularly poly-
styrene-based molecules, are taken up by the intestine, pharynx, and gonad of
C. elegans with no apparent toxicity [67]. Also, chitosan nanoparticles effectively
delivered double-stranded RNA to mosquito intestinal cells following feeding [68].
Nanoparticles have not yet been tested in parasitic nematodes.

Better culture methods for parasitic nematodes may improve uptake of double-
stranded RNA as well as allow any RNAi effects to be monitored in vitro. This would
be a significant advantage, in view of the expense and ethical considerations
associated with in vivo testing. In vitro monitoring of phenotypes has been possible
for someRNAi genes in S.mansoni, which can bemaintained for several weeks in the
appropriate culture medium. For example, RNAi of the cathepsin B gene, SmCB1,
resulted in specific reductions in mRNA and enzyme activity, and significantly
reduced parasite growth [69]. Similarly, in vitro RNAi of the leucine aminopeptidase
genes SmLAP1 or SmLAP2 resulted in decreased hatching of eggs [70]. However,
development of suitable culture systems for parasitic nematodes remains a
challenge.

A recent study employed in vivoRNAi to examine transcript knockdown and effects
onB. malayi L2 and L3 stage larvae within themosquito [71]. Targeting of a cathepsin
L cysteine protease gene, Bm-cpl-1, using double-stranded RNA or siRNA injected
intrathoracically into infected mosquitoes resulted in an 83% reduction in target
transcript levels. In addition, Bm-cpl-1 RNAi reduced larval motility andmigration to
the mosquito head, thus reducing the potential for parasite transmission. Further
development of this approach, such as the generation of transgenic mosquitoes [71]
or transgenic parasite larvae [72], expressing double-strandedRNA toB.malayi genes
of interestmay allow larger-scale analysis. Thiswould be important in identifying and
characterizing genes involved in development either within a vector or mammalian
host. Whereas delivery of double-stranded RNA or siRNA itself is unlikely to be
exploited as a control approach, in vivo studies such as thesewill significantly progress
identification and validation of novel drug or vaccine targets. Therefore, with further
development and application, RNAi has the potential to be used as afirst step in novel
control development.

Conclusions

RNAi in C. elegans revolutionized functional genomics in this organism, and has
greatly contributed to identifying possible functions of conserved genes in parasitic
nematodes and other multicellular organisms. However, RNAi seems to function
more effectively in C. elegans than in other nematode species, including Caenorhab-
ditis briggsae [73]. Recent work has improved the success rate of RNAi inH. contortus
by targeting genes expressed in sites accessible to the external environment, such as
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the intestine, amphids, and excretory system [53]. It will be important to test whether
this approach can be extended to other parasitic nematodes. Also, experimental
challenges remain regarding improving delivery of double-stranded RNA and
developing better culture systems. This requirement is emphasized by the success
of recent studies demonstrating the feasibility of in vivo RNAi in both mammalian
and insect hosts to validate control targets [53, 71]. These recent findings with
H. contortus and B. malayi encourage further research tomore fully exploit RNAi as a
functional genomics and discovery tool.
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RNA Interference as a Tool for Drug Discovery in Parasitic
Flatworms
Akram A. Da�dara and Patrick J. Skelly*

Abstract
RNA interference (RNAi) is a post-transcriptional gene-silencing mechanism that
involves the degradation of mRNA in a highly sequence-specific manner. The
development of RNAi has changed the direction and speed of drug target discovery.
RNAi has influenced strategies for the pharmacological treatment of many condi-
tions including cancer and inflammatory disease, in addition to bacterial and viral
infectious diseases. As reviewed here, the technology can likewise be applied to
diseases caused by parasiticflatworms, including trematodes (schistosomes and liver
flukes) and cestodes (tapeworms). Various successful methodologies have been
employed to engender RNAi in different life cycle stages of a number of parasitic
flatworms. Such methods include the use of long or short interfering, double-
stranded RNAs, or the use of vectors encoding short hairpin RNAs, at various doses
and delivered by soaking or via electroporation. In schistosomes, RNAi can be rapid,
potent, and long-lasting. However, in some instances robust gene suppression yields
no observable phenotype. This may be due to the presence of residual (perhaps long-
lived) target protein and/or to functional redundancy in the gene being targeted.
Genome sequence analysis has allowed the elucidation of potential molecular
pathways that underscore RNAi in schistosomes. Variation in gene suppressibility
is seen and this may be due to differences in target mRNA accessibility or to the fact
that different tissues exhibit differences in double-stranded RNAuptake efficiency or
variably express RNAi pathway components. Despite these caveats, RNAi has helped
identify essential schistosome genes and candidate drug targets. These studies
provide proof-of-concept that RNAi has value as a drug discovery tool for parasitic
flatworms. Finally, the successful suppression of gene expression in schistosomes
within infected experimental animals highlights the possibility of employing double-
stranded RNAs directly as a therapy to treat parasitic flatworm infections.
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Platyhelminth Parasites

Members of the phylum Platyhelminthes are known commonly as flatworms.
These are relatively simple, bilaterally symmetrical, soft-bodied, unsegmented
invertebrates. Flatworms are triploblastic animals (i.e., they are composed of three
fundamental cell layers) that are acoelomate (lacking a body cavity). Over half of all
known flatworm species are parasites, including of humans, domestic animals,
and wildlife. Foremost among these are members of the genus Schistosoma. These
are intravascular parasites (blood flukes) that infect approximately 200 million
people and are responsible for the debilitating disease schistosomiasis. Members
of the genus Fasciola (liver flukes) infect several mammals, including humans,
and cause economic losses world-wide, especially in ruminants. Other important
flatworm parasites include members of the genus Taenia. These are tapeworms
that, as adults, inhabit the gastrointestinal tract, causing taeniasis. Larval forms
infect the internal tissues and may form cysts to cause cysticercosis. Members of
the genus Echinococcus are significant tapeworm parasites of wildlife, livestock,
and humans.

Few effective drugs currently exist to treat parasitic flatworm infections, and this is
particularly true for schistosomiasis for which treatment and control have come to
rely on a single drug, praziquantel. Concerns exist over the possible emergence and
establishment of drug resistance [1, 2]. Therefore, it remains a priority to identify and
develop novel chemical or immunological therapeutic interventions for schistoso-
miasis and other parasiticflatworm infections. A key challenge in this endeavor is the
identification and validation of target molecules. In some cases, examination of
genome and transcriptome sequence information has led to the in silico identification
of potential targets [3, 4]. However, until recently, the lack of tools to, for example,
genetically manipulate helminths and validate these targets has hindered the
development of new drugs and vaccines. Against this background, the recent
development of RNA interference (RNAi) in platyhelminths has emerged as an
important tool to evaluate prospective therapeutic targets.

The premise of the approach is that suppression of gene expression through RNAi
that results in parasite debility and/or death immediately points to the specific gene
product as being of interest as a target for the development of antiparasitics. RNAi
screening therefore should help to rapidly identify target molecules of interest and
facilitate the development of new treatments. The technology has already influenced
strategies for the pharmacological treatment of many conditions, including cancer,
inflammatory disease, and bacterial and viral diseases [5–8]. Likewise for parasitic
flatworm diseases, RNAi holds real potential.

Although RNAi is of proven utility to identify potential drug targets in flatworms
(see below), its application in characterizing vaccine targets may be more limited.
Specifically, gene products identified as essential through RNAimust, in addition, be
accessible to immune effector mechanisms in order to be considered of interest as
vaccine targets. This is true for gene products that are expressed in internal tissues as
well as for those expressed in potentially immune-accessible sites such as the gut and
tegument (outer surface). Accordingly, this chapter focuses onRNAi as a tool for drug
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discovery in parasitic flatworms with particular emphasis on the schistosomes – the
most intensely studied of the group.

RNAi – Background

RNAi is a mechanism whereby gene-specific double-stranded RNA triggers degra-
dation of homologous mRNA transcripts. The process can result in effective,
sequence-specific, post-transcriptional gene silencing [9, 10]. RNAi was first discov-
ered in the free-living nematode, Caenorhabditis elegans. It was observed that double-
stranded RNAwas at least 10-foldmore potent in suppressing target gene expression
than either sense or antisense RNA alone [11]. Silencing could be induced by
injection or by feeding worms with either naked double-stranded RNA or bacteria
that were engineered to express double-stranded RNA [9, 12]. In addition, silencing
was both long lasting (sometimes being detected in the progeny of treated ani-
mals [13]) and potent [14, 15].

Since its discovery in C. elegans, RNAi has been described in organisms of diverse
phylogeny, including plants, fungi, arthropods, African trypanosomes, and verte-
brates [16–19]. However, the phenomenon is not universal; several organisms do not
displayRNAi. These include theunicellular parasitesPlasmodium falciparum,Babesia
bovis, Leishmania major, Trypanosoma cruzi, and the yeast, Saccharomyces cerevi-
siae [20–23]. Also, C. elegans is particularly sensitive to RNAi, yet other nematode
species (including parasitic forms) seem less responsive [24–26].

RNAi in Platyhelminths

In flatworms, RNAi was first described in the free-living planarian, Schmidtea
mediterranea [27]. As with C. elegans, RNAi could be induced by injecting or by
feeding the planarian with either naked double-stranded RNA or bacteria expressing
double-stranded RNA [27–29]. RNAi was used to target genes in a variety of cell types
including secretory cells, cells of the gastrovascular system, andneurons [29]. Success
with gene suppression in the nervous system stands in contrast toC. elegans in which
mature neurons are refractory to RNAi [12].

For parasitic flatworms, RNAi was first described in two different life cycle stages
ofSchistosomamansoni [30, 31]. Schistosomes have complex life historieswith several
distinct morphologies. Infectious freshwater larval forms called cercariae penetrate
mammalian skin and transform into schistosomula. These grow and mature in the
vasculature as adult male or female worms. The adults mate and lay eggs that are
passed from the body. Larval forms called miracidia hatch from these eggs in
freshwater and infect specific species of snails to transform into the intramolluscan
parasitic stage known as the sporocyst. In the first experiments to suppress gene
expression in schistosomes, cultured parasites were soaked in medium containing
double-stranded RNA either during transformation of the miracidium to the
sporocyst or the cercaria to the schistosomulum. It was thought that double-stranded
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RNA entry during transformation might be optimal due to the considerable bio-
chemical and morphological reorganization of the parasite, including of the outer
membranes. For the miracidium-to-sporocyst transformation, timing does seem to
be important in permitting RNAi. As the time between the initiation of miracidial
transformation and the addition of double-stranded RNA increases, the effectiveness
of RNAi decreases [31]. Interestingly, however, larval parasites exposed either at the
start of transformation or 20 h laterwere able to take up labeled double-strandedRNA
to a similar extent [31], suggesting that the variability of RNAi was not a consequence
of a differential ability to take up double-stranded RNA.

No such time dependency is observed with intramammalian stage parasites.
Parasites exposed to double-stranded RNA hours, or even days, after the commence-
ment of transformation of cercariae to schistosomula (in addition to adult male and
female parasites) are all susceptible toRNAi [32, 33].Usingfluorescent labeling, it has
been shown that double-stranded RNA can enter schistosomula through the
mouth [33, 34] and penetration glands [32]. For sporocysts (that lack a mouth) in
the presence of labeled double-stranded RNA, approximately 39% was detected in
excretory pores/flame cells and �parenchymal-like cells,� whereas approximately
28% of the label was localized to the tegument [35].

RNAi in Schistosomes

Early experiments with RNAi in schistosomes involved soaking parasites inmedium
containing double-stranded RNA that had been generated from template polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) products in vitro. Attempts to optimize RNAi using transfection
reagents (liposomal or amine-based) were unsuccessful; in fact,many of these agents
were directly toxic [33]. Electroporation has also been used as a delivery mecha-
nism [36–38]. Electroporation was originally described as an approach for transgene
expression in schistosomula [39] and was subsequently used to introduce double-
stranded RNA into schistosomula [38]. Schistosomes are also susceptible to RNAi
using chemically synthesized short-interfering RNA (siRNA). Electroporation has
proven to bemore efficient at delivering siRNA than soaking particularly at low RNA
concentrations [40].

Exposure to relatively low concentrations of double-stranded RNA (below 10 mg/
ml using electroporation [40] and as low as 1 mg/ml by soaking [41]) can elicit strong
gene suppression in schistosomes, although most workers use more double-
stranded RNA than this. Concentrations of 25–50 mg/ml double-stranded RNA
have been used for electroporation [37, 40], whereas for soaking, approximately
90 mg/ml double-stranded RNA has been employed [34]. Soaking parasites in doses
higher than this (150–200 mg/ml of double-stranded RNA) was shown to be directly
toxic [34].

Vector-based RNAi that drives the expression of hairpin RNA in the parasite has
also been tested [42, 43]. Hairpins are single-stranded RNAmolecules that fold back
on themselves due to engineered sequence complementarity and this allows the
resultant double-stranded RNA to enter the RNAi pathway. Introducing a
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pseudotyped murine leukemia virus (MLV) transgene encoding a hairpin RNA
targeting the S. mansoni cathepsin B1 gene decreases gene expression in the parasite
by 80% [42]. In another study, a promoter-like element from the U6 gene of S.
mansoni was used to drive transcription of short hairpin transcripts from plasmids
delivered to schistosomula [43]. These approaches can theoretically lead to more
sustained double-stranded RNA generation within cells.

Gene suppression in schistosomes is rapid; target mRNA levels begin to decline
within hours of double-stranded RNA administration and may be substantially
decreased within 24–48 h [34, 37]. Furthermore, suppression has been reported to
be relatively long lasting in schistosomes (up to 3 weeks in vivo [38] and 40 days in
culture [33]).

RNAi in intramammalian schistosomes appears to be target selective; off-target
effects (i.e., mistargeting of double-stranded RNA to noncognate mRNA) have not
been reported [34, 36]. This is the case even when two close homologs are targeted,
such as the cathepsin B1 and B2 genes [34] or the glucose transporter protein SGTP 1
and 4 genes [36, 44]. With the intramolluscan sporocyst stage, however, RNAi has
yieldedphenotypes (predominantly stunted growth)without a concomitant alteration
in the expression levels of the target gene – an outcome that might reflect off-
targeting [35]. Finally, it is clear that more than one gene at a time can be efficiently
targeted in schistosomes [34, 36, 45], indicating that the RNAi machinery is not
overwhelmed by multiple exogenous double-stranded RNAs.

RNAi Pathway in Schistosomes

Among the important proteins in the canonical RNAi pathway is the RNase III
enzyme Dicer, which acts to process long double-stranded RNA into less than 30-
nucleotide siRNAs. Following this, siRNA is loaded into the RNA-induced silencing
complex (RISC) [46]. The siRNA is then unwound in a strand-specific manner
during RISC assembly and the resultant single-stranded RNA locates its cognate
mRNA target by Watson–Crick base pairing. Gene silencing follows from the
nucleolytic degradation of the targeted mRNA by the RNase H enzyme Argonaute
(or Slicer) [46].

Given that schistosomes are sensitive toRNAi, it is not surprising that schistosome
genome and transcriptome databases contain homologs of several RNAi pathway
proteins [47, 48]. A single dicer homolog (SmDicer) has been characterized for S.
mansoni [49]. SmDicer contains all the domains that are characteristic of metazoan
dicers, including an amino-terminal helicase domain, DUF283 and PAZ domains,
two RNase III domains, and an RNA-binding domain [49]. Four Argonaute protein
homologs have been identified in S. mansoni (SmAgo1–4); SmAgo3 and 4 are splice
variants [47]. EachSmAgo is approximately 900 amino acids in length, and all possess
conserved PAZ and Piwi domains [47]. Finally, analysis of the schistosome tran-
scriptome has revealed several other sequences with homology to additional com-
ponents of theRNAi pathways fromother organisms (e.g., accessory double-stranded
RNA-binding proteins) [50].
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A variety of functions have been proposed for the RNAi machinery in eukaryotic
cells. These include suppressing potentially harmful segments of the genome such
as transposons that might otherwise act as destabilizing insertional mutagens [51].
RNAi can also be part of a cell�s antiviral defenses [52] and can participate in several
gene regulatory pathways to control cellular differentiation [19, 53–57]. Over the
past several years, small endogenous noncoding RNAs that enter silencing path-
ways have been described [57–60]. An example is microRNA (miRNA) that
comprise short noncoding RNA that can form hairpin structures. miRNA can
drive gene silencing by either destroying mRNA or suppressing protein synthe-
sis [61]. Several miRNA molecules have been identified in schistosomes [62–64],
and homologs of proteins known to generate and act upon miRNA have been
identified in the schistosome genome [50]. For instance, a homolog of the RNase III
enzyme, Drosha, has been identified in the S. mansoni genome (SmDrosha). By
analogy with other systems, this would act to cleave nuclear precursor miRNA
transcripts (pri-miRNA). Through alternative splicing, SmDrosha is predicted to
generate two proteins, SmDrosha1 and 2, that comprise 1531 and 1577 amino
acids, respectively, and contain conserved endonuclease domains and double-
stranded RNA-binding motifs [47]. Drosha cleavage products, termed precursor
miRNAs (pre-miRNAs), are 60–70 nucleotides in length and are exported to the
cytoplasm via the carrier protein exportin 5. A potential exportin 5 homolog has
been identified in the schistosome genome [47]. Once in the cytoplasm, themiRNA
is free to enter RNAi pathways.

Gene silencing by RNAi can spread from the point of introduction of double-
stranded RNA such that a targeted gene at a different site, or throughout the animal,
can be suppressed [65]. In C. elegans, the sid-1 gene encodes a multiple membrane-
spanning protein [66] that functions as an energy-independent channel for importing
double-stranded RNA into cells [67]. SID-1 is required for uptake of double-stranded
RNA in C. elegans and is expressed in all cells sensitive to systemic RNAi [66, 68]. An
examination of the S. mansoni genome reveals a SID-1 homolog (SmSID-1) of 1018
amino acids and predicted to contain the 11 conserved transmembrane domains, but
also to possess an unusually large, extracellular amino-terminal domain [40]. This
proteinmay facilitate double-stranded RNAuptake from the environment and/or the
movement of RNA between schistosome cells.

RNAi as a Discovery Tool

The above discussion shows that RNAi is functional in schistosomes and may have
application as a discovery tool for drug development. However, there are caveats.
Foremost, perhaps, is that not all genes are equally susceptible to RNAi. With
schistosomula and adult parasites, RNAi techniques that lead to the efficient
suppression of some genes (e.g., Schistosoma mansoni aquaporin (SmAQP)
and alkaline phosphatase (SmAP)) produce only modest suppression of other genes
(e.g., permease 1 heavy chain (SPRM1hc) and inhibin/activin (SmInAct)) [40, 69, 70].
Evenwith the same approach in the same life cycle stage, gene responses to RNAi can
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vary [34]. Likewise with sporocysts, strong suppression (e.g., of the glutathione
S-transferase-26 (GST-26) and thioredoxin peroxidase 1 (TPX1) genes) and weak
knockdown (e.g., of the calpain and the mothers-against-decapentaplegic homolog 2
(Smad2) genes) have been reported using the same methodology in the same
laboratory [71]. There are several possible reasons for this gene-to-gene variability:

. There is inherent parasite variability in the ability to take up double-stranded
RNA, as has been shown for sporocysts soaked in fluorescently labeled double-
stranded RNA [71]. Many parasites simply never acquire the labeled double-
stranded RNA, whereas for others the localization of the label varied between
the tegument, excretory pores/flame cells, and parenchyma [71].

. Some genesmay be expressed in tissues that are not accessible to double-stranded
RNA introduced either by electroporation or soaking [34].

. It is possible that, for certain tissues, key RNAi pathway proteins are not well
expressed or RNAi pathway inhibitors are in effect. However, the notion that
some tissues are refractory to RNAi or do not fully express RNAi pathway
proteins does not explain gene knockdown variability in the same tissue type.
For instance, the SPRM1hc gene and the SmAP gene are expressed in the
parenchyma and tegument of schistosome adults [72–74], but the SmAP gene
is routinely suppressed in excess of 90%, whereas expression of SPRM1hc is
never decreased by more than 50% [72, 75, 76]. Perhaps this result indicates
that parenchyma is not a uniform tissue type, but rather that genes are
expressed in differing parenchymal cells that differ in their susceptibility to
RNAi.

. Finally, the lower susceptibility of some gene targets to RNAimay be explained by
mRNA secondary structure that impedes interaction with double-stranded RNA.
To explore this in regard to the poorly suppressed SPRM1hc gene discussed
above, three distinct siRNA molecules targeting different regions of the mRNA
were tested. All gave a similar degree of suppression (around 50%) [74]. To ensure
that the three siRNA molecules did not target inaccessible regions of the
SPRM1hc mRNA, a 943-bp double-stranded RNA was generated by PCR and
parasites were electroporated. This longer double-stranded RNA should be
processed by SmDicer to generate an array of siRNA molecules. The expectation
was that at least someof these siRNAswould interact with the SPRM1hcmRNA to
effect strong suppression. This was not observed, however, and suppression
remained at approximately 50% [74].

There are other considerations regarding transient RNAi and its application in
schistosomes:

. Even robust gene suppression may not yield an obvious phenotype. This may be
due to (i) transient RNAi not being absolute in its ability to �silence� gene
expression (i.e., residual protein production may be sufficient to sustain nor-
mality), (ii) proteins with long half-lives that continue to provide nominal
functionality even in the absence of nascent transcription, (iii) functional
redundancy in the gene being targeted (e.g., members of the gut protease
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network [34]), and (iv) the use of rich culture medium to support parasites that
might otherwise succumb in the more physiologically challenging environment
of the host.

. Obtaining sufficient numbers of parasites for double-stranded RNA treatments is
never trivial; even for schistosomula derived from infected snails, the enterprise is
labor-intensive and expensive.

. Thus far, there is no standard methodology for RNAi (see above discus-
sions). Several diverse protocols work. Different research teams use different
delivery methods employing PCR-derived double-stranded RNA or chemi-
cally synthesized siRNA over various concentrations and incubation times,
and in different culture media. It is unclear whether a universal standard-
ization is possible given the foregoing discussions; in this regard, perma-
nent germline transgenesis, currently unavailable for schistosomes, may be
a way forward.

RNAi-Induced Phenotypes and Identifying Essential Genes

The first report of RNAi eliciting a lethal phenotype in schistosomes involved the
peroxiredoxin gene [77]. Peroxiredoxin functions in schistosome oxidative metab-
olism and may provide the main enzymatic activity to reduce H2O2 in the parasite.
Silencing of peroxiredoxin in parasites cultured in 20% O2 (or at the more
physiologically relevant 5% O2) caused significant increases in parasite mortality.
Exogenous oxidative stress (200 mM H2O2) killed all of the double-stranded RNA-
treated schistosomula in 4 days [77]. Genes encoding other schistosome redox
proteins were subsequently subjected to RNAi, including, thioredoxin glutathione
reductase (TGR), a unique selenium-containing enzyme [78]. After 3 days, TGR
enzyme activity was reduced by about two-thirds in schistosomula cultured either
anaerobically or aerobically (20% O2). Approximately 90% of the parasites died 4
days after RNAi of TGR (in aerobic or anaerobic conditions) [78]. These RNAi data
confirm the complementary biochemical evidence [77, 79, 80] of the essentiality of
TGR and peroxiredoxin for schistosomes and their utility as drug targets (see also
Chapter 20).

Note that incomplete gene knockdown does not eliminate the utility of RNAi.
Even a modest diminution in expression may yield interesting and informative
phenotypes. For instance, RNAi of schistosome SmInAct decreases mRNA levels
only 40%. Nevertheless, eggs produced in such exposed female parasites fail to
develop [69].

As pointed out above, not all RNAi experiments, even those yielding robust gene
suppression, lead to such stark phenotypes as death. Often gene suppression leads to
no observable change in parasite morphology or behavior and this can be the case
even for genes predicted by bioinformatics to be essential for schistosomes [34].
When phenotypes are observed, the most common is growth stunting and this is,
perhaps, not unexpected given that many biochemical pathways are associated with
parasite growth [35, 37, 38, 71].
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RNAi-Based Drugs

The application ofRNAi thus far discussed involves RNAi as a tool to identify possible
drug targets that are then prosecuted with chemical compounds to inhibit or impede
that target. As an alternative, there is increasing interest in bypassing chemical drug
development per se and instead using the interfering double-stranded RNA itself as a
drug [5, 79, 80]. However, several hurdles must be overcome before using double-
stranded RNA therapeutically [81]. Not least is that double-stranded RNA drugs need
to survive in extracellular fluids that contain RNases. In addition, double-stranded
RNA drugs need to target specific tissues and cells. Despite these obstacles, two
studies have shown that double-stranded RNA drugs could, in principle, work for
schistosomes. In the first study, the schistosome hypoxanthine–guanine phosphor-
ibosyltransferase genewas targeted [82]. Ahydrodynamic protocolwasused to deliver
siRNA to schistosome-infected mice. This single treatment reduced the number of
parasites by approximately 27% at 6 days after siRNA delivery. Recovered parasites
showed a 60% reduction in hypoxanthine–guanine phosphoribosyltransferase tran-
script [82]. In the second study, the effect of siRNA treatment was tested in
Schistosoma japonicum-infected mice [83]. Here, siRNA targeting the gynecophoric
canal protein was administered via intravenous injection in phosphate-buffered
saline at different time points postinfection. The approach significantly reduced
target gene expression and the proportion of paired parasites. Also, worm burdens
were reduced by between 20 and 36% [83]. Both studies demonstrate the promise of
siRNA oligonucleotides as therapeutics for treatment of schistosome infection.
Nonetheless, clinical RNAi technology still faces obstacles related to delivery, potency,
and stability that are being addressed for other diseases [84–86].

RNAi in Other Parasitic Platyhelminths

RNAi has also been successfully demonstrated in other trematodes, including the
common liver fluke, Fasciola hepatica [87], and the Southeast Asian liver fluke,
Opisthorchis viverrini [88] (see Chapter 28). In F. hepatica, genes encoding the cysteine
proteases cathepsin B and L were effectively suppressed in the infective, newly
excysted juvenile stage by soaking the parasites in target-specific double-stranded
RNA. RNAi of either cathepsin gene resulted in marked reductions in target
transcript levels and their respective proteins in the gut. Furthermore, suppression
of either cathepsins B or L in juvenile parasites induced transient, abnormal
locomotory phenotypes and significantly reduced penetration by the parasite of the
rat intestinal wall in vitro [87]. F. hepatica leucine aminopeptidase has also been
targeted using electroporation to deliver double-stranded RNA [45]. In O. viverrini,
adult worms were electroporated with double-stranded RNA targeting a cathepsin
B and this significantly reduced levels of mRNA and enzyme activity [88].

RNAi has been shown to operate in cestodes (tapeworms), specifically in the sheep
tapeworm, Moniezia expansa [89], and in the fox tapeworm, Echinococcus multi-
locularis [90, 91]. With adult M. expansa worms, double-stranded RNA targeting the
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actin gene (delivered by electroporation or soaking) led to a 70% decrease in specific
mRNA and decreased protein levels with a marked disruption of the tegument [89].
In contrast, the neuronal neuropeptide F (Me-npf-1) gene could not be consistently
suppressed using the same methodology, suggesting that differences in the suscep-
tibility to RNAi among tissues and/or genes exist in this parasite [89]. In the case of
E. multilocularis, RNAi was first demonstrated in primary cell cultures [91]. In a
second study, siRNA delivery via electroporation was used to suppress expression of
the ezrin/radixin/moesin-like protein (elp) and 14-3-3 genes in E. multilocularis
protoscoleces [90]. Expression levels of elp and 14-3-3 genes were reduced by 65
and 78%, respectively [90].

Conclusions

As reviewed here, RNAi clearly operates in flatworms, both free-living and parasit-
ic [27, 30, 31]. Among the parasitic forms, RNAi has been demonstrated in
trematodes (schistosomes and liver flukes) [34, 36, 45, 87, 88] and cestodes (tape-
worms) [89–91].Efforts to optimizeRNAihavemainly involvedS.mansoni [32, 34, 40].
Several different life stages of this parasite are susceptible to RNAi and much of the
molecular machinery for RNAi has been identified in the schistosome
genome [31, 32, 40, 47]. Further, RNAi can be achieved using several straightforward
approaches that lead to rapid, specific, and long-lasting suppression [33, 34, 37].
However, it is clear that much remains to be understood with regard of the apparent
differences in susceptibilities of genes and/or tissues to RNAi (as currently applied),
and that might hinder a global RNAi screening approach. However, as so far
employed on a case-by-case basis, RNAi has helped identify essential genes and
candidate drug targets [77, 78, 92]. These studies provide proof-of-concept that RNAi
has value as a drug discovery tool for parasitic flatworms.
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8
Mechanism-Based Screening Strategies for Anthelmintic
Discovery
Timothy G. Geary

Abstract
Until the late 1980s, anthelmintic discovery relied on whole-organism-based
approaches. Methods employing nematodes or flatworms in culture were not very
successful in identifying new compounds; a prominent drawback of many such
screens was the high proportion of false-positives (compounds active in culture, but
not in infected animals). This factor, along with the almost complete adoption of
mechanism-based approaches in all other pharmaceutical operations, led to the
development and incorporation of such strategies for anthelmintic discovery.
The lack of suitable functional genomics platforms for parasitic nematodes made
the choice of novel targets for screening a difficult step, as validation prior to
screening could only be done in surrogate organisms and only for drugs that
were inhibitors or antagonists of parasite proteins. Although no new anthelmintics
have yet emerged frommechanism-based screens, relatively few attempts have been
made with this strategy and it remains compelling. This chapter summarizes some
attempts at anthelmintic discovery through high-throughput, mechanism-based
screens and discusses possible solutions to problems that remain to be resolved to
improve the success rate of this strategy.

Introduction

All available antiparasitic drugs, or at least the prototypes for all classes, were
discovered in low-throughput screens that employed parasites (either target or
surrogate species) in infected host animals or, less frequently, in culture. In the
anthelmintic area, other than the screen for new drugs for human filariasis that led
to the discovery of diethylcarbamazine [1], all the work that led tomarketed drugs in
this area over the past 50 years was pioneered in the animal health industry [2].
Considerable economic value is realized by drugs for use in livestock or companion
animal species, unlike the case for human helminthiases, which benefited instead
through the eventual transfer of some of those drugs into human medical
applications [2]. Although undeniably productive [3], the infected-animal screening
model for anthelmintic discovery wasmaintained as the primary strategy only from
the 1950s until the 1980s, at which time it was supplemented or replaced with
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whole-organism screens that employed various life stages of target parasites or their
surrogates, including the free-living nematode species Caenorhabditis elegans, in
culture. The motivation for this switch was the desire to more efficiently identify
lead compounds that could then be validated in infected-animal models, taking
advantage of the development of increased industrial investment in burgeoning
medicinal chemistry programs that were producingmore compounds, and in lower
amounts, than could be accommodated in the low-throughput infected animal
models.

Whole-organism screens require much lower amounts of compounds, consider-
ably less labor (depending on the species used for screening; some require expensive
and laborious methods to maintain the life cycle), and less time for completion than
infected animal models, and can operate at considerably higher throughput. In the
nematode realm, many investigators chose C. elegans as a screening tool [4] (see also
Chapters 2 and 12), while others used free-living larval stages of parasitic species such
asHaemonchus contortus or another trichostrongylid species. This era of anthelmintic
discovery began in the 1980s and although less productive than the infected-animal
models that discovered almost all themarketed anthelmintic classes, the strategy is a
useful compromise among factors such as throughput, compound requirements,
and labor demand with the desire to retain a healthy degree of serendipity in the
discovery process. A prominent disadvantage of these screens is the use of nontarget
stages (such as free-living L3 stages of trichostrongylid species) or nonparasites
(C. elegans). Also, because such screens are quite good at finding nonspecifically
nematocidal substances, they must be accompanied by the sometimes onerous
burden of identifying the most interesting leads by in vivo testing. Typically,
thousands of hits can be found per year in an in vitro screen, of which only a very
small number (often zero!) are active in a follow-up animal model. Due to the large
number of initial hits, it is generally not possible to investigate reasons for inactivity
in vivo of �interesting� in vitro hits (which may include relatively mundane clinical
pharmacology factors). An in vitro hit that is not active in the next-step animal model
may have intrinsic value as an anthelmintic lead, but will not be pursued because it
fails to attain therapeutic concentrations at the site of infection for a sufficient
duration (�exposure�) to achieve detectable efficacy. Screening in animalmodels only
finds actives that already exhibit some degree of pharmaceutical suitability, but the
concerns about resource and throughput outlined above restrict broader use of these
screens. An additional issue for in vitro screens is the recently realized possibility that
this strategy may have missed useful compounds because they fail to accumulate in
the test species in culture [5] (see also Chapter 12).

The �whole organism in culture� strategy for anthelmintic discovery was aug-
mented or replaced in some anthelmintic discovery programs by high-throughput,
mechanism-based screens beginning in the mid-1980s. In this strategy, a chemical
collection is screened for interaction with (generally) a parasite protein that is known
or predicted to be a target for chemotherapeutic intervention [6–8]. The premise
behind this strategy is that compounds that affect the function of an essential parasite
protein can lead to derivatives that kill the parasite in culture and in the host.
This strategy became the method of choice for the discovery of drugs for most
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human diseases. Whereas subsequent genome-wide association studies have
generally failed to confirm that single gene defects underlie some of the major
target diseases for drug discovery and developmental pipelines have dried up across
the industry, this concern is less significant for infectious diseases. Conceptually, it is
much simpler to chemically interfere with function of an essential parasite protein
than it is to restore normal function to a complex,multifactorial human system that is
in disequilibrium. This principle is most clearly illustrated in the explosion of new
anticancer drugs that are targeted to specific proteins essential for the growth of a
particular tumor type, escaping the traditional model of cytotoxic drugs that could be
applied to a variety of cancers.

Adoption ofmechanism-based screens for anthelmintics wasmotivated by several
factors [6–8]. As the human pharmaceutical industry adopted technology for high-
throughput mechanism-based screening, chemical inventories became miniatur-
ized and automated, and access to these samples became more restricted for initial
screening. The ultrahigh throughput attainable with mechanism-based screens
became the standard, and screens that operated at lower rates and demanded larger
amounts of chemicals lost favor. Implementation of new medicinal chemistry
processes such as combinatorial chemistry necessitated roboticized, miniaturized
screening platforms, which are difficult to adopt for helminths. A drive to reduce
labor costs in favor of depreciable instruments also limited acceptance of biology-
based screens. Finally, the rapid turnaround time for mechanism-based screens was
highly favored over the long duration employed for whole-organism screens (often
1 week of exposure, e.g., with C. elegans).

The primary advantage of mechanism-based anthelmintic screens relates to the
necessity of focusing investment in chemistry around new leads. The limiting
resource in drug discovery is the ability to provide close analogs around a hit
compound to generate higher-value derivatives for development that exhibit better
intrinsic potency and/or improved pharmaceutical properties. As noted, the hit rate
in whole-organism screens was too high to allow chemical investigation of even a
small percentage of them and no good way to prioritize the hits. Investigating a
compound with a known mechanism of action permits a series of hypothesis-based
experiments to validate it as a lead. Proof of high affinity against the target can be
followed up with whole-organism assays that include a measurement of compound
permeation into the test organism (measuring exposure of the target in situ) and
consequent changes in target function. If the effect of the compound on the target is
detected, but the viability or behavior of the organism is unchanged, a conclusion can
be drawn that the target is not suitable and attention can be directed to other series.
Infected animal screens can include a pharmacodynamic component to ensure that
adequate exposure is attained in vivo. If adequate exposure is attained (based on
in vitro results), but efficacy is not observed, a conclusion can be reached that normal
function of the target is not required for survival in the host and again the investment
may be redirected with confidence that a hidden gem has not been overlooked.

This chapter does not address in depth issues of anthelmintic discovery based on
drug design via in silico screening of chemicals in virtual operations, computationally
analyzing docking of three-dimensional molecules to putative receptor sites in
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parasite proteins [9]. This process uses estimates of fit (deduced in various ways with
emphasis on various parameters) to prioritize hundreds of thousands of compounds,
and then select those to be tested in target-based assays andwhole-organism screens.
Although this strategy has proven valuable in other areas of chemotherapy, only a few
programs for helminth target proteins have advanced to the published literature.One
screen focused on purine nucleoside phosphorylase in Schistosoma mansoni [10].
A collection of over 850 000 commercially available compounds was virtually
screened, leading to the identification of several hits with IC50 values against this
enzyme in the low micromolar range. Whether any was active against parasites in
culture or in animals, or was selective for the parasite enzyme, has not been reported.

Similarly, this chapter does not address the topics of anthelmintic target identi-
fication or validation, which are covered in other chapters in this volume.

Mechanism-Based Screens for Anthelmintics: Examples

Public disclosure of screens is not routine in the pharmaceutical industry, although
recent examples in malaria screening are a welcome development (see https://www.
ebi.ac.uk/chemblntd), so it is not possible to provide a comprehensive review of such
efforts. Based on the published literature and some patents, however, an instructive
overview of the kinds of programs undertaken illuminates the potential utility of the
approach.

Screens for Enzyme Inhibitors

An early example of this strategy is embodied in a series of screens for inhibitors of
nematode enzymes that employed recombinant microbes as hosts for their functional
expression. Screens based on this technology have been developed for a number of
enzyme targets in protozoa and helminths [11, 12]. Employing deletion mutants of
Escherichia coliorSaccharomyces cerevisiae complementedwith the parasite (in this case,
H. contortus) homolog, a nutrient-dependent viability approach was used to screen for
inhibitors of nematode phosphofructokinase (PFK), phosphoenolpyruvate carboxyki-
nase (PEPCK), and ornithine decarboxylase (ODC) [13–15]. The principle of the assay
for glycolytic enzyme inhibitors involves exposure of the recombinant microbe to test
compounds in the presence of an essential nutrient that requires the action of the
parasite enzyme for utilization (for PFK, a hexose such as mannitol); hits are then
retested in medium that contains a nutrient that bypasses the requirement for the
parasite enzyme (glycerol) [11]. Hits that are active in the first medium, but not the
second, are candidate enzyme inhibitors and are further investigated in enzyme assays
to verify the site of action. A slightly different paradigm was used in a screen for
inhibitors of H. contortus ODC in a medium devoid of exogenous polyamines; test
compounds were assayed for inhibition of growth of an ODC null mutant of
S. cerevisiae functionally complemented with an H. contortus gene encoding this
enzyme [12, 15]. Positives were then retested in the presence of 10mM spermidine.
Compounds for which toxicity was reversed by the presence of spermidine were
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considered candidate ODC inhibitors and were tested in enzyme assays. A screen of
more than 90 000 synthetic compounds [15] revealed a single polyamine-dependent
positive, stilbamidine, which was subsequently identified to be an inhibitor of
S-adenosylmethionine decarboxylase – an enzyme in the polyamine pathway.

An alternative strategy for the use of recombinant microbes involves screening for
selective inhibition of parasite versus host enzymes inmicrobes complemented with
a gene encoding the target enzyme from either organism. An early example of this
approach was a screen for selective inhibitors of hypoxanthine phosphoribosyl
transferase in strains of E. coli complemented with the homologous enzyme from
S. mansoni, several protozoan parasites, and humans [16]. Relatively selective purine
derivatives were identified by screening a modest number of compounds.

In a more recent embodiment, this strategy was used to devise a screen for
compounds that inhibit Wolbachia enzymes involved in heme synthesis [17].
Wolbachia is a bacterial symbiont inmanyfilariid parasites and possesses ametabolic
pathway of essential importance to the nematode – heme synthesis. Indeed, heme
synthesis genes are absent from the phylum Nematoda. A series of recombinant
strains of E. coli expressing the homologous enzyme from Wolbachia or mammals
permits screening for selective inhibitors of the former through detection of
differential toxicity.

Screens that employ recombinant microbes provide several advantages [11, 12],
including the fact that an initial indication of selectivity is attained, since compounds
that act indiscriminately on proteins will not be detected. In addition, since multiple
kinds of targets (enzymes, nuclear receptors, ion channels, G-protein-coupled
receptors (GPCRs), etc.) can be accommodated in recombinant microbes, a wide
variety of targets can be screened in a constant format (measuringmicrobial viability
and growth). Recombinant microbe platforms have particular value in resource-poor
settings, since assays of microbial viability are very simple and do not require
expensive or demanding technology suites.

In more typical approaches, screens have been performed with purified recom-
binant helminth enzymes. Of recent interest are reports of inhibitors of S. mansoni
thioredoxin glutathione reductase (TGR) in a novel assay for inhibitors of schisto-
some redoxmetabolism [18] (see also Chapter 20). The formatmeasured the transfer
of reducing equivalents fromNADPH toH2O2 through the activity of TGRcoupled to
schistosome peroxiredoxin. Actives included the known compound auranofin [19],
which has been used in the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis in human and is also
reported to be an inhibitor of PFK [20]. A novel series of oxadiazoles was also
discovered; these compounds appear to act as NO donors to inhibit the target
enzyme [21]. Potent derivatives with in vivo activity in mice have been reported and
provide the most promising anthelmintic leads derived from mechanism-based
high-throughput screening (HTS) to date.

A recombinant form of an S. mansoni surface protein, termedNADþ -catabolizing
enzyme (SmNACE), has been subjected to a screen of around 14 000 synthetic
chemicals and natural products [22]. This enzyme is postulated to play a role in
managing the host NAD-dependent immune response, and is structurally and
mechanistically distinct from host NAD-catabolizing enzymes. It is therefore a
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potential antischistosomal drug target. The screen was based on changes in NAD
concentration measured by a fluorescent reporter. Several natural products in the
flavonoid class were identified as hits, most notably cyanidin and delphinidin, with
IC50 values in themicromolar range [22].Whether any compound or derivative in this
class can be optimized as a selective inhibitor of SmNACE, in addition to demon-
strating antischistosomal activity in vitro or in vivo, remains to be seen.

An HTS campaign has also been run for Brugia malayi asparaginyl-tRNA
synthetase using Malachite Green to form a product with phosphate liberated
from the pyrophosphate generated during the reaction [23]. Screening a large
collection of microbial fermentation extracts led to the identification of tiranda-
mycins as inhibitors of this enzyme; the best compound had an IC50 value of 30 mM
and proved lethal to adult B. malayi in culture with an IC50 value of around
1 mM [24]. This compound is reported to be about 10-fold selective for the nematode
enzyme versus the host synthetase, but the class is known to have other biological
activities as well. Further work will reveal their potential as leads for chemotherapy
of filariasis.

Another example in the area of filariasis is a screen for inhibitors of Onchocerca
volvulus chitinase, using an enzyme assay to test a collection of around 1500
licensed drugs [25]. Chitinase expression is linked tomolting in larval development
and may have other functions in worm biology. The known anthelmintic closantel
was found to inhibit chitinase with an IC50 value of around 1 mM; it inhibited
molting of L3 larvae ofO. volvulus at 100 mM in culture [25]. Thismolecule is known
to have protonophoric activity and a small medicinal chemistry campaign was
subsequently able to generate derivatives that had selective activity as protono-
phores or chitinase inhibitors. Both mechanisms had antifilarial activity in cul-
ture [26]. The compounds have relatively low potency in these assays and whether a
useful drug can emerge from this template, or against this target (molting), will only
be clear with additional research.

Work has also been done with extracts or subcellular fractions of helminths as
enzyme substrates for HTS. The Kitasato Institute in Japan employed submitochon-
drial particles isolated from Ascaris suum to identify natural products that inhibit the
unusual nematode electron transport pathway, with a focus on fumarate reductase.
Nafuredin, produced by a strain of Aspergillus niger, is a potent inhibitor of this
complex with remarkable selectivity for the nematode pathway compared to host
mitochondria [27]. This molecule was active and safe in sheep infected with
H. contortus at a dose of 2mg/kg, but its further development as an anthelmintic
has not been reported. Subsequent work from the same group identified additional
inhibitors of this complex, including verticipyrone, produced by Verticillium sp.
FKI-1083 [28]. This compound inhibited A. suum fumarate reductase with an IC50

value below 1 nM and was highly selective for the nematode complex compared to
mammalian electron transport. It is modestly potent againstC. elegans in culture and
possible advantages over nafuredin as an anthelmintic have not been reported.

Additional examples of helminth enzymes that are good candidate drug targets are
readily available, although few have been expressed or prepared in a format suitable
for HTS. A target that could easily be subjected to HTS is heat-shock protein Hsp90
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from B. malayi [29], using an assay that measures competition for binding of
radiolabeled geldanomycin to Hsp90 in extracts of B. malayi; results from such a
screen have not yet been reported.

Neuromuscular Targets in HTS

The second category of important anthelmintic targets includes receptors and ion
channels that function in the neuromuscular system (see also Chapters 1, 2 and 14).
Such proteins are the targets of most of the commercially available anthelmintics.
Several kinds of assays have been employed to identify candidate anthelmintic leads
that act on these receptors. A considerable effort has been devoted to discovering
nonpeptide agonists or antagonists for receptors for a family of neuropeptides related
to FMRFamide (FMRFamide-like peptides (FLPs)) that are exceptionally broadly
distributed in invertebrates, but almost absent from vertebrates [30–32]. The first
example of an assay for this target used a ligand displacement strategy to detect
nonpeptide ligands for binding sites (receptors) for [125I]KHEYLRFamide (AF2) on
A. suum muscle membrane preparations [33, 34]. This assay identified several
different lead series with modest affinity for this binding site, but none has been
reported to have entered into development.

A more intensive effort in this area targeted a family of GPCRs cloned from
C. elegans which have FLP ligands [25–37]. This strategy utilizes recombinant
C. elegans FLP-GPCRs expressed in mammalian cells or in a strain of S. cerevisiae
that enables HTS in a microbial growth format [38, 39]. No lead identified in these
campaigns has been reported to have entered development [40]. However, a platform
based on recombinant yeast strains expressing nematode FLP-GPCRs has been
adapted for on-site screening of natural products collections in Africa (T.G. Geary,
unpublished observations). The platform enjoys the same benefits outlined above for
other recombinant microbe-based screens for low-resource settings: robust and
simple end-points with minimal technical requirements for operation. The same
system has been used to express helminth GPCRs that recognize classical neuro-
transmitters, broadening the potential range of anthelmintic targets that can be
screened in this platform [41, 42].

Another example in this area is a screen for ligands of a H. contortus serotonin
(5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT)) receptor that is expressed in mammalian or insect
cells [43]. A limited screen identified a known 5-HT ligand, p-amino-phenethyl-m-
trifluoromethylphenyl piperazine (PAPP), as a potent ligand for this receptor with
subnanomolar affinity. PAPP is a selective ligand for mammalian 5-HT1A receptors
and was only modestly selective for the nematode GPCR compared to the mam-
malian target. However, the compound was active (at high doses) against some
trichostrongylid species in sheep [44]. It did not exhibit the breadth of spectrum
typically required for anthelminticsmarketed for this indication andwhether further
analogs were developed to enhance clinical activity has not been reported.

Finally, it has been postulated for some time that nematodes and arthropods are
phylogenetically related [45] – a relationship evident in the cross-phylum activity of
macrocyclic lactone endectocides such as ivermectin [46]. In this context, a screen for
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ligands that bind to a cockroach ryanodine receptor in membrane preparations
identified the natural product verticilide, produced by Verticillium sp. FKI-1033 [47].
This compound was reported to be active against C. elegans at relatively high
concentrations [47]; however, its evaluation as an anthelmintic has not been reported.

Challenges and Prospects for Anthelmintic HTS

The ultimate validation of a putative anthelmintic drug target is provided by a
chemical that acts through that protein to significantly reduce parasite viability in
culture and/or in an infected animal. Selecting from among a plethora of anthel-
mintic candidates to screen is not a simple matter and considerations of essentiality
can only be easily addressed inmodel organisms such asC. elegans, which reflect the
biology of parasitic species in their hosts to an uncertain degree [4]. As parasite
genomes become more readily available, spectrum becomes an important variable
for analysis spectrum: is the target protein highly conserved among helminth species
of therapeutic importance? Convenience of assay is another important variable for
prioritization, including both initial screening and follow-up in whole-organism
models, especially those that employ the target parasite species. The biological activity
of initial hits must be evaluated in a pharmacodynamic context, measuring exposure
of the target (internal helminth concentrations) at therapeutic levels in culture [48] to
ensure that the activity of the compound is mediated only through the target protein.
Specificity of action makes the interpretation of subsequent toxicological data
simpler, validates medicinal chemistry around the target, and prevents investment
of resources in a low-value series with a nonspecific mechanism of action. This
analysis should include a time-to-kill (or affect) analysis; compounds that require
several days of exposure to higher than 10 mM concentrations to cause a detectable
effect are unlikely to be efficacious in animal models given the challenge of
maintaining such high plasma concentrations for prolonged periods via convenient
dosing regimens. An early medicinal chemistry program (or otherwise obtaining a
large set of close analogs) may be indicated to identify related compounds with
intrinsic affinity for the target below 1mM prior to evaluation in infected animal
models.

Choice of a chemical collection to screen is also crucially important. Virtual
collections of commercially available compoundshave evident value, as the screening
laboratory can (usually) purchase sufficient amounts of hit compounds for follow-up
evaluation. Even in such cases, chemical validation of the compound is an important
criterion to ensure authenticity. An underutilized compound source that has gen-
erated abundant antiparasitic drugs is natural products derived from botanical and
microbial origins. These kinds of compounds have particularly rich history in all
areas of chemotherapy, but have not usually been favored for other indications and
are no longer often included in industrial or commercial screening sets.Mechanism-
based screens for anthelmintics should include such compound resources as a
priority for the same reasons noted above: detection of an extract as active in such a
screen is more than sufficient justification for the investment of the chemistry
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resources needed to identify the active compound(s) and prepare enough of it for
follow-up evaluation.

Despite the inability of target-based HTS programs to deliver the quantity and
quality of newdrugs needed to sustain large pharmaceutical companies, there are few
reasons to believe that another major paradigm shift in drug discovery is on the
horizon. The strategy has clear advantages for conditions and diseases that are
amenable to single-target intervention, and helminth chemotherapy remains a viable
opportunity. Difficulties in performing truly HTS using helminths in culture mean
that the mechanism-based approach remains a valued alternative. However, the
optimal strategy is an integrated approach that uses both whole-organism screens to
assay specific compound sets and mechanism-based HTS to sample larger collec-
tions. In either case, incisive, rapid, and thorough secondary testing of hits is
necessary for efficiency in decision making, allowing the discovery team to inten-
sively focus on truly promising hits as early in the process as possible.
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Abstract
Infections with parasitic nematodes are responsible for a significant part of the
parasitic burden in humans, animals, and plants. They cause devastating diseases
and drastic economic losses in agriculture. Several anthelmintic drugs are on the
market to combat the parasites and to treat the respective diseases. Although those
drugs have been effective in eliminating nematodes, increasing drug resistance
makes their continued use of less value. Therefore, the development of novel
anthelmintic drugs is essential. Here, we review several physiology-based nematode
assays, which are important for the identification and profiling of novel nematicidal
compounds in veterinary medicine. Using these bioassays, we screened approxi-
mately 160 000 compounds, and identified 61 structural compound classes and 171
singleton hits that were active against gastrointestinal nematodes. Many of these
compounds cause distinct phenotypic changes with respect to morphology and
locomotion of the treated nematodes. By discovering the specific mode of action
(MoA) of several compounds, we were able to link the compound�s activity to the
related phenotype and consider this a genotype-to-compound-to-phenotype correla-
tion. One compound class and its MoA is linked to a specific phenotype and has now
been transferred via our lead optimization process to a nematicidal drug candidate.
Fromour experience, we conclude that a combination of physiology- and target-based
approaches will increase drug discovery output.

Introduction

Parasitic diseases caused by protozoa, worms, and arthropods affect billions of
people world-wide, particularly in developing countries [1]. Of these diseases, it is
estimated that almost half of all people living in developing countries are infected by
helminths [2]. The term �helminth� is derived from the Greek �h�elmins� (English
�worm�) and describes worms classified as parasites, mainly parasitic tapeworms
(cestodes), roundworms (nematodes), and flukes (trematodes) (http://en.
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wikipedia.org/wiki/Parasitic_worm). Therefore, helminths are an accumulation of
organisms belonging to different phyla. Like all parasites, helminths live almost
completely at the expense of their particular host – plants, animals, and humans –
and the main parasitic life stages of helminths reside within host tissue [3].

Parasitic nematodes include pathogens in humans, animals (Table 9.1), and
plants. In humans, parasitic worms are still a major health concern, particularly in
developing countries. Globally, more than 120 million people are infected with
filarial nematodes like Onchocerca volvulus, Brugia malayi, and Wuchereria bancrofti,
and approximately 1 billion people are at risk of infection [4]. Similarly, nematode
infections in livestock are a major factor for losses in agricultural productivity [5].
For example, the barber pole worm, Haemonchus contortus, is a highly pathogenic
nematode that can infect a large number of wild and domesticated ruminant
species, and is the most economically important parasite of sheep and goats
world-wide. It causes economic losses of billions of dollars per annum due to
lost production and drug costs (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/resources/downloads/
helminths/haemonchus-contortus.html) [3, 6]. In industrialized nations, infections
with parasitic nematodes are routinely treated with anthelmintic drugs. Several
anthelmintics are on the market, and the most important classes are the benzi-
midazoles (e.g., fenbendazole), imidazothiazoles (e.g., levamisole), and macrocyclic

Table 9.1 Examples of important nematodes in animals.

Category Helminth Main host Current
Treatment

Resistance
reported in
(for example)

Filaria Dirofiliaria immitis dog, cat ML [84]
Dirofilaria repens dog, cat ML

Roundworm Ascaris suum pig BZ
Toxocara/Toxascaris
spp.

dog, cat BZ, ML, IT

Parascaris equorum horse BZ, ML, IT [85, 86]
Hookworm Ancylostoma caninum dog, cat BZ, ML, IT [87]

Uncinaria
stenocephala

dog, cat BZ, IT

Whipworm Trichuris suis pig BZ
Trichuris vulpis dog BZ, ML, IT

Strongyles Trichostrongylus spp. small ruminants,
cattle

BZ, ML, IT [85, 88, 89]

Haemonchus contortus small ruminants BZ, ML, IT [85, 88, 89]
Ostertagia spp. small ruminants,

cattle
BZ, ML, IT [85, 88, 89]

Cooperia spp. cattle BZ, ML, IT [85, 89]
Cyathostomes horse BZ, ML, IT [85, 90]

Nodular
worm

Oesophagostomum
spp.

pig BZ [91]

ML, macrocyclic lactones; BZ, benzimidazoles; IT, imidazothiazoles.
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lactones (e.g., ivermectin) [7]. All these products are highly effective against
nematodes, and have a wide margin of safety for livestock and companion animals.
Unfortunately, resistance against all major anthelmintic classes has been
reported [8, 9]. This makes the proper application of anthelmintics complex. Even
worse, multiresistant strains insensitive to common drugs are reported [10].
Therefore, the search for new anthelmintics with a novel mode of actions (MoAs)
was intensified in the animal health industry and academia [11]. This led to the
development of three new anthelmintic classes: paraherquamides (e.g., derquantel;
see also Chapter 18.) [12], amino-acetonitrile derivatives (e.g., monepantel; see also
Chapter 17) [13], and depsipeptides (e.g., emodepside) [14, 15]. Monepantel and
emodepside are described as resistance-breaking substances [16], whereas in the
case of derquantel this seems to be questionable [17]. Although these relatively new
drugs were market-registered recently, the limitations of the current treatment
possibilities make the identification and development of new anthelmintics abso-
lutely essential [16].

Drug Discovery Approaches for New Anthelmintics

The drug discovery process for the identification of new anthelmintic drugs has
changed significantly in the last few decades [18]. In general, all available
anthelmintic products on the market were discovered by screening synthetic or
natural compounds against intact parasites either in animal models or in
bioassays, also known as physiology-based assays [19, 20]. In these assays, the
parasites are cultured in vitro in the presence of candidate compounds, and
phenotypic parameters such as the viability, motility, and/or growth of the worms
recorded. If bioactivity is detected, this implies that the compounds possess
physicochemical properties that allow them to penetrate membrane barriers of
the parasite and reach their molecular targets [21]. The identification of bioavail-
able compounds is a major advantage of physiology-based assays as the optimi-
zation of lead compounds towards bioavailability is one of the major hurdles in
the drug discovery process [22]. However, screening intact parasites has the
drawback that molecular targets of bioactive compounds are mostly unknown.
Therefore, many compounds possibly active at antiparasitic target sites but
inactive in bioassays were, in the past, discarded [18, 23]. More recently, along
with novel high-throughput technologies, alternative target- or mechanism-based
drug screening strategies have been established and implemented in modern
drug discovery workflows towards the discovery and development of
anthelmintics [19, 20, 24].

The target-based approach starts with the identification and validation of a target
protein, which is subsequently used to search for new active compounds in in vitro
and/or in silico screens (lead discovery phase) [25–27]. Promising lead compounds
move then into the lead optimization phase, including medicinal chemistry and
in vitro and in vivo profiling activities. The final goal is to identify drug candidates
active in a model or target animal system. Through further testing, drug candidates
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may then lead to clinical candidates and, if successful, to themarket [18]. However, in
many parasitological fields, the target-based approach has not lived up to expecta-
tions. In helminthology, this is due to three main issues: (i) incomplete genome
information or gene/protein-related phenotype information available in contrast to
model organisms like Caenorhabditis elegans andDrosophila melanogaster; (ii) genetic
modification and validation technologies like knockouts or RNA interference for
relevant life cycle stages of most helminths are not routinely available or limited
(see also Chapter 6); and (iii) optimized compounds are very active on isolated target
molecules, but are not able to penetrate the parasite tegument and membranes and
lack bioactivity.

Therefore, in order to increase drug discovery output, it seems sensible to
combine the benefits and technologies of the physiology- and target-based
approaches. It is known that the connection of specific worm phenotypes in
bioassays with molecular target molecules and pathways is highly beneficial [28, 29].
Indeed, the knowledge of a molecular target and its corresponding phenotype is an
ideal starting point for the optimization of antiparasitic activity and bioavailability of
compounds. It enables an accurate and effective lead optimization and the gener-
ation of anthelmintic drug candidates. Knowledge of the compound interaction with
a target protein also allows the utilization of protein crystallography followed by
structure-based drug design strategies, where protein structures and computer
models guide lead optimization [18, 23, 30]. Today, it is widely accepted that these
technologies accelerate the drug discovery process and improve the likelihood of
discovering successful drugs [23, 31, 32].

At present, we are far from having all these tools at our fingertips. Bioassays are
still the main starting point for the discovery of novel anthelmintics. However, by
increasing our set of screening data points, we are able to connect compound
information with activity data and observed phenotypes. In addition, in several
cases, through the discovery of the particular compound�s MoA we can also make
a link between phenotype and protein–target complex, which can be considered a
genotype-to-compound-to-phenotype relationship. The converse is also true where
an observed phenotype will give insight into the potential MoA of a compound
class. By gaining more knowledge for more compound classes, respective MoA,
and phenotypes, a more complete picture of the genotype-to-compound-to-phe-
notype relationship can be developed. Here, we review our first steps towards that
goal by describing useful nematode in vitro assays, the detection of active
compounds, and their resultant phenotypes. Finally, we describe an example of
a successful lead optimization project that led to a novel anthelmintic drug
candidate.

Physiology-Based Nematode Assays in Veterinary Parasitology

Various physiology-based parasitic nematode bioassays have been published [33, 34].
They aremainly used to identify and profile new anthelmintic substances ormonitor
for the development of resistance. The egg hatch test (EHT) [35], larval development
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test (LDT) [36], and larvalmigration inhibition test (LMIT) [36, 37] arewidely accepted
as standard nematode test systems.

EHT

The EHT, first described by Le Jambre in 1976 [38], is a technically demanding, but
accurate and rapid in vitro test for gastrointestinal nematodes of ruminants, horses,
and pigs, such as H. contortus, Teladorsagia circumcincta and Trichostrongylus
colubriformis [34]. The EHT is mainly utilized for resistance monitoring, research
applications like MoA studies, and the evaluation of novel drugs against veterinary
gastrointestinal nematodes. Despite being an important and well-established stan-
dard assay in veterinary laboratories for many years, the EHT generates variable
results and not always reproducible data [35]. Therefore, the World Association for
the Advancement of Veterinary Parasitology established a standardized and simpli-
fied protocol for the EHT in 1992 [39].

As the name implies, the EHTcompares the proportion of eggs that fail to hatch in
the absence or presence of anthelmintic drugs. The test is mainly employed for the
analysis of benzimidazoles – a class of anthelmintics known to bind to tubulin
monomers. These prevent tubulin polymerization and the assembly ofmicrotubules,
and kill the eggs of many helminth species [35]. Therefore, the EHT is the optimal
assay for screening of resistance towards benzimidazoles [33].

Aprerequisite for the assay is the availability of fresh eggs recovered from feces (no
older than 3 h postshedding from the host). If this is not feasible, the isolated eggs are
stored under anaerobic conditions until the EHT is performed, because the benz-
imidazole-based suppression of egg development requires anaerobic conditions [34].
Under aerobic conditions, the larvae become insensitive to the ovicidal activity of
benzimidazoles [33]. Another important requirement for the successful implemen-
tation of the EHT is the parallel application of comprehensive and adequate control
experiments. This is necessary because only a fraction of untreated and susceptible
eggs will hatch [33].

The test can also be employed to screen for novel anthelmintics with ovicidal
properties or, alternatively, to verify the MoA of already identified anthelmin-
tics [33]. We routinely employ the EHT to investigate the potential MoA of
anthelmintic compounds, especially those with structural similarities to benzi-
midazoles. Although benzimidazoles are very successful in treating helminthic
infections, the development of resistance is a major threat for this compound class
and potentially for novel drugs with a similar MoA [8, 40]. Therefore, we try to
exclude anthelmintics that have a similar MoA to benzimidazoles. In our
experience, most compounds postulated to be tubulin inhibitors, due to structural
similarities to benzimidazoles, also inhibited egg hatching and thus were exclud-
ed from further hit-to-lead evaluations. Interestingly, a set of well-known tubulin
formation inhibitors, including colchicine, do not inhibit egg hatching, but
demonstrate anthelmintic activity against parasitic larval stages [41]. This indi-
cates that egg hatch inhibition can be confounded by insufficient absorption
through the eggshell and result in �false negatives� in the assay.
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LDT

The LDT is a nematode assay that enables resistance monitoring and efficacy studies
of compounds, drugs, and drug combinations irrespective of their MoA. Nematode
eggs or free-living larvae 1 (L1) and larvae 2 (L2) are transferred intomicrotiter plates
filledwith respectivemedia. The development of the larvae to the infective stage 3 (L3)
is monitored in the presence of test compounds, including positive and negative
controls [42]. Substances are categorized as anthelmintic if larvae fail to develop to
the L3. Furthermore, effects on the pharyngeal muscle and finally starvation of the
larvae can be monitored [36]. The LDT is also widely used for monitoring of
resistance. Worms are categorized resistant when a significant proportion of the
parasites develop to L3 in the presence of anthelmintic drugs. The LDT can also
be used in cases of multiple worm infections. As different nematode species have
morphologically distinct larvae, the LDT allows distinguishing different species by
visual inspection [33]. In addition, the age of eggs is, in contrast to the EHT, not as
important for the assay, which makes the test easier to perform [34, 36, 43].

The LDT has been developed for different parasites comprising the major
ruminant gastrointestinal nematodes such as H. contortus, Ostertagia ostertagi,
Cooperia oncophora, as well as for the small cyathostomin strongyles of
equids [36, 44, 45]. Two major LDT variations have been described, the main
difference being the use of liquid culture or solid agar media. The liquid-based
LDTwas introduced in 1988 [46]. Here, the larvae develop in wells containing water
and Escherichia coli or yeast extract as nutrient. Alternatively, in the micro agar larval
development test (MALDT), the eggs or larvae are placed on an agar matrix with or
without anthelmintics [34, 44]. Utilizing agar has the advantage of eliminating
solubility issues with ivermectin [44]. Comparing the liquid culture media and solid
agar-based tests, both produced similar and reliable results, but the liquid assay is less
time-consuming, less labor-intensive, and technically easier to perform than the
MALDT [47]. The MALDT is, however, available in a commercial and ready-to-use
version named DrenchRite� (www.scsrpc.org). It is a standardized assay to measure
both compound efficacy against and resistance in gastrointestinal helminths [45].

Physiology-Based Assays on L3 and Adult Helminths

Several bioassays based on inhibition of motility or migration of infective L3
are available including the larval paralysis test (LPT) [48] and the LMIT [49]. These
bioassays are reproducible and correlate well with other bioassays [50]. They are
relatively easy to perform and costs are moderate. As L3 do not have a functional
pharynx and do not feed, the tests are thought to act on bodymuscles [36]. Themajor
advantage of these assays is the use of L3 – a homogenous, robust parasite
development stage that is relatively easy to isolate from fecal collections and can
be stored in the refrigerator for extended periods [37].

The LPT was used to detect the efficacy of and resistance to levamisole and
morantel tartrate in cattle infected with Ostertagia species [48]. The measurement of
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motility is based on visual inspection and scored by specific criteria within a relative
mobility ranking [51]. However, as visual scoring is subjective, amicromotility meter
was developed that allows the quantitative measurement of movement by photo-
detectors [52]. Movement of the worms causes a variation of reflected light and the
signals are converted into a motility index that represents an estimation of worm
motility [42].

The LMIT permits objective assessment of the inhibition of migration of L3 [49].
The larvae and the test compounds are cast in agar blocks, and the numbers of worms
thatmigrate out of the blocks are counted. Awell-established variation of the test uses
sieves in migration chambers where the larvae have to pass through the mesh [53].
Themeshhas to be smaller than the cross-diameter of the L3. This causes the larvae to
penetrate actively through the mesh – a dynamic phenomenon thought to resemble
the worm penetration of the gut mucosa and mucus [50]. In addition, this leads to a
physical separation of motile and nonmotile larvae, and has the advantage that
motility can be quantified directly by using a microscope rather than judging if
individual larvae are paralyzed [50]. The LMIT is employed to detect resistance to
many anthelmintic drugs and has been established for many helminths, including
gastrointestinal nematodes of ruminants [37]. It is also suited for drug
screening [54, 55].

In vitromotility tests are not only available for L3, but also for adult worms. Adult
worm motility (AWM) assays have been established for H. contortus [56] and
B. malayi [57], and it is thought that AWMs allow for a more realistic evaluation
of in vivo nematicidal activity [58]. Recently, a new bioassay for drug screening and
resistance diagnosis that is based on parasite motility in H. contortus has been
developed [59]. The authors used a real-time cell-monitoring device (xCELLigence;
Roche) to assess objectively anthelmintic effects by measuring parasite motility in
real-time. This method has the potential to be used for automated high-throughput
screens and is amenable to other purposes wheremotility ismonitored, such as gene
silencing or antibody-mediated killing [59].

Physiology-Based Screening Assays Using Parasitic Nematode Stages

In addition to the aforementioned physiology-based assays, we developed several
highly standardized in vitromodel assay systems, which are optimized for screening
of potential anthelmintic compounds. Prior to the screening, the relevant parasitic
stage is grown in vitro at low oxygen concentration and at body temperature of the
respective animal host tomimic the physiological situationwithin the host. Thus, the
parasite is forced to change its gene/protein expression pattern to resemble that of a
parasite within the host rather than of environmental larval stages.

A prerequisite for screening is the availability of large batches of high-quality
parasite material. We have chosen Ascaridia galli and Oesophagostomum dentatum as
model parasites for physiology-based assays, as these parasites are relatively easy to
maintain. For the supply of A. galli, chickens are orally infected with embryonated
parasite eggs and upon the subsequent shedding of eggs, they are necropsied and
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Figure 9.1 A. galli. (a) A. galli, adult worms,
isolated from small intestine of chicken.
(b) A. galli, larva freshly hatched from
embryonated egg. Arrowhead: larva is
sheathed, which is a characteristic for L3.
Arrow: crystal-like structure in the sheath is
always observed in L3. However, its function is
not fully understood. (c) A. galli, adult worms,
male and female. (d) A. galli, hatched L3.

Arrow: crystal-like structure as in (b).
(e) A. galli, L3 hatching from embryonated egg.
(f) A. galli, hatched L3. Arrow: sheath with
cemented area of the stoma. (g) A. galli, L3 in
culture, treated with ivermectin at day 5. Larvae
are paralyzed in the middle; head and tail
region are mobile. (h) A. galli, L3 in culture,
treated with screening substance. Arrow: larva
is disrupted in the middle.
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adult female A. galli worms are collected from the small intestine (Figure 9.1a). The
female worms are cut into pieces and squashed, then suspended in buffer solution
and the A. galli eggs are purified by differential washing steps. The eggs are then
incubated until complete embryonation and stored in the refrigerator. They can be
used for screening up to 6 month after collection.

To collect O. dentatum, pigs are orally infected with infectious L3. Once the pigs
start shedding eggs, feces are collected on a regular basis, mixed with saw dust,

Figure 9.2 A. galli andH. contortus. (a) A. galli,
L3, incubated with propoxur at day 5. Larvae
appear cramped, shortened, and swollen, and
motility is drastically reduced. Neutral Red
uptake is strongly increased. (b) A. galli, L3,
incubated with levamisole at day 5. Larvae show
same phenotype as in (a). (c) A. galli, L3,
incubated with paraherquamide E. Larvae have
reduced motility, the posterior end of larvae

appear coiled. (d) A. galli, L3, incubated with
screening substance. Larvae present the
distinctive phenotype as in (c), anterior
part straight with greatly reduced motility.
(e) H. contortus, exsheathed L3 in culture,
untreated. (f)H. contortus, L4 in culture at day 5,
untreated. Enormous increased growth
compared to L3. Strong activity of the
esophagus.
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and maintained for approximately 10 days [60]. Within that time, larvae hatch
from the eggs, develop into the infectious L3, and migrate out of the fecal culture.
They are then collected and transferred into tap water for storage. The patent
period of O. dentatum in pigs is quite long, thus only a few pigs continuously
shedding eggs over months, without any health issues, are required to maintain a
supply of the parasite.

For both parasites, we developed in vitro culture systems to obtain the respective
parasitic larval stages. In a shaking water bath at 38 �C, A. galli L3 are released from
eggs (Figure 9.1e) using sodiumhypochlorite in a saturatedCO2 atmosphere. Vital L3
(Figure 9.1d and f) are separated using the Baermann–Wetzel technique [60] and are
then incubated in amodified KW-2medium [61] at 41 �C, 10%CO2, and 95% relative
humidity before screening. L3 are identified by their sheath (Figure 9.1b and f) and a
typical crystalline structure which appears in the head region after hatching that
disappears after incubation (Figure 9.1b and d).

O. dentatum L3 (Figure 9.3b) derived from the fecal culture represent the
environmental stage and are still sheathed. To obtain parasitic L3 necessary for
screening, they are exsheathed using sodium hypochlorite, and the vital larvae are
separated as described above and incubated at 38.5 �C, 10% CO2, and 95% relative
humidity in a modified KW-2 medium [61] before use in the assay. To obtain the L4
(Figure 9.3c),O. dentatum L3 have to bemaintained for an additional 8 days under the
same conditions.

In vitro culture systems for gastrointestinal nematodes of ruminants such as
H. contortus (Figure 9.2e and f) are currently in development. The robustness of
the H. contortus assay is hampered because the parasite material (i.e., sheathed
L3) collected from feces of infected sheep is more sensitive to long-term storage
than, for example, O. dentatum. Moreover, parasitic L3 and L4 of H. contortus
develop at lower rates, and thus allow low-throughput assays only. Therefore, this
assay is only used to confirm the anthelmintic activity of hits derived from our
screening cascade (Figure 9.4).

Compound Screening for Novel Anthelmintics

In primary screening, compounds are tested at a single concentration on A. galli L3
because it is the most sensitive organism. In secondary screening, positive com-
pounds are tested against both A. galli L3 (control verification) and O. dentatum L4
(activity extension). Compounds that pass both screenings are subsequently tested in
a tertiary screeningusingA. galliL3,O. dentatumL4, andO. dentatumL3 (extension of
larval spectrum). In addition, a dose titration is performed in order to evaluate the
potency (minimal effective concentration (MEC)) of the respective compounds
(Figure 9.4). Precultivated parasites are incubated in the presence of compounds
for up to 5 days, and morphology, motility, damage, mortality as well as uptake of
Neutral Red as a vitality test are recorded (Figures 9.1–9.3). The most promising
compounds are further evaluated in additional helminth assays and finallymove into
MoA studies.
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Over the last decade, we have screened about 160 000 compounds in anthelmintic
bioassays. An average hit rate of about 5%was determined in primary screens. In the
subsequent secondary and tertiary screens, these hits were narrowed down to yield a
final average hit rate of 0.3% (Figure 9.4). All identified hits were clustered into
structural compound classes. Compounds not matching any structural class were
classified as �singletons.� Compounds not suitable for a hit-to-lead evaluation due to
known toxicity or high reactivity were excluded at this stage. Thus far, we have
collected 61 structural compound classes and 171 singletons. These hits were
annotated using all of the available scientific information, including literature and
patent information, biological activity and spectrum, MEC, on-target activity, poten-
tial MoA, and parasite phenotype and parasite motility data.

Figure 9.3 O. dentatum. (a) O. dentatum,
adult worms in culture, female and male.
(b)O. dentatum, exsheathed L3 in culture at day
1, untreated; (c) O. dentatum, L4 untreated
at day 8. Large increase in size, esophagus
bulb and intestine well developed, complete
development of the alae at the head, permanent
contractions of the esophagus. (d)O. dentatum,
L3, incubated with screening substance. Larvae

appear moniliform. (e) O. dentatum, L4 in
culture, incubated with screening substance.
Arrow: larva is disrupted in themiddle similar to
Figure 9.1h. (f) O. dentatum, L4 in culture,
incubated with screening substance. Arrow:
needle-shaped crystals are visible inside the
larva. (g)O. dentatum, exsheathed L3 in culture,
incubatedwith levamisole. Larvae are shortened
and thickened.
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Biological Activity and Phenotype Correlation

All data, including the anthelmintic activity, are vital to assess the potential of novel
structural compound classes. Relying only on MEC data could easily lead to a
misinterpretation of a compound�s potential. In our screens, avermectins show
activity in the low nanomolar range, whereas imidazothiazoles such as levamisole
possess relatively high MEC values at around 1mM. Therefore, instead of just
following the most active hit structures based on MEC, one should also consider
compounds showing additional interesting features in the observed phenotype and
behavior of the parasite. Nevertheless, a certain activity threshold has to be reached in
order to prove the potential of such �initially lower activity compounds� because lead
optimization campaigns exclusively based on anthelmintic screening require a
minimum level of activity to deduce reliable structure–activity relationships (SARs).
Knowing theMoA of a compound class, however, would considerably extend the lead
optimization and SAR possibilities because compounds could be optimized on the
target protein itself [18, 32].

In addition to the determination of theMECs, the full examination of phenotype is
of vital importance for the total assessment of the potential of a compound class. Not
only direct damage and mortality, but also characteristic morphological and motility
changes at different compound concentrations can be observed, such as changes in

~160,000
Screening Compounds

Primary screen 
AgL3 at one concentration

~8,000 
Primary hits (5%) 

Secondary screen
AgL3, OdL4 at one concentration

~960 
Secondary hits (0.6%) 

Tertiary screen
AgL3, OdL4 and OdL3 (dose titration)

~480 
Tertiary hits (0.3%) 

Figure 9.4 Screening cascade for anthelmintic bioassays. A.g.¼A. galli; O.d.¼O. dentatum.
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locomotion, paralysis of the pharynx, changes in appearance, or characteristic
distortions (Figures 9.1–9.3). Such phenotypic effects of anthelmintics have been
frequently investigated with adult and immature parasitic nematodes [62–65] as well
as with the model organism C. elegans [28, 66, 67]. Similar procedures have been
recently developed for the trematode parasite, Schistosoma mansoni [68, 69] (see also
Chapter 20).

Of interest, phenotypic changes can often be connected to specific classes of
compounds and their respective MoA (genotype-to-compound-to-phenotype correla-
tion). A well-known example is represented by the �levamisole phenotype� where
treated A. galli L3 are extremely coiled, shortened, and thickened with significantly
reduced motility. Further, they show significantly higher uptake of Neutral Red, a
viability marker, compared to nontreated larvae (Figure 9.2b). TreatedO. dentatum L3
show an identical phenotype and development to the L4 is arrested (Figure 9.3g). The
characteristic phenotype of levamisole is caused by the activation of the acetylcholine
signaling cascade as the compound acts as a nicotinic acetylcholine receptor agonist
[70]. Consistent with this compound-to-phenotype correlation, anthelmintic drugs,
such as imidazothiazoles, tetrahydropyrimidines, and tribendimidines, also known to
act on the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor, generate very similar phenotypes [29, 70].
Moreover, compounds acting on other proteins of the cholinergic pathway often cause
the same phenotype. Examples are acetylcholine esterase inhibitors such as physo-
stigmine [71] or propoxur [72] (Figure 9.2a), which lead to an increase of the
acetylcholine concentration in the synaptic cleft. Consequently, novel compounds
showing the �levamisole phenotype� can be considered to act on the cholinergic
pathway, but may not easily be linked to a single target protein. Therefore, interesting
compound classes causing a �levamisole phenotype� have to be further characterized
in in vitro target protein assays in order to define their possible MoA.

Another example of a strong phenotype-to-molecule class correlation is the
�ivermectin phenotype,� which can be detected by treating parasiteswithmacrocyclic
lactones. Ivermectin inhibits pharyngeal pumping and causes flaccid paraly-
sis [63, 73, 74]. In A. galli L3, ivermectin leads to uncoordinated movement after
5 days of treatment. The middle of the larval body seems to be paralyzed, while
synchronous obsessive movements of the head and tail region can be observed
(Figure 9.1g). The MoA of ivermectin is well studied; the glutamate-gated chloride
channel being the primary molecular protein target [74]. Very recently, a protein
crystal structure of this channel with the bound allosteric agonist ivermectin was
solved, giving deeper insight into the interaction of bothmolecules and opening great
potential for new structure-based approaches [75].

Based on our screening experiments, of the 61 identified structural compound
classes and the 171 singletons, we can currently describe 13 distinct phenotypeswithin
the different larvae of A. galli,O. dentatum, andH. contortus, and we are continuing to
extend that list in terms of compound classes, phenotypes, and organisms.Once a new
phenotype is detected, we routinely test in an on-target assay panel to determine the
respective MoA. In addition, common cytotoxicity and genotoxicity assays are applied
to be able to distinguish between compounds acting on particular targets or showing a
general toxicity profile. For some compounds, the phenotype of a single organism can
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change as a function of compound concentration. This may indicate that those
compounds are acting on more than one target. Interesting phenotypes with to some
extent unidentified MoAs include the �disrupted phenotype� (Figures 9.1h and 9.2e),
the �coiled phenotype� (Figure 9.2d), the �moniliform phenotype� (Figure 9.3d), and
the �needle-shaped precipitation phenotype� (Figure 9.3f).

Lead Optimization Towards a Drug Candidate

In contrast to human drug discovery for whichmost functional screening is based on
cellular assays [76, 77], whole organisms are available for testing in the field of
veterinary anthelmintic drug discovery. Consequently, lead compounds identified
from screening campaigns based on such assays not only possess sufficient intrinsic
activity, but also physicochemical properties enabling efficient uptake by the parasitic
species [21]. In addition, the knowledge accumulated on a repertoire of distinct
phenotypes that have been associated with target families allows for proposing a
tentative MoA for an active compound and for following the evolution of this
phenotype along the lead optimization process.

This process begins with the optimization of the anthelminthic in vitro profile of the
initial lead compound. Here, the objective is to rapidly define which structural
components of the lead compound are driving the biological activity and concurrently
to determine optimal ranges for the relevant physicochemical parameters. This goal is
achieved by systematically modifying as many elements of the lead as possible and by
interpreting the resultant effects on the biological activity in order to build a SAR [22].
In parallel, physicochemical parameters such as lipophilicity (logP) and polar surface
area (PSA) are calculated for each compoundentering a screening campaign inorder to
eventually relate these parameters to variations in functional activity. As an illustrative
example, compound 1 was identified as a lead compound after screening for anthel-
mintic activity (Figure 9.5). The observed phenotype was the �disrupted phenotype�
similar to that shown in Figures 9.1h and 9.3e. It was also discovered that compound 1
inhibits the respiratory chain. Subsequently, compound 1 was the starting point for a
lead optimization process towards the discovery of a new drug candidate.

First, compound 1 was divided into five components that were sequentially
investigated: the terminal end aromatic rings on both sides (Figure 9.5, components
a þ e), the diamines on both sides (Figure 9.5, components b þ d), and the central
dicarboxylic acid (Figure 9.5, component c). Drastic changes in the structure were
first performed in order to determine which key structural features of compound 1
were essential for the functional activity. For example, the replacement of the central
part of themolecule (Figure 9.5, component c) leading to compounds of type 2 or the
desymmetrization of the molecule resulting in compounds of type 3 were investi-
gated (Figure 9.5). This revealed that the replacement of the central part (Figure 9.5,
component c) of compound 1 by various dicarboxylic acids was well tolerated and
eventually led to an increase in functional activity.

As illustrative examples, compounds derived from 1,5-pentanedioic acid
(Figure 9.6f) or from 1,3-cyclohexandioic acid (Figure 9.6g) were on average more
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active when compared to compounds derived from 1,3-benzenedioic acid
(Figure 9.6h) as was the case for the starting compound 1. In contrast, derivatives
of trans-1,4-butenedioic acid (Figure 9.6i) were found to be less active than com-
pounds of type 1 (Figure 9.5).

The desymmetrization of compound 1 was achieved either by functionalizing the
central dicarboxylic acid element by two unlike primary or secondary amines
(Figure 9.5, components b þ d) or by omitting one of the two carbonyl groups or
the diacid (Figure 9.5, component c). As in the case of the work focused on the diacid
moiety, it was not only possible to demonstrate that the symmetry was not a key
element for maintaining the biological activity, but a set of amines leading to an
increase in activity was identified. The substitution of the original 4-nitrophenyl
component of compound 1 with a 4-nitro-3-trifluoromethylphenyl group, leading to
amine j (Figure 9.6j), optionally combinedwith the replacement of the piperazine by a
4-aminopiperidine and resulting in amine k (Figure 9.6k), led to compounds
possessing increased functional activity. In contrast, compounds derived from
4-nitrophenylpiperidine (Figure 9.6m) were poorly active.

By combining the introduction of two unlike aromatic amines with the replace-
ment of the diacid by amonoacid, it was also demonstrated that the orientation of the
remaining carbonyl group is triggering the functional activity (Figure 9.7).
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For example, compound 4 and analogs thereof were on average more active than
compounds derived from compound 5. Following the first phase of the optimization,
based on profound structural modifications of the original compound 1, more subtle
changes such as changes in the types of substituents on each component or of the
position of such substituents were then investigated. It was shown that substitutions
of both aromatic rings present in compounds of type 4 were contributing to an
increase in the functional activity. It was also confirmed that the presence of an
electron-withdrawing group on the aromatic moiety shown on the right-hand side of
the structure 4 is required for a high level of activity. Other changes such as
substitution of the left-hand side diamine or the modification of the linkage of the
other diamine to the attached aromatic ring were tolerated, but had no significant
influence on the functional activity (Figure 9.7). As a result, compounds such as 6
and 7, possessing a high level of anthelmintic activity against all species, were
obtained (Figure 9.7). As described earlier, the optimization work was not solely
dedicated to the identification of SARs, but also to property–activity correlations. As a
prerequisite to such investigations, the design of the compounds to be synthesized
and screened needs to be guided in such a way that they will collectively cover a large
enough physicochemical property space (or diversity space). This is usually ensured
by generating the physicochemical parameters of all new planned derivatives and by
looking at their distribution. In case the distribution of one ormore physicochemical
parameter does not follow the intended profile, corrections can be implemented in
the planned structures until this objective is fulfilled. Once the screening results are
available, it is then possible to determine which physicochemical parameters
influence functional activity and the optimal values for these parameters, and,
ultimately, adapt the design of new compounds towards these values. As already
demonstrated in the case of anthelmintic benzimidazoles [78, 79], the work
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performed on the optimization of compound 1 showed that an increase in lipophi-
licity is generally beneficial to the biological activity. As shown in Figure 9.8a, a large
majority of the most active compounds had a logP value greater than 3.5 with an
optimum around 4–4.5.

Interestingly, we discovered that the ratio of the PSA to the total surface of the
compounds also correlates with the functional activity, which corroborates the
observations on lipophilicity (Figure 9.8b). Thus, in cases where the PSA exceeds
a quarter of the total surface, a dramatic drop in activity is observed.

Once established, these types of correlations are very helpful tools for distinguish-
ing negative results that are a consequence of a lack of intrinsic efficacy or from those
that can be attributed to a suboptimal set of physicochemical parameters. However, it
should be noted that such correlations are not valid in a reversemanner. Compounds
having a logP value of about 4 and/or a PSA not exceeding a quarter of their total
surface will not necessarily possess high anthelmintic activity (Figure 9.8). As stated
by the �Rule-of-Five� [80], the correlations should be understood and used as
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deselecting rather than selecting tools (i.e., compounds not fulfilling the identified
criteria have a lower probability of eliciting biological activity).

As a result of the lead optimization process described above, compounds posses-
sing a high level of activity on a broad range of parasitic species were obtained. Due to
the intrinsic propensity of functional assays to select for biocidal compounds, the in
vitro optimization process is usually continued by the deselection of compoundswith
potential toxicity to the hosts. This is done by testing the compounds in a panel of
assays (e.g., cytotoxicity, genotoxicity) from which a small fraction qualifies for
further investigation in a rodent infection model. The first part of the in vivo
optimization is then dedicated to the confirmation of the nontoxic character of the
compounds by determining the acute toxicity in rodents. When no toxicity is
observed in rodents, the optimization process is concluded by the determination
of the anthelmintic efficacy; first in rodents and then in target animals to arrive at
drug candidates.

In the context of optimizing lead compound 1, a set of drug candidates could be
identified from which compound 8 (Figure 9.9) showed high anthelmintic efficacy
against H. contortus when given orally to sheep [81–83].

Conclusions

Due to the development of resistance and unmet needs, veterinary and human
medicine depends on novel nematicidal drugs. It is clear that the productivity of
recent drug discovery efforts focusing solely on single approaches has not been as
anticipated. We believe that a sensible combination of target-based and physiology-
based drug discovery approaches will boost the number of drug candidates. From
mid- and long-term perspectives, this will most likely lead to an increase ofmarketed
drugs and the availability of alternative treatment options.
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10
Quantitative High-Content Screening-Based Drug Discovery
against Helmintic Diseases
Rahul Singh

Abstract
At the state-of-the-art, high-throughput and high-content screening (HTS/HCS) have
become key technologies in modern drug discovery. These highly automated
techniques allow rapid analysis of a large number of drug molecules and selection
of candidates for lead optimization. Drug discovery for helmintic diseases, however,
presents significant challenges to the standard HTS/HCS framework as well as
opportunities for its further development. The central problem lies in the fact that
discovery of efficacious leads against helminths often requires screening molecules
against the entire parasite. Ideally, the effect of a drug needs to be studied in terms of
effects on the parasite morphology, motility, and behavior, in addition to measuring
often oversimplistic end-points for parasite death. Such an enhanced approach to
screening can help in forming a more holistic understanding of the drug–parasite
interactions and ensure that molecules that do not lead to immediate death, yet
perturb the parasite�s ability to survive, are not missed. The tasks of data acquisition,
processing, and analysis in such settings require addressing technical problems that
are different and arguably richer than those underlying the corresponding stages in
both molecular-target-based HTS, as well as cell-based screening. In the first part of
this chapter, using the specific context of two diseases, schistosomiasis and filariasis,
the key problems that confront further development of HTS/HCS, especially in the
context of its applicability against helmintic diseases, are identified and analyzed.
This is followed by an introduction to the basics of automated image analysis using a
typical image analysis workflow for HTS as the backdrop. Next, we briefly review
the progress to date in quantitative whole-organism phenotyping and screening.
Finally, we present results from our own research on segmentation and automated
phenotyping, which provide a detailed perspective on how some of the critical
challenges in this area can be addressed.

Introduction

Neglected tropical diseases (NTDs) constitute the most common infections of the
world�s poorest people. Various studies, as reviewed in contributions to this volume,
indicate them to be the prime factors behind depriving the affected populations,
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especially women and children, of their health and economic potential. The search
for new therapeutics against these diseases is consequently of significance; success in
this area can be transformative to our civilization – in terms of scientific as well as
economic and societal progress.

This chapter takes an interdisciplinary perspective on the problem of developing
high-throughput screening (HTS) methods against NTDs. We seek to present a
unified view of how efforts in biological sciences can be combined with engineering
and computational methods to address some of the most challenging problems in
screening drugs against parasitic diseases. The technical focus of this chapter is
specifically driven by two such diseases: schistosomiasis, which is caused by several
species of trematodes of the genus Schistosoma, and filariasis, which is caused by
several nematodes of the superfamily Filarioidea. To understand the impact of these
diseases, one may note that schistosomiasis ranks second only behind malaria in
terms of socioeconomic and public health impact in developing countries. This
disease inflicts at least 200 million people (with 20 million suffering severe effects)
and places over 600 million people at risk. Filariasis infects more than 120 million
people and puts over 1 billion people at risk of infection [1–4].

At the state-of-the-art, drug screening against these two NTDs is typically con-
ducted using whole-organism screens. In whole-organism settings, one or more
pathogens are simultaneously exposed to the drug being tested. Subsequently,
observations are made at regular time intervals to assess the effect of the drug on
the pathogen(s). This approach is distinct from the classicalmolecular biology-driven
strategy, where, a molecular target is first identified, then functionally verified, and
finally purified to be screened against. Thus, in whole-organism screening, a drug is
studied in terms of the cumulative systemic effects it introduces in the pathogen(s),
rather than just in terms of how it interacts with a specific protein or enzyme in
isolation. Clearly, this situation is very different and much more complex than
classical screening for hit-and-lead identification.

Specifically, we have to work with the following issues. (i) Drug–pathogen inter-
actions are expressed through multiple indicators, such as changes in the shape,
appearance (color and/or texture), motion patterns, and behavioral patterns of the
pathogen. Thus, the potential measurements are multidimensional in nature.
Reducing them to a single end-point measurement of �live or dead� (e.g., LD50

value) can arguably be oversimplistic, and exclude significant information from
subsequent decisionmaking and lead optimization. In this context, it is important to
note that for parasitic helminths, and certainly gastrointestinal nematodes, pertur-
bation of normal behavior through modulation of neuromuscular activity is a
successful therapeutic strategy that does not necessarily demand outright death.
More fundamentally, such multidimensional information is incompatible with the
types of single end-point assays that are common to biochemical target-based or
single-cell HTS phenotypic screens [5]. (ii) The effect of the drug can vary over time
andmay contain patterns of significance, such as cause–effect relationships between
states of the pathogen, which once identified can provide crucial inputs on the
mechanistic effects of a drug at the systemic level. (iii) The response of individual
parasites may show significant variations due to genetic or environmental factors.
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Such variability may significantly exceed what is expected in molecular target-level
HTS, and requires new approaches to understand and assimilate.

To date, attempts to develop quantitativewhole-organism screens for schistosomes
andfilaridshaveemployedend-point observationsbasedonvital �live/dead� color and
fluorescent dyes, and real-time measurements of motility and heat exchange as a
result of exposure todrug (reviewed inChapter 20).Manual phenotyping [6], although
expedient in classifying deviations from the �normal worm,� nevertheless limits
throughput, introduces subjectivity into measurements, is inherently nonquantita-
tive, and, consequently, cannot be subjected to rigorous analysis. Furthermore, the
nonquantitative nature ofmanual phenotyping complicates structure–activitymodel-
ing and lead optimization. The alternate approaches listed above are quantitative and
real-time. However, they rely on single-dimensional outputs (motility or heat
exchange) and cannot cover the totality of responses that are possible with complex
pathogens. Thus, thedesign of algorithmic techniques for quantification and analysis
of complex and dynamic phenotypic effects that constitute the system response of the
pathogen to a drug molecule is imperative. To date, significant research has been
conducted in the behavioral analysis of model organisms such as Caenorhabditis
elegans [7, 8],Danio rerio [9, 10],Drosophilamelanogaster [11, 12],Musmusculus [13, 14],
and Manduca sexta [15–17]. Although generally relevant to our problem, the above
methods do not deal with the issues that are critical for drug screening, such as
statistical quantification of phenotypes and their variations, challenges arising
fromminiaturization and screen throughput, and phenotypic analysis that is useful
towards constructing structure–activity relationship (SAR) models.

Although the focus of this chapter is on computational problems and solutions for
high-throughput phenotypic screening, it should be noted that there are a number of
biological and technological challenges to interfacing the etiological agents of
helminth NTDs with an HTS format [18, 19] (see also Chapter 20). Consider the
case of schistosomes as an example, which like other parasitic helminths do not
proliferate in culture. Therefore, the entire life cycle, including the snail vector and
small mammals (hamsters or mice) as intermediate and final hosts, respectively,
must be maintained in order to supply sufficient biological material for screening.
Furthermore, being relatively large, the adult and immature schistosomulum stages
sediment quickly out of solution. The parasites are also prone to physical damage that
complicates automated dispensation into microtiter culture plates (conversations
with Jim McKerrow (2008) and Conor Caffrey (2009)). Finally, the traditional
screening focus has been on adult parasites. This has hampered throughput
as adults can only be grown to maturity in small mammals and in low numbers
(e.g., around 50–100wormspermouse). Also, direct evaluation of compound efficacy
in animal disease models requires at least 40 days between infection of small
mammals (typically mice) and maturity of the model Schistosoma mansoni parasite.

This chapter begins with a brief overview of the necessary background
and terminology of biological image analysis, which is a cornerstone for auto-
mated phenotyping. Next, we review the current state-of-the-art in terms of
automated phenotypic analysis, based especially on the model organism C. elegans.
Of the commonly studied model organisms, C. elegans is somewhat similar
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(in terms of visual analysis) to the etiological agents of schistosomiasis and filariasis.
Finally, we present results from our ongoing research that seeks to develop automated
HTS technologies based on rigorous quantification of phenotypes.

Basic Concepts of Biological Image Analysis for Quantitative
Phenotyping

In this section, we give an overview of the basic concepts of automated biological
image analysis. Using examples obtained from time-lapse bright-field image capture
of S. mansoni and Brugia malayi, a typical screening workflow is presented and
the basic problem formulations explained. As part of our narrative, we review the
foundations of image analysis. Using these ideas, it is possible to capture and
quantify the effect of a compound in terms of the phenotypic responses of the
pathogen. It should be noted that this is but an introductory treatment of biological
image analysis. The interested reader is referred tomore comprehensive reviews and
texts on image processing for details [20–24]. For online resources on biological
image analysis, we refer the reader to [25].

We begin by outlining the steps in a typical image analysis workflow as applied to
drug screening. The workflow is illustrated in Figure 10.1 and consists of the
following parts:

Figure 10.1 Image analysis workflow for drug
screening. The main stages of the workflow are
as follows. (a) HTS of compound libraries.
(b) The information capture is typically done
using time-lapse video recordings of the
parasite appearance, activity, and/or behavior.
Each video can be thought as a structure that

contains a temporally ordered sequence of still
images. (c) Segmentation, consisting of the
separation of parasites from the background
and identification of individual parasites.
(d) Tracking individual parasites across the
video. (e) Quantitative phenotyping by
measuring characteristics of individual parasites.
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i) Screening: Medium- and high-throughput screens are typically conducted
using 24/96/384-well plates used in conjunction with partially or fully auto-
mated systems for parasite handling and dispensation that can place a defined
number of parasites to each well of the plate. Automated systems are then used
to add drug molecules at predefined concentrations to the wells of the plate.

ii) Image capture: An imaging system is next used to capture a visual recording of
the response of the pathogen to the drug. The imaging system can be a high-
content screening (HCS) system. Examples include the likes of the InCell
Analyzer� series from GE healthcare, the Opera� confocal microplate imag-
ing reader system from PerkinElmer, and the Cellomics ArrayScan� from
ThermoScientific. Alternatively, the imaging system can be as simple as an
invertedmicroscope outfittedwith a video camera. It is typical to take time-lapse
videos or still images. A digital camera divides its field of view into a discrete
grid of pixels. Each pixel in this grid is characterized by its intensity value, which
defines the intensity of light received by the camera at this point. For an 8-bit
image, the range of intensity values that can be represented consists of 256
distinct values varying from0 to 255 (28-1). Similarly, the commonly used 12-bit
image formats in HCS can represent 4096 distinct intensity values. If different
channels are imaged (e.g., for different fluorescent wavelengths) then each
channel is represented by one such grid. As video recordings provide infor-
mation on both non-time-varying characteristics and motion-based character-
istics of the pathogens, in the following discussion we will assume video data
capture. A video can be thought of as a series of still images (alternatively called
frames) taken over a specific period of time. Thenumber of frames captured per
second defines the video sampling frequency and is called the frame rate of the
video. For a given video, its frame rate is denoted by the abbreviation fps (frames
per second). In HCS, frame rates typically vary in the range of 10–30 fps. In
deciding the appropriate frame rate, it is important to account for the Nyquist
rate, which is defined as twice the bandwidth of a band-limited signal [26].
The Nyquist rate gives the lower bound of the sampling rate (in this case
the frame rate) for alias-free sampling of the signal. Operationally, this implies
that the frame rate should be at least twice the frequency of a phenotype that is
being studied.

iii) Image segmentation: The goal of image segmentation is to determine all the
pixels in the image that belong to each specific entity (parasite) in the field of
view. That is, we want to partition the image such that regions representing
different objects are explicitly marked. Image segmentation is one of the most
complex problems in biological image analysis. There are two classes of
methods that can partition an image into regions: region-based segmentation
and edge detection. Regions and edges constitute two of the fundamental
concepts of image analysis. A region in an image is a group of connected
pixels with similar properties [21]. Ideally an object, such as a parasite, in an
image will have a one-to-one correspondence with a region in that image.
However, due to segmentation errors the correspondence between regions and
objects may not be perfect. The notions of connectivity and neighborhood are
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central to the definition of a region. In a digital image represented on a square
grid, a pixel is spatially close to several other pixels. Specifically, a pixel shares a
common boundary with four of its neighboring pixels and shares a corner with
four additional pixels. Two pixels are called 4-neighbors if they share a common
boundary. Analogously, two pixels are called 8-neighbors if they share at
least one corner. Note, that the 4-neighborhod of a pixel is contained in its
8-neighborhood. In a regionR, any two pixels p and q can be connected by a path
that consists entirely of pixels inR such that any two pixels in this path are either
4-neighbors or 8-neighbors of each other. That is, a region is a connected
component. One of the most common tasks in image processing involves
finding connected components in an image. In this context, a component
labeling algorithm finds all connected components in an image and assigns
a unique label to all pixels within the same connected component. In the
following subsection we take a closer look at the area of image segmentation.

iv) Parasite tracking: As a video is a collection of still images, measurement of the
phenotypic response of a specific parasite requires that we be able to identify it
in each frame of the video. The process throughwhich a correspondence can be
established between specific parasites in different frames of a video is called
tracking. In spite of the intuitive simplicity of this formulation, tracking is an
exceedingly complex technical problem. Consider for instance the case illus-
trated in Figure 10.1d. In frame i, there are three identifiable regions labeled 1,
2, and 3 (corresponding to three parasites). In the next frame i þ 1, three new
regions can be identified (labeled 4, 5, and 6, respectively). An analysis of the
two frames shows that region 4 in frame i þ 1 is formed when the parasites
denoted as 1 and 2 in frame imove and touch each other. By contrast, region 5 in
frame i þ 1 is due to a new parasite that has come into the field of view and
region 6 in frame i þ 1 corresponds to region 3 from frame i (the parasite
having moved). These correspondences are shown as a bipartite graph in
Figure 10.1d. As this example illustrates, a tracking method should be able to
deal with possibly complex movement patterns, merging and splitting of
regions, and objects appearing and disappearing from the field of view. A rich
collection of tracking techniques can be found in the image processing
literature. For a recent review of the area, we refer the reader to [27]. Later,
we present an example of a tracking approach based on the mean-shift
algorithm [28].

v) Quantitative phenotyping: Once all the parasites in a video are identified, their
different characteristics can be measured. The simplest measurements for
parasites include: (1) count or the number of parasites; (2) size, typically defined
as the number of pixels inside each parasite or the area of each parasite;
(3) intensity/color distribution, defined using the intensity and/or color his-
togram as well as the maximum, minimum, and total intensity of a parasite;
(4) shape, which can be defined through a number of descriptors such as the
medial axis of the parasite, ratio of the body thickness at different points, ratio of
the length of the medial axis to the straight line joining the extremities, various
descriptors of contour shape, and Zernike shape features; (5) texture
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descriptors that characterize spatial smoothness and regularity of the parasites
(texture descriptors are obtained from the analysis of the intensity co-
occurrence matrix and quantified using statistical properties such as energy,
entropy, homogeneity, and contrast); and, finally, (6) motion descriptors, which
include speed of movement along with descriptions of parasite movement
patterns. An illustration of some of the shape descriptors can be found in
Figure 10.1e.

Image Segmentation: A Closer Look

Oneof the conceptually simplestmethods for region-based segmentation is based on the
ideaof thresholding. The idea lies in classifyingapixel as foreground if its intensity exceeds
a certain threshold value. Global thresholding methods compute a single threshold for
the entire image. This can be done, for instance, by fitting two probability distributions
to the intensity data. The underlying assumption being that the foreground (parasites)
and the background would have different intensity distributions. Local thresholding
methods, by contrast, apply different thresholds to different parts of the image and have
superior performance in case of nonuniform or variable image illumination.

An edge in an image is a significant local change in the intensity associated with a
discontinuity in either the image intensity or thefirst derivative of the image intensity.
Mathematically, the gradient is a measure of change in a function. Consequently,
significant changes in the intensity of an image canbedetectedby assuming the image
to be a sample of some continuous image intensity function and using a discrete
approximation of the intensity gradient. Much of the work in this area is devoted to
finding numerical approximations to the gradient that are suitable for use with real-
world images. The Roberts operator, the Sobel operator, and the Prewitt operator are
some of the techniques that provide different ways of approximating the image
gradient (for details on these operators, see [21]). All these operators compute the first
derivative and report an edge point if the derivative is above a threshold. This
procedure can, however, report too many edge points. A more selective approach
considers only those points that have localmaxima in gradient values.Mathematically,
this implies that at these points there is a peak in thefirst derivative and a zero crossing
in the second derivative. The two-dimensional equivalent of the second derivative is
called the Laplacian. However, the detection of zero crossings of the second derivative
can be very sensitive to noise. The Laplacian of Gaussian edge detection operator
combines Gaussian filtering with the Laplacian to deal with this problem. In this
method the image is first convolved with a Gaussian filter to reduce noise. This is
followed by the application of the Laplacian. The presence of a zero crossing in the
second derivative with a corresponding (large) peak in the first derivative constitutes
the edge detection criterion.

Another widely used approach to edge detection is the Canny operator [29] that
approximates the product of signal-to-noise ratio and localization. This composite
operator performs several operations to detect the edges of the original image. The
first operation consists of filtering the original image, which is convolved with a
Gaussian kernel to reduce noise. The next operation involves the detection of the
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intensity gradient of the image G and its direction angle H using an edge detection
operator comprising four filters (vertical, horizontal, and diagonals). Depending on
the edge direction angle H, the third operation called nonmaximum suppression
detects if the gradientmagnitude assumes a localmaximumin the gradient direction.
In such a case, the point is considered tentatively to belong to an edge. Finally, the
tentatively selected edge points undergo thresholding with hysteresis to eliminate
pixels with largemagnitudes (essentially noise) and pixels with very lowmagnitudes.

Once the foreground/background distinction is achieved, additional processing is
often required to separate touching parasites (e.g., see Figure 10.1c). Most of the
algorithmicmethods that have been designed for this problemcan be placed in one of
two categories: partitioningmethods andmethods based onmorphological analysis.
In partitioning methods, the first step is to approximate the centers of each parasite.
This can be done either by identification of the local intensity extrema or by using a
distance transformation. The former approach works well when the object is
brighter/dimmer in the middle as compared to its edges. The later approach is
suited for rounded shapes. In the second step, the partition lines between objects are
established using techniques such as Voronoi tessellation or the watershed algo-
rithm [30]. In the final step, an object model is applied to discard or merge existing
objects. The object model represents a typical object in the domain. For instance,
based on such amodel, foreground entities that are smaller than a threshold size can
be excluded to remove debris from the scene. It should be noted that the intensity/
shape regularity that is critical for identifying approximate object centers does not
apply for parasites like S. mansoni or B. malayi. In such cases morphological analysis
can lead to better results. Later in this chapter, we describe three methods for
separating touching parasites.

Segmentation and Automated Phenotype Analysis: A Brief Review

In biological imaging, phenotype analysis has primarily occurred either in the context
of cell-based assays or for characterization ofmodel organisms.We begin this section
with a brief review of techniques for cell segmentation and analyze the applicability of
such methods for segmentation of parasites. This is followed by a brief review of the
state-of-the-art in terms of phenotypic analysis of whole organisms.

The problem of image segmentation has a long history in image processing
research and many methods have been proposed. However, a direct application of
traditional segmentation algorithms proposed in image processing literature on
images of parasites (or cells) often leads to inadequate performance [31–33].
Consequently, a large number of techniques have been proposed, with the primary
thrust on cell/nuclei segmentation [34]. Broadly, the following three classes of
techniques can be distinguished in this context. (i) When only an image of a nuclear
marker is available, Voronoi tessellation-based segmentation is used [35, 36]. How-
ever, the resulting segmentation masks have been observed to crop pieces off of
individual cells [37] in cases where the cells clump together. (ii) When information
about both cell centers and boundaries are available, the seeded watershed
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algorithm [38, 39] usually provides good segmentation.However, the performance of
this algorithm is critically dependent on initial seeds. Furthermore, unless the
background is seeded, the algorithm fails to produce tight contours. Owing to its
popularity, a number of variations of the watershed algorithm have been proposed,
such as the use of context information [32], and combinations of watershed and rule-
based merging [40]. (iii) The final set of techniques involves parameterized models
such as active contours [41–45] as well as level sets [46]. The computational costs of
techniques based on both active contours and level sets can be significant, thereby
making them difficult to apply in high-throughput settings. A few techniques fall
outside the scope of the aforementioned three categories. Most of these involve the
use ofmotion information for segmentation. For example, in [47], initial image-based
region segmentation is followed by bipartite matching of the segmented regions
across two consecutive frames of a video in order to topologically �align� them and
obtain the final partition.

With respect to the state-of-the-art in bioimage analysis, it should be noted that a
number of arguments underpin the need to develop novel algorithms for segmen-
tation and analysis as applied to the pathogens such as S.mansoni orB.malayi. (i) The
fact that no singlemethodhas been found that can produce satisfactory segmentation
results for all organisms (see [48, 49] for studies on segmentation errors and
comparison of different techniques as applied to cell-based assays). This is due,
among others, to the fact that experimental conditions and instrumentation can
significantly impact the nature of the segmentation task. (ii) Outside of the significant
research inC. elegans [7, 8, 50–55] there is little research on algorithmic segmentation
and analysis of complex phenotypes exhibited by helminths. (iii) The problem
confronting us is also significantly distinct from that encountered by researchers
in C. elegans phenotyping. Compared to the C. elegans mutants, the motion,
morphology, and appearance of S. mansoni schistosomula are more complex and
undergo a greater variety of changes when exposed to different compounds (e.g.,
clones of genotypically identical schistosomes do not exist). (iv) In the case of HTS
against NTDs, the input data typically consists of images and video of multiple
parasites residing in multiwell plates used in HTS. This leads to imaging conditions
very different than those used forC. elegans (consisting of large Petri dishes with only
few worms per dish). (v) Algorithms in an HTS setting have to be computationally
efficient to ensure their usage – this is a constraint that is simply not critical in
C. elegans phenotyping.

Efforts in algorithmic phenotyping, to date, have almost exclusively focused on
model organisms like thenematodeC. elegans. In [55], the shape of theC. elegans body
was described through a curve that passes through the center of the body and
positions along this curve were computed using the Frenet equations. Subsequently,
the variation in the body shape was analyzed during small changes in the temper-
ature; analysis of the covariance matrix of the angles along the body showed that the
four largest eigenvectors accounted for 95%of the shape variance. In [51], the authors
proposed a number of parameters for quantifying shape andmovement ofC. elegans.
Thesewere compared for a small set ofmutantworms inwhich the signalingnetwork
controlling acetylcholine release at the neuromuscular junction had been altered.
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The parameters included velocity of theworm centroid, worm velocity along its track,
amplitude, and frequency of body bending. Finally, in [52], a number of numerical
features were proposed for characterization of C. elegans motion, and the CART
(classification and regression tree) algorithm was used for subsequent phenotype
identification.

Although related to the above, phenotypic analysis of schistosomula involves
greater complexity; unlikeC. elegans, phenotypes in schistosomula are not just shape-
and motion-based, but based on changes in color and appearance. Further, the
motion patterns of schistosomula involve contractions and bending of the parasite
body leading to greater shape perturbations when compared to those of C. elegans.

Automated Phenotype Analysis for Drug Screening Against
Schistosomiasis and Filariasis

In this section, we present a reviewof our ongoing research efforts that targetmany of
the problems described earlier with a goal of developing high-throughput whole-
organism phenotypic screening methods for drug discovery against schistosomiasis
and filariasis. We begin by describing some of the different technical directions we
have taken to address the problem of segmenting parasites. Thenwe discuss parasite
tracking, quantitative descriptor generation, and derivation of phenotypes using
machine learning. The data used for method development and experiments com-
prise time-lapse videos of live schistosomula captured using a Zeiss Axiovert 40C
inverted microscope outfitted with a Zeiss AxioCam MRc camera. Each video
observation was of duration 25 s at 15 fps.

Algorithms for Schistosome Segmentation

In high-throughput settings, parasite segmentation is often the most significant
technical challenge. This is because segmentation is the critical first step and
variability in experimental conditions such as lighting characteristics or number of
parasites in a well (even moderate number of parasites can cause them to lump
together) can significantly impact the efficacy of automated processing. The problem
of segmenting schistosomula is especially complex since a model �parasite shape�
cannot be assumed a priori. This is in stark contrast to the problem of cellular
segmentation, for instance, where a �rounded� shape is often assumed [32, 43, 56].
A stated above, themovement of schistosomula is based on extension and contraction
of the musculature, in addition to bending. Therefore, the shape of the parasite�s
body changes within a single movement cycle. Additionally, parasites contain visible
internal anatomical structures that complicate segmentation by creating edges that
donot correspond to theboundaries of the body.Often, parasites canbe touching over
the course of the video recording. This can result in poor discrimination of individual
parasites. Finally, the effects of different drugs are manifested in different ways
through changes in the appearance,morphology (shape), andmotionof the parasites.
It is consequently impossible to assume a characteristic shape-appearance model.
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Two key parts can therefore be identified within the segmentation problem. The
first relates to the problem of distinguishing the parasites from the background.
The second part involves identifying individual parasites. It has been our observation
that efficacy of the segmentation process depends critically on solving the first of the
above subproblems. Once accurate parasite/background separation is achieved,
computational morphology-based methods can be used to separate and identify
individual parasites with relatively high reliability. In the following, we review results
from our ongoing research on this problem.

In [31], we proposed amultistep process for parasite segmentation. The initial step
of this algorithm involvesfitting a bimodal distribution to the intensity distribution of
the frame and automatic intensity-based thresholding of the image into foreground
and background regions. The threshold is selected at a point that maximizes the
intensity variance between the foreground and background using the Otsu algo-
rithm [57]. Even though the bimodality assumption is simplistic, it describes the
intensity characteristics of most images we have encountered reasonably well.
A critical advantage of this approach is that for most cases, the threshold value can
be obtained automatically without any user intervention across a range of lighting
conditions. Moreover, this step is used only as an initial estimate. Next, the
foreground regions from this image are treated as the first approximation of the
partition and used as object markers (in practice prior to use, the foreground regions
are typically subjected to morphological closing followed by erosion). The back-
ground markers are also extracted from the binary image after determination of the
SKIZ (skeleton of influence zones, which correspond to the generalized Voronoi
regions) of the foreground objects followed by watershed transform of the distance
transformof the image. Subsequently, the gradientmagnitude of the grayscale image
is modified to have regional minima at the foreground and background marker
locations, andused as the segmentation functionprior to application of thewatershed
transform. Finally, the parasite contours are extracted and touching parasites are
separated by analyzing opposing concave/convex points. The separation is done
under the constraint that each of the separated blobs contained a foreground region
marker as determined in the previous step. The markers, object boundaries, and
watershed ridge lines (inwhite) obtainedusing thismethod are shown superimposed
on an original image in Figure 10.2a. Figure 10.2b illustrates the idea of concave/
convex points based on which morphological thinning is performed to separate
touching parasites.

In Figure 10.2c–f we illustrate a morphological approach to the problem of
separating parasites from the background and from each other. We shall refer to
thismethod in the following as theMennillo–Singhmethod. The idea underlying this
method forms the genesis of a more efficient approach proposed in [58], which is
described later. The Mennillo–Singh method begins by using the mean-shift algo-
rithm to identify regions by tessellating the image. The image on the left in
Figure 10.1c constitutes an example of this step. A key insight of this approach lies
in recognizing that in most images, the background pixels correspond to the largest
mode. Consequently, all other modes correspond to foreground objects and are
marked as such. The results from this step are shown in Figure 10.2c. As can be seen,
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the problem of separating touching parasites remains outstanding at this point. The
next step involves detecting the edges of the original image. For this, the Canny edge
operator [29] is used. The edges detected using the Canny operator are then
subtracted from the foreground image identified using the mean-shift algorithm.
The results of this step from the image inFigure 10.2c are shown in Figure 10.2d. The
core idea of the Mennillo–Singh method is now implemented. This involves finding
relevant edge pixels. The pixels lying on edges determined by the Canny operator are
considered to be relevant if they are responsible of the separation of a connected
component. In terms of image connectivity this means that every such edge pixel
in the labeled image must have at least two different labels in its eight neighbors.
The relevant pixels for the image in Figure 10.2c are shown in Figure 10.2e. The
relevant edges are next subtracted from the foreground image. The reader may note
that this results in separation of two different regions that are touching. Thefinal step
consists of filling holes of the image and removal of small connected components
which are less than 200 pixels. The output of this method is shown in Figure 10.2f.

The Mennillo–Singh method has shown promise in experiments in terms of
its accuracy. However, it is dependent on the computationally intensive mean-shift
algorithm and can take approximately 26 s to process a single image. Recently, an
alternate approach based on the core idea of the Mennillo–Singh method was
proposed by Moody-Davis et al. [58]. This method shares with the Mennillo–Singh
approach the idea of first identifying and separating the parasites from the back-
ground. However, it approaches this problem from a different computational
perspective based on the idea of a region-based distribution function [56]. This
formulation leads to significantly faster run times as compared to the mean-shift
algorithm without compromising the quality of results. Once the parasite/
background separation is achieved, morphological analysis similar to that in the
Mennillo–Singh method is used to separate touching parasites. In the following, we
briefly outline this method.

The purpose of a region-based distribution function is to rapidly identify the
background by assigning a higher weight to background pixels. Initially, a low-pass
filter is applied to remove noise and smooth the image. Next the average border

Figure 10.2 Results from two methods for
separating touching parasites. In the first
method regional maxima obtained from
automatic thresholding are superimposed on
the original image and used as object markers
prior to watershed segmentation. (a) markers,
object boundaries, and watershed ridge lines
are shown superimposed on the original image.

(b) The idea of opposing concave/convex
regions for two touching parasites. (c–f) Results
from the Mennillo–Singh method: (c) results of
foreground/background separation, (d) output
of the Canny edge operator, (e) relevant edge
pixels for this image, and (f) result of the
method, showing separation of touching
parasites.
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intensity c is subtracted and the image is multiplied by a term b called the harshness
of the threshold. The term b is inversely proportional to the difference of the average
background and foreground intensities; the smaller the difference, the higher the
value assigned to b. The result is asymptotically bounded using a sigmoid function
and finally a skewing factora is applied. This results in pixel values below the average
border intensity c being skewed towards the background because they have a higher
weight. The original formulation of the region-based distribution function is as
follows [56]:

R1ðnÞ ¼ a� sig ðb� ððf * hðnÞ�cÞÞ ð10:1Þ
where a2 (�1, 0) is the weight of the region-based distributing function, b¼

4/(H� L) is the harshness of the threshold, and c¼ (H þ L)/2 denotes the average
border intensity. In the definition of the parameter b,H denotes the average region
intensity and L denotes the average background intensity. Further, h denotes a low-
pass filter which is used to remove high-frequency noise. Finally, the function sig(.) is
defined as shown Equation 10.2 and is used to restrict the possible value range to the
interval [�1 þ 1]:

sig ðxÞ ¼ erf ðxÞ ¼ 2ffiffiffi
p

p
ðx

0

e
t2
2 dt ð10:2Þ

In [58], the above method was modified to reduce the number of parameters in
Equation 10.1 and a new version of the region-based distribution function was
introduced as shown in Equation 10.3:

R1ðnÞ ¼ �1� sig ððf * hÞðnÞ�cÞÞ ð10:3Þ

Additionally, the parameter c was reinterpreted to threshold the difference in the
intensity between the background and foreground. The reader may note that as this
threshold decreases (i.e., as the difference in the foreground and background
intensities becomes smaller), the segmented results increasingly include regions
with intensity values closer to the background intensity. This essentially increases the
number of true-positive identification of parasites and beyond a point false-positives
start to occur in the foreground. In the limit, the number of foreground objects
decreases to one (as the entire image is treated as the foreground). Thus, the number
of foreground objects is a function of the parameter c. The method in [58] selects as
the threshold that value of c at which the slope of this function is maximum. It is
important to note that at this point small regions representing debris from the
medium constitute the false positives. These regions can be easily filtered.

After filtering, the remaining foreground regions are analyzed using the mor-
phological processing approach used in theMennillo–Singhmethod. In Figure 10.3,
we present some of the segmentation results obtained using this approach.
Figure 10.3a is the input image. The results after application of the region-based
distribution function are shown in Figure 10.3b. The reader may observe the false
positive regions of the foreground. The final results of the method are shown in
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Figure 10.3c after filtering the false positives and morphological processing to
separate touching parasites.

Segmentation of Filarial Parasites for HTS

In this section, we consider the problem of screening B. malayi, which is one of the
three etiological agents of lymphatic filariasis (the others beingWuchereria bancrofti
and Brugia timori). The morphology of this parasite is long and threadlike; conse-
quently, the segmentationmethods we have discussed earlier are inapplicable to this
problem. In Figure 10.4a the reader can find two different images of this parasite,
taken from two wells of a 24-well plate. A number of issues that pose technical
challenges can be identified from these images. (i) Unlike schistosomula, the
B. malayi parasite body can take complex configurations, such as self-intersections.
(ii) The entire parasite body may not be in view, even if the assay is designed to have
only one parasite per well. (iii) Different parts of the body of the parasite can lie in
different planes of focus. This causes parts of the parasite body to be blurred due to
being out of focus. (iv) Unlike schistosomula, B. malayi has a thrashing motion,

Figure 10.3 Results of the method from [58] combining a modified region-based distribution
function with the morphological processing of the Mennillo—Singh method. (a) Original image.
(b) Result from applying the region-based distribution function. (c) Final output of the method.

Figure 10.4 Segmentation of B. malayi.
(a) Images of the parasites. (b) Results
of segmentation using the Active Mask
method of [56]. (c) Segmentation results

using the JSEG method [60]. (d) Segmentation
using the Mennillo–Singh method.
(e) Segmentation using a variation of the
codebook method.
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which canbe quite rapid under inducements by certain chemicals.While the speed of
motion is in itself not a hindrance for segmentation, it can impact the effectiveness of
tracking. (v) Due to the thrashing motion of the parasite, there can be significant
displacement in the surrounding medium. Again, this does not directly affect
segmentation, but can be problematic for tracking by introducing spurious motion
in the background. It is interesting to note that conventional segmentation methods
performpoorly for this parasite. Figure 10.4b–d show the results from applying some
of the state-of-the-art segmentation techniques to the images in Figure 10.4a.

As part of our ongoing research in this area, we are experimenting with a novel
approach to simultaneous segmentation and tracking that is inspired by prior
research in the area of surveillance. Specifically, we are experimenting with a
dictionary-based segmentation approach that was proposed by Kim et al. [59]. The
basic idea of this approach lies in analyzing the joint intensity/frequency character-
istics of each pixel in the video and identifying it as a foreground (parasite) pixel or a
background pixel. For the kind of images shown in Figure 10.4a, the backgroundwill
consist of high-intensity pixels that occur with high frequency. By contrast, low-
intensity pixels that also change with lower frequency (as the body of the parasite
moves in and out of this pixel) would belong to the parasite. The method works in a
supervised setting, where in a �training phase� samples of the video are taken to
identify characteristics of the foreground and the background pixels. These char-
acteristics are then stored in a dictionary (or codebook). In the �test phase,� pixels
from a video are compared to the dictionary and identified as foreground (parasite) or
background. In Figure 10.4e we show segmentation results from our work in
progress based on this idea. The reader may note that the quality of segmentation
far exceeds what is possible with other methods.

Tracking, Phenotype Quantification, and Phenotype Classification

In this section, we review the results from our research [31], which was applied to
automated phenotyping of schistosomula. However, the algorithmic approach
proposed in this work is sufficiently generic to be extended to other parasites. This
method consists of the following fourmain steps: (i) delineation of the parasites from
the medium (parasite/background segmentation), (ii) automatic tracking of indi-
vidual parasites across the observation period, (iii) quantitative description of the
phenotypes exhibited by the parasite in terms of its shape, appearance (texture and
color), and movement patterns, and (iv) machine learning-based strategies for
automatically analyzing and classifying the above (quantitative) characteristics into
phenotype classes. Since we have already covered the problem of parasite segmen-
tation in earlier sections, here we describe the other steps of themethod and refer the
reader to [31] for further details.

To determine the time-varying characteristics, including parasite motion, in [31] a
tracking algorithm was designed based on the mean-shift algorithm [28], which has
recently gained popularity in feature-based tracking [32, 61–63]. As stated earlier, the
mean-shift algorithm clusters an n-dimensional dataset by associating each point
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with a peak of the dataset�s probability density. Based on this idea, the key steps of the
tracking approach consisted of (i) representing the parasites through normalized
histograms of their descriptors, (ii) defining a similarity function between parasites
whose local maxima, when computed across frames, would imply similar parasites,
and (iii) use of themean-shift algorithm to determine the local maxima and establish
the correspondences between the same parasite in different frames. In Figure 10.5,
we present an example of parasite tracking with this approach, in which three
parasites are tracked across a video.

After segmentation and tracking, each blob (corresponding to a parasite) was
algorithmically characterized in terms of the following shape and appearance-based
features: intensity/color distribution histogram, texture, area (defined as the number
of pixels inside the blob), bounding box for each parasite, density (defined as the ratio
of the area/bounding box area), centroid, and contour (defined by the set of
coordinates of boundary pixels). All these descriptors were calculated for each
parasite in each frame. To measure parasite activity, the displacement of the parasite
extremities was measured across every 10 frames of a video recording.

We used the CART algorithm [64] to structure the numerical measurements into
phenotypes. CART is a supervised learning strategy in which the training set is
analyzed according to a splitting rule and a goodness-of-split criteria to create a binary
classification tree. The internal nodes of this tree represent binary decisions with
respect to the descriptor values and the leaves correspond to phenotype classes. The
goal of CART is to perform a set of successive binary subdivisions of the training set
such that data associated with the leaf nodes is as homogeneous as possible.
A classifier obtained using data from four videos is shown in Figure 10.5 (middle).
It is interesting to note that in the datasets analyzed by us, the algorithm found seven
statistically stable phenotype classes, compared to the six classes identified by visual
inspection [6]. These results underline (i) the importance of using algorithmic
approaches to the problem, because the perceptual capabilities of humans
(even trained experts) may not suffice to determine all statistically stable or nontrivial
phenotypes, and (ii) the importance of developing systems that support human–
machine synergy, whereby the computer/algorithms perform the labor- and
attention-intensive tasks of phenotype identification while the domain experts focus
on the questions of phenotype interpretability and importance. For instance, it is not
yet knownhowmany treatment-related phenotypeswill predict in vivo efficacy and/or
biological mechanism of action.

Conclusions

As complexmulticellular organisms, the etiological agents of helminthNTDs display
multiple and changing phenotypes in response to external insult. This multidimen-
sional response provides a unique challenge and opportunity for developing novel
types of HTS/HCS technologies that can measure the effect of a drug, even at the
initial screening stage, in terms of the systemic response of the parasite. Decisions on
which drug candidates to take further into lead optimization based on such
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comprehensive information can only increase the quality of molecules entering late-
stage discovery and development. To realize this vision, HTS/HCS biology and
computational sciences have to successfully address a rich set of questions. This
chapter has highlightedmany of these challenges.We have also provided the relevant
background on image analysis to help the reader understand and evaluate potential
solutions. Finally, we have described some of our own investigative efforts towards
solving these technical challenges.
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Use of Rodent Models in the Discovery of Novel Anthelmintics
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Abstract
Successful drug development can be facilitated by the use of animal models to
characterize the pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic properties of drug candi-
dates. Rodent models have been described for several parasitic helminths, including
gastrointestinal nematodes, filarids, and flatworms. In general, rodent models are
employedduring the leadoptimizationphase, andhave the advantages, inmost cases,
of reduced compound requirements, shorter study duration, and lower costs when
compared to studies in the target species. A primary assumption of rodent efficacy
models is that the results generated should correlate with outcomes in humans or
veterinary target species. Although false-positive results in screening models are an
accepted risk in drug discovery, false-negative results can halt the progression of
promising candidate compounds. In this chapter,wewill examine anddiscuss several
published rodent anthelmintic models, emphasizing their strengths and limitations
to prioritize and select drug candidates for human and veterinary indications.

Introduction

Data-driven decisions in drug discovery ensure that the best candidates are advanced
into the development pipeline. These decision steps illustrate why drug discovery is
often described as an iterative process aimed at optimization of lead compounds into
molecules that satisfy the rigorous requirements of a drug candidate [1]. The high
throughput of in vitro or ex vivo screens enables the profiling of large numbers of
compounds thatmay be generated during drug discovery�s lead optimization phases.
Animalmodels introduce further stringency and complexity to the screening process
because multiple compound attributes can be assessed simultaneously. Rodent
models offer advantages of reduced compound requirements, shorter study dura-
tions, and lower costs when compared to studies in veterinary target species or
studies in humans. These model systems thus allow in vitro lead compounds to be
profiled against the desired attributes of existing products or drug candidates, and
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serve as an important translation step between in vitro systems and clinical or
field settings.

Translational Science

In many disease areas the extent of unmet need remains great. In spite of the
resources, time, and rigor applied to target validation and drug discovery processes,
overall attrition rates of drug candidates exceed 80% [2]. Attrition most often results
when the preclinically determined attributes of the drug candidate do not translate
adequately to the clinical setting [3]. These failures in clinical development are
explained by a number of factors, including poor efficacy or an unfavorable toxico-
logical profile. Lack of efficacy may reflect an incomplete understanding of the
disease and its accessibility to pharmaceutical intervention, while toxicity can result
from target-mediated or off-target effects that are onlymanifest in the clinical setting.

All stages of drug discovery, including translational models, face the challenges of
understanding the model systems in relation to the targeted disease. For drug
discovery in virtually all disease areas, certain assumptions must be included in
the design, development, and use of models. For example, rodent behavioral models
have been used for decades to evaluate compounds for their potential to treat clinical
depression. In this setting, the nature of the disorder is such that the efficacy end-
points require interpretation of specific behaviors. However, those behaviors are
based on assumptions about psychological states that may not exist and that cannot
be directly measured in rodents [4]. Hence, a candidate compound�s effects in these
models may not accurately forecast its potential to favorably translate in the clinical
setting. In other therapeutic areas, access to andmeasurement of disease-related end-
points can increase confidence in the outputs of model systems. In endocrine and
metabolic disease research, markers have been successfully employed to better
understand various disease classes and to formulate treatment approaches [5]. These
biomarkers have facilitated successful drug development because the marker-based
model outcomes translated to the clinical setting [6]. Models of infectious disease,
particularly those used to assess anthelmintic efficacy, should provide a sturdy
translational bridge, because the infecting parasites are the end-point markers and
their clearance is assumed to correlate with a positive treatment outcome [7]. The
need to discover and screen new anthelmintic compounds in a rapid and cost-
effective manner has motivated the continued development of rodent and other
small-mammal models to profile and validate new anthelmintic compounds.

Nematode Infection Models

Nematode Infections in Livestock

The economic impact of helminth infections in ruminant livestock (e.g., goats,
sheep, and cattle) is well documented, as is the potential for further losses related to
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treatment failure and the development of resistance [8–10]. Gastrointestinal nem-
atode and heartworm infections in pets are also of ever-increasing concern, not only
for the health and well-being of the pet, but also regarding the potential for zoonotic
transmission [11, 12].However, efforts in rodentmodel development and application
for veterinary anthelmintic discovery have focused largely on parasites of ruminant
livestock, where tractable small-animal laboratorymodels offer distinct advantages in
terms of the cost and time required for compound screening compared to the larger
target host species.

Haemonchus contortus, an abomasal parasite, and Trichostrongylus colubriformis, a
nematode of the small intestine, are considered the most pathogenic and prolific
parasitic nematodes affecting goats and sheep. Ostertagia spp., abomasal parasites,
andCooperia spp., which infest the small intestine, are themost prevalent nematodes
found in cattle [13]. Nematode infections in ruminants may result in anemia,
production losses of meat, milk, and fleece, and even death in severe cases [14].

Trichostrongylus Rodent Models
Induced infection of rodents with ruminant nematodes was first reported in 1931
when Trichostrongylus axei and Trichostrongylus colubriformis were recovered success-
fully from guinea pigs that had been fed infective larvae [15]. In subsequent studies,
modifications of experimental design led to improved reproducibility in the
model [16–19]. The validity of the model was supported later by a study profiling
anthelmintic resistance in T. colubriformis strains [20].

Early attempts to develop a model of T. colubriformis or T. axei in mouse or rat
yielded variable results [19, 21], but the reliability of the rat model was improved
significantly when animals were immunosuppressed by treatment with a cortico-
steroid prior to infectionwithT. colubriformis [22]. In this study, several anthelmintics,
including several benzimidazoles, levamisole, andmorantel tartrate, showed efficacy
at doses similar to their label-recommended doses in ruminants. One potential
advantage of using rats or mice in an anthelmintic model is that they are used
routinely in preclinical safety assessment and pharmacokinetic studies. By using a
single species in the discovery and preclinical phases, a better overall profile may be
obtained prior to more extensive and expensive studies in the target species.

TheMongolian gerbil (Meriones unguiculatus) has emerged as themost commonly
used rodent species for in vivo anthelmintic screening against nematode parasites of
ruminants. Lelandfirst reported inducedpatent infectionsofT.axei in1961 [23].Since
T. axei infections in gerbils can remain patent for at least 8 months, the parasite life
cycle can be maintained. In 1967, Kates and Thompson established dual infections
(T. axei and T. colubriformis) in gerbils and showed that two of three known anthel-
mintics administered at 24–36 days postinfection were efficacious against adult
worms, consistent with the efficacy reported in ruminants at similar doses [24].

Haemonchus Rodent Models
H. contortus infection has been established in guinea pigs; however, the worms
develop only to the L4 stage and are expelled 5–7 days after infection [25]. Whenmice
are immunosuppressed,H. contortus is able to establish and maintain infection [26].
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Induced infection of gerbils with H. contortus was first reported in 1990 using
methods similar to those employed for the gerbil model of Trichostrongylus infection.
Gerbils were immunosuppressed via a medicated diet containing 0.02% hydrocor-
tisone starting 5 days prior to infection with 1000 exsheathed infective larvae.
Animals were treated 10 days after infection and necropsied for worm recovery 3
days after treatment [27]. Several anthelmintics were evaluated in this study,
including the benzimidazoles, febantel, ivermectin, levamisole, and milbemycin;
each was efficacious in the gerbil at doses comparable to those used in the treatment
of sheep and cattle. The model also has been used to screen for anthelmintic
activity from extracts of Prosopis laevigata (smooth mesquite) plants [28], orange oil
emulsion [29], extracts of artemisinin, and Artemisia species plant extracts [30].

In 1991, Conder et al. reported the successful dual infection of the gerbil with
H. contortus and T. colubriformis, and validated use of the model as an anthelmintic
screen [31]. Several anthelmintics, including the benzimidazoles, febantel, ivermec-
tin, levamisole, and milbemycin, were effective against both parasites in gerbils at
doses similar to those effective in sheep and cattle [31]. More recently, the gerbil dual-
infection model was used to profile and validate the anthelmintic activity of novel
amino-acetonitrile derivatives, including monepantel [32, 33].

Other Nematode Species
Experimental infections of gerbils with other ruminant nematode species also have
been reported. Court et al. established infections ofOstertagia circumcincta in gerbils,
but infection rates were low, patent infections could not be established, and most
worms were expelled by 21 days postinfection [34]. Conder et al. infected gerbils with
Ostertagia ostertagi and used this model to profile the anthelmintic activity of the
cyclodepsipeptide PF1022A [35]. A triple infection model was used to profile the
spectrum and efficacy of paraherquamide against H. contortus, T. colubriformis and
Trichostrongylus sigmodontis [36].

The dual-infection model in gerbils (T. colubriformis and H. contortus) has been
used extensively for compound screening and characterization of anthelmintic
sensitivity of numerous nematode strains. The validity of the model is reinforced
further by its ability to distinguish between compounds known to possess anthel-
mintic efficacy and those that lack it. By infecting with two species, a preliminary
assessment of spectrumcan be determined.Given the broad-spectrum requirements
of new anthelmintics, the gerbil model can support the selection or removal of
compounds from the preclinical pipeline. Results from several studies in which this
model has been used for anthelmintic profiling are summarized in Table 11.1, along
with reference data from sheep.

Gastrointestinal Nematode Parasites of Humans

Disease and Impact
The most common parasites infecting the gastrointestinal tract in humans are the
soil-transmitted helminth (STHs), which include Ascaris lumbricoides, Strongyloides
stercoralis, Trichuris trichiura, and the hookworms,Ancylostoma duodenale andNecator
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Table 11.1 Efficacious doses of selected compounds against parasites of sheep when tested in
gerbils and sheep.

Parasite Compound Gerbils
(mg/kg)

Reference Sheep
(mg/kg)

Reference

Trichostrongylus
axei

cambendazole NE [107] NA

fenbendazole NE [107] 5 [108]
levamisole 16 [107] 7.5 [108]
morantel–HCl NE [107] NE [108]
phenothiazine NE [24] 550–600 [24, 106, 108]
ruelene NE [24] NA
thiabendazole 200 [24] 44–100 [24, 106]

Trichostrongylus
colubriformis

albendazole 3.1–12.5 [31, 36] 5.0 [108]

bithionol NE [31] NA
cambendazole 40 [107] NA
closantel NE [31] NE [108]
diethylcarbamazine NE [31] NA
febantel 37.5 [31] 5.0 [108]
fenbendazole 3.1–10 [31, 107] 5.0 [108]
ivermectin 0.0625 [31, 36] 0.2 [108]
levamisole 1.875–16 [31, 107] 7.5 [108]
milbemycin D 1.25 [31] NA
morantel–HCl 12.5–20 [36, 107] 10 [108]
oxfendazole 3.1–25 [31, 36] 5.0 [108]
oxibendazole 125 [31] 10.0 [108]
paraherquamide 0.781 [36] NA
PF1022A 2.75 [35] NA
phenothiazine NE [24] 600 [24]
piperazine NE [31] NA
pyrantel tartrate 12.5 [31] 25.0 [108]
ruelene 400 [24] 100–200 [24]
thiabendazole 100–200 [24, 36] 44–100 [24, 106]

Haemonchus
contortus

albendazole 1.875–3.125 [27, 36] 5.0 [108]

bithionol NE [27] NA
closantel 7.5 [27] 5.0 [108]
diethylcarbamazine NE [27] NA
febantel 187.5 [31] 5.0 [108]
fenbendazole 1.875 [27] 5.0 [108]
ivermectin 0.125 [31, 36] 0.2 [108]
levamisole 10–12.5 [27, 36] 7.5 [108]
milbemycin D 0.469 [31] NA
morantel–HCl 200 [36] 10 [108]
oxfendazole 1.875–3.125 [27, 36] 5.0 [108]
oxibendazole 187.5 [27] 10.0 [108]
paraherquamide 12.5 [36] NA
PF1022A 2.75 [35] NA

(Continued )
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americanus [37–40]. An estimated 2–3 billion people suffer from STH infections and
over 4 billion people are at risk, with the highest rates of infection occurring in sub-
Saharan Africa, Asia, and South America [41, 42]. Adult worms of these species
inhabit the small intestine and their eggs are passed in the feces. The eggs
embryonate in soil and, when ingested, hatch in the duodenum. Larvae penetrate
the intestine, enter the lymphatic system, and are carried to the liver, heart, and lungs.
Once the larvaemigrate through the trachea, coughing can lead to ingestion of larvae.
STHinfection is rarely fatal, but high parasite load is associatedwith anemia andpoor
nutritional absorption, which, in children, may result in delayed physical and
cognitive development [41]. In infected communities, mebendazole is distributed
typically through mass drug administration (MDA) programs [40]. Mebendazole is
the current primary treatment for STH infections, but recent reports of lack of
efficacy have raised concerns about the potential for the development of
resistance [37].

T. trichiura, commonly known as human whipworm, manifests infection symp-
toms that are directly related to worm burden, with low-level infections often being
asymptomatic and heavy infections causing gastrointestinal issues and cognitive
delay in children [41, 43].

T. muris, a natural intestinal parasite of mice, has been used extensively as amodel
for T. trichiura infection and is the model considered most equivalent to human
infection [44, 45]. Mice ingest eggs that hatch and develop into larvae in the small
intestine, and then migrate into the cecum and colon [45]. One of the advantages of
this model, in addition to the ease of laboratory maintenance, is that infections of
selected mice strains mimic much of the pathology observed in humans.

Hookworm Infection and Rodent Models
The majority of human hookworm infections are caused by N. americanus and
A. duodenale, with an estimated prevalence rate of 10% globally. Anyclostoma
ceylanicum also infects humans, but is found in limited locations [46]. Like other
STH, the intensity of clinical effects correlates with the extent of worm burden [43].

The Syrian Golden hamster, Mesocricetus auratus, has been used as a model for
hookworm disease for over 30 years. Experimental infection by oral gavage with
infective larvae in thehamstermodelmimics the route of infection inhuman [47–51].
The hamster [52] can be infected experimentally with N. americanus, but although
this model offers a potential for evaluating drugs on one of the major human STH

Table 11.1 (Continued)

Parasite Compound Gerbils
(mg/kg)

Reference Sheep
(mg/kg)

Reference

piperazine NE [27] NA
pyrantel tartrate 187.5 [31] 25 [108]
thiabendazole 187.5–400 [27, 36] 75.0 [108]

NE, no dose that clears greater than 90% reported; NA, not available.
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species, it is better suited for profiling single candidates because of logistical and
biological limitations restricting its throughput capabilities. Hamsters also are
permissive hosts for A. ceylanicum infection and this model shares key clinical
pathologies seen in human infections, such as anemia and stunted growth [50]. As
the A. ceylanicum life cycle can be maintained readily in hamsters, this model offers
logistical advantages for lead optimization and compound screening. Efficacy of
emerging preclinical candidates on a major human STH parasite then can be
confirmed in the N. americanus model, in a manner similar to its use in evaluating
the efficacy of tribendimidine and its metabolites [53].

Strongyloides Stercoralis
Like the other STHs, S. stercoralis larvae are able to infect their host through
penetration of the skin by L3 larvae. S. stercoralis is unique among human helminths
in that it is able to reproduce in a free-living reproductive cycle as well as within the
human host. Autoinfection, in which the first stage larvae develop while in the
intestine of the host, can account for the persistence of infection in individuals who
no longer live in endemic areas [38, 43, 54].

Rodent Models
S. stercoraliswill establish patent infections in the gerbil, but not in themouse, rat, or
guinea pig. Infections in the gerbil remain for over 130 days and autoinfection can be
induced with the treatment of steroids or by infecting with larger numbers of L3
larvae [55–57]. The model, therefore, allows for the screening of compounds against
various parasitic stages. An infection model with a surrogate rodent parasite,
Strongyloides ratti, has also been used for compound profiling, but this model is
limited in that the parasites cannot reproduce in the rodent by autoinfection [55, 58].

Rodent Models of Other STH Infections
Although A. lumbricoides is a very common intestinal nematode in humans, it is not
well-suited for use in rodentmodels.Ascaris suum, a common swine parasite that also
can infect humans, was used to developmodels of induced infection in the guinea pig
and mouse [44, 59]. A. suum can migrate and establish in rodents, but its larvae will
not reach the adult stage. However, because larval migration is responsible for
morbidity, the efficacy of compounds in this model correlates well with clinical
outcomes in the treatment of human infections [51, 60].

Filarial Parasite Models

Filarial Parasites of Humans

Lymphatic Filariasis
More than 100 million people in the tropics and subtropics suffer from lymphatic
filariasis, and over 1 billion in are at risk of infection by the causative
nematodes [61]. Although many infected individuals are asymptomatic, the more
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severe manifestations of the disease result in a chronic obstruction of the lymphatic
system that can be disabling and disfiguring.Wuchereria bancrofti,Brugiamalayi, and
Brugia timori infections account for virtually all lymphatic filariasis, withW. bancrofti
being responsible for over 90% of filarial parasite infections world-wide [62]. Infec-
tion occurs via the bite of the mosquito that carries L3 infective larvae. Those larvae
then migrate through the skin and enter the lymphatic vessels, where they develop
into adults over a period of a fewmonths. As adult females may release thousands of
microfilariae per day into the bloodstream of the host, the life cycle readily continues,
as long as the vector is present and feeding.

Current treatments rely on annualMDA of single-dose combination treatments of
ivermectin or diethylcarbamazinewith albendazole. Significant unmet need remains
because current drug options are limited in that they control only the microfilarial
stage. In addition, concerns over resistance have increased the need for new
therapies [63].

Rodent Models of Lymphatic Filarial Infection
Early development of filarial rodent models used native rodent parasites, because
these life cycles were experimentally accessible. In 1944, Hewitt et al. reported the
microfilaricidal activity of diethylcarbamazine in cotton rats (Sigmodon hispidus)
naturally infected with Litomosoides carinii (now L. sigmodontis). However, this model
system had limited value because infection levels varied greatly between individual
animals [64]. This limitation was addressed when mice were infected via pleural or
subcutaneous injection of L3 larvae. Using thesemodifiedmethods,more consistent
worm recoveries were achieved [65–67].

W. bancrofti is the leading cause of lymphatic filariasis in humans, but because this
species does not survive in rodents, models for lymphatic filariasis have been
developed in gerbils and mice with induced infections of B. malayi. These model
systems are favored particularly because the entire life cycle can be readily main-
tained [68]. In subperiodic filariasis, microfilariae counts in host blood do not change
significantly from day to night, whereas in periodic forms the microfilariae levels in
blood are higher at night when the mosquitoes are active. The periodic form of
B. malayi is specific to human, but the subperiodic form readily infects other
mammals [69].

Ash and Riley first reported the successful infection of the gerbil with subperiodic
forms of B. pahangi and B. malayi by subcutaneous injection of infective larvae [70].
McCall et al. demonstrated that intraperitoneal infection of larvae resulted in higher
recovery. As the larvae are restricted to the peritoneal cavity, they are accessed easily
for efficacy counts. However, their tissue distribution is not representative of the
human infections, as would be expected following subcutaneous infection in
gerbils [71].

Onchoceriasis
Onchocerciasis, resulting from infection with the filarial nematode Onchocerca
volvulus, affects up to 20 million people, the majority of those in West and Central
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Africa [72, 73]. Infected individualsmay develop severe skin lesions,musculoskeletal
pain, and are at risk of blindness. Ivermectin is the only treatment available through
MDA programs and it must be dosed over the course of an individual�s lifetime
because the drug is not efficacious against adult worms [69, 74].

Rodent Models of Onchocerciasis
As induced infections of O. volvulus cannot be generated in rodents, surrogate
parasites have been used to develop rodent models of infection [72]. The L.
sigmodontis model is preferred over the Brugia rodent models because patent
infections of circulating microfilaria are achieved [51]. In another model, gerbils
are infected by subcutaneous delivery of Acanthocheilonema vitae to enable efficacy
testing on worms residing in the skin [51, 61–69]. Table 11.2 summarizes results
from a variety of rodent studies of filiarial parasite and STH infection models.

Trematode and Cestode Infection Models

Trematode Infections in Humans and Livestock

Trematode species cause several types of infections in human and ruminants.
Common parasitic trematodes include Schistosoma species (blood flukes), Parago-
nimus westermani (lung fluke), Clonorchis sinensis and Fasciola hepatica (liver flukes),
andEchinostoma caproni (intestinalfluke). Trematode (primarilyF. hepatica) infection
in ruminants results in decreased milk production and liver condemnation [75, 76].
In humans, inflammatory lesions and damage to tissues and target organs can occur,
and symptoms vary depending on the tissue distribution of the parasite. Therefore,
clinical manifestations may include fever, loss of appetite, jaundice, pain, fatigue,
cough, and vomiting [37].

Schistosomiasis
Schistosomiasis is prevalent in tropical and subtropical regions where over 200
million people are infected and another 700 million are at risk of the disease. The
disease is caused by any of three major species: Schistosoma mansoni (Africa and
South America), Schistosoma heamatobium (Africa and the Middle East), and Schis-
tosoma japonicum (Philippines and China). Treatment with praziquantel through
MDA programs is the primary pharmaceutical means of disease control [39].
Although praziquantel has been effective in the control of schistosomiasis [77, 78],
the potential for drug resistance [79] and its markedly decreased efficacy against
juvenile stages [80, 81] motivate continued efforts in discovery and development of
antischistosomal drugs [82, 83] (see also Chapter 20).

Rodent Models
Among rodent species evaluated, themousemodel has emerged as themost suitable
for schistosome infection, largely because activity in this model appears predictive of
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human clinical outcomes [84–87]. The mouse S. mansoni model is the most widely
used for both basic research and drug screening. This model provides relevant
pathogenesis of the disease, including the chronic aspects that are primarily due
to granulomatous inflammatory response to parasite eggs that become trapped in
host tissues [88, 89]. Further, S. mansoni is the human-infective schistosome species
with the widest geographic distribution [90]. For compound testing, mice are treated
at different points during the development of the parasite up to and including
maturity and egg laying at about 40 days postinfection. This is with a view to
identifying compounds with broader schistosomicidal activity given praziquantels
predominant bioactivity against adult parasites. The primary efficacy end-point is
determined by worm burdens recovered from the hepatic portal and mesenteric
venous systems of treated versus untreated mice. Egg counts and morphological
assessment of parasites in the drug-treated groups are also common
end-points [91, 92].

Fascioliasis
Fascioliasis is caused by the trematodes F. hepatica or Fasciola gigantica. Human
infection results from ingestion of metacercariae in contaminated food or water.
Although F. hepatica can infect and reach maturity in a variety of laboratory animals,
the rat has emerged as the model system of choice for compound screening [93].

Following ingestion, metacercariae excyst and juvenile flukes penetrate the
intestinal wall to enter the abdominal cavity. Once in the abdominal cavity, juveniles
migrate to the liver and then to the bile duct where they develop to adults. For
compound testing, rats are treated either 3–5 or 8–12 weeks after experimental
infection in order to test efficacy against juveniles or adultflukes, respectively [94, 95].
The primary efficacy end-point is determined by worm burdens in livers and bile
ducts of treated versus untreated rats. Egg counts and morphological assessment of
parasites in the drug-treated groups are also common end-points [96, 97].

In a mouse model developed for the intestinal fluke, Echinostoma caproni, orally
delivered metacercariae reach the adult stage within 2 weeks. One of the advantages
of this model is that cycle times (around 2 weeks) for compound evaluation are
decreased dramatically compared to life cycles in the Schistosoma or Fasciolamodels.
Validity of the E. caproni model has been demonstrated by the activity of several
anthelmintics [98–100].

Cestode Infection in Humans and Livestock

Tapeworms are parasitic cestodes found in the intestine or other tissues, and may
cause symptoms such as nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea in infected individuals.
Cystic echinococcosis is also responsible for production losses in ruminants [101].
Owing to low host specificity during the metacestode stage, several rodent species
have been evaluated as potential hosts, including mouse, gerbil, vole, and rat [102].
Induced infection by Echinococcus granulosus or Echinococcus multilocularis in animal
models has been accomplished by oral delivery of eggs or intraperitoneally infection
with metacestodes or protoscolices [103].
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Several compounds have been profiled in the echinoccocal metacestode model,
including albendazole, ivermectin, praziquantel, mitomycin, cyclosporin A, and
oltipraz [104]. An alternative is the gerbil model of induced infection using
Hymenolepis diminuta. In this model, parasites can be reared and recovered in the
intermediate host, Tenebrio molitor (beetle). Infected gerbils may be treated 4–6 days
postinfection and efficacy determined 3–4 days later by worm counts at necropsy.
Praziquantel, albendazole, and niclosamide are among the anthelmintics profiled in
this model [105]. Table 11.3 summarizes results from trematode and cestodemodels
in rodent species.

Table 11.3 Activity of selected compounds in rodent models of trematode and cestode infection.

Parasite Compound Host Dose
(mg/kg)

Route Worm
reduction
(%)

Reference

Schistosoma
mansoni

oxamniquine mice 40–50 i.m. 36 [118]

oxamniquine hamsters 12 i.m. 82 [118]
praziquantel humans 40 p.o. 80 [118]
praziquantel mice 500 p.o. 93 [119]
niridazole mice 35� 5 days p.o. 30–70 [118]
artemether mice 200� 6 days p.o. 99 [120]
mefloquine mice 400 p.o. 77 [121]
triclabendazole mice 120 p.o. 36 [119]
OZ78 mice 200 p.o. 82 [122]
OZ78 hamsters 200 p.o. 80 [122]

Schistosoma
japonicum

oxamniquine mice 4–50 i.m. 0 [120]

praziquantel humans 60 p.o. 80–90 [120]
oltipraz mice 25–35 p.o. 0 [120]
niridazole mice 35� 5 days p.o. 50 [120]
mefloquine mice 400 p.o. 95 [121]

Schistosoma
haematobium

oxamniquine mice 40–50 i.m. 0 [120]

praziquantel humans 40 p.o. 75–85 [120]
niridazole mice 35� 5 days p.o. 80–100 [120]

Fasciola
hepatica

artemether rats 200 p.o. 100 [97]

artesunate rats 400 p.o. 100 [123]
OZ78 rats 100 p.o. 100 [99]

Echinostoma
caproni

praziquantel mice 50 p.o. 100 [100]

artemisinin mice 1500 p.o. 99 [100]
OZ78 mice 1000 p.o. 100 [100]

Hymenolepis
dimunuta

praziquantel gerbils 10� 3 days p.o. 100 [105]

albendazole gerbils 90� 3 days p.o. 95 [105]
niclosamide gerbils 350� 3 days p.o. 80 [105]
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Conclusions

Successful discovery, development, and marketing of a new chemical entity are rare,
and anthelmintic drugs are no exception. Limited funding for anthelmintic discovery
and development likely has contributed to the paucity of new anthelmintics to reach
the market over the past few decades. Other factors include the inherent challenges
related to the treatment of helmintic diseases, particularly the requirement for a
sufficiently broad activity spectrum of potential drug candidates and concerns
regarding anthelmintic resistance. Given the stringent requirements for new anthel-
mintic products, the strategies and workflows associated with discovery of novel
drug candidates should be developed to maximize efforts on the most promising
candidates. It is in this context that the effective use of rodent efficacy models can
make a substantial impact.
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To Kill a Mocking Worm: Strategies to Improve Caenorhabditis
elegans as a Model System for use in Anthelmintic Discovery
Andrew R. Burns and Peter J. Roy*

Abstract
The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans can be a powerful model system for the
discovery and characterization of new anthelmintics. C. elegans is free-living and
its use therefore circumvents the complications of culturing parasitic nematodes that
are invariably dependent on a host to complete their life cycle. C. elegans is also small
(1mm in length), hermaphroditic, and has a 3-day life cycle. These features make
C. elegans a seemingly ideal high-throughput platform with which to discover novel
anthelmintics. However, C. elegans has formidable xenobiotic defenses that have
likely evolved to protect it from a plethora of chemical insults in its native environ-
ment. In this chapter, wewill discuss the extent ofC. elegans xenobiotic resistance and
review strategies to circumvent this resistance in order to take full advantage of one of
the most powerful animal models available.

Introduction

The impact of parasitic nematodes on human productivity and well-being cannot be
overstated. Parasitic nematodes infect over 1 billion peopleworldwide [1], and impose
significant agricultural losses through infected livestock and crops [2, 3]. Resistance
to commonly used anthelmintics among animals is escalating and the recent
increase in the use ofmass drug administration for the treatment of humanhelminth
infections raises the risk that clinically relevant resistance will soon develop [2, 4].
Despite the obvious need for new anthelmintic drugs, the last 30 years has seen only
three new anthelmintic classes marketed for veterinary use (monepantel and
derquantel for sheep [5–7], and emodepside for cats and dogs [1]) and only one
new drug approved for use in humans (tribendimidine in China [1, 8]). Clearly, there
is a pressing need to discover new anthelmintic drug classes.

The relatively large size and complex life cycles of many parasitic nematode
species present significant challenges for their manipulation in a laboratory setting,
particularly when considering their use in high-throughput chemical screens.
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The free-living nematode Caenorhabditis elegans provides an experimentally tractable
alternative to parasitic worms for the discovery and characterization of novel
anthelmintic drugs. C. elegans is small (around 1mm fully grown), hermaphroditic,
easy to culture, and has only a 3-day life cycle [9]. These attributes enable the
high-throughput screening of small molecules for bioactivity in the context of the
whole animal over its entire life cycle (Figure 12.1a). Indeed, a number of compounds
with novel bioactivities have been identified fromC. elegans chemical screens [10–13].
Furthermore, genetic analyses ofC. elegans have revealed themechanism of action for
many bioactive molecules, including anthelmintics [5, 10, 14, 15].

In this chapter, we briefly discuss the important role C. elegans has played in the
describing themechanism of action of anthelmintics. We describe the historical and
biological reasons of whyC. elegans has not played a pre-eminent role in the discovery
of novel anthelmintics in the past, and discuss new methodologies that now allow
researchers to use C. elegans as an effective platform in large-scale screens for novel
anthelmintics.

C. elegans as a Platform for Anthelmintic Characterization

The power of C. elegans as an animal model system lies in the relative simplicity of
its biology and genetics, which can be taken advantage of to define the mode of
action of bioactive molecules. Tens of thousands of mutagenized C. elegans worms
can be screened for mutants that are resistant to the effects of a given bioactive
molecule in a relatively short timeframe (Figure 12.1b). Depending on the design,
these forward genetic screens may yield mutations in the target�s biochemical
pathway, the target itself, or even residues within the target that comprise the small
molecule�s binding site [16]. Forward genetic screens in C. elegans have been used
successfully to characterize the modes of action for a number of bioactive
molecules, including many anthelmintics [10, 14, 17]. For example, the protein
targets of the novel class of anthelmintics, called amino-acetonitrile derivatives
(AADs), were discovered through a screen for resistant C. elegans mutants [5, 18].
Kaminsky et al. obtained 44 AAD-resistant mutants from a screen of C. elegans
mutant F2s, of which 36 fell into a single complementation group. Genetic
mapping and subsequent DNA sequencing revealed 27 independent mutations
in the C. elegans acr-23 gene. acr-23 encodes a nicotinic acetylcholine receptor
(nAChR) of the DEG-3 group. The authors found that isolates of Haemonchus
contortus that are resistant to AADs had lost at least part of the acr-23 gene homolog
and at least part of the des-2 gene homolog (another member of the DEG-3 group of
nAChRs). These results suggest that the AADs function by activating nAChRs of
the DEG-3 subfamily. Indeed, subsequent electrophysiological analysis has shown
that the AADs act as positive allosteric modulators of H. contortus DEG-3/DES-2
channels [18]. One of the AADs, monepantel, is currently marketed as an anthel-
mintic therapy for sheep [6]. The use of C. elegans in defining the mode of action of
the AADs is a clear example of the utility of this simple nematode for anthelmintic
target identification.
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C. elegans as a Platform for Anthelmintic Drug Discovery

Several lines of evidence support the idea that C. elegans is also a suitable model for
anthelmintic drug discovery. (i) Comparative genomic analyses of C. elegans and
parasitic nematodes suggest that C. elegans is no more distinct from any parasitic
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nematode than any two parasitic nematodes are from each other [17, 19]. (ii) The
majority of anthelmintic drugs used to treat parasitic worm infections of humans and
livestock are effective against C. elegans, and most have conserved modes of
action [5, 17]. (iii) Both established and putative anthelmintic drug targets are
conserved in C. elegans [17, 20–24]. (iv) It has recently been shown that the
long-lived nonreproductive C. elegans dauer stage is analogous to the infective larval
stage (iL3) of parasitic nematodes, and that a conserved endocrine signaling
mechanism controls entry into and recovery from both dauer and iL3 [22, 24]. It
therefore follows that anthelmintics developed against C. elegans might be equally
effective against parasitic nematodes based on the genomic and biological relation-
ships between the nematodes.

The potential utility of C. elegans for anthelmintic drug screens was recognized
early in the development of this animal model system [25]. In the 1980s and 1990s,
industrial anthelmintic discovery efforts employed C. elegans as a primary screening
tool for the identification of novel anthelmintic lead molecules [26]. Many positive
hits were obtained from these initial screens, but few exhibited adequate activity in
infection models to warrant testing in target animals. To date, no new anthelmintic
class has resulted from aC. elegans primary screen. Due to the low-throughput nature
of previousC. elegans screening protocols, the predominance of unviable leads, and a
paradigm shift from broad whole-organism-based screens to more rational high-
throughput approaches to drug discovery, C. elegans was essentially abandoned as a
screening platform for novel anthelmintics [26].

Despite the pharmaceutical industry�s current focus on target-based approaches to
drug discovery, there are advantages to whole organism-based screens [27, 28]. (i) A
priori knowledge of the protein target is not required for a phenotype-based screen.
(ii) Mode-of-action studies of bioactive compounds obtained from whole-organism
screens can reveal several components that act in the same pathway as the targeted
compound and consequently yield potentially novel targets for further drug devel-
opment. (iii) Bioactive hits obtained from whole-organism screens are active in vivo,
which is a property that typically requires significant additional investment with lead
compounds identified with targeted-based in vitro screens. Furthermore, all of the
currently available anthelmintic therapies were discovered through whole-organism
screens. Hence, reviving C. elegans as an anthelmintic discovery tool may be war-
ranted.However, the issues that plagued the initialC. elegans-based screensfirst need
to be addressed. Future screens usingC. eleganswill have to be of higher throughput,
the workload needs to be lessened, and the number of viable leads must increase.

Several technological advances over the past decade have enabled the development
of high-throughput screens with C. elegans [16, 27, 29, 30]. (i) There are a number of
commercially available automated liquid-handling systems that can be used to
standardize the addition of media and chemicals to screening plates, and our group
has made use of such technologies for genetic screens in C. elegans [31]. (ii) Worm
deposition in C. elegans-based screens can be automated using the COPAS Biosort
(Union Biometrica) [32]. This machine sorts worms based on user-defined selection
criteria, such as size andfluorescence, and then precisely dispenses definednumbers
of worms into the wells of multiwell assay plates in a high-throughput fashion.
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The COPAS Biosort has been used by a number of groups to automate worm
handling for both chemical and genetic screens in C. elegans [16, 29, 31, 33].
(iii) Methods for automated image acquisition and analyses of C. elegans samples
cultured inmultiwell plates have been developed [16, 29, 34, 35]. Our lab uses a high-
throughput digital imager (HiDI 2100; Elegenics) to automate plate handling and
image acquisition of worms on top of solidmedia inmultiwell plates [16]. Combined,
these technologies facilitate a throughput that might be considered high even by
industrial standards (i.e., tens of thousands of chemicals per day [29]) and transforms
C. elegans into a viable platform for industrial anthelmintic discovery.

InitialC. elegans-based anthelmintic screenswere performed by inspecting 96-well
screening plates for chemical-induced changes in behavior, viability, or reproduc-
tion [26]. These gross phenotypes can result from the perturbation of a plethora of
targetproteins,whichmayormaynotbeconservedinpathogenicwormspecies.Thus,
the use of such holistic phenotypes fails to enrich the target space of the screen with
proteins that are conserved in parasitic worms and could account for the high rate of
nonviableleadsobtainedfromtheseearlyC.elegans-basedscreens.Onewaytoincrease
viable leads in C. elegans anthelmintic screens is to develop high-content assays that
provide immediate insight into a potential mechanism of action of candidate hits.

One paradigm that holds promise for yielding specific modulators of an infective
state is to screen for compounds that alter C. elegans dauer development. As
mentioned previously, a conserved endocrine signaling pathway regulates the
development of both the dauer stage of C. elegans and the infective larval stage of
parasitic nematodes (iL3) [22, 24]. In C. elegans, the dafachronic acid steroid
hormones control dauer entry through their interaction with the nuclear receptor
DAF-12 [36]. The orthologous dafachronic acid–DAF-12 signaling system also
regulates iL3 development. Reduced dafachronic acid induces the dauer/iL3 state
and increased dafachronic acid promotes dauer recovery or iL3 escape. It has been
proposed that the dafachronic acid–DAF-12 signaling systemmaybe a pertinent drug
target for disseminated strongyloides infection, which is characterized by an auto-
infection cycle in which Strongyloides stercoralis never leaves its host [24]. Given that
dauers are a readily distinguishable developmental state of C. elegans, a straightfor-
ward screening paradigm for novel anthelmintics is to screen for molecules that
modulate the dauer state. Such focused phenotype-based assays would hopefully
reduce the number of unviable leads obtained from C. elegans primary screens.

With our improving ability to screen chemical libraries in a high-throughput
fashion against whole worms and the development of more focused phenotypic
assays, C. elegans-based chemical screens have the potential to resurge as a powerful
complementary approach to rational mechanism-based methods for anthelmintic
drug discovery.

Xenobiotic Resistance of C. elegans

Apotential drawback to the use of C. elegans for anthelmintic discovery is its general
resistance to xenobiotic perturbation, despite the conservation of many known and
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well-characterized pharmacological targets [10, 37]. Given its extensive xenobiotic
defenses [37, 38], which include a four-layered cuticle and a genome replete with
putative detoxification proteins, a reasonable explanation for this resistance is that
exogenous molecules have limited bioavailability in C. elegans tissues. Indeed,
molecules having no effect on whole worms can perturb their target proteins if
they are provided direct access [10, 39, 40]. For example, the anthelmintic nAChR
antagonist derquantel has little to no activity on intact C. elegans at concentrations as
high as 100 mM, but shows clear effects onmotility in cut worms at concentrations as
low as 10 mM [41]. The anthelmintic nAChR agonist amidantel has similar proper-
ties [42]. Bothderquantel and amidantel are potent anthelmintics in animalmodels of
nematode infection. Moreover, in a high-performance liquid chromatography-based
survey of the accumulation of more than 1000 drug-like molecules, our group found
that fewer than 10% of the molecules accumulate to concentrations greater than half
of the concentration in the environment and that accumulation is generally required
for bioactivity [37]. Thus, target access is likely amajor limiting factor for drug efficacy
in C. elegans. The obvious concern is that C. elegans high-throughput chemical
screens will miss potential anthelmintic lead structures, simply because the mole-
cules screened do not achieve effective concentrations at the target site.

It is not surprising that a free-living worm such asC. elegans has evolved strategies
to resist the accumulation of exogenous compounds in its tissues, given the diverse
and potentially harmful nature of the dissolved substances in the soil and associated
niches. Conversely, the tissue stages of parasitic worms may require less extensive
xenobiotic defenses to survive the relatively homogeneous and predictable chemistry
of their host niche. The observation that the free-living L3 stage ofH. contortus is less
sensitive to anthelmintics than its adult stage supports this idea [41, 43] and suggests
that free-living worms may be, in general, more resistant to xenobiotic insult than
their host-dwelling counterparts.

It has been proposed that previous C. elegans-based anthelmintic discovery efforts
failed, in part, because the worms were insensitive to potentially useful anthelmintic
lead compounds [41].Our previous small-molecule screens ofC. elegans that included
a number of known anthelmintics [10] provide a test case for this hypothesis. Our
screenswere performed on solid substrate, over the course of one generation (4 days),
and at a small-molecule concentration of 25mM.Commonnematicidal anthelmintics
included in the screens were piperazine, levamisole, pyrantel, morantel, selamectin,
ivermectin, avermectinB1, thiabendazole, albendazole,mebendazole, fenbendazole,
and oxybendazole. All three avermectins had nematicidal activity against C. elegans.
Levamisole, albendazole, mebendazole, fenbendazole, and oxybendazole induced
obvious motility defects. Piperazine, pyrantel, morantel, and thiabendazole had no
effect on the growth or behavior of C. elegans. Therefore, although established
anthelmintics can be identified from large-scale chemical screens in C. elegans,
some compounds will be missed at typical screening concentrations.

If C. elegans is to be used as a screening tool for anthelmintic lead discovery, it is
important to consider sensitizing the worm to a broader range of chemical structures
and to include �worm-bioavailable� structures in screening collections. Below, we
describemodifications to screening parameters that serve to improveC. elegans drug
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sensitivity and increase the rate at which bioactives are identified from C. elegans
chemical screens. Thesemodifications, alone or in combination, should help bolster
the utility of C. elegans as a platform for anthelmintic discovery and drug discovery
in general.

Circumventing Xenobiotic Resistance

Modifying the Screening Paradigm
C. elegans can be cultured in both liquid media and on solid substrate, and chemical
screens performed in both media types have been described [10, 12]. We have
observed relatively higher hit rates for liquid-based versus solid-based screens
(unpublished observations), likely because the worms are bathing in the chemical
solution, which provides greater opportunity for the chemicals to penetrate the
animals and access target proteins. Aside from bioavailability considerations, liquid-
based screens aremore amenable tominiaturization and high-throughput screening
using, for example, 384-well microtiter plates and microfluidic chips. Thus, for
maximal throughput and bioavailability, liquid media is likely the best choice for
C. elegans anthelmintic discovery screens.

The simplest method to achieve higher internal xenobiotic concentrations in the
worm is to increase the compound�s external concentration. However, increasing
the screening concentration can be cost-prohibitive, and result in the precipitation of
the xenobiotic and consequently reduce its bioavailability. Also, the screening
concentration is limited by the concentration of the stock solution and by the amount
of solvent that the organism can reasonably tolerate. Chemicals in purchasable
libraries are typically dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) at a concentration of
10mM.DMSO concentrations greater than 1% can adversely affect the development
and behavior ofC. elegans (unpublished observations). Thus, the upper concentration
limit for a screen of purchasable chemicals in C. elegans is fixed at 100 mM and
published chemical screens employing C. elegans have typically used concentrations
equivalent to or lower than this value [10–13, 29, 44].

A second method to increase target accessibility in the worm is to spike the
screening media with a small amount of mild detergent such as Triton X-100 or
Tween-20. For example, wild-type C. elegans treated with 0.1% Triton X-100 arrests at
the first larval stage when exposed to 200 mg/ml of the mushroom toxin a-amanitin,
whereas detergent-free worms are resistant to a-amanitin at concentrations as high
as 800 mg/ml [45]. Furthermore, Semple et al. found that wild-type worms treated
with 0.1% Triton X-100 showed more than 100-fold greater sensitivity to 0.5mg/ml
puromycin after 2 days of exposure, relative to detergent-free animals [46]. Triton
X-100 also sensitized worms to two other antibiotics, G418 and phleomycin.
Presumably the detergent permeabilizes the cuticle and/or the intestine; however,
the mechanism of sensitization is unclear. In addition to serving as permeability
agents, mild detergents could also solubilize lipophilic molecules in the screening
media that would otherwise precipitate out of solution, thereby enhancing com-
pound availability to the worm. To our knowledge, mild detergents have never been
used as permeability agents inC. elegans high-throughput chemical screens, but they
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could easily be incorporated into the media preparation for this type of screening
platform. Before universally adopting �detergent-spiked� media for anthelmintic
discovery screens, it is critical to assess how general the detergent-sensitizing effects
are for a broad range of pharmacologically active molecules, including established
anthelmintics. Purchasable collections of pharmacologically active compounds are
available that can be used for this purpose.

A third approach to sensitize worms to xenobiotics is to screen them in the
background of a low dose of a characterized compound that elicits the desired
phenotype at higher concentrations. For example, spiking the screening media with
an EC10 of the anthelmintic nAChR agonist levamisole could sensitize C. elegans to
novel nAChR agonists that may not elicit obvious motility defects in C. elegans when
administered alone. Earlier, we discussed a screen for compounds that antagonize
C. elegans dauer formation as a means to identify novel DAF-12 activators that could
be developed into therapies to treat parasitic nematode infections. This screenmight
benefit from the incorporation of a low dose of dafachronic acid (the dauer
antagonizing hormone) in the screening media in order to sensitize the worms to
chemicals that promote reproductive development. In addition to sensitizing worms
to anthelmintic lead compounds, �combination chemical screens� also have the
potential to uncover therapeutically useful synergistic chemical combinations that
would be missed in a �single-chemical screen.� A caveat to combination chemical
screens is that chemical combinations can act antagonistically (i.e., one compound
can reduce the efficacy of another) [47]. However, this limitation is easily circum-
vented by screening singlemolecules in parallel to any combinatorial screen. Also,we
have found that pooling large numbers of chemicals generally reduces hit rates. In
previous chemical screens we found that pooling eight small molecules per well, as
opposed to screening the same chemicals one molecule per well, resulted in the
identification of 10-fold fewer actives ([10, 16] and unpublished observations). The
reason for the reduction in hit rate is not clear. One possibilitymay be that theworm�s
xenobiotic defenses are upregulated in response to the large number of different
structures and that the upregulated defenses limit the accessibility of what would
otherwise be a genuine hit. Regardless, combination chemical screens have the
potential to sensitize worms to new anthelmintic lead compounds and could uncover
therapeutically useful chemical combinations.

Modifying the Chemistry
In 1991, the main cause for clinical attrition of pharmaceutical drug candidates was
adverse pharmacokinetic and bioavailability properties, accounting for 40% of all
attrition [48]. By 2000, the percentage of clinical failures attributed to adverse
pharmacokinetics decreased 4-fold and poor bioavailability was no longer the root
cause for attrition. Efforts to define property-based rules of small-molecule drug
absorption and permeation likely contributed to the observed decrease. Aparticularly
influential example is Lipinski�s �Rule-of-Five,� whereby small molecules will
generally have unfavorable absorption and permeation properties if they have a
logP> 5, amolecularweight above 500, andmore thanfive hydrogen bond donors or
more than 10 hydrogen bond acceptors [49]. The Rule-of-Five serves as a useful
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computational tool to excludemolecules fromhigh-throughput screens that are likely
to have poor oral bioavailability in humans. As a result of its established utility, the
majority of chemicals in purchasable libraries are �Lipinski-like� [50]. Lipinski�s
Rule-of-Five describes a chemical space with good oral absorption properties for
humans, but it likely does not define an optimal chemical space forworms, free-living
or otherwise. As discussed above, our analysis of the accumulation ofmore than 1000
drug-like (also Lipinski-like)molecules inC. elegans revealed that less than 10%of the
molecules accumulate to concentrations greater than half of the assay concentration
and that accumulation is generally required for bioactivity [37]. Indeed, C. elegans is
resistant to many pharmacologically active compounds, despite most of these
molecules being Rule-of-Five compliant.

We reasoned that higher hit rates could be achieved forC. elegans chemical screens
if themoleculeswere selected froma �worm-bioavailable� chemical space. Todefine a
worm-focused chemistry, we used our C. elegans drug-like molecule accumulation
data as a training set to model the structural signatures of accumulating compounds
using computer-based chemical fingerprinting and machine-learning techniques
(see [37] for amore detailed description of themethod). The resultant structure-based
accumulation model (SAM) scores substructural features positively if they have a
high likelihood of being found in accumulatingmolecules, whereas features unlikely
to be found in accumulating compounds are scored negatively. The five top- and
bottom-scoring substructural features derived from the SAM are shown in
Figure 12.2a and b, respectively. The structural scaffolds from which the top-scoring
features are derived are shown in Figure 12.2c.Of the 74molecules in our dataset that
accumulate to concentrations greater than half the external concentration, 30 contain
at least one of these structural scaffolds. Interestingly, of the 12 accumulating
molecules that contain the �unfused� biaryl scaffold (Figure 12.2c), 11 induce
penetrant lethality in C. elegans at a concentration of 25mM. Thus, the �unfused�
biaryl scaffold may serve as a useful building block in the construction of novel
nematicides. The bottom-scoring features B1, B2, andB4 are derived frommolecules
that contain carboxylic acid, aliphatic hydroxyl, and sulfonyl groups, respectively. It is
not unexpected that these features are found primarily in nonaccumulating mole-
cules given that the hydrogen and oxygen atoms they contain can make hydrogen
bond contacts with water molecules, thereby promoting aqueous solubility and
preventing cellmembrane permeability. Consistentwith these data, an analysis of the
molecular properties used to define Lipinski�s Rule-of-Five (logP, molecular weight,
number of hydrogen bond donors, and number of hydrogen bond acceptors) reveals
that the accumulating molecules in our dataset generally have fewer hydrogen bond
donors and acceptors compared to the nonaccumulating compounds, andmolecules
that accumulate in worms are generally more hydrophobic than those that fail to
accumulate (Figure 12.2d). We hope that the molecular features and structural
scaffolds we have identified will guide the design of novel �worm-bioavailable�
chemical matter targeted for nematode screens.

Aside from determining structural features that promote or antagonize accumu-
lation, the SAM can also be used to determine the likelihood that a givenmolecule, or
a collection of molecules, will accumulate in worm tissue [37]. A molecule�s
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�accumulation score� is simply the sum of the scores of the substructural features
present in the molecule. Compounds with higher accumulation scores are more
likely to accumulate in worms than molecules with lower scores. A key utility of the
SAM is that it can be used to generate accumulation scores for the molecules in
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available compound collections. The SAM-scored molecules can then be prioritized
based on their likelihood of accumulating in worms and hence their likelihood of
accessing a biologically relevant target. Indeed, when we analyzed the accumulation
of SAM-rankedmolecules from the DIVERSet� chemical library (ChemBridge), we
found that 60% of the compounds selected from the top-scoring 5% accumulate to
concentrations greater than half of the assay concentration [37]. This accumulation
rate represents a 5.5-fold enrichment relative to randomly selected compounds and a
15-fold enrichment relative to compounds selected from the bottom-scoring 5%.
Furthermore, whenwe used our SAM to rank 9740molecules of the sameDIVERSet
library that we had previously screened for the induction of gross phenotypes inwild-
type C. elegans, we found that the top-scoring 5% are 6-fold enriched for bioactives
relative to an equivalent number of molecules chosen at random from the same
library [37].We envision our SAMas a structure-based bioavailability filter that will be
used to preselect �worm-bioavailable� molecules for inclusion in C. elegans high-
throughput screening assays. Applying our SAM to other Lipinski-like small-
molecule libraries will increase the likelihood that any hit found using C. elegans
will also be bioavailable in humans and facilitate its development as a human
anthelmintic drug lead.

Similar �worm-bioavailable� chemical spaces could be defined for parasitic worms
as well, although the generation of analogous accumulation datasets would likely be
technically more difficult for these species. Encouragingly, the molecular properties
that influence bioavailability in C. elegans are similar to those for parasitic
worms [37, 51], suggesting that our model may have some utility in predicting drug
bioavailability for parasitic worm species as well. For example, lipophilicity is amajor
determinant of drug entry into parasitic worms [51] and we find that molecules that
accumulate in C. elegans are generally more hydrophobic than those that fail to
accumulate (Figure 12.2d). In addition, two of the lowest scoring features defined by
our SAM are sulfoxide and sulfonyl groups, and these features have been shown to
reduce anthelmintic bioavailability in parasitic worms ([51] and references therein).
For instance, the sulfoxide metabolite of albendazole has poorer bioavailability in
Ascaris suum, Moniezia spp., and Fasciola hepatica compared to the unmodified
structure. Furthermore, F. hepatica can sulfoxidate and sulfonate the anthelmintic
triclabendazole (TCBZ), and it has been shown that the rate of TCBZ sulfoxidation is
significantly higher in TCBZ-resistant isolates of F. hepatica relative to susceptible
worms, suggesting that sulfoxidation plays a role in TCBZ detoxification. Of the
34 compounds in our accumulation dataset that contain a sulfonyl or sulfoxide group,
zero accumulate in C. elegans to concentrations greater than half the external
concentration. Despite these similarities, there are documented differences in the
pharmacokinetics of established anthelmintics between C. elegans and parasitic
worms. For example, amidantel and derquantel are potent anthelmintics in animal
models of nematode infection, but have minimum effective concentrations in
C. elegans at or above 350 and 100 mM, respectively [41, 42]. Nevertheless, as most
established anthelmintics are effective against C. elegans, the �bioavailability spaces�
of parasitic worms and C. elegans certainly overlap, even if they are not identical.

We have made our SAM freely available to the scientific community [37] and
we hope that it will serve as a useful tool for C. elegans chemical biologists, as well as
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researchers interested in using C. elegans for the discovery of novel anthelmintic
drugs.

Modifying C. elegans
Unlike parasitic nematodes, C. elegans is free-living for its entire life cycle and has
adapted to survive the dynamic stresses of a soil environment. As a consequence,
C. elegans has evolved extensive physical and enzymatic defenses to resist the uptake
and accumulation of xenobiotics in its tissues. The physical barriers comprise an
intestine through which solutes are rapidly pumped [52] and a four-layered collag-
enous cuticle that lines its exterior, as well as its oral and rectal cavities [53]. In
addition, the C. elegans genome encodes a number of putative xenobiotic detoxifi-
cation genes including 86 cytochrome P450 (CYP) and 72 UDP-glucuronosyltrans-
ferase (UGT) enzymes [38], as well as 15 P-glycoprotein (PGP) and nine multidrug
resistance protein (MRP) pumps, many of which are implicated in xenobiotic
efflux [54]. The expression of detoxifying genes can be induced by xenobiotics in
C. elegans [55, 56] and this induction is likely mediated by one or more of the
284 C. elegans nuclear hormone receptor (nhr) genes [38]. Indeed, it has been shown
that C. elegans glucosylates the broad-spectrum anthelmintic albendazole, and that
albendazole can induce the expression of both CYP and UGT detoxification
enzymes [55]. Furthermore, increased expression of PGP and MRP proteins in
C. elegans is associated with resistance to the anthelmintic ivermectin [57].

Mutant worms that are defective in xenobiotic defense have the potential to exhibit
multidrug sensitivity, andmutants of this class would be invaluable for anthelmintic
screens and drug screens in general. For example, C. elegans pgp-3 mutants are
hypersensitive to the growth defects induced by colchicine and chloroquine – two
structurally distinct molecules with differing modes of action [58]. The C. elegans
PGP-3 protein is expressed in the apical membranes of the intestinal cells and the
excretory cell, consistent with a role in xenobiotic efflux. A C. elegans nhr-8 deletion
mutant is also sensitive to colchicine and chloroquine [59]. The nhr-8 promoter drives
expression in the intestine, consistent with a role in xenobiotic defense in this tissue.
Both the pgp-3 and nhr-8 mutants develop normally and are morphologically
indistinguishable from wild-type worms.

Mutations in a number of genes required for C. elegans cuticle integrity also result
in drug hypersensitivity [60–62]. Partial loss-of-function mutants of one of these
genes, bus-8, are hypersensitive to nicotine, 1-phenoxypropan-2-ol, and the anthel-
mintic ivermectin [62]. These molecules are structurally disparate and have distinct
modes of action. bus-8 mutants also show increased uptake of Hoechst 33258 dye,
suggesting that these mutants are generally more permeable to exogenous mole-
cules. Finally, a C. elegans mutant called dal-1, which was identified from a forward
genetic screen for mutant worms with abnormal intestinal morphologies, exhibits
multidrug sensitivity (Paulson and Waddle, personal communication). Despite
having altered gut morphology, characterized by membrane invaginations that span
the length of the intestine, dal-1 worms develop normally and are grossly indistin-
guishable from wild-type worms. dal-1 mutants are hypersensitive to the effects of
colchicine and chloroquine, theneurotransmitters serotonin and octopamine, aswell
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as the L-type calcium channel antagonists nemadipine A, felodipine, and verapamil.
Presumably the altered intestinal morphology of dal-1 mutants improves the
absorption of solutes dissolved in the intestinal lumen; however, the mechanism
of dal-1 drug hypersensitivity has not been determined.

The use of multidrug-sensitive mutants in high-throughput chemical screens will
likely uncover novel bioactives that would otherwise elicit no phenotype in wild-type
worms.However, the utility of the above-mentionedmutants in large-scale screening
ventures has, to our knowledge, not been demonstrated. Before employing these
mutants in screens for novel anthelmintics, it will be necessary to determine if they
are generally sensitive to a broad range of pharmacologically active molecules,
including established anthelmintics, and to assess the well-to-well variability in their
growth and behavior. Nonetheless, multidrug-sensitive mutants have great potential
to improve the hit rates of C. elegans chemical screens.

Conclusions

Over the past four decades, the study of C. elegans has made innumerable and
invaluable contributions to our understanding of animal development. Consequently,
it is one of the best understood animals and, correspondingly, is one of the best animal
model systems with which to characterize the mechanism by which small bioactive
molecules exert their effects. Recent technological advancesnow allowus to extend the
utility of C. elegans beyond target identification to high-throughput screens for novel
anthelmintics. Given the pressing need for novel structural classes of nematicides, we
anticipate that C. elegans will play an ever-increasing role in anthelmintic discovery
in the future.
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Anthelmintic Drugs: Tools and Shortcuts for the Long Road from
Discovery to Product
Eugenio L. de Hostos* and Tue Nguyen

Abstract
The development of new drugs is a complex and expensive process, but a conver-
gence of scientific, business, and social trends is generating new opportunities to fill
in gaps in the treatment of neglected tropical diseases (NTDs) that still affect billions
of lives.Globalization has led to a raised awareness of themedical needs of the poor in
the developing world, and at the same time has brought to bear new philanthropic,
industrial, and governmental resources on those needs. Although the resources
available for NTD drug development pale in comparison to those available for
profitable indications, drug development programs can be cobbled together by
product development partnerships (PDPs) that harness material and technical
support from a variety of sources. In particular, PDPs can help bridge the �valley
of death� between the increasingly easier and automated discovery associated with
new drug leads and clinical trials. With the fact that NTDs are becoming less
neglected, and that the drug development process is becoming more routine,
affordable, and accessible, we are likely to see a more robust pipeline of products
in this field in the years ahead. Veterinary anthelmintics offer a good opportunity to
fill in gaps in the treatment of human helminth infections by shortcutting the
standard drug development process. The regulatory standards for veterinary drugs in
theUnited States and in Europe are compatible with those for human drugs, making
cross-over development a relatively straightforward and cost-effective alternative to
starting a human drug development program from scratch. In addition to a
potentially complete preclinical dossier, a veterinary anthelmintic candidate is also
likely to have a robust chemical process for its production on a large scale and a
valuable record of its use in animals. Currently, a number veterinary anthelmintics
are attractive candidates for cross-over development for the treatment for human soil-
transmitted helminth infections.
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Introduction

The drugdevelopment process has evolved over the years to guarantee that newdrugs
are relatively safe and efficacious. It involves extensive testing, and it is therefore long
and costly. This paradigm represents a huge challenge for the development of drugs
against neglected tropical diseases (NTDs), which have received little attention by the
pharmaceutical industry because of their small or nonprofitablemarkets [1, 2]. NTDs
are at thewrong end of the often-quoted statistic that globally 90%of the research and
development (R&D) funds are spent on diseases that afflict only 10% of the world�s
population (www.globalforumhealth.org/About/10-90-gap). Fortunately, many
investigators and organizations such as nonprofit product development partnerships
(PDPs) are busy trying to compensate for this imbalance, with the support of
government agencies, philanthropic foundations, and pharmaceutical companies.

Here, we provide investigators in the helminth field with an overview of the drug
development process, and share our insight into the particular challenges and
opportunities for the development of new drugs to treat NTDs. We will base much
of our discussion on our own efforts to develop new treatments for soil-transmitted
helminth (STH) infections and highlight the �cross-over� potential of veterinary
anthelmintics.

STHs colonize the intestines of billions and have been called the �great burden of
mankind� [3]. The insidious effects on general health, the physical and mental
development of children, and the overall socioeconomic development of commu-
nities [4] by these �leeches in your intestine� [5] have been recognized at least since
the establishment in 1909 of the Rockefeller Sanitary Commission for the Eradica-
tion of Hookworm Disease to help the rural southern United States escape poverty
and underdevelopment [6, 7]. As stated by the World Health Organization (WHO),
�deworming school-aged children is probably the most economically efficient
public health activity that can be implemented in any low-income country where
soil-transmitted helminths are endemic� (http://www.who.int/intestinal_worms/
strategy/en/).

Yet, in terms of R&D, helminth infections in humans are a particularly neglected,
even in comparison to diseases such as malaria or tuberculosis [8]. This is because
they are, for the most part, debilitating rather than lethal diseases and because they
tend to diminish on their own with the improved sanitation that comes with
economic development [8, 9]. The most important tools of the Rockefeller Sanitary
Commission were latrines and shoes, not drugs. Human helminth infections are
neglected, but fortunately agricultural and small companion animals represent a
profitable market for anthelmintics, and this drives the development of a small
stream of new drugs. The availability of veterinary anthelmintics that can be
repurposed for human use not only has the potential to partially compensate for
the lack of R&D into human anthelmintics, but also to provide a shortcut in the long
and costly development process [10, 11].

The road between veterinary and human anthelmintics has been traveled before,
but not in a long time. There are currently only four drugs listed on the WHO
Model List of Essential Medicines (http://www.who.int/medicines/publications/
essentialmedicines/en) for the treatment of STH infections (albendazole,
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mebendazole, pyrantel pamoate, and levamisole), and only albendazole and meben-
dazole are widely used in mass drug administration (MDA) campaigns that treat a
whole school or village at a time. All four entered the human pharmacopeia from
veterinary R&D over 30 years ago [4]. Fortunately, the path that can allow veterinary
medicines to cross-over into human use is now shorter than ever.

Target Product Profile: First Know Where You Want to Go

The starting point for most drug development projects is the target product profile
(TPP). The TPP is an essential tool of designers, be they drug developers or the
designers of consumer gadgets. As the name suggests, the TPP is a description of the
desired product and serves as a detailed articulation of what the project is aiming to
achieve. Ideally, this profile has been developed in consultation with �stakeholders�
who, in the case of a new NTD drug, should include clinicians, public health
professionals, nongovernmental organizations, regulatory consultants, and patients.
The consultation process should identify what are the shortcomings of existing
treatments (e.g., efficacy, safety, dosing regimen) andwhat characteristics the desired
product should have in order to fill in those gaps. The TPP becomes the document
that guides development and by which progress is measured.

The TPPs for new NTD medicines are highly constrained by the special
requirements for drugs of this kind (low cost, in particular), but they are also
constrained by the limited resources available for these projects in general.
Although the pharmaceutical industry may have the resources necessary for
multiple �shots on goal� and be able to develop, for example, several new
anticholesterol drugs in a few years, the collective global resources available for
new anthelmintics (including the support of organizations like the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation, Wellcome Trust, WHO, as well as major pharmaceuticals and
governments) may only be sufficient to develop a single new drug in a decade or
more. What this means is that the TPP for such a new drug has to be spot-on in
correcting the shortcomings of existing drugs. In the NTD space there is no room
for �me too� drugs; new drugs have to have the potential to provide a very significant
improvement over existing treatments.

The TPP consists of a list of parameters and theirminimal criteria. The parameters
include efficacy spectrum, safety, formulation, and dosing, as well as cost. In the case
of a drug to treat STH infections, for example, the TPP needs to be very specific about
defining efficacy. For example, not all STH species can be expected to respond equally
to a drug and the TPP should specify the acceptable efficacy parameter for each. A
new STH drug would ideally be effective against all four major species of intestinal
nematodes [10–12], but a new drug could be acceptable, for example, if it was highly
efficacious against roundworms (Ascaris) and hookworms (Necator andAncylostoma),
but not necessarily superior to existing drugs that treat whipworms (Trichuris). In the
case of parasites with complex life cycles, there may need to be an additional level of
detail. For example, the TPP for a new drug to treat lymphatic filariasis may require
efficacy against macrofilaria (adult parasites), which is a shortcoming of existing
treatments [13].
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The formulation and dosing regimen expected for the new drug product is of
particular importance for deployment in the developing world. For example, a drug
that requires intramuscular injection may be acceptable in a first-world situation,
but would be impractical for use in a rural clinic where access to and disposal of
hypodermic needles presents challenges and dangers of its own. For the treatment
of STH infections, drugs have to be compatible with MDA campaigns, which is the
preferred access model. MDA campaigns are employed because the cost of drug
delivery in general exceeds the cost of the drugs and because they reduce the
reinfection rate by suppressing the presence of infectious larvae in the environ-
ment. To fit this access model, a treatment that requires only a single tablet is
ideal [10], whereas drugs that require multiple doses or doses that need to be
adjusted according to size (such as pyrantel), while useful, are not optimal for a new
generation drug.

Another parameter of particular relevance to NTD drugs is the cost of the drug
product [14]. For public health organizations working in developing countries,
choosing between a new drug and an alternative intervention (e.g., a new STHdrug
versus shoes and latrines) may be a zero-sum game. Thus, the parameters for
the cost of a new drug may be very narrow. Current single-dose treatments for
STH infections cost less than US$0.03 (http://www.who.int/intestinal_worms/
strategy/en), therefore the TPP of a new STH drug might specify an ideal cost no
higher than this, while a highly efficacious drug costing US$0.10 might be
acceptable. Higher prices may put the drug out of reach of those who need it
unless the drug is donated (as is regularly the case for albendazole and mebenda-
zole) or otherwise subsidized.

In general, albendazole sets a high bar for the next-generation of STH drug: it is
very cheap and reasonably effective against themajor STHspecies,with the exception
of whipworm [10]. As a drug on theWHO�s List of EssentialMedicines, it is currently
administered to school-age children in MDA campaigns in endemic regions around
theworld and has a good safety record.However, there is room for improvement [10].
To start with, albendazole and other benzimidazole anthelmintics are microtubule
poisons that have the potential to disrupt cell division in themammalian hosts.While
thismay seemrisky,millions of doses of these compoundshave been administered to
children and adults, and are generally regarded as safe [15]. That said, a newdrugwith
a spotless toxicological profile would be welcome, as it would allow the inclusion of
women in their first trimester of pregnancy, which is counterindicated for benzi-
midazoles [10]. This is a significant gap in current treatments that leaves an important
population at risk. The first trimester is a critical period in fetal development and
being able to treat women without fear of affecting fetal development would be a
welcome improvement over the current therapy.

Arguably the major driving force behind the development of new veterinary
anthelmintics has been the emergence of resistance. Resistance to anthelmintics in
veterinary use is well-documented and widespread [16, 17]. The evidence for drug
resistance in human STH infections is more fragmentary, as efficacy data is rarely
collected even in endemic areas where the drugs are in common use. However, it is
clear that levamisole and pyrantel are inferior to the benzimidazole stalwarts [12], and
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even the efficacy of mebendazole has waned in areas where it has been used
extensively for years [18–20].

Although drug resistance does not seem to be an immediate problem in the
treatment of STH infections, there is general agreement in the public health
community that there should be more drugs in the development pipeline to be
prepared for the time when resistance does become amajor issue [4, 10, 21, 22]. It is
worth pointing out that in the case of lymphatic filariasis the issue is not the
emergence of resistance, but the fact there has never been a single drug or drug
combination that can deal decisively with both macro- and microfilaria [13]. New
chemistries, targets, and mechanisms of action will be required to overcome the
problem of resistance or poor efficacy [10, 22, 23]. For example, the veterinary
anthelmintics, monepantel [24], which belongs to a new chemical class and has a
unique nicotinic receptor target distinct from that targeted by pyrantel and levam-
isole, and emodepside [25], which involves a new target class and mechanism of
action, are of great interest, and represent good candidates for cross-over develop-
ment to treat human STH infections [10]. Similarly, flubendazole, an alternative
benzimidazole in veterinary use, is being investigated as a macrofilaricide [26].

Drug Development Stages

The drug development process can be divided into three broad and sequential stages:
discovery, preclinical development, and clinical development. Discovery and the
preclinical development stages can overlap in an intermediate phase when animal
efficacy and toxicity studies inform chemical lead selection and optimization in an
iterative process. These days, discovery is usually viewed as the high-attrition and
relatively low-cost phase, whereas for drug candidates in clinical development,
attrition is proportionately low but the stakes and cost are high [27]. Clinical
development culminates in marketing approval by a regulatory agency such as the
USFood andDrugAdministration (FDA) or the EuropeanMedicines Agency (EMA).
These three phases are followed by a range of postapproval activities aimed at
monitoring safety (Phase IV, pharmacovigilance), marketing, and further develop-
ment toexpandandextend theutilityof thedrug innewformulations,dosingregimes,
or combinations. ForNTDdrugs, approvalmay be followed by an advocacy phase that
promotes the adoption of the drug and facilitates its access to those in need.

Table 13.1 shows a rough outline of the drug development phases, approximate
durations, and costs. The duration and costs of the clinical phases are derived from a
project planning exercise for the development of a new STH drug.

Discovery

The process leading to the discovery of a �hit� molecule with promising antiparasitic
activity has becomemuch faster and cheaperwith the advent of automation and high-
throughput screening (HTS) technologies. HTS campaigns are no longer the realm
of biotech and pharmaceutical companies. Chemical biology is booming – many
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research universities have central screening facilities and even individual investi-
gators may have their own screening operations. Compound libraries are now
routinely screened against protozoan [28, 29] and helminth [30] parasites, and
image-based methods have been developed for screening against whole helminths
(e.g., [31]; see also Chapter 10).

The free-living nematode Caenorhabditis elegans has become a productive work-
horse for compound screening andmechanismof action studies (see alsoChapters 1,
2 and 12). However, despite the proliferation of reports of new biochemical and
biological screens aimed at NTD pathogens maintained by academia, the �valley of
death� remains a serious and demanding challenge between hit identification
and eventual candidates that enter clinical trials (http://www.xconomy.com/san-
francisco/2010/08/19/nonprofits-and-the-valley-of-death-in-drug-discovery). Major
funding and the support of contracted services in medicinal chemistry and phar-
macology are usually required to make it through the �valley.� Even if these are
obtained, animal models for NTDs can be rate-limiting. These �boutique� animal
models (as opposed to commercially available models for diseases such as cancer,
inflammation, and heart disease) may be complicated, intrinsically slow, and only
available in academic laboratories that often do not have the capacity to process large
numbers of compounds. Animalmodels of helminth infection, especially those with
complex life cycles and multiple hosts, can be particularly challenging (see also
Chapter 11 for a relevant discussion).

Preclinical Studies

Once efficacy has been established, preclinical studies focus on selected com-
pounds to establish their pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic properties, effective

Table 13.1 Stages of drug development.

Phase Duration (years) Cost (US$ millions)

Discovery 2–3 2–5
Preclinical development
Exploratory (non-GLP) 0.5–1 1
IND-enabling (GLP) 0.75 0.75
CMC preclinical through

clinical
1

Clinical development
Phase I (focus on safety) 0.5–1 1
Reproductive toxicology, metabolism,
and distribution studies in animals
and humans

1 1.5

Phase II (identify doses and efficacy
end-points; adults and children)

0.75–1 each for adult and
pediatric trials

1 each for adult and
pediatric trials

Phase III (confirm efficacy and safety) 1.5–3 4–7
Totals 8–12 13–20
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dose range, and safety profile. The major transition point in preclinical develop-
ment is that between the exploratory and relatively inexpensive studies and those
conducted under the much more costly Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) that is
required for filing an FDA Investigational New Drug (IND) application or the
EMA Investigational Medicinal Product Dossier. Whereas non-GLP toxicology
studies may be conducted on a number of compounds, the field is usually narrowed
down to a single lead compound and a backup compound for the GLP phase. The
IND-enabling studies are specified by regulatory standards and therefore most of
the GLP studies are the same for all drug candidates. However, the toxicology
studies may be customized based on factors such as the expected dosing regimen
(i.e., single, multiple, or chronic). After the drug candidate has entered clinical trials
there is usually a second set of prescribed and costly animal studies focused on
reproductive toxicology, as well as drug metabolism and distribution studies with
radiolabeled compound.

The repurposing of an approved veterinary drug eliminates the need for discovery
and can greatly facilitate the preclinical development of the drug for human use. For
the approval of an FDA New Animal Drug Application (NADA), veterinary products
must be shown to be safe and effective in the target animal(s), and to meet stringent
human safety standards if the animals treated will be used in a human food product.
The veterinary dossier may also include animal reproductive toxicology data that for
human drugs is normally not collected until after clinical trials have been initiated.
The good news for the NTD community is that these studies now need to be
conducted under GLP guidelines and may support an IND application for human
use. However, in order to meet IND regulations it is possible that additional
�bridging� studies may be required to complement and fill gaps in a NADA dossier.
It is important to note that the veterinary dossier is the proprietary information of the
company that developed the veterinary drug. Thus any agreement negotiated
between the owner and a third party seeking to develop the drug for human use
(such as a PDP) must include not just freedom to operate, but access to this
information as well.

Chemistry, Manufacturing, and Controls

Running in parallel to the biology and pharmacology, the chemistry, manufacturing,
and controls (CMC) aspect of the project aims to provide an adequate supply of active
pharmaceutical ingredient (API) at the required purity and in the correct formula-
tion. In the course of the project, the process for making API will be scaled-up from
perhaps a 100-mg scale (sufficient for in vitro or in vivo efficacy studies) to the more
than 100-g scale required for GLP toxicology. A further 100 times scale-up (to 10 kg)
may be required for clinical trials followed by an additional 100–1000 times scale-up
(from 1000 to 10 000 kg) for commercialization. A critical and expensive transition in
the CMC process is manufacturing the API under Good Manufacturing Practice
(GMP) standards. GMP ensures that only product of the highest purity is used in
clinical trials, and requires rigorous control, tracking, and documentation of the
ingredients, processes and equipment used during manufacture. Only a subset of
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chemical contract research organizations (CROs) and manufacturers have GMP
manufacturing capability.

In the case of a veterinary product, it is likely that an industrial-scalemanufacturing
process has already been developed and that GMPAPI is available. Thus, in addition
to being nearly IND-ready, a commercial veterinary product can bring a well-
establishedmanufacturing process into the bargain as well as enough GMPmaterial
for preclinical and clinical studies. Together these represent substantial savings in the
development time and costs. As with the preclinical dossier, a licensing agreement
for clinical development should ideally include access to the CMC dossier and GMP
API if available. It is important to note that, ironically, themanufacturing process for a
veterinary drug (especially one used for companion animals) may need further
optimization to bring the cost down tomeet the TPP for human use. The formulation
for human use may also require additional work and investment, both in the
formulation itself and how it affects the pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics and
toxicology. For example, an anthelmintic formulated for drenching (e.g., monepan-
tel) or transdermal application (emodepside) would have to be reformulated for
human use. In the case of some veterinary drugs, developing the human formulation
is the key and greatest challenge of the repurposing process [26].

Clinical Trials

Repurposing a veterinary anthelmintic can eliminate the need for much of the
preclinical phase and chemical process development at a savings of years and
millions of dollars. Although this can allow resources to be focused on clinical trials,
it does not allow for cutting corners. One consolation is that, for example, an
anthelmintic that has been in widespread veterinary use is likely to have a well-
documented safety, toxicology, and efficacy record that can be both reassuring to the
clinician as well as provide critical dosing information. Clinical study design and
execution is a vast field, but three issues are of particular relevance to anthelmintic
drug development.

A key consideration for clinical efficacy studies is the end-point. The term �clinical
end-point� originally defined the point at which a clinical study was designed to stop,
but it now refers to, as somewhat of a misnomer, measures of success (i.e., the levels
of specific parameters that must be achieved in order to allow a trial to continue or to
consider the trial successful). Selection of clinical efficacy end-points can be complex
and should reflect the desired TPP. In the case of clinical trials dealing with STH
infections, two end-points have been used traditionally – the cure rate (the elimi-
nation of parasites as determined by the absence of helminth eggs in the feces) and
the egg reduction rate (a before and after comparison of the number of eggs per gram
of feces). With the shift in thinking in the public health community away from the
goal of curing and reducing the number of people with STH infections to the more
achievable goal of reducing the intensity of infection or worm load (http://www.who.
int/intestinal_worms/strategy/en), an egg reduction rate end-point is now favored. It
is important to point out, however, that an end-point based on egg reduction rate,
although quickly measured and adequate for veterinary purposes, may not be an
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adequate surrogate for the impact on a community. The success of any deworming
campaign is nowmore frequently measured in terms of reducing disability-adjusted
life years, which may require multiple MDA interventions over many years. This
metric is more difficult to establish, but it more accurately reflects the current
mission of theWHO, as well as themission of the Rockefeller Sanitary Commission
more than a century ago.

The very low prevalence ofNTDs such as helminth infections in developed regions
makes clinical testing in resource-poor and sometimes remote locations necessary.
This is expensive, time-consuming, and logistically challenging [32]. Extensive
capacity building may be necessary before trials can be conducted in such locations.
For example, to support its hookworm and schistosome vaccine development
program, the Sabin Vaccine Institute, in collaboration with the Fundaç~ao Oswaldo
Cruz (FIOCRUZ), has built and operates its own field laboratory and clinical site
capable of conducting Phase I trials in Americaninhas – a remote community in
the Brazilian state of Minas Gerais (http://www.sabin.org/vaccine-development/
vaccines/hookworm). Similarly, OneWorld Health, with help from Quintiles, the
Swiss TPH (Tropical and Public health Institute), and financial support from a Swiss
philanthropic organization, has been involved in training and laboratory capacity
building in Vietnam and India, specifically to support helminth studies. Fortunately,
clinical CROs are expanding operations in developing countries. This is primarily to
conduct trials on new treatments for developed world diseases, but they are eager to
become involved in NTD trials, both to capture a share of that market and as a way of
recruiting and building resources in developing countries that can be used for their
more standard trials.

Regulatory Considerations

For a drug that is expected to be used in many developing countries, including in
MDA deworming campaigns, approval by the FDA or EMA is a big advantage in
obtaining widespread approval for use. Some developing countries lack sufficient
clinical trial guidelines or regulatory requirements of their own, and therefore
require clinical trials and drug distribution programs to be run according to FDA or
EMA regulatory guidelines [33]. However, many developing countries have their
own regulations that must be adhered to when designing studies and projecting the
development timeline and budget. These are often aimed at providing greater
confidence in the safety of the drug in the indigenous population and its efficacy
against local strains of a pathogen. For example, the Drug Controller General of
India requires foreign drug developers to carry out the initial Phase I studies in
another country and then to conduct additional Phase I trials in India before going
into Phase II.

For NTD drugs, an important step in enabling their widespread adoption is their
incorporation into the WHO�s model List of Essential Medicines. The List of
Essential Medicines is the WHO�s recommended medicine cabinet. In addition, it
identifies themedicines that developing countries can request in the form ofmedical
aid.Unfortunately, inclusion in the List of EssentialMedicines is not always sufficient
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to guarantee widespread adoption and this sometimes requires significant advocacy
at the local level, engaging both local authorities and healthcare providers.

Getting the Job Done

Regardless of how cleverly or efficiently it is conducted, or what shortcuts are taken,
drug development remains an expensive proposition as the funds available for NTD
drug development are highly constrained. However, this is a good time for NTDdrug
development. The multifaceted phenomenon that we call �globalization� has made
the world smaller in many ways, helping to mobilize resources and raise the
consciousness in developed countries of the health needs of the developing world.
In this era, CROs distributed around the world offer the entire range of drug
development services and compete aggressively with each other to offer lower costs.

PDPs

In the past decade, nonprofit organizations called PDPs have become engaged in the
development of drugs for NTDs [34, 35]. PDPs such as PATH (www.path.org), DNDi
(www.dndi.org), and OneWorld Health (www.oneworldhealth.org) have brought the
rigor and cohesion characteristic of large pharmaceutical companies to bear on NTD
vaccine and drug development. The impact of PDPs is impressive and one study [35]
suggests that approximately 75% of NTD drug development is now conducted by
organizations of this kind. In recent years, the drug development pipeline of PDPs
has brought to clinical trials treatments for a number of NTDs, including, for
example, Human African Trypanosomiasis (DNDi), rotavirus (PATH), and cholera
(OneWorld Health).

Amultimillion dollar grant froma large philanthropic organization such as theBill
& Melinda Gates Foundation or the Wellcome Trust can be a decisive enabler for a
PDP, but this does not eliminate their need to harness other resources available for
NTD R&D and bring them to bear on specific projects. Some PDPs, like OneWorld
Health and DNDi, are �virtual,� meaning they have no laboratories of their own, but
rely entirely on contract services and collaborations with industry and academia for
the laboratory work [36]. PDPs can help academic investigators translate their basic
research findings into products, such as by shepherding promising compounds
through the �valley of death� discussed earlier. Academic researchers in turn can
advise PDPs on the best approaches to achieving a desired therapeutic outcome and
the design of clinical trials. Experts from the pharmaceutical industry can provide
advice on medicinal chemistry, pharmacology, and the selection of drug candidates.

Government Resources and Incentives

In addition to drawing down funding from philanthropic sources, PDPs can also
benefit from a range of government resources and incentives such as those offered in
the United States by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the FDA. One
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problem with these resources is that they are spread over a number of agencies and
that no single program is likely to support a single development phase in its entirety,
let alone a complete drug development program. However, with a bit of time and
patience can be found at the NIH that can greatly aid an NTD drug development
program. The National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) is the
nexus for many of these resources and has in recent years gone to great lengths to
expand its offerings and make these more accessible. The NIAID�s Division of
Microbiology and Infectious Diseases (www.niaid.nih.gov/labsandresources/
resources/dmid/pages/default.aspx) offers drug development services ranging from
discovery to Phase II trials through government contractors. Also, the NIH recently
launched a program called Therapeutics for Rare and Neglected Diseases (TRND,
trnd.nih.gov) that canmake available the expertise and resources of institutes such as
NIAID through a partnership with the applicant. For example, TRND serves as a
portal for resources at NIAID earmarked for work on schistosomiasis (see also
Chapter 20) andhookwormdisease. Services offered through theTRNDumbrella are
available to applicants from outside the United States.

On the regulatory side, the FDA has established several programs to encourage
development of treatments for diseases neglected by the pharmaceutical industry.
Two are particularly relevant toNTDR&D.TheOrphanDrugAct is aimed at reducing
the cost of developing drugs for diseases that affect less that 200 000 patients per year
in the United States or that are not expected to recoup their unaided development
costs (both categories include drugs for NTDs). The Office of Orphan Products
Development (OOPD, http://www.fda.gov/ForIndustry/DevelopingProductsfor-
RareDiseasesConditions/default.htm) at the FDA has the responsibility of facilitat-
ing orphan drug development. One of the mechanisms that the OOPD promotes is
the repurposing of existing drugs for the treatment of orphan diseases and it has
drawn attention to the potential of veterinary anthelmintics to meet the gaps in the
current human pharmacopeia.

In 2007 theUSCongress enacted an amendment of the FDAcharter (billHR3580,
Section 1102) to include a new mechanism that is hoped will encourage drug
development for NTDs. This mechanismwill grant a Priority Review Voucher (PRV)
to an organization that obtains a New Drug Application (NDA) for a New Chemical
Entity (NCE) to move into clinical trials for a disease on their list of NTDs (which
include STHs). The PRV in turn gives the bearer the right to an expedited review of
anotherNDA application for a drug that need not be for the treatment of anNTD. The
PRVcanbe sold to a third party that is seeking to shorten the time-to-market of its own
drug candidate. A PRV generated by a PDP with a new anthelmintic, for example,
could be sold to a pharmaceutical company to shorten its time-to-market for a new
blockbuster cardiovascular medicine. Accordingly, a pharmaceutical company may
be willing to pay a significant amount of money to a PDP for a PRVgenerated by the
approval of an NTD drug. The PRV mechanism may attract the private capital into
NTD drug development that would otherwise be absent due to the weak profit
margins at stake (http://www.bvgh.org/What-We-Do/Incentives/Priority-Review-
Vouchers.aspx). However, the value of a PRV remains unproven, both in financial
terms and in terms of the actual regulatory time saved. Thus far, only one PRV has
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been issued (to Novartis for Coartem�) and it has not been used or sold. PDPs,
pharmaceutical companies, and philanthropic organizations still await the day that a
market for PRVs develops and a new stimulus is created in the NTD field.

Conclusions

The development of new drugs is a complex and expensive process,, but a conver-
gence of scientific, business, and social trends is generating new opportunities to fill
in gaps in the treatment of NTDs that affect billions of people. In this resource-
constrained corner of the pharmaceutical world, PDPs will continue to take a leading
role in harnessing the public, industrial, academic, and philanthropic resources
available in order to build development programs forNTDs.Until the development of
new drugs for NTDs becomes a profitable business, it will remain a cottage industry.
Yet, progress is beingmade due to the increasing availability of human and technical
expertise from the pharmaceutical industry and the provision of resources and
incentives from government agencies. Although it is regrettable that research into
new human anthelmintics is particularly neglected, it is fortunate that the animal
health industry provides opportunities for cross-over development that is faster and
less expensive than designing drugs from scratch, and this should facilitate the
development of new anthelmintics in the near future.
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Antinematodal Drugs – Modes of Action and Resistance: And
Worms Will Not Come to Thee (Shakespeare: Cymbeline: IV, ii)
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Adrian J. Wolstenholme, Cedric Neveu, Jacques Cabaret, Claude L. Charvet,
and Richard J. Martin*

Abstract
Thereare twomaintypesofanthelmintics: thosethatactmorerapidlyonmembraneion
channels, and those that act biochemically andmore slowly. Themodes of action of 11
classes of antinematodal drugs are summarized: the first five act on membrane ion
channels, the remaining six act biochemically. The 11 classes are: (i) cholinergic
agonists, imidazothiazole (levamisole), tetrahydropyrimidines (pyrantel, morantel,
and oxantel), quaternary/tertiary amines (bephenium and tribendimidine), pyridines
(methyridine), andamino-acetonitrilederivatives (monepantel); (ii) cholinergic antago-
nists (derquantel and phenothiazine); (iii) allosteric modulators of glutamate-gated
chloride channels (GluCls): avermectins (ivermectin, doramectin, eprinomectin, and
abamectin) and milbemycins (moxidectin and milbemycin); (iv) c-aminobutyric acid
agonist (piperazine); (v) SLO-1 potassium channel activator (emodepside); (vi) b-
tubulin ligands (thiabendazole, mebendazole, flubendazole, oxibendazole, and alben-
dazole); (vii) chitinase inhibitor/ionophore (closantel); (viii) lipooxygenase inhibitor
(diethylcarbamazine); (ix) SH ligand (melarsomine); (x) pyruvate: ferredoxin oxidore-
ductase inhibitor (nitazoxanide); and (xi) isothiocyanate-ATP and cholinesterase
inhibition (nitroscanate and amoscanate). The current knowledge of the mechanisms
of resistance to the nicotinic cholinergic agonists (reduced receptor expression and
truncated receptor subunit expression), GluCl allostericmodulators (increased expres-
sion of P-glycoproteins and multidrug resistance proteins), and b-tubulin ligands
(single nucleotide polymorphisms) is summarized.

Introduction

Parasitic worms have been recognized since ancient times and we assume that
treatments developed early on after their recognition. The ancient Romans described
Ascaris lumbricoides as an earthworm that could live in humans [1]. Early cures
included santonica from the Levant wormseed (Artemisia cina) that was used by the
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ancient Greeks and chenopod oil (from Chenopodium ambrosioides) used by the
Aztecs (referred to in the Sahagun Florentine code written by Aztec physicians in the
sixteenth century [2]). Originally, treatments were referred to as �vermifuges,� but
this has now been replaced by �anthelmintic� (antihelminthic). Following the
introduction of piperazine in 1949 by Fayard [3], safer, more effective synthetic or
semisynthetic drugs have been introduced, replacing the older vermifuges. We
summarize the mode of action of 11 classes of these newer anthelmintics. The first
five act on membrane ion channels of the nematode and produce a rapid effect
(around 3 h); the remaining six act biochemically, killing the parasite more slowly
(1–4 days). We then summarize the knownmechanisms of resistance to levamisole,
monepantel, macrocyclic lactones, and benzimidazoles.

Modes of Action of Anthelmintics

Cholinergic Agonists

Imidazothiazoles (Levamisole and Butamisole), Tetrahydropyrimidines (Pyrantel, Morantel,
and Oxantel), Quaternary/Tertiary Amines (Bephenium and Tribendimidine), Pyridines
(Methyridine), and Amino-Acetonitrile Derivatives (AADs) (Monepantel)
The earliest of these anthelmintics (bephenium andmethyridine) were introduced
soon after 1958, although the most recent of this group (monepantel) appeared in
2008. These drugs act selectively as agonists to open acetylcholine-gated ion
channels (Figures 14.1 and 14.2) of nematode body muscle. This type of ion
channel receptor is known as a nicotinic acetylcholine ion channel receptor
(nAChR) for historical reasons since early known vertebrate receptors were
activated by nicotine. We use this convention of nAChRs for nematode ligand-
gated acetylcholine receptors, even if nicotine and sometimes acetylcholine is for
them a low potency agonist. They are not G-protein-coupled acetylcholine recep-
tors. Activation of nematode nAChRs on body muscle produces depolarization,
contraction, and spastic paralysis of the parasites, so they are swept away from their
normal location. The chemical structure of the cholinergic anthelmintics is very
heterogeneous. As a result, these drugs have different selectivities for the different
subtypes of acetylcholine ion channel receptors that are present in each of the
parasitic nematodes. In the large nematode of the pig, Ascaris suum, three subtypes
of receptor have been characterized (Figure 14.1a): the L-subtype (preferentially
sensitive to levamisole), the B-subtype (preferentially sensitive to bephenium), and
the N-subtype (preferentially activated by oxantel and methyridine and nicotine). It
turns out that there are potentially a very large number of nematode nAChRs
subtypes that are separate and discrete drug targets within a single worm. Those
subtypes that have a sufficiently distinctive pharmacology from the host nAChRs
are major drug targets to be exploited for therapeutic purposes [4].

We have most knowledge of the nAChRs of the model nematode, Caenorhabditis
elegans,butknowlessabout thisclassofreceptors inparasiticnematodes.ThenAChRs
aremadeupoffive subunits (Figures 14.2 and14.3) and each is about 500 aminoacids
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in length. Each acetylcholine receptor subunit possesses typical sequence features
including a signal peptide, an extracellular N-terminal region containing a dicysteine
loop (two cysteines separated by 13 amino acids), four transmembrane domains
(TM1–TM4), and a highly variable intracellular loop between TM3 and TM4. Acetyl-
choline receptor subunits are defined as a or non-a depending on the presence of
adjacent cysteine residues in the acetylcholine binding site. Homopentameric
nAChRs are made of five identical a-subunits, whereas heteropentameric comprise
at least two non-a-subunits in combinationwitha-subunits. The agonist binding site
is at the interface of two adjacent a-subunits or between an a-subunit and a non-
a-subunit depending upon the receptor subtype (hetero- or homopentamer). In C.
elegans, there are at least 27 subunit genes, encoding different a- or non-a-subunits

Figure 14.1 Sites of action of different classes
of anthelmintic. (a) Ion channel targets of
anthelmintics on somatic muscle of
nematodes. Cholinergic agonists: nicotine,
methyridine, and oxantel have a selective effect
on the N-subtype of nAChR; levamisole has a
selective effect on the L-subtype of nAChR;
bephenium has a selective effect on the B-
subtype of nAChR. Piperazine acts as an agonist
on the GABA receptors, which are also affected
by macrocyclic lactones. Emodepside leads to
opening of the SLO-1 potassium channel. (b)
On neurons there are different subtypes of

nAChR, some of which are activated by
monepantel. Also present on some neurons are
GluCls, on which macrocyclic lactones act as
allosteric modulators. (c) Macrocyclic lactones
are allosteric modulators that potentiate and
activate opening of pharyngeal GluCls. (d)
Benzimidazole anthelmintics bind to b-tubulin
and ab-tubulin dimers, and prevent the
formation of microtubules at the positive pole.
Microtubules are involved in a number of
intracellular tasks including mitosis and
intracellular transport with themotormolecules
dynein and kinesin.
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that are assembled into different combinations leading to expression of many
different nAChR subtypes that have specific pharmacologies [4]. Alternative splicing
of some of the subunit genes can also occur, increasing the possible number of
subtypes of nAChR.

A well-characterized cholinergic receptor of C. elegans is the levamisole receptor
(usually abbreviated to L-AChR rather than L-nAChR) which is found at neuromus-
cular junctions in somatic muscle. Characteristics of the levamisole receptor and
associated proteins are illustrated in Figure 14.2. The molecular composition of this
receptor was deciphered using the powerful genetic tools available in this model
organism [4, 9–11]. Forward genetic screens for levamisole-resistant mutants in C.
elegans identified the five genes encoding the five subunits of L-AChRs. They include
three a-subunits (UNC-63, UNC-38, and LEV-8) and two non-a-subunits (UNC-29
and LEV-1). Boulin et al. demonstrated that the subunits encoded by these five genes
associate to reconstitute a functional L-AChR when coexpressed with ancillary
proteins in Xenopus oocytes [9].

unc-38,unc-63, unc-29, lev-1, and lev-8 are subunit genes required for full sensitivity
to levamisole (Figure 14.2). In addition, there is a second group of genes, nra-1, soc-1,
tax-6, and tpa-1, the products of which modify the channel opening in response to
levamisole with null mutants showing less channel opening to levamisole. Next, the
products of a third set of genes, unc-68 (ryanodine receptor), unc-22, and lev-11, are
involved in the calcium signaling cascade and the contraction response to levamisole.

Figure 14.2 Summary diagram of the proteins
(and genes) associated with levamisole
resistance and receptor regulation based on C.
elegans. LEV-8 has been replaced by ACR-8 for

clade V parasitic nematodes. The proteins are
involved in the signal transduction process, and
regulation and expression of levamisole
receptors on the muscle membrane surface.
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A fourth set of gene products, unc-50, ric-3, unc-74, and nra-2/nra-4, are involved in
processing and assembly of the levamisole receptor in the endoplasmic reticulum.
unc-50, ric-3, and unc-74 are essential for expression of levamisole receptors [9]. nra-2
and nra-4 are thought to be involved in the selection of the subunit combinations, the
subtype of levamisole receptor, and its sensitivity to levamisole [10, 11]. Finally, a fifth
set of genes, lev-10, lev-9, and oig-4, encodes proteins involved in the synaptic
clustering of the nAChRs at the neuromuscular junctions, especially the levamisole
receptors (L-AChRs) [12].

It has been suggested that in parasitic nematodes there are fewer nAChR subunit
genes than in C. elegans [13], although recent transcriptomic and genetic studies
show a wider range of subunit genes in nematode parasites of clade V. lev-8 appears
to be missing in parasitic nematodes of clade V, but four copies of unc-29 have been
identified in Haemonchus contortus and Teladordagia circumcincta [5, 14, 15]. For the
clade III nematode, A. suum, however, expression of Asu-unc-38 and Asu-unc-29
subunits in the Xenopus oocyte system was sufficient to produce a functional
levamisole receptor [16]. Also, changing the expression ratio (stoichiometry) of the
two subunits altered the pharmacology of the receptor from an N-subtype to an L-
subtype. The L-subtype was more sensitive to levamisole and pyrantel; the N-
subtype was more sensitive to oxantel and nicotine. The function of Asu-unc-63 and
Asu-unc-8 remains to be investigated. Recently, the expression of the H. contortus
subunits, Hco-unc-38, Hco-unc-29.1, Hco-unc-63a, and Hco-acr-8, together with the
addition of the ancillary proteins, Hco-ric-3, Hco-unc-74, and Hco-unc-50, led to a
functional L-AChR [15] (Figure 14.3a). Interestingly, ACR-8 is critical for the
expression of an H. contortus levamisole receptor and, if omitted, produces a
receptor (L-AChR2; Figure 14.3b) that is more sensitive to pyrantel than levamisole.
The pharmacology of this expressed receptor is strikingly different from the C.
elegans prototype.

AADs (Monepantel)
Monepantel is a recently introduced (2008) anthelmintic belonging to the AAD
chemical class. The compound has effects against levamisole-resistant and multi-
resistant parasites. It produces contraction of H. contortus body muscle leaving the
head and tail regionsmotile, suggesting that it is a cholinomimetic that has a different
site of action to levamisole and pyrantel. Use of nullmutants inC. elegans showed that
monepantel is selective for a subtype of nAChR (Figure 14.1b) that is made up of
subunits from the DEG-3 family including ACR-23 [17]. In the absence of homologs
of acr-23 inH. contortus, other genes associated with monepantel resistance include
Hco-des-2 andHco-mptl-1 [18]. So far, expression ofHco-mptl-1 subunits have failed to
produce receptors sensitive to monepantel [19]. However, Xenopus oocyte expression
of Hco-deg-3/Hco-deg-2 subunits with Hco-ric-3 has produced a subtype of nAChRs
that is more sensitive to choline than acetylcholine and with which monepantel acts
allosterically to reverse receptor desensitization (a type II positive allosteric mod-
ulator). Further studies are required to decipher the subunit structure of the
monepantel receptor in parasitic nematodes.
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Cholinergic Antagonists (Derquantel and Phenothiazine)

Derquantel
Derquantel is a spiroindole (2-desoxyparaherquamide) that began to be marketed in
2010 for animal use. To enhance its effect, derquantel is mixed with the macrocyclic
lactone, abamectin (Startect�; Pfizer). Derquantel is a selective and competitive antag-
onist of nematode muscle nicotinic receptors, but has effects against levamisole-
resistant andmacrocyclic-resistant parasiticworms. It selectively inhibits theB-subtype
ofnAChR [20]. The combinationwith abamectin ispredicted tohave synergistic effects.

Phenothiazine
Phenothiazine was introduced in 1940 and has modest nAChR inhibitory effects in
nematodes [21].

Figure 14.3 Diagram of subunits that
contribute to the formation of the L-AChR1 and
LAChR2 of strongylid nematode parasites, and
GluCl subunits of C. elegans. The red triangle
denotesthepresenceofaputativeagonistbinding
site. (a) Putative arrangements of the L-AChR1
receptor subunits [5], which aremore sensitive to
levamisole. (b) Putative arrangements of the L-
AChR2 receptor subunits [5], which are more
sensitive to pyrantel. Expression requires RIC-3,

UNC-74, and UNC-50. (c and d) Subunits that
contribute to the formation of GluCls in
nematodes. (c) C. elegans pharyngeal receptor
that has AVR-15 and GLC-2. (d) GluCls present
on themotoneuron commissures ofH. contortus
possess GLC-2, GLC-5, and possibly other
subunits [6]. The drug-binding site lies in the
outer membrane-spanning region of the
channel [7], with binding sites to theM1,M2, and
M3 transmembrane regions at the interface [8].
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Glutamate-gated chloride ion channels (GluCls) and c-Aminobutyric Acid (GABA)
Allosteric Modulators

Avermectins (Ivermectin, Doramectin, Eprinomectin, and Abamectin) and Milbemycins
(Moxidectin and Milbemycin)
The avermectins were first characterized and assayed for anthelmintic activity by
Merck Sharp & Dohme in 1979 following their isolation from a soil sample near a
golf course at Kawana, Ito City in Japan. The macrocyclic lactones (the avermectins
and milbemycins) are effective and potent drugs against roundworms and biting
insects, but not tapeworms or flatworms. They are good substrates for P-glycopro-
teins in vertebrates and do not accumulate in the vertebrate central nervous system,
which may permit their selective action on the parasites. They exert their anthel-
mintic effect by acting in the outer membrane layer in the lipophilic region of thus
GluCls [7, 8, 22] of the nematode parasite (Figure 14.1c). They act as allosteric
modulators, increasing the probability of opening of GluCls that are found in the
pharynx and neurons of nematodes. The increased opening of the chloride
channels results in hyperpolarization and inhibition of body movement and
pharyngeal pumping. Molecular and genetic studies of macrocyclic lactone
sensitivity in C. elegans and parasitic nematodes, including H. contortus [23], have
identified multiple subtypes (isoforms) of GluCls and other ligand-gated chloride
channels (dopamine- and serotonin-gated chloride channels [24–28]) that are
sensitive to macrocyclic lactones.

The macrocyclic lactones have little effect, however, on adult filariae of Brugia,
Dirofilaria, and Onchocerca, which survive treatment, perhaps because they do not
need feed by pharyngeal pumping. In these species, the main effect is on the larval
stages. For the canine heartworm, Dirofilaria immitis, it is the infective L3 and L4
larvae that are exquisitely sensitive to the drugs and regular monthly dosing is
required for their effective action as a preventative. In human filarial infections,
lymphatic filariasis and onchocerciasis, the major effects are on the microfilariae,
which are rapidly cleared by treatment. Very recently, Moreno et al. [29] have shown
that the macrocyclic lactones inhibit protein secretion by Brugia malayimicrofilariae
and suggest that this may be responsible for the rapid clearance of this life stage
following drug treatment.

Again, like the cholinomimetic drugs, the genes required for macrocyclic lactone
sensitivity were initially identified in C. elegans. The genes include: (i) glc-1 (a
GluCla1subunit that forms a homo-oligomer gated by ivermectin, but not glutamate,
and that forms hetero-oligomers with GluClb to form channels gated by glutamate
and ivermectin) [22], (ii) glc-3 (a GluCla4 subunit that forms glutamate-gated
channels) [30–32], (iii) avr-14 (that encodes the subunits GluCla3A and GluCla3B
splicing variants) [33, 34], and (iv) avr-15 (that encodes the subunits GluCla2A and
GluCla2B) [35, 36]. Resistance to ivermectin in C. elegans occurs at different
concentrations and is also affected by a large number of genes associated with
amphid structures (dyf genes), transporter genes (P-glycoproteins and multidrug
resistance proteins, multiple drug resistance transporters) as well as the GluCl
subunits. For the highest level of resistance, null mutants of glc-1, avr-14, and
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avr-15 [34] have to be present simultaneously. Innexins also affect electrical coupling
between neurons [34].

In parasitic nematodes, some of the C. elegans GluCl genes are missing and
some additional genes are present. InH. contortus, glc-1 appears to be missing,Hco-
glc-2, Hco-glc-3, and Hco-glc-4 are present, but there are two additional subunit
genes, Hco-glc-5 and Hco-glc-6. There are even fewer GluCl subunit sequences in
the clade III parasite, B. malayi, and in the clade I parasite, Trichinella spiralis. B.
malayi has avr-14, glc-2, and glc-4; glc-2 is not present in T. spiralis [13]. We can
predict that the multiple subunits come together in different pentameric arrange-
ments to give rise to a range of GluCl subtypes with differing sensitivities to the
macrocyclic lactones.

GABA Agonist

Piperazine
Piperazine is a saturated heterocyclic ring and was introduced by Faynard in 1949 as
an anthelmintic. It acts as a GABA agonist and hyperpolarizes muscle by opening
chloride channels to induce flaccid paralysis [37]. Its potency may be increased in
high CO2 environments. Siddiqui et al. [28] identified and expressed two genes from
H. contortus, Hco-unc-49B and Hco-unc-49C, that encode two GABA-gated chloride
channel subunits.

SLO-1 Potassium Channel Activator

Emodepside
Emodepsidewas introduced in 2001 by Bayer. It has an inhibitory effect on nematode
movements. It does not act as a GABA agonist or as a nicotinic antagonist [38]. Guest
et al. [39] described a C. elegans mutagenesis screen to generate alleles of slo-1 that
encode a calcium-activated potassium channel in C. elegans (Figure 14.1a). They
observed that (i) slo-1 but not slo-2 null mutants are more resistant to the inhibitory
effects of emodepside than lat-1 and lat-2 (latrophilin receptor) double-null mutants,
and (ii) inhibition of feeding by emodepside is facilitated by the presence of lat-1 [40].
The effects of emodepside on heterologously expressed slo-1 in C. elegans [41]
predicted that SLO-1 is a direct target for emodepside, whereas the human ortholog
of SLO-1, KCNMA1, is less sensitive to emodepside. InA. suum, a slo-1homolog gene
is expressed in A. suum muscle flaps where it is presumed to produce the Ca2þ -
dependent voltage-activated potassium currents in A. suum muscle [41–43]. In A.
suum, emodepside produces a slow (minutes) hyperpolarization of the muscle
membrane potential [42, 43], and potentiates voltage- and calcium-dependent,
SLO-1-like channel currents that are affected by modulators of the nitric oxide and
protein kinase C (PKC) signaling pathways. Emodepside has no effect on voltage-
activated calcium currents. These latter effects are consistent with a model in which
nitric oxide, PKC, and emodepside signaling pathways are separate and converge on
the SLO-1 potassium channels, and/or in which emodepside activates one ormore of
these signaling pathways [43].
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b-Tubulin Ligands

Thiabendazole, Mebendazole, Flubendazole, Oxibendazole, and Albendazole
Thefirst benzimidazole to be introducedwas thiabendazole in 1961 byMerck Sharpe
& Dohme. Benzimidazoles produce degenerative changes in the cuticle and cells of
the intestine of nematode parasites by binding to colchicine-binding sites of tubulin
(b-tubulin and ab-tubulin dimers), and inhibiting polymerization and assembly of
tubulin [44] into microtubules (Figure 14.1d). Loss of cytoplasmic microtubules
reduces intracellular transport, glucose uptake by larvae and adults, and drains their
glycogen stores.Degeneration of the endoplasmic reticulumandmitochondria in the
underlying germinal layer facilitates the release of lysosome enzymes that further
damages the cell. There is decreased ATP production. As the energy is depleted, the
parasite becomes immobilized anddies. The benzimidazoles have also been reported
to inhibit the parasite fumarate reductase, but thismay be a secondary effect related to
the decreased absorption of glucose. Albendazole is larvicidal against Necator
hookworm and also has ovicidal activity against the Ancylostoma hookworm, Ascaris,
and Trichuris. Binding studies [45] show that the affinity series is: albendazole >

fenbendazole > mebendazole > oxibendazole > parbendazole > thiabendazole for
b-tubulin and ab-heterodimers, but the affinities are lower for binding to a-tubulin.
The incorporation of benzimidazole-boundab-heterodimers into assemblingmicro-
tubules arrests polymerization. These findings indicate that a benzimidazole-
b-tubulin cap was formed at the growing end of the microtubule and that this cap
prevented elongation of the microtubule.

The C. elegans genome encodes nine a- and six b-tubulin genes [46, 47]. Some of
these, particularly tba-1, tba-2, tbb-1, and tbb-2, are expressed broadly during embryo-
genesis, and function redundantly in spindle assembly and positioning [48–50]. tba-1
and tbb-2 have also been recently shown to be important for axon outgrowth and
synaptogenesis [51]. Others, including mec-7 and mec-12, were identified through
genetic screens for touch insensitivity, but only mutants of ben-1 are associated with
benzimidazole resistance [52–54]. In parasitic nematodes there are two and some-
times three isotypes (genes) coding for b-tubulin [54], but it is isotype I that is
recognized as being relevant for the action of benzimidazoles [55].

Chitinase Inhibitor/Ionophore

Closantel
Closantel was developed by Janssen Pharmaceuticals in 1979; it is a broad-spectrum
anthelmintic used against trematodes, nematodes, and some arthropods. It is a
salicylanilide, which can be protonated such that it abolishes the pH gradients found
across mitochondria, thus inhibiting oxidative phosphorylation. In vitro studies have
shown that closantel is an uncoupler of oxidative phosphorylation in rat liver, and an
inhibitor of mitochondrial phosphorylation in Fasciola hepatica and H. contor-
tus [56, 57]. Recently, it has also been shown to be a potent and specific inhibitor
of filarial chitinases [58]. It completely inhibits molting of Onchocerca volvulus
infective L3 stage larvae. It may therefore act by targeting two important biochemical
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processes in filarial parasites. Structure–activity studies found that closantel has a
dual proton ionophore and chitinase activity; simple chemical modification of the
salicylanilide scaffold structure could produce compounds that acted only as proto-
nophores or chitinase inhibitors [59]. These studies found that there is a synergistic
effect between the chitinase inhibitor effect and the proton ionophore effect [59]
consistent with a dual mode of action for closantel.

Innate Immune Response Inhibitor

Diethylcarbamazine
Diethylcarbamazinewas discovered in 1947. It is a piperazine derivative andhas been
used for many years to treat human lymphatic filariasis [60]. It has been reported to
have direct inhibitory effects at low concentrations (below 100 mM) on adult parasites
and excitatory effects at higher concentrations (above 100 mM) [61], although direct
effects on microfilaria are not seen. Whilst it is a piperazine derivative, unchanged
diethylcarbamazine does not mimic the action of piperazine [37]. It inhibits the
metabolism of arachidonic acid and, therefore, alters the inflammatory response of
the host. Within 5min, microfilaria are cleared from the circulation and this effect is
inhibited by dexamethasone or indomethacin [62]. Arachidonic acid is metabolized
through two pathways: the cyclooxygenase pathway to different prostaglandins or via
the lipooxygenase to produce leukotrienes. Diethylcarbamazine affects (inhibits)
both pathways, and because it has little direct action on microfilaria (in contrast to
effects on adult preparations) it is suggested that themicrofilaricidal activity is due to
modulation of the host innate immune system pathways involving cyclooxygenase-1
and cyclooxygenase-2 and inducible nitric oxide synthase [62, 63].

SH Ligand

Melarsamine
Melarsamine (also spelt melarsomine and also known asMelCy ormelaminylthioar-
senate) was introduced as an antitrypanosomal drug in 1991 following development
of a series of organic arsenic compounds. Its action as a heartworm macrofilaricide
was reported in 1992. The mode of action of this trivalent organo-arsenic compound
has not been completely defined, but its actions include binding to SH groups of
enzymes, including glutathione reductase, and their inactivation through denatur-
ation. Melarsomine inhibits the uptake of glucose by the parasite and disrupts the
structure of the parasites� intestine. It is used to treat adult heartworm in dogs, but is
relatively toxic to the host.

Pyruvate: Ferredoxin Oxidoreductase Inhibitor

Nitazoxanide
Nitazoxanide is a synthetic nitrothizolyl-salicylamide. Originally used as an anti-
protozoal drug (Cryptosporidium and Giardia), it interferes with pyruvate: ferredoxin
oxidoreductase, which is required to maintain redox potential (electron transfer)
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during anaerobic energy metabolism [64]. It is also an effective anthelmintic against
roundworms [65].

Isothiocyanate-ATP Inhibition

Nitroscanate, Amoscanate, and Sulfoscanate
Nitroscanate and amoscanate have antinematodal, anticestodal, and antischistoso-
mal actions [66, 67]. These drugs are 4-isothiocyanate-4-nitrodiphenyl derivatives.
The thiourea group appears to be responsible for an anticholinesterase action, and
the nitrophenyl group appears to be responsible for the oxidative uncoupling that
damages themitochondria of the parasite and reducesATP levels in the parasites [68].

Resistance

Cholinergic Agonists

Levamisole and Pyrantel Resistance
InH. contortus, the first levamisole-binding experiments performed onwild-type and
levamisole-resistant isolates identified changes in the binding characteristics or in
the expression level of levamisole-sensitive receptors rather than the complete loss of
levamisole receptors, as was the case in C. elegans null mutants [69]. This resistance
mechanism involving the downregulation of the receptors is compatible with the
need of the parasite tomaintain itsmobility to complete its life cycle. The nAChRs are
a family of heterogeneic pentameric receptors resulting fromdifferent combinations
of subunits. Examination of the gene sequences of unc-29, unc-38, and unc-63 from
Ancylostoma caninum found no evidence of specific amino acid substitutions
associated with pyrantel resistance [70]. However, a pyrantel-resistant isolate was
found to have decreased expression of Aca-unc-38, Aca-unc-29, and Aca-unc-63 [70].
This is predicted to reduce the number of nAChRs, suggesting that these genes may
be part of a functional pyrantel receptor that has not yet been described. This is
consistent with studies withOesophagostomum dentatum that found fewer L-subtype
channels present in a levamisole resistant isolate [71]. InH. contortus,T. circumcincta,
and Trichostrongylus colubriformis, a truncated form of unc-63 (unc-63b) is associated
with levamisole resistance [5, 14, 15]. A truncated form of acr-8 (Hco-acr-8b) was also
described as a levamisole resistancemarker in severalH. contortus isolates [14]. These
truncated transcriptsmay give rise to truncated subunits that inhibit the formation of
normal receptors [72]. Accordingly, when coexpressed with the Hco-L-AChR1 in
Xenopus oocytes, the truncatedHco-unc-63b subunit had a strong dominant-negative
effect on receptor expression, thus providing mechanistic insight into levamisole
resistance [5]. Figure 14.2 illustrates the signaling cascade (based on C. elegans)
following the opening of a levamisole-activated channel. In addition to null mutants
of the channel protein subunits that produce levamisole resistance, other genes
associatedwith the levamisole receptor (lev-10, oig-4, nra-1, soc-1, tax-6, and tpa-1), the
calcium signaling cascade producing contraction (unc-68, unc-22, and lev-11), and
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processing and assembly of the receptor protein in the endoplasmic reticulum (unc-
50, ric-3, nra-2/nra-4, and unc-74) may be involved as well [73].

Monepantel Resistance (AADs)
AADs (monepantel) target the nAChRs composed of DEG-3-like subunits [17]. In C.
elegans, resistance tomonepantel is associatedwithmutations in the genesacr-23, acr-
29, des-2, or deg-3. InH. contortus, experimentally induced monepantel resistance is
associated with truncation of Hco-mptl-1 (acr-23H), Hco-des-2H, and Hco-deg-3H,
and reduced expression of the subunit RNA [19]. Resistance appears to be associated
with changes to the subunit encoded by the mptl-1 gene, but physiological evidence
for it has not been demonstrated yet. Specific single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) associated with monepantel resistance remain to be identified.

GluCl Modulators (Changed Receptor Subunit SNPs, and Increased Expression of
P-Glycoproteins and Multidrug Resistance Proteins)
Themacrocyclic lactones are allostericmodulators of nematode GluCl channels, and
other ligand-gated chloride channels including those gated byGABA, dopamine, and
tyramine. A number of genes and SNPs ([74] and Table 14.1) have been associated

Table 14.1 Summary of genes and the molecular changes described in the text that are associated
with resistance to the different anthelmintics.

Anthelmintic Site of action Gene carrying
resistance

Molecular change

Benzimidazoles b-tubulin ben-1 (isotype I) F200Y
E198A
F167Y

Levamisole body muscle nAChR unc-38 decreased expression
unc-29 decreased expression
unc-63 truncated transcript
acr-8 truncated transcript

Monepantel neuronal nAChR mpt-1 decreased expression and
truncated transcript

des-2 decreased expression and
truncated transcript

deg-3 decreased expression and
truncated transcript

Macrocyclic lactones GluCl channel
(þ GABA, dopamine,
tyramine Cl channel?)

avr-14 L256F

glc-5 A169V
ggr-3 decreased expression
lgc-37 K169R

transporter pgp increased expression
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with expressed receptors that have reduced responses to the macrocyclic lactones. A
clear link between field resistance and these SNPs remains to be demonstrated.

InC. elegans, loss ofmacrocyclic lactone sensitivity requires the deletion of all three
GluCl genes (i.e., avr-14, avr-15, and glc-1) [33]. Moxidectin is less potent on
pharyngeal pumping inC. elegans [74, 75] and this difference in sensitivity disappears
when the glc-2 is deleted, suggesting that moxidectin and ivermectin have different
selectivities for receptor subtypes. Reduced macrocyclic lactone sensitivity is also
produced by P-glycoprotein transporters (pgp-1 and pgp-2) and molecules associated
with ABC transporter family (mrp genes) [74, 75]. Also, in parasitic nematodes,
resistance has been associatedwith increased expressionof P-glycoproteinmultidrug
transporters. We already have good evidence that different alleles of the mammalian
ABCG2 transporter, S581Y,have different affinities to selamectin and ivermectin [76].
In addition to resistance associated with ligand-gated chloride channels and trans-
porter molecules, there may also be a genetic relationship between macrocyclic
lactone and benzimidazole resistance [77].

b-Tubulin Ligands – Benzimidazole Resistance
Since 1964, resistance to benzimidazoles has been observed in parasitic nematodes
of livestock. A null mutant of ben-1 [51] confers benomyl resistance in C. elegans. In
parasitic nematodes, SNPs foundon isotype Ib-tubulin are associatedwith resistance
(F167Y, E198A, and F200Y) [74]. In addition, using transformation of aC. elegans ben-
1mutant with parasite wild-type and F200Ymutated b-tubulin, Kwa et al. [78] clearly
demonstrated that the F200Y mutation in the b-tubulin isotype I is the molecular
mechanism for benzimidazole resistance in H. contortus. This change has been
found in different veterinary parasites and each time the affinity of b-tubulin for
benzimidazoles is decreased [74]. Given the many isotypes of b-tubulin that are
present and the presence of P-glycoprotein transporters that might exclude benzi-
midazoles, we anticipate that there are still unrecognizedmolecularmechanisms for
resistance to benzimidazoles. A role for other genes affecting the activity of tubulin-
binding genes in mammals has been reviewed [79].
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Drugs and Targets to Perturb the Symbiosis of Wolbachia
and Filarial Nematodes
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Abstract
A novel approach to the treatment of filarial nematodes has been to target the
Wolbachia bacterial endosymbionts, which are essential for nematode development,
embryogenesis, and survival. A 4- to 6-week course of doxycycline (200mg/kg/day)
results in the long-term sterility and ultimate death of the adult parasite. In addition
to its potent antiparasitic effects, doxycycline therapy reduces the severity of clinical
disease (hydrocele and lymphedema). The therapeutic effect of targeting Wolbachia
on microfilariae and adult worms is slow and prolonged, delivering a good safety
profile while both avoiding parasite- or Wolbachia-mediated inflammatory adverse
reactions, and producing a sustained interruption of transmission. The use of
doxycycline inwidespread community-based control is compromised by the logistics
of lengthy courses of treatment, and contraindications in children and pregnant
women. To overcome these barriers, the Anti-Wolbachia Consortium (A�WOL), was
established to optimize current regimens, and discover and develop new anti-
Wolbachia drugs to deliver therapy compatible with mass drug administration
(MDA) approaches. The potent sterilizing and macrofilaricidal activity of antiwolba-
chial therapy would greatly reduce MDA program timeframes, which may be
required in regions where sustained delivery is problematic or in the event of
reduced efficacy of currently used drugs. A�WOL has established screening
approaches to exploit focused anti-infective and diversity-based libraries of existing
and novel drugs and natural products. Target discovery has ranked essential genes to
guide library selection and selected key pathways and enzymes thought to be involved
in the symbiotic relationship for small-molecule library screening. Antiwolbachial
therapy has become the most effective way to treat individuals with onchocerciasis
and lymphatic filariasis, and the hope is that A�WOL can deliver a new generation of
drugs and regimens needed to ensure the elimination of onchocerciasis and
lymphatic filariasis.
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Introduction

Diseases due to filarial nematodes inflict serious public health problems throughout
tropical communities [1]. The major disease-causing species include those respon-
sible for lymphatic filariasis, Wuchereria bancrofti and Brugia malayi, and onchocer-
ciasis, Onchocerca volvulus, which together infect more than 150 million people –

ranking filariasis as one of the leading causes of global morbidity.
The search for a safemacrofilaricidal drug forfilarial nematodes has been a sought-

after goal for the past 35 years, but without the successful delivery of a drug suitable
for large-scale use in endemic countries [2]. Existing drugs principally target the larval
microfilarial stage of the parasites and so require sustained delivery with high
treatment coverage to endemic communities in order to break the transmission
cycle of the long-lived (10–14 years) adult worms (Table 15.1). The growing evidence
for resistance to ivermectin [3–5] has refocused the need and urgency for new and
alternative drugs, particularly for onchocerciasis, which is solely reliant on
ivermectin.

In the past 10 years, a promising alternative approach has been to target the
bacterial symbiont, Wolbachia, which is essential for larval and embryonic growth
and development, and the fertility and survival of adult worms [6]. Anti-Wolbachia
therapy delivers superior therapeutic outcomes compared to all standard antifilarial
treatments for individual patients. These outcomes can be achieved with existing
registered drugs (e.g., doxycycline) that are cheap, available in endemic communi-
ties, and have well-known safety profiles. Anti-Wolbachia treatment is safe because it
is slowly microfilaricidal or macrofilaricidal, thus avoiding the risk of severe adverse
events due to coinfections with Loa loa (a filarial species that is free of Wolbachia).

The use of doxycycline in widespread community-based control is compromised
by the logistics of a relatively lengthy course of treatment, and contraindications in
children under 8 years and pregnancy. These barriers have stimulated the formation
of the �Anti-WolbachiaConsortium� (A�WOL,www.a-wol.com), which aims to search
for newdrugs active againstWolbachia that are suitable for community-directedmass
drug administration (MDA). A secondary goal is to optimize regimens of existing
drugs and repurposed registered drugs for use in more restricted populations:
(i) communities that are not covered by existing control strategies or for which
sustained MDA is compromised, (ii) communities in which current drugs demon-
strate reduced efficacy, and (iii) communities in which the risk of severe adverse
events to ivermectin treatment due to L. loa coinfections restricts existing strategies.
Finally, optimized regimens of existing drugs would facilitate programmatic end-
game �mop-up� phases, where elimination is the goal.

Anti-Wolbachia Treatment as an Effective Antifilarial Therapy

In their initial description of intracellular bacteria within O. volvulus, Kozek and
Marroquin [7] speculated on whether these endosymbionts could serve as a chemo-
therapeutic target with macrofilaricidal potential. The prophecy took more than two
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decades to reach fruition when animals treated with tetracycline led to the depletion
of Wolbachia from B. pahangi and Dirofilaria immitis (dog heart worm), and
subsequently resulted in embryonic defects in the parasites [8]. The effect of
tetracycline is specific to the endobacteria as filarial species that do not contain
Wolbachia are unaffected after tetracycline treatment [9] and the observed detrimental
effects are always preceded by the loss of Wolbachia [10, 11]. Several studies with
animal filariae and infections of human filariae in animals have shown in vitro and in
vivo the antifilarial effects of a short list of antirickettsial drugs, with themost effective
being the tetracyclines and rifampicin (reviewed in [6]).

The effects of depletingWolbachia are not limited to one stage of the life cycle. As
noted above, embryogenesis is blocked and embryos degenerate when filarial-
infected animals are treated with tetracycline. Oogenesis is also affected, resulting
in infertileworms [9–12]. As thewormsbecome infertile and residualmicrofilaria are
cleared from the blood or skin either naturally or with microfilaricidal drugs, the
infected person presents with a sustained amicrofilarial state [12–14] and transmis-
sion is interrupted over the longer term. Although the first-stage larvae of filarial
nematodes can survive without Wolbachia, their ability to develop within their
arthropod vector is severely limited [15, 16], with female worms beingmore sensitive
to the loss of the endosymbionts [17]. Larval development within the mammalian
host is also impaired, resulting in stunted worms that fail to develop into adults [9].
The most dramatic outcome is the killing of adult worms after the depletion of
Wolbachia. Unlike the effects on larval and embryonic development, which occur
soon after Wolbachia depletion, macrofilaricidal activity observed in human trials
occurs after 12months for lymphatic filariasis and 18–27months for onchocerciasis.
This outcome was first seen in cattle infected with O. ochengi that had received a
protracted course of tetracycline for an unrelated infection [11]. A comprehensive
series of phase II field trials have confirmed the macrofilaricidal effects ofWolbachia
depletion in W. bancrofti [13, 18–20] and O. volvulus [21–23].

The preceding studies established anti-Wolbachia therapy as a valid treatment for
the major filarial infections causing human disease. Additionally, the life stages
responsible for pathogenesis of onchocerciasis (microfilariae) and lymphatic filari-
asis (adults) are successfully targeted by doxycycline. Wolbachia endosymbionts are
unique drug targets for filarial disease control and doxycycline offers the best
macrofilaricidal treatment to date, thus adding to the limited arsenal of antifilarial
therapeutics.

Indications for Doxycycline as an Antifilarial Treatment

The phase II trials stated above [13, 18–23] provided anti-Wolbachia therapy with or
without the addition of the classical antifilarial drugs (diethylcarbamazine and
ivermectin with or without albendazole). They also demonstrated that addition of
doxycycline leads to higher antifilarial efficacy against lymphatic filariasis, oncho-
cerciasis, andMansonella perstans [24]. Treatment of lymphaticfilariasis with 200mg/
day doxycycline for 3 weeks plus a single dose of 6mg/kg diethylcarbamazine
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(in India) or for 4 weeks plus a single-dose of 200 mg/kg ivermectin plus 400mg
albendazole (inGhana) achievedmore than 90%macrofilaricidal effects scored as the
proportion of male patients who lost worm nests in the scrotum as monitored by
ultrasound [19, 20]. For onchocerciasis, treatment with 200mg/day doxycycline for 4
weeks orwith 100mg/day for 5weeks led to sterile femaleworms, effectively clearing
the patients of microfilariae [21, 22]. The macrofilaricidal effect is dose- and time-
dependent with 200mg/day doxycycline for 6 weeks showing the greatest macro-
filaricidal rate of 60% [21, 23]. By subtracting newly acquiredworms that had infected
the participants between the long follow-up periods, the macrofilaricidal effect of
doxycycline treatment increased to 70% [25].

Such an effective treatment would warrant that doctors, who are obliged to provide
the best possible treatment to their patients, include doxycycline in antifilarial
treatment of lymphatic filariasis, onchocerciasis, and mansonellosis patients who
privately seek out treatment in clinics because of disease symptoms. This �individual
drug administration� (IDA) concept has been introduced to underpin the require-
ments of individuals (whose number will rise as both incomes and health care
systems improve in endemic countries) as compared to MDA programs that aim to
reduce or eliminate disease transmission (rather than cure patients) at the best
possible cost-to-benefit ratio. Of particular note is the fact that doxycycline has so far
been the only lymphatic filariasis treatment to reduce the dilation of lymph vessels,
and lead to amelioration of lymphedema [18] and a reduction in hydroceles [26].

Doxycycline is contraindicated in children and pregnant/lactatingwomen, restrict-
ing coverage of the target population in filaria-endemic areas. Rifampicin has
equivalent activity in Wolbachia depletion and inhibition of maturation of L3 to
adult worms as doxycycline in the Litomosoides sigmodontis mouse model (Specht
et al., unpublished). Pilot studies with rifampicin have demonstrated the loss of
Wolbachia and infertility of adult worms in onchocerciasis patients [27] – an
observation that a larger, randomized, placebo controlled noninferiority trial will
test. As rifampicin can be administered to children, it may be possible to include
children in anti-Wolbachia treatment schemes to eliminate filariasis.

Although very successful, a 6-week regimen with doxycycline has been viewed as
being impractical given the poor health resources in endemic communities. This
position has been elegantly countered by a study in Cameroon where the feasibility of
large-scale distribution of doxycycline for the treatment of onchocerciasis was test-
ed [28]. In this study, a community-directed delivery of a 6-week course of 100mg/day
doxycycline in five health areas co-endemic forO. volvulus and L. loa was introduced.
In total, 21 355 individuals were recruited, of which 17 519 were eligible for treatment
and 12936 received doxycycline – a therapeutic coverage of 73.8% of the eligible
population. At the end of the 6 weeks, 97.5% of the 12 936 who had started treatment
had complied with the full course of treatment as assessed by directly observed intake
of doxycycline by community health implementers and staff of the front-line health
facilities. The study demonstrated that with the necessary empowerment of the target
population, advocacy at the national, regional, and health district levels, and the
engagement of community health implementers and front-line health facilities, a
multiweek regimen is not an impediment to doxycycline mass distribution.
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Search for Second-Generation Anti-Wolbachia Drugs

The therapeutic success of doxycycline stimulated the search for alternative drugs
with anti-Wolbachia activity, and which could be used in MDA control programs by
overcoming the contraindications of doxycycline and reducing the timeframe of drug
delivery. These goals formed the basis of the A�WOL consortium – a group of
academic laboratories and pharmaceutical company partners established to discover
and develop new and existing anti-Wolbachia drugs.

A�WOL Drug Regimen Refinement

The first objective was to refine regimens of drugs with known anti-Wolbachia
efficacy (doxycycline and rifampicin) to provide alternative treatment for use within
the timeframes of existing MDA programs. Trials on both lymphatic filariasis and
onchocerciasis were designed to test combinations of doxycycline and rifampicin
delivered in shorter timeframes (3 weeks, 2 weeks, and 10 days) and lower doses of
doxycycline (100 versus 200mg/day) to provide an optimized regimen. These can
then be deployed in restricted populations, for which current program strategies are
compromised (e.g., in L. loa coendemic areas) or where existing drugs show evidence
of reduced efficacy (e.g., Ghana). These regimens could also be deployed in theMDA
program end-game that would treat the remaining cases of infection prior to
elimination of the disease. Follow-up sampling has been completed and analyses
of the trial�s outcomes are currently underway (www.controlled-trials.com;
ISRCTN15216778 and ISRCTN68861628).

A�WOL Assay Development and Screening Strategy

The A�WOL screening strategy uses a pipeline of approaches (Figure 15.1) optimized
to identify and validate anti-Wolbachia compounds by screening of both focused anti-
infective and diversity-based libraries of existing and novel drugs and natural
products.

In order to screen these large compound libraries aWolbachia cell-based assay was
developed as the primary in vitro drug-screening tool. This validated assay, which has
been adapted to automated high-throughput screening, and represents a rapid,
sensitive, and efficient assay for screening chemical libraries, utilizes a Wolbachia-
containing Aedes albopictus cell line (C6/36 Wp) [29], in a 96-well format, with a
quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) readout to quantify theWolbachia 16S
rRNAgene copy number following treatment [30].Hits from this primary in vitro cell-
based screening assay are selected based on their log drop depletion of Wolbachia,
reproducibility, and, if using known drugs, the target product profile as defined by
A�WOL to include oral formulation, and the safe use in children and pregnancy.
These selected hits are then moved down the screening pipeline into both in vitro
and in vivo nematode screening. In vitro nematode screening, using either adultmale
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O. gutturosa [31] or both male and female B. malayi [30], is performed to verify that
hits are effective against nematode Wolbachia. These in vitro screens also provide a
valuable tool to identify compounds that have no direct antinematode activity yet
show significant reductions in Wolbachia load. For in vivo nematode screening,
established animal models of filarial infection are utilized, and include L. sigmodontis
inmice [9] and B. malayi in Mongolian jirds [32]. For all in vivomodels, the reduction
of Wolbachia load following treatment is measured by qPCR. The primary in vivo
screening model with L. sigmodontis allows for rapid screening of compounds,
and yields a visible and quantifiable phenotype of larvae with retarded growth
(Figure 15.2). The secondary in vivo model with B. malayi uses a human filarial
nematode, and evaluates macrofilaricidal activity, effects on female fertility, and
reductions in Wolbachia load.

A�WOL Library Screening

Registered Drug Library Screening

Following the validation of the primary cell-based screen the first priority was to
screen approved human drug pharmacopeia for potential repurposing for anti-
Wolbachia activity. Repurposing or repositioning of drugs provides a less risky route
to drug discovery given that candidates will already have well-known safety and
pharmacokinetic profiles [33, 34], and could provide a cost- and time-effective strategy
to identify a novel A�WOL therapeutic. By screening 2664 compounds from the

Figure 15.1 A�WOL screening strategy.
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human drug pharmacopeia, this strategy identified 121 hits that had anti-Wolbachia
activity; 69 of these were orally available from different diverse drug categories
(Table 15.2), with nine compounds being more effective than doxycycline. Several
drugs have progressed further along the screening pipeline into in vitro nematode
assays and in vivo screening models. The most advanced lead has shown an increase
in potency of 50% compared to doxycycline in the secondary in vivo screen. As many
of these hits are drugs already in human use for other diseases, they represent an
opportunity to quickly develop alternative chemotherapy for filarial diseases.

Figure 15.2 Stunted L. sigmodontis larvae following anti-Wolbachia treatment with a 14-day course
of doxycycline compared to untreated control worms.

Table 15.2 Hits from the human drug pharmacopeia screen grouped into different drug classes.

Drug class Number of hits Percent of hits (%)

Anti-infectives 24 35
Antipsychotics/anticonvulsants 8 12
Natural products/nutraceuticals 7 10
Receptor antagonists 6 9
Antihypertensives 6 9
Others 6 6
Muscle relaxants 5 7
Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 4 6
Antineoplastic agents 4 6
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Focused Anti-Infective Library Screening

Focused anti-infective libraries have been sourced from several pharmaceutical
companies and include near-to-market lead candidate drugs or drug class derivatives,
which are selected from known and bioinformatically predicted essential gene
targets. Focused anti-infective library screening has, thus far, involved A�WOL in
vitro screening of 3062novel compounds fromfive chemical libraries. To date this has
generated 184 diverse hit compounds, a number of which have progressed further
into the screening funnel. Encouragingly, there is a good agreement between the
reduction inWolbachia load in the cell-based and O. gutturosa in vitro assays with no
effect onwormmotility. This suggests that the hits do not directly effect the nematode
(and are, therefore, predicted to avoid direct parasite-mediated adverse events).
Notably, the ability to identify hit compounds from these focused libraries, which
are effective at reducingWolbachia load and have improved efficacy over doxycycline,
is highly supportive of the long-term goal to identify A�WOL new chemical entities
(NCEs).

Diversity-Based Library Screening

In order to expand the capacity of novel NCE screening and to explore novel anti-
Wolbachia chemical space, A�WOL screening has included large diversity-based
libraries. Two diversity-based chemical libraries consisting in total of more than
60 000 compounds have entered the primary cell-based assay screen.Hits from these
libraries will be tested for narrow-spectrum activity against Wolbachia in order to
produce targeted treatments that do not overlap with other antibacterial treatment
domains.

A�WOL Target Discovery

A final objective of the A�WOL consortium is the identification and validation of new
Wolbachia-specific targets for entry into the drug discovery pipeline. In the absence of
any tools for the genetic analysis of Wolbachia, researchers have devised bioinfor-
matic and comparative genomic approaches that take advantage of the completed
genome sequences of Wolbachia from B. malayi (wBm) [35], B. malayi [36], and
humans [37] to predict the essential gene repertoire ofwBmand to uncover candidate
drug targets.

An essentiality score for each predicted gene of wBm was determined by two
separate approaches [38]. The first method compared each gene to entries in the
Database of Essential Genes (DEG) [39], a collection of around 5000 experimentally
identified essential genes from 15 different bacterial species, to predict essential
genes that are mostly conserved across the bacterial domain. The second approach
used phyletic conservation across members of the order Rickettsiales, to which
Wolbachia belongs, in order to highlight genes that are well conserved and, thus,
likely to be essential. Conservation of genes in these rickettsial genomes that are
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undergoing reductive evolution underscores their importance. A ranked essenti-
ality list was produced by each method, and showed complementary and partially
overlapping sets of wBm genes. A gene identified by both methods has a
particularly high likelihood of being essential. A gene predicted essential by
comparison to DEG would offer the potential to develop a broad-spectrum
antibiotic, whereas a gene identified only by phyletic conservation could lead to
an inhibitor with a more restricted activity profile. Many of the top-ranking genes
fall into classes of genes targeted by current antibiotics and are in functional
categories predicted to be essential for bacterial growth [38]. For example, DNA
gyrase and topoisomerase family proteins were well represented and are known
targets of quinolones [40], and DNA-directed RNA polymerase is the target of
rifampicin [41]. Certain tRNA synthetases also ranked highly and are the targets of
a variety of compounds [42]. The high essentiality prediction of such known targets
validates the computational approach. The ranked lists can be further curated to
prioritize candidate drug targets by filtering for genes with no similarity to human
proteins, for example. The druggability of the wBm proteins was addressed by
comparing them to known protein targets contained within the DrugBank
database, a collection of around 5000 US Food and Drug Administration-
approved small-molecule drugs and compounds with details of their protein-
binding partners and relevant chemical and pharmacological data [43]. This
analysis correlated well with the essential gene predictions, and revealed classes
of wBm proteins that appear to be essential and druggable [38]. The ranked
essential gene list and druggability data have been used by A�WOL to guide
selection of focused library compounds supplied by several leading pharmaceu-
tical companies.

Analysis of the wBm genome suggested Wolbachia might provide heme, flavin
adenine dinucleotide, riboflavin, and nucleotides to the B. malayi host, which cannot
synthesize these molecules de novo [35, 36]. Disruption of the symbiotic association
through targeting Wolbachia enzymes involved in the biosynthesis of these mole-
cules could offer new avenues towards filarial control. For example, two enzymes of
the wBm heme biosynthetic pathway, aminolevulinic acid dehydratase (ALAD) and
ferrochelatase, have been evaluated as candidate targets based on their low conser-
vation to the corresponding human proteins, their distinct biochemical properties,
and their sensitivities to inhibitors relative to the human enzymes [44]. As ALAD is
not found in the genome of B. malayi and is significantly different from the human
ortholog [44], it was subjected to both aptamer and chemical library screening as part
of the A�WOL program. Screening of aptamers uses short nucleic acid ligands, most
often RNA, that fold into three-dimensional structures and specifically bind to
proteins with a high probability of inhibition of function (reviewed in [45]). By
screening a small-molecule library, displacement of the aptamer can identify drugs or
compounds that mimic the inhibitory action of the aptamer without performing an
enzymatic assay [46, 47].

Comparative genomic analyses and examination of metabolic pathway maps can
indicate key differences between processes that are otherwise conserved between
Wolbachia and humans, leading to the identification of additional potential drug
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targets inWolbachia. For example, despite the ubiquity of glycolysis/gluconeogensis
in almost all prokaryotes and eukaryotes, the pathway contains several nonhomol-
ogous isofunctional enzymes (NISEs), alternative enzymes, andhighly variant forms.
The interconversion of 3-phosphoglycerate and 2-phosphoglycerate is catalyzed by
cofactor-dependent phosphoglycerate mutase (dPGM) in mammals, whereas in
Wolbachia, a cofactor-independent PGM (iPGM) is used. These PGM NISEs have
no similarity in primary sequence, three-dimensional structure, or catalytic mech-
anism, making theWolbachia iPGM enzyme an attractive drug target [48]. Similarly,
the final step in glycolysis is catalyzed by pyruvate kinase in humans, but by a distinct
alternative enzyme, pyruvate phosphate dikinase (PPDK), inWolbachia [49]. PPDK is
not found inmammals. TheWolbachia PPDKenzyme has also been included in both
aptamer-based and conventional library screening as part of A�WOL.

To date, there has been no biochemical evidence for a cell wall inWolbachia, yet the
wBm genome predicts all the genes required for biosynthesis of lipid II – the
monomer that is polymerized into peptidoglycan [35]. This pathway is active and
sensitive to at least one antibiotic, fosfomycin, that blocks synthesis of lipid II [50].
Akin toChlamydia, lipid II biosynthesis appears to be important despite the apparent
lack of a cell wall. At best, Wolbachia has a rudimentary or very atypical cell wall
structure. This structure may provide an anchor point between the inner and outer
membranes for outer membrane proteins. Alternatively, the machineries of cell
division and cell wall biosynthesis have components in common, and it has been
proposed that lipid II may be involved in cell division [50]. The Wolbachia lipid II
pathway is being pursued as an antifilarial target as it has been shown to be both
functional and sensitive to specific inhibition [50].

Lipoproteins are essential structural and functional components of bacteria, and
those fromWolbachia are potent stimulators of the innate and adaptive inflammatory
pathogenesis of filarial disease [51]. Analysis of the wBm genome indicates that the
Wolbachia lipoproteins are only diacylated because the necessary lgt and lspA genes
are predicted, whereas the third gene responsible for triacylation, lnt, appears to be
absent. This is consistent with recognition by the diacyl-lipoprotein receptor complex
Toll-like receptor 2 and 6 [51]. The Wolbachia prolipoprotein signal peptidase II
(LspA) was shown to be functional, and both an arthropod cell line containing
Wolbachia from A. albopictus and adult B. malayi were sensitive to inhibition with a
known LspA inhibitor, globomycin [30]. As a result, drugs targeting the Wolbachia
lipoprotein biosynthetic pathway are being evaluated within the A�WOL framework.
TheWolbachia chaperone protein DnaK is also considered as a target within A�WOL
as it shows differential sensitivity to inhibitors of the Escherichia coli ortholog,
suggesting that the identification of inhibitors with selected specificity for the
Wolbachia protein is feasible.

Further studies that address the biological basis of the mutualistic association
betweenWolbachia and its filarial nematode hosts are underway, and are expected to
unravel the mechanisms that sustain the relationship, revealing additional oppor-
tunities for disrupting the symbiosis and, as a consequence, producing antifilarial
activity. Many of these genes are expected to be critical for Wolbachia and mainte-
nance of its symbiotic status, and will also include those filarial gene products that
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interact with Wolbachia proteins. Their identification will increase the number of
candidate Wolbachia targets that can be evaluated for development of antifilarial
therapies.

Conclusions

Since its inception in 2007 the A�WOL consortium has made significant progress
towards its goals of identifying new and improved drugs with activity against
Wolbachia that could potentially be used inwidespreadMDAprograms. The program
has included field trials to optimize regimes of existing drugs, assay development of
an anti-Wolbachia screening strategy, registered drug, focused anti-infective, and
diversity-based library screening, and a target discovery program. The A�WOL
program has (i) identified registered drug combinations that can reduce treatment
times from weeks to a few days in vivo, (ii) discovered 69 registered drug hits, the
most advanced of which displays an increase in potency of 50% over doxycycline, and
(iii) identified a further 138hits for advancement. In addition, A�WOL is completing a
screen of a further more than 60 000 compounds and has validated essential
Wolbachia gene targets.

The next steps will require a period of hit-to-lead optimization to focus A�WOLhits
to a small number of credible candidates that we can pursue through the screening
pathway.

The hope is that this process will deliver new and improved drugs active against
Wolbachia, which will provide the tools needed to ensure that the goal of eliminating
onchocerciasis and lymphatic filariasis can be ultimately achieved.
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Promise of Bacillus thuringiensis Crystal Proteins as Anthelmintics
Yan Hu and Raffi V. Aroian*

Abstract
Bacillus thuringiensis crystal (Cry) proteins are the most widely used biological
insecticides in the world. Their value in safely controlling insects that destroy crops
and transmit human diseases is well established.Here, we reviewB. thuringiensisCry
proteins as novel anthelmintics with a unique mode of action. In laboratory studies,
Cry proteins are highly effective against a broad range of free-living roundworms and
parasitic roundworms that infect plants and animals. Cry5B is therapeutic for two
different intestinal roundworm parasitic infections – one in mice and the other in
hamsters. The latter infection involves a minor hookworm parasite of humans,
Ancylostoma ceylanicum, which is closely related to the more prevalent Ancylostoma
duodenale. Therapy is observed despite the fact that much of the protein is likely
degraded in the stomach prior to reaching the parasites. Cry21A is also therapeutic in
mice infected with the roundworm parasite, Heligmosomoides bakeri. Cry proteins
offer excellent combinatorial therapeutic properties with nicotinic acetylcholine
receptor agonists – one of two classes of compounds approved by the World Health
Organization for treatment of intestinal roundworms in humans. Given their
nontoxicity to humans and their broad spectrum of nematicidal action, Cry proteins
show great potential as next-generation anthelmintics.

Introduction

Soil-transmitted helminths (STHs) are nematodes that parasitize the human intes-
tine, and include hookworms, the whipworm (Trichuris trichuria), and the giant
roundworm (Ascaris lumbricoides). They cause significant disease burden in the
world�s poorest, infecting one in three people in the world and causing morbidity
comparable to that of malaria [1–5]. STH infections in children result in growth and
cognitive stunting, and severely impact learning, school attendance, and future
income potential [1–3, 5, 6]. Over 44 million hookworm-infected pregnant women,
including 7.5 million women in sub-Saharan Africa, are at an increased risk for
premature delivery, low birth weight, maternal ill health, and maternal death [7].
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In general, intestinal roundworms impair workers� productivity and contribute to
keeping large populations entrapped in poverty [8, 9]. Furthermore, intestinal round-
worminfectionsmodulate the immunesystem,andarecorrelatedwith increasedHIV
severity, susceptibility tomalaria, andprobabilityofhavingactive tuberculosis [10–12].
Inaddition, those infectedhavegenerallypoorerresponses to tuberculosisandcholera
vaccines [13–15]. Clearly, STHs are one of the great causes of disease in our time.

Four anthelmintics are currently approved by the World Health Organization for
treatment of STHs – two benzimidazoles (mebendazole and albendazole) and two
nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) agonists (pyrantel and levamisole) [16].
Albendazole is considered best and is preferred for STH mass drug administra-
tion [17]. The problem with having so few anthelmintic classes is the emergence of
parasite resistance. Reduction of efficacy or failure of current anthelmintics, includ-
ing increasingly to albendazole, has been seen in Australia, Tanzania, Vietnam,Mali,
Ethiopia, Sri Lanka, and Ghana [18–23]. These reports have evoked urgent and
repeated appeals for the development of new anthelmintics [2, 5, 16, 22].

Since albendazole�s introduction in 1983 [24], only one new single-dose
drug targeting human parasitic roundworms has reached clinical development –
tribendimidine (TBD). TBD was developed by the Chinese Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention [25]. It was approved for clinical use in 2004. In clinical
trials in China, TBD offered single-dose efficacy against all parasites comparable to
albendazole [25, 26]. Themechanism of action of TBD is the same as the levamisole/
pyrantel class nAChR agonists [27], to which resistance in human populations has
already been documented [22]. Another drug, nitazoxanide, shows efficacy against
Ascaris, hookworm, andTrichuris trichiurawhendelivered as six doses over 3 days [28].
New anthelmintics continue to be developed for veterinary applications as round-
worm resistance to all of the classes currently available is now widespread in farm
animals [29].Thesenewanthelmintics includemonepantel (seeChapter17), thecyclo-
oxadepsipeptides, and the paraherquamides [30–32] (see Chapter 18). When these
drugs will be available for human clinical trials, how safe they will be for humans and
howeffective theywill be against STHs that infect humans are outstandingquestions.

Our laboratory is pioneeringworkon anovel class of anthelmintics, crystal (Cry) pro-
teinsmade by the soil bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis [33, 34, 43, 46, 57, 61, 70, 71, 79].
B. thuringiensis is a Gram-positive, spore-forming bacterium characterized by para-
sporal crystalline protein inclusions (Figure 16.1). These inclusions often appear
microscopically as distinctively shaped crystals and therefore are referred to as �Cry
proteins.� Cry proteins are pore-forming toxins that bind to receptors on the intestines
of invertebrates, intoxicating and killing their targets [33, 35].

Safety of B. thuringiensis Cry Proteins

Five decades of intense use of Cry proteins as insecticides, including major aerial
spraying over populated areas [36, 37], mosquito and black fly control programs,
transgenic food crops, and in the organic farming industry (B. thuringiensis Cry
proteins are the insecticide of choice by organic farmers), has proven that
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B. thuringiensis and its crystal proteins are nontoxic to vertebrates [38, 39]. Over a
dozen studies with spores and crystals have been performed in small mammals and
humans, and all have showed no evidence of toxicity [38]. These data indicating
nontoxicity of Cry proteins towards mammals include acute oral toxicity studies in
which rodents were given greater than 4000mg/kg/day [38]. Cry proteins are
expressed in a number of food crops. For example, they are approved by the US
Environmental Protection Agency for expression in corn and around 60% of all the
corn grown in the United States currently expresses Cry protein [40].

Much of our pioneeringwork onCry protein anthelmintics has focused onCry5B –

a three-domain Cry protein related by primary sequence and predicted secondary
structures to the Cry proteins used to kill insects [33, 34, 41]. In terms of phylogeny,
Cry5B is located between families of Cry proteins known to be safe to vertebrates,
such as Cry1A and Cry2A [42]. To understand how Cry5B interacts with its inver-
tebrate hosts, our laboratory carried out forward genetics screens for Cry5B-resistant
animals in the common free-living laboratory roundworm,Caenorhabditis elegans [43].
Identification of variousC. elegans genes thatmutate toCry protein resistance revealed
four glycosyltransferases [44, 45]. Further research demonstrated that Cry5B binds to
the carbohydrate moiety ofC. elegans glycolipids and this binding is essential for toxin
action in vivo [46]. These carbohydrates contain the arthroseries core conserved in
insects and roundworms, but lacking in vertebrates. These data provide a molecular
basis for the mammalian safety of Cry5B and perhaps other Cry proteins such as
Cry1A family proteins, because vertebrates lack at least two of the enzymes required
for biosynthesis of the carbohydrate moiety [46].

Mechanism of Action

B. thuringiensis Cry proteins are ingestible toxins. Once ingested by target inverte-
brates, they are solubilized into monomers and proteolytically activated in the

Figure 16.1 Scanning electron microscope of Cry5B spores and crystals.
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invertebrate intestinal lumen. Protein monomers bind to receptors on intestinal
cells, thenoligomerizeand insert into theplasmamembrane to formpores [33,35,47].
Cry proteins are pore-forming toxins (PFTs) and as such are part of the single largest
group of bacterial protein virulence factors [48]. Cry5B itself has been demonstrated
to form pores in planar lipid bilayers [49]. PFTs poke holes in the plasma membrane
in the cells, breaching cellular integrity, and disrupting ion balances and membrane
potential [50, 51]. The net result is death or severe dysregulation of target cells. There
has been a little discussion as towhether themode of lethality of Cry proteins involves
osmotic lysis or signal transduction events [47]. Both are consistent with the effects of
PFTs. PFTs trigger a multitude of signal transduction effects in cells [50, 52]. Studies
in C. elegans have demonstrated that numerous signal transduction and cellular
effects of Cry5B are conserved with those of mammalian-acting PFTs [49, 53–56].
Thus, the mechanism of action of Cry5B is an invertebrate-specific acting PFT.

Cry Proteins Have a Broad-Spectrum of Activity Against Free-Living and
Parasitic Roundworms Ex Vivo

Cry Proteins Intoxicate a Wide Range of Free-Living Roundworms

Weexposedfivephylogeneticallydiverse free-livingroundworms(C.elegansstrainN2,
Pristionchus pacificus strain PS312, Panagrellus redivivus strain PS1163, Acrobeloides
spp. strainPS1146, andDistolabrellus veechi strainLKC10) toEscherichia coli-expressed
Cry proteins from theCry5 andCry6 subfamilies.We found that threeCry5 subfamily
proteins (Cry5B, Cry14A, and Cry21A) and one Cry6 subfamily protein (Cry6A) are
generally toxic to the free-living roundworms [57]. TheCry5 subfamily proteinsCry5A
and Cry12A, as well as the Cry6 subfamily protein, Cry6B, are generally not toxic to
roundworms [57]. To date, every roundworm tested, be it free-living, plant-parasitic
(see below), or animal-parasitic (see below), is susceptible to Cry5B.

Cry Proteins Intoxicate Plant-Parasitic Roundworms

Plant-parasitic nematodes feed, live, and reproduce inside plant roots, and cause
significant damage to commercially important crops world-wide [58, 59]. To test the
efficacy ofCry proteins it is therefore essential that plants be engineered to express the
Cry proteins so that the parasites have access to the protein. Our laboratory has
demonstrated thatCry6AandCry5Bproteins transgenically expressed in tomato roots
intoxicate the endoparasitic root-knot nematode,Meloidogyne incognita, resulting, for
example, in significant inhibition of endoparasite reproduction [60, 61]. Cry proteins
represent potentially powerful tools in the control of plant-parasitic nematodes.

Cry proteins Intoxicate Animal-Parasitic Roundworms Ex Vivo

Early studies suggested that B. thuringiensis might have effects on animal parasitic
roundworms, although these involved the use of the entire bacterium (not purified
Cry proteins) and the use of uncharacterizedB. thuringiensis strains (reviewed in [62]).
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The role of Cry proteins in the intoxication of the parasites was unclear from these
studies. More definitive indication that Cry protein could act against animal-parasitic
roundworms came from our study demonstrating that Cry5B, Cry14A, and Cry21A
expressed in nonpathogenic E. coli are toxic to the free-living larval stages of the
rodent-parasitic roundworm, Nippostrongylus brasiliensis [57]. Subsequently, a
research group from Australia screened a collection of B. thuringiensis strains for
nematicidal activity [62]. They found two B. thuringiensis strains that intoxicated in
vitro larval and adult stages of three economically important roundworm parasites of
livestock (i.e., Haemonchus contortus, Trichostrongylus colubriformis, and Ostertagia
circumcincta). One B. thuringiensis strain expressed Cry5A and Cry5B proteins, and
the other expressing the Cry5 family member Cry13A [62].

B. thuringiensis as a Natural Pathogen of Roundworms

That B. thuringiensis Cry proteins have widespread and potent activity against
roundworms suggests that the bacterium B. thuringiensis evolved these proteins
specifically to target roundworms. This suggestion is not surprising given that B.
thuringiensis and many free-living roundworms (nematodes) coexist in the soil [57].
Studies on the interaction, evolution, and ecology of B. thuringiensis and B. thur-
ingiensisCry proteins in associationwith free-living nematodes are all consistent with
the hypothesis that the intoxication/killing of roundworms with B. thuringiensis Cry
proteins is part of a natural host–pathogen interaction [57, 63–66].

Therapeutic Activity of Cry Proteins (Cry5B and Cry21A) Against Two
Mammalian Intestinal Roundworm Parasites In Vitro and In Vivo

Cry5B is Active Against Hookworms In Vitro and In Vivo

Hamsters are permissive hosts for the hookworm parasite, Ancylostoma ceylanicum,
which is a minor human hookworm parasite most commonly found in Asia and
which is closely related to the prevalent human hookworm parasite Ancylostoma
duodenale [2]. Like human hookworm infection, A. ceylanicum infection in hamsters
causes weight loss and anemia, and, accordingly, is considered a goodmodel [67–69].
A. ceylanicum hookworm adults and larvae show dose-dependent intoxication by
purified Cry5B when cultured in vitro [70]. Cry5B is very intoxicating to early-stage
hookworm larvae – the percentage of motile larvae after 48 h of incubation was
reduced from 90% (no Cry5B) to 6% in 5 mg/ml Cry5B [70]. Incubation with Cry5B
also resulted in significant morphological changes to A. ceylanicum larvae (i.e.,
stunted growth and loss of integrity of most internal structures) [70]. Exposure of
adult A. ceylanicum to Cry5B was also associated with significant toxicity, including a
substantial reduction in egg excretion by adult female worms [70]. Females exposed
to 0.1mg/ml Cry5B demonstrated a 95% reduction in the number of eggs compared
with control worms [70].

Most significantly, Cry5B shows excellent anthelmintic activity against hookworms
in vivo. Purified Cry5B administered in three doses on 3 consecutive days (15mg/kg/
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dose) to A. ceylanicum-infected hamsters decreased fecal egg counts and worm
burdens by 81 and 89%, respectively [70] (Figure 16.2a and b). These data demon-
strated for the first time that a Cry protein can act as an anthelmintic in vivo.

Figure 16.2 Cry5B treatment reduces
intestinal worm burden (a and c) and fecal egg
excretion (b and d) in roundworm-infected
mammals. (a and b)A. ceylanicum (hookworm)-
infected hamster experiments; (c and d)
H. bakeri-infected mouse experiments.
(a) Worm burdens in individual hamsters are
indicated by closed circles and the means of
each group are shown by red horizontal bars.
Square brackets underneath indicate statistical
comparisons between groups by analysis of
variance (ANOVA). (b) Fecal samples from
infected animals were collected at the times
indicated and hookworm eggs quantified. All
values are the means� standard error (SE).
Asterisks indicate statistical significance

(P< 0.05) versus the infected control group
(ANOVA). (c) Intestinal worm burdens in
placebo (HD1)- and Cry5B (HD1)-treated mice.
Worm burdens in individual mice are indicated
by triangles. Long horizontal bars represent
mean worm burdens; smaller bars indicate
SE. ���P< 0.001 Mann–Whitney. (d) Shown are
the average eggs/gram of feces/mouse for both
placebo (n¼ 10)- and Cry5B HD1 (n¼ 10)-
treated groups the day before treatment,
(�1) and then every other day thereafter
until the animals were euthanized on day 5
post-treatment. Error bars¼ SE. Two-way
ANOVA. (Modified from [70] � (2006)
National academy of Sciences, USA,
and [71]).
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Statistically similar, althoughmore complete, curative results were obtained for three
15mg/kg/dose treatments with mebendazole [70]. It is interesting to note that on a
molar basis, the dose of mebendazole used was 475 times that of Cry5B.

Cry5B has Superior Single-Dose Anthelmintic Activity Against Heligmosomoides
bakeri Intestinal Roundworm Infections in Mice

H. bakeri (also known asH. polygyrus andNematospiroides dubius [72]) in themouse is
a commonly employed rodent model for infection by an intestinal round-
worm [72–74]. H. bakeri infection in mice was the model that led to the discovery
of ivermectin [75]. We tested whether Cry5B could provide significant single-dose
therapy of H. bakeri and found that one dose of Cry5B at 715 nmol/kg (100mg/kg)
clears approximately 70% of the parasites relative to placebo in two different
experiments (one of which is shown in Figure 16.2c) [71]. Cry5B-treated animals
showed more than 98% reduction in fecal egg counts (Figure 16.2d) [71]. That the
percent egg reduction was greater than the percent worm burden reduction sug-
gested that the female parasites remaining in the intestine were severely intoxicated
(the difference could not be attested to by preferential elimination of female overmale
parasites [71]).

To understand the potency of Cry5B relative to known anthelmintics, we per-
formed an identical set of experiments (samemouse strain,H. bakeri culture, timing
of infection, and treatment) using the latest anthelmintic developed for human use,
TBD [71]. As noted above, TBD, along with albendazole, has the best single-dose
efficacy in humans among any of the current anthelmintics. We found that a 3-fold
higher dose of TBD is required to achieve the same level of parasite clearing (70%) as
Cry5B [71]. A search through the literature confirmed that, relative to known
anthelmintics tested againstH. bakeri infections inmice, Cry5B has excellent efficacy
(Table 16.1) [71, 76–78].

As Cry5B is a large protein (around 140 kDa), we hypothesized that it might fair
poorly in themammalian stomach in transit to themammalian intestine. To test this
hypothesis, we incubatedCry5B in simulated gastricfluids.Within 4min, virtually all
of the protein is degraded [71]. Given that the transit time through the stomach is of
the order of a fewhours, it is likely that the amount of protein reaching the parasites in
our gavage experiments is miniscule, which makes the strong therapeutic effects
seen with Cry5B even more remarkable. These data suggest that formulation of
Cry5B protein to protect it against gastric juices should result in significantly higher
anthelmintic effects superior to current anthelmintics.

Effect of Cry21A on H. bakeri Infections in Mice

H. bakeri-infected Swiss Webster mice were treated with three doses of Cry21A
protein (13mg/kg or 99 nM/kg per dose) or with three doses of placebo orally. Five
days after treatment, the mice were euthanized and the number of intestinal adult
parasites counted. Cry21A treatment resulted in a 40% reduction in parasite burden
relative to placebo, demonstrating in vivo anthelmintic activity [79].
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Powerful Combinatorial Antiroundworm Activity Between Cry Proteins
and nAChR Agonists

Combination drug therapies are the best and standard of treatment for infectious
diseases like HIV/AIDS, malaria, and tuberculosis [80–82]. Although anthelmintics
have been used in combination [83], detailed studies regarding design of combina-
tion therapies have generally been lacking. We therefore set out to measure the
combinatorial characteristics of nematicidal Cry proteins with approved human
anthelmintics, namely the nAChR agonist class.Using the roundwormC. elegans, we
find that nAChR agonists and nematicidal Cry proteins, namely Cry5B and Cry21A,
displaywhat is knownasmutual hypersusceptibility (from the antivirusfield [84–86]);
that is, when the roundworms become resistant to one class, they become hyper-
sensitive (relative to wild-type roundworms) to the other class. Furthermore, we find
that when Cry5B and nAChR agonists are combined, their activities are strongly
synergistic, producing combination index values as good or better than seen with
antitumor, anti-HIV, and insecticide combinations.

Hypersusceptibility Studies Between nAChR Agonists and Cry Proteins

In order to determine hypersusceptibility characteristics, roundworms resistant to
one anthelmintic are needed for testing with another anthelmintic. As we have been
working on both B. thuringiensis Cry proteins (like Cry5B and Cry21A) and nAChR
agonists (like TBD), we set out to study hypersusceptibility characteristics for these
two classes of compounds. We treated C. elegans roundworms resistant to Cry
proteins with TBD and reciprocally treated C. elegans roundworms resistant to
nAChR agonists with Cry5B [79]. The response of these roundworms was compared
to the response of wild-type roundworms to both drugs using dose-dependence
assays to measure mortality and the inhibition of larval development [79]. We found
that roundworms resistant to Cry5Bprotein are hypersusceptible to nAChR agonists,
and that roundworms resistant to nAChR agonists are reciprocally hypersusceptible

Table 16.1 The efficacy of different anthelmintics against H. bakeri as compared to Cry5B in vivo.

Anthelmintic Dose given
(mmol/kg)

Dose
relative to

Cry5B (-fold)

Day(s) treatment
was given

(days postinfection)

Reduction in
intestinal
worm

burden (%)

Reference

Cry5B 0.7 1 15 70 [71]
Levamisole 49 70 12 90 [76]
Ivermectin 5.7 8 18 87 [77]
Pyrantel 84 120 18 99 [77]
Piperazine 6224 8891 18 34 [77]
Mebendazole 75 107 9–15 84 [78]
Tribendimidine 2.2 3 15 70 [71]
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to Cry5B andCry21A [79]. In other words, ifC. elegans becomes resistant to L-subtype
nAChR agonists, it is more susceptible to Cry proteins than wild-type C. elegans.
Reciprocally, if C. elegans becomes resistant to Cry proteins, it is more susceptible to
nAChRagonists thanwild-typeC. elegans. Given that hypersusceptibility is associated
with excellent clinical efficacy with anti-HIV therapy, these results suggest that the
combination of Cry proteins and nAChR agonists might also have excellent clinical
utility against STHs.

Synergy Between Cry Proteins and nAChR Agonists

In addition to hypersusceptibility, another characteristic of combination therapies
that is important to measure is synergy – the ability of two drugs to show a stronger
effect in combination than predicted from their individual efficacies. Wild-type C.
eleganswere subjected to various doses of Cry5B, TBD, and a 1: 1 ratio mixture of the
two based either on mass (mg/ml : mg/ml) or efficacy (LC50 : LC50, where LC50 is the
dose of drug required to kill 50% of the animals), essentially following the algorithm
and experimental design of Chou and Talalay [87]. We used the data from these
experiments (proportion of animals killed at each dose of drugs individually and in
combination) to calculate combination index (CI) values at different dose effect
levels [79]. We found CI values for the Cry5B–TBD combination ranging from
between 0.1 and 0.5, indicating strong synergy between the drugs that was compa-
rable or superior to those found in combinations used for HIV or cancer chemo-
therapy or insecticides [79]. Similar results were obtained using Cry5B and
levamisole [79]. We also calculated the dose-reduction index (DRI) values [79]. DRI
is ameasure of howmany fold the dose of each drug in a combinationmay be reduced
relative to the dose of each drug alone in order to achieve the same effect [87]. We
found, for example, at the ED90 (effective dose for 90% lethality) in the Cry5B and
levamisole combination, Cry5B can be reduced 6-fold and levamisole 39-fold relative
to what it would take for each of these drugs to achieve the same effect on their
own [79]. These data indicate that Cry proteins can potentiate the effects of nAChR
agonists, like TBD, and their use in combination could significantly reduce drug
doses and delay parasite resistance.

Cry Proteins are More Difficult for C. elegans to Resist

In the same hypersusceptibility and synergy study, we undertook a mutagenic
forward genetic screen for C. elegans resistant to anthelmintics, comparing the
frequencies to which C. elegans develops resistance to Cry5B, Cry21A, levamisole,
albendazole, and ivermectin (Table 16.2) [79]. We found that C. elegans developed
resistance to Cry5Bmore rarely than to levamisole or albendazole and at a frequency
similar to that of ivermectin [79]. Resistance to Cry21Awasmore rare than any of the
others, including Cry5B, and in fact was not seen in this screen. These data suggest
that, under the laboratory conditions used here, Cry proteins have superior anti-
resistance properties relative to the currently approved anthelmintics for STH
chemotherapy.
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Conclusions

This chapter has highlighted the potential of B. thuringiensis Cry proteins to control
intestinal roundworm parasites of humans and potentially livestock. Such a biolog-
ical control strategy that would target both late-larval and adult roundworms resident
in the intestine, in addition to free-living larvae, would provide a safe, powerful,
attractive, and mechanistically distinct alternative to chemically based STH control.
This chapter has also highlighted quantitative approaches to studying anthelmintic
drug combinations, demonstrating the potential power of combining Cry proteins
with nAChR agonists. As with the other major infectious diseases of humankind,
most notably HIV, malaria, and tuberculosis, it is combination drug therapies that
hold the greatest long-termpotential for treatment and elimination of these parasites.

We are currently developing Cry5B as an anthelmintic for use in humans. In
collaboration with others, we are testing Cry5B against additional intestinal round-
worms of humans and animals, and are studying different formulations to protect
Cry5B from the rapid digestion in the mammalian digestive tract while releasing it
intact in the small intestine. These formulations are predicted to produce efficacies
superior to the current anthelmintics. Finally, Cry proteins may also have excellent
resistance characteristics relative to current anthelmintics.
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Table 16.2 Results of a forward genetic screen to generate C. elegansmutants resistant to different
classes of anthelmintics [79].

Anthelmintic
screened

No. of mutagenized
F2 C. elegans screened

No. of F2 resistant
worms found

Cry5B 10000 8
Cry21A 10000 0
Albendazole 10000 22
Levamisole 10000 31
Ivermectin 10000 8
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Monepantel: From Discovery to Mode of Action
Ronald Kaminsky* and Lucien Rufener

Abstract
Until recently, only three broad-spectrum classes of anthelmintics for the control of
gastrointestinal nematodes of livestock were available: the benzimidazoles, the
imidazothiazoles, and the macrocyclic lactones. In 2008, Novartis Animal Health
reported the discovery of the amino-acetonitrile derivatives (AADs) as a potential new
class of broad-spectrum anthelmintics for livestock. The objectives of the present
chapter are to introduce the AADs, their discovery, their safety and efficacy profiles,
the selection ofmonepantel as the first candidate for commercial use, and, finally, the
investigation of the mode of action of this active ingredient.

Discovery of the Amino-Acetonitrile Derivatives

In mid-2000, the first active compound from the amino-acetonitrile derivatives
(AADs) class was detected in a high-throughput screening program, using a larval
development assay (LDA) forHaemonchus contortus andTrichostrongylus colubriformis.
Optimization of the lead molecule (AAD-450) was then pursued using a rodent
model (Meriones unguiculatus) inwhichmarkeddecreases inH. contortus burdens but
no activity against T. colubriformiswas observed. In these initial tests, a dose of 10mg
racemate/kgwas used. (A racemate is an equimolarmixture of a pair of enantiomers.
This is the case when a chiral center is present in a synthetic molecule.) It was then
shown that only the S- and not the R-enantiomer had antiparasitic activity [1].

The N-acyl amino-acetonitriles were previously described in the literature as
fungicides, antibacterials, and insecticides, but never as potential anthelmintics [1].
The AADs are low-molecular-mass compounds bearing different aryloxy and aroyl
moieties on an amino-acetonitrile core (Figure 17.1) [1]. Based on the initial results
with AAD-450, more than 700 different AAD molecules were generated and their
potential anthelmintic activity was assessed. Promising candidates were selected
using a LDA in vitro test onH. contortus and T. colubriformis, and then tested in vivo in
the rodent model. It was observed that substitutions with OCF3 and CF3 on residues
R3 or R4 tended to provide the best anthelmintic activity.
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Out of this screening, the better molecules were selected for further testing in
sheep and cattle. Various studies using AAD analogs have been performed and
confirmed as active against levamisole- and benzimidazole-resistant populations of
H. contortus and levamisole/benzimidazole-multiresistantT. colubriformis. One of the
selected compounds, AAD-1470, cured sheep (treated with 5mg racemate/kg)
infected with the �Howick� isolate from South Africa that is resistant to the three
older broad-spectrum anthelmintic classes including the macrocyclic lactones [2].
This was a substantial hint that the AADs were acting through a completely novel
mode of action because no cross-resistance was observed.

Selection of AAD-1566 (Monepantel)

At the end of the lead optimization program, that included efficacy and tolerability
testing in sheep and cattle, one compound in particular emerged as the first drug
development candidate. When tested in the rodent models at a dose of 0.32mg
racemate/kg, it was active against H. contortus and T. colubriformis [3]. The enantio-
mers of that compound were separated and both molecules (including the racemic
mixture) were then tested in the gerbil against drug-resistant nematode isolates. The
racemic mixture showed 84–100% activity at 1mg/kg, the active enantiomer (AAD-
1566) showed a higher efficacy of 99–100%, whereas the inactive enantiomer (AAD-
1566i) possessed no activity. After a full battery of tests, AAD-1566 was selected for
entering the industrial development phase as an oral anthelmintic for sheep. AAD-
1566 was given the nonproprietary name monepantel by the World Health Orga-
nization and was approved as an oral anthelmintic for sheep in New Zealand in
January 2009. Monepantel is now commercially available inmany countries (France,
United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, Switzerland, Uruguay, Argen-
tina, and South Africa) under the tradename of Zolvix�.

The efficacy of monepantel in its commercial formulation against nematodes in
sheep was evaluated in numerous pen studies and field trials [4–7]. When applied at
the recommended dose of 2.5mg/kg, monepantel is effective against all major
gastrointestinal nematodes, including those that are resistant to benzimidazoles,

R3

O

R1

R2

N

N

O

R4

Figure 17.1 Chemical structure of the AADs. The arrow points out the chiral center. R stands for
sites for various residues and are substitution points on the backbone structure.
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imidazothiazole, and macrocyclic lactones, and a recent commercialized combina-
tion of derquantel and abamectin [8]. An example of the efficacy of monepantel is
presented in Table 17.1.

Tolerability of the AADs

A high level of efficacy and safety (for people, animals, and the environment) is
desirable for new products. In most cases, new compounds that do not fulfill all of
these target requirements are dropped from research and development programs.
Preliminary toxicology testing (Ames test, micronucleus test, and acute toxic dosing)
was performed with the racemate of AAD-450 and both enantiomers of AAD-1470.
No evidence of clastogenic (i.e., giving rise to or inducing disruption or breakages, as
of chromosomes), aneugenic (i.e., promoting aneuploidy in cells by affecting normal
cell division and migration of chromosomes during mitosis (or meiosis)), or
mutagenic potentials of these compounds was identified. The oral toxic dose in
rats was determined to be greater than 2000mg/kg. Tolerability and safety of
monepantel were demonstrated in numerous studies [9–11]. In sheep, oral doses
up to 200mg/kg were tested and no adverse effects were noted. This safety profile is
proposed to be due to the nematode-specific target of the AADs as described below.

Investigation of the Mode of Action of Monepantel

Themode of action of AAD-1566 was investigated using a forward genetics approach
with the nonparasiticmodel organism,Caenorhabditis elegans (Figure 17.2). There are
numerous examples of forward genetic screens to selectC. elegansmutants that resist
anthelmintics. This is the starting point to understand their mode of action and
potential resistance mechanisms. Examples include screens for resistance to levam-
isole [12], benzimidazoles [13], aldicarb [14], and ivermectin [15, 16]. The complete
genome sequence of C. elegans is known and the worms are easily amenable to

Table 17.1 Efficacy (%) of monepantel against various nematodes in sheep.

H. contortus
Howick

H. contortus
Haecon 51

T. colubriformis T. circumcincta

Fenbendazole 0 — 0 25
Levamisole 0 — 80 21
Ivermectin 3 1 100 24
Moxidectin — 28 — —

Oxfendazole þ
levamisole þ abamectin

— 5 — —

Monepantel 99.7 99.7 99.8 99.9

Sheep were treated with the commercially recommended doses of products containing the active
compounds indicated in the table. Efficacy was determined as reductions in worm counts.
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genetic manipulation. Fortunately, AAD-1566 interfered with the movement,
growth, and viability of C. elegans as well. This manifests as a hypercontraction of
the body wall muscles leading to paralysis, spasmodic contractions of the anterior
portion of the pharynx, and, ultimately, death.

A screen was performed on C. elegans worms that had been exposed to the
mutagenic agent ethane methyl sulfonate and approximately 40 mutants with
different levels of resistance to AAD-1566 were selected. Gene mapping was then
performed using a genetic recombination approach [17] where most of the resistant
alleles isolated mapped to a 5-map-unit interval on chromosome V. Further DNA
sequencing in this region revealed 27 independentmutations in acr-23, a gene coding
for a putative nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) subunit, designating it as the
major candidate contributor to the AAD response in C. elegans.

Neurotransmitter-gated ion channels provide the molecular basis for rapid signal
transmission at chemical synapses. They can transiently form a channel upon
binding of a specific neurotransmitter and allow small cations (Naþ and Kþ in
the case of an excitatory channel or Cl– if its an inhibitory channel) to pass through
the central pore. The movement of the ions through the open pore lasts for several

Figure 17.2 Outline of the approach and sequence of main discoveries to identify the biological
target of the AADs using C. elegans and H. contortus mutant nematodes.
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milliseconds and results in a current pulse of several picoamps that flows across the
membrane. An nAChR consists of five subunits, which assemble to form a channel
through the cell membrane (Figure 17.3). This cholinergic receptor can be homo-
meric (fivea-subunits) or heteromeric (botha- andnon-a-subunits; seeChapter 1 for
an extensive discussion on ligand-gated ion channels).

All known sequences of subunits from neurotransmitter-gated ion channels are
structurally related. They are composed of a large extracellular glycosylated N-
terminal domain, followed by three hydrophobic transmembrane regions, which
form the ionic channel, followed by an intracellular region of variable length. A fourth
transmembrane region is found at the C-terminal part of the sequence. The second
transmembrane domain is the main contributor of the channel pore. The extracel-
lular domain is composed of different loops (A–F), which are involved in the ligand
binding [18]. Subunits possessing two adjacent cysteines in loop C are defined as
nAChRa-subunits. ACys-loop, consisting of two cysteines separated by 13 conserved
amino acids, is used to classify subunits possessing the motif in the �Cys-loop
superfamily� of ligand-gated ion channels.

It is remarkable that the C. elegans genome is extraordinarily rich in genes
encoding nAChR subunits [18, 19]. For comparison, the human genome contains
17 genes encoding nAChR subunits, whereas asmany as 27 nAChR genes are found
in C. elegans [20]. Five subfamilies of nAChR subunits have been identified based on

Figure 17.3 Schematic representation of a
synaptic region with the axon terminal and the
muscle cell (left part of the picture). On the
right, the pentameric channel is represented in

two different views (transversal and lateral). The
five subunits that make up the receptor are
arranged around a central pore formed
by TM2.
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sequence similarity: UNC-29, UNC-38, ACR-8, ACR-16, and DEG-3 [18, 19, 21], with
ACR-8 andDEG-3 being nematode-specific classes [22]. The ACR-23 protein belongs
to the DEG-3 subfamily of nAChR subunits and is, therefore, nematode-specific
(Figure 17.4). This means that ACR-23 orthologs are not found in vertebrates
(e.g., mammals, birds), providing the first explanation for the safety profile of
AAD-1566. The nAChR subunits involved in AAD action are different from those
targeted by levamisole [20, 23, 24] and there is no cross-resistance between the two
chemical classes [25]. Levamisole targets subunits belonging to the UNC-38 and
UNC-29 subfamily (Figure 17.4).

Figure 17.4 Phylogenetic tree based on the
ligand-binding domain region of putative
ligand-gated ion channel genes. A neighbor-
joining tree (ClustalW) of the ligand-binding
domain region of conceptually translated
putative ligand-gated ion channel genes as
detected with GeneWise after an initial BLAST
screen with the 210 seeds (1426 sequences in
total). A thousand bootstrap iterations were
performed and branches below 50% bootstrap
support were collapsed. Nematode sequences
are shown in shades of green, platyhelminthes

in yellow, insects in purple, and vertebrates in
red. Some C. elegans and human subunits are
labeled, and the labels for proteins involved in
drug susceptibility are colored as follows;
levamisole, cyan; monepantel, orange; and
ivermectin, blue. Green asterisks indicate
branches that are similar to these latter, and
appear broad and nematode-specific. These
could be attractive for further investigation as
targets for other compounds. (Adapted
from [20].)
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Elucidating the Molecular Mode of Action of Monepantel

Use of C. elegans as a Model

The genetic screening performed with C. elegans allowed the identification of one
majormolecular target formonepantel action – the nAChR subunit ACR-23. Further
research (Rufener et al., manuscript in preparation) showed that the mutant acr-23
(cb27) can be fully rescued (i.e., AAD sensitivity is restored) by expressing the wild-
type acr-23 gene. For this, a wild-type copy of acr-23, including the promoter region
(4 kb) and the 30-untranslated region (UTR), was amplified by polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) from genomic DNA extracted from the N2 strain and injected into
acr-23 (cb27) adults. The resulting rescue was complete with worms becoming as
sensitive as the wild-type. This is the first direct evidence of the involvement of
ACR-23 in the sensitivity phenotype. To gain knowledge about the function of
ACR-23, its in vivo expression in C. elegans was localized using a Green Fluorescent
Protein (GFP) fused in frame with acr-23. Wild-type or mutant acr-23 (cb27) adults
were injected with roller DNA plus two PCR-generated fragments coding for acr-23
(promoter region and complete coding region) and GFP. In the case of acr-23 (cb27),
the transgenic animals were rescued and completely sensitive to the AADs
(30 mg/ml). The presence of the fused transgene was verified by PCR. Integrated
lines expressed GFP in various tissues, including body wall muscles (Figure 17.5),
and head and tail neurons; no GFP expression was observed in eggs or first-stage
larvae. This expression pattern (muscles and neurons) is in agreement with the
paralysis phenotype observed on nematodes exposed to monepantel. Head and tail
neurons have not yet been identified, andmoreworkwill be necessary to characterize
them with the help of neuron-specific antibodies for instance.

Figure 17.5 Expression of acr-23(þ ):GFP, L2 larvae,�100. Expression is detected in the body wall
muscles. (Courtesy of Samantha Rey, University of Fribourg, Switzerland.)
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Functional Characterization of the Cel-ACR-23 Receptor

To functionally characterize the receptor, Xenopus oocytes (Rufener et al., manuscript
in preparation) were injected withCel-acr-23 cRNA and current was recorded using a
two-electrode voltage clamp after addition of the agonist. The Cel-acr-23 gene was
cloned in a vector containing the 50- and 30-UTR of b-globulin from X. laevis, reverse-
transcribed in vitro, 50-capped, and injected into X. laevis oocytes. After 24 h, currents
were elicited by the addition of acetylcholine, choline, or nicotine. Choline proved to
be a more potent agonist of the C. elegans ACR-23 channels than acetylcholine or
nicotine. Currents measured with choline were characterized by a fast channel
opening followed by a slow desensitization. The oocytes rapidly recovered to the
initial resting membrane potential once the agonist was washed away. Interestingly,
no saturation of the channel could be observed even when very high choline chloride
concentrations were used (Figure 17.6).

The potential of monepantel to act as an allosteric modulator on the ACR-23
receptor was tested when coupled with choline chloride. Figure 17.7 shows current
traces of a concentration–response curve with monepantel combined with 1mM
choline. When used alone, 1mM choline elicited 350 nA currents. Monepantel
strongly enhanced the observed maximum current peak measured as well as the

Figure 17.6 Current traces from a choline concentration–response curve obtained from a X. laevis
oocyte expressing Cel-ACR-23 receptors. The bars indicate the time period of choline perfusion.
Choline concentrations are indicated above the bars.
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kinetic of the channel. The AAD-mediated potentiation of the current was measured
at a concentration of 1mM choline, which elicits only a small fraction of themaximal
current amplitude. Coinjection of Cel-acr-23 cRNA, with or without Cel-ric-3, did not
significantly affect the modulation of C. elegans ACR-23 channels by monepantel
(data not shown). The opticalR-enantiomer ofmonepantel (AAD-2224),whichhas no
antinematode effect, was inactive and failed to elicit or potentiate any current, either
alone or in combination with choline chloride (data not shown).

Discovery of the H. contortus Monepantel-1 Gene

Thefirst investigation tounderstand themode of action ofmonepantel inH. contortus
was performed using freshly harvested adult nematodes (maintained in Hank�s
balanced saline solution at 37 �C) exposed in vitro to various concentrations of
monepantel. This experiment showed that the worms were almost completely
paralyzed, but still able to move head and tail sections in a more or less normal
fashion. This was an early hint that monepantel was targeting or interfering with the
neuromuscular signal transmission.

In order to elucidate the molecular mechanism of monepantel, a forward genetic
approach was followed. The primary step was to select aH. contortus population able
to survive a full-dose treatment of monepantel in sheep. For this, a new �in vitro
selection–in vivo propagation� protocol was developed [25], which allowed the
successful selection of two independent AAD-mutant lines, Hc-CRA AADM and

Figure 17.7 Monepantel can act as an ACR-23
channel modulator. Current amplitudes from a
cumulative concentration-dependence of the
potentiation by monepantel of currents elicited
by 1mMcholine obtained from aX. laevis oocyte

expressing Cel-ACR-23 receptors. The bars
indicate the time period of choline (black) or
monepantel (orange) perfusion. Choline and
monepantel concentrations are indicated in the
figure.
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Hc-Howick AADM, as reported [3, 26]. The discovery of ACR-23 in C. elegans allowed
a search for homologous proteins inH. contortus via a tBLASTn search on the parti-
ally sequenced genome available online at: http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects/H_
contortus. The two independent AADmutantH. contortus lines were used to screen
for mutations in the identified acetylcholine receptor genes of the DEG-3 subfamily.
Two genes were affected: (i)H. contortus des-2 homolog,Hco-des-2, for which all AAD
mutant H. contortus carried an insertion in the 50-UTR introducing two additional,
out-of-frame start codons, and (ii) monepantel-1 (Hco-mptl-1), for which a panel of
different mutations was detected in AAD mutant (AADM) H. contortus. Apart from
one nonsense mutation discovered inHc-Howick AADM nematodes (Hco-MPTL-1-
m5; Figure 17.8), the detectedmutations all involvedmis-splicing, resulting in loss of
exon(s) from the mRNA as indicated by shortened reverse transcriptase-PCR
products. Furthermore, the AAD mutants exhibited altered expression levels of the
three DEG-3 subfamily genes,Hco-mptl-1,Hco-des-2, andHco-deg-3, as quantified by
real-time PCR. These results suggest that Hco-MPTL-1 and other DEG-3 subfamily
subunit members are themost likely targets for AAD action againstH. contortus. The
loss-of-function mutations in the corresponding genes may be responsible for the
loss of sensitivity to the AADs.

In a recent paper [27], it was demonstrated that monepantel sulfone (AAD-4670),
the major metabolite of monepantel in sheep [28], potentiates the choline-activated
currents mediated by H. contortus DEG-3/DES-2 receptors in a concentration-
dependent way without opening the channels. Thus, it acts as a positive
allosteric modulator with a threshold of approximately 0.3mM and an EC50 of
approximately 4mM.

Figure 17.8 Hco-mptl-1 locus, mRNA, and protein (top), and mis-splicing mutations in the AAD
mutants (bottom). (Adapted from [29].)
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Figure 17.9 Hypothetical model of the
interference of monepantel with acetylcholine
receptors. An action potential arrives at the end
of the presynaptic cell, opening the Naþ and
Caþ voltage-sensitive channels. This provokes
the exocytosis of vesicles containing
acetylcholine molecules in the synaptic region.
Acetylcholine binds to the receptors present at
the postsynaptic nerve cell or at the body wall
muscle cell and opens the channel. An inflow of
Naþ ionsentersthecell throughtheporeformed
by the receptor and creates a depolarization of
the cellmembrane. This leads to the stimulation
of the nerve cell or to the pulse contractionof the
muscle cell. Hypothetically, if monepantel binds
to the acetylcholine receptor containing aMPTL-
1 subunit, it provokes a permanent stimulation

or contraction that paralyzes the nematode. The
last channel on the right is a DEG-3/DES-2
channel responding to choline [27] that is
generated upon degradation of acetylcholine to
choline and acetate by acetylcholinesterase. The
DEG-3/DES-2 oligomer is not as sensitive as
MPTL-1 (dotted line), but could still be involved
in retarding the development observed at high
monepantel concentrations. The ancillary
protein RIC-3H, which is resident in the
endoplasmic reticulum, is important for the
correct assembly of the receptor containing
MPTL-1 as well as the DEG-3H/DES-2H
receptor. A downregulation of RIC-3H (dashed
line) favors the incorporation of DES-2H
subunits in the channel, thereby generating
receptors with higher sensitivity to monepantel.



Developing a Model for the Mode of Action of Monepantel

With the discovery of acr-23 in C. elegans, it was then possible to identify a potential
homolog in the target parasite,H. contortus, namedmptl-1.The apparent involvement
of acr-23 andmptl-1 in AAD sensitivity has been demonstrated [25, 29] and it has also
been shown that resistance to monepantel can be induced in nematodes [25]. With
the knowledge gained from the use of C. elegans and H. contortus, the hypothetical
AADmolecularmode of action could be as follows. An infected sheep is treated orally
with monepantel, the drug is ingested, and may enter the nematode either by direct
contact in the abomasum through passive diffusion or via the blood containing the
drug. Monepantel reaches the acetylcholine receptors containing the MPTL-1
subunit at the neuromuscular junction and, upon binding, the AAD-sensitive
receptors remain open, thus allowing an unrestricted inflow of cations that produces
a constant depolarization of the cell membrane. This creates a spastic paralysis of the
nematode and finally leads to the expulsion of the parasite from the host within the
feces. The hypothetical interaction of monepantel with MPTL-1 and possibly DES-2
in the synaptic region is depicted in Figure 17.9. However, more work is needed to
fully understand the molecular mode of action of AADs.

Conclusions

The discovery of monepantel and its development into the commercially available
product Zolvix enables sheep farmers world-wide to regain control of nematode
infections. Monepantel eliminates all major gastrointestinal nematodes including
benzimidazole-, imidazothiazole-, macrocyclic lactone- and multiresistant isolates,
due to the newmode of action. Therefore, monepantel is effective against nematode
infections independent of the sensitivity status of worm populations to the classical
anthelmintics.

Based on the description of the molecular target of monepantel, sensitive molec-
ular tests should be developed to detect mutants in the field much earlier than using
classical egg hatch tests. These tests would be of critical value in detecting resistance
to AADs should it emerge in future. As ever, it is crucial to implement an integrated
approach to worm control, including the judicious use of all available anthelmintics.
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Discovery, Mode of Action, and Commercialization
of Derquantel
Debra J. Woods*, Steven J. Maeder, Alan P. Robertson, Richard J. Martin,
Timothy G. Geary, David P. Thompson, Sandra S. Johnson, and George A. Conder

Abstract
The frequent use of anthelmintics, particularly in geographic areas of intense
parasite transmission, has led to the selection and spread of parasite strains that
are resistant to them. Against that backdrop, Upjohn Animal Health (now Pfizer
Animal Health) established a discovery program to identify compounds with novel
modes of action and effective against several important nematode species, including
strains resistant to themajor classes of anthelmintics. This testing led to the discovery
of 2-deoxy-paraherquamide (derquantel) – the first of the spiroindole class of
anthelmintics with commercial utility. Derquantel was prepared semisynthetically
by chemical reduction of paraherquamide, isolated from fermentation extracts of
Penicillium simplicissimum. It was subsequently shown that derquantel is a nicotinic
cholinergic antagonist. During clinical development, derquantel was combined with
the macrocyclic lactone, abamectin. The combination of the new chemical with a
second anthelmintic from a different chemical class in a single product (Startect�)
provides a more complete spectrum of anthelmintic activity and efficacy against
resistant strains. Additionally, the combination also offers a means of minimizing
selection for resistance to derquantel through the use of abamectin with a second,
distinct mode of action, thereby potentially enhancing the sustainability of worm
control programs.

Introduction

The history of chemotherapy for all forms of infectious disease has been driven
primarily by the remarkable capacity of infecting organisms to develop resistance to
the drugs used against them. In general, resistance develops most rapidly and
profoundly when the number of drugs is limited, frequency of dosing is high, and
underdosing commonly practiced. Clearly, each of these conditions characterized
chemotherapy for parasitic helminths in the second half of the twentieth century.
The introduction of ivermectin [1] into veterinary usage in the early 1980s
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revolutionized the treatment of and market for anthelmintics, including both
livestock and companion animals. At that time, drug resistance to the benzimida-
zoles and imidazolides, which were introduced at least 20 years earlier, was already
widespread, especially in species that infect small ruminants [2]. The commercial
accomplishment of ivermectin, coupled with emerging resistance in small rumi-
nants, drove investment by animal health companies in the discovery of anthelmin-
tics with novel mechanisms of action to compete with ivermectin and combat
resistance. Following the success of the macrocyclic lactones, fungal metabolites
were a proven rich source of anthelmintics, so it seemed a logical starting point in the
search for new agents. Companies such as Merck, Meiji Seika (Bayer), and SmithK-
lineBeecham followed this route,with the identification of cyclodepsipeptides [3] and
paraherquamides [4–6]. A number of additional anthelmintic compounds emerged
from these screens, particularly at Merck, but none was commercialized. Other
animal health companies were also actively working on screening of natural product
extracts and small molecules.

Discovery and Characterization of PNU-141962 (2-Deoxy-
paraherquamide)

Scientists at Upjohn Animal Health (now Pfizer Animal Health) initiated a discovery
program based on screening of natural product extracts and small-molecule libraries
against the free-living nematode Caenorhabditis elegans. They demonstrated that
marcfortineA (first reported byPolonsky et al. [7] in 1980) had anthelmintic activity [8],
although less potent than paraherquamide in their assays. Interestingly, this class of
compounds is only weakly active in the screening format employed atUpjohnAnimal
Health at the time and was detected only because the fungal isolate serendipitously
coproduced oligomycin A, which had weak anthelmintic activity. The anthelmintic
activity of marcfortine A was identified following bioassay-guided fractionation.

As is clear fromFigure 18.1a, the structures ofmarcfortine A and paraherquamide
A (a metabolite of Penicillium paraherquei) are very similar, with the only differences
occurring in the �G� ring. These observations led to a medicinal chemistry program,
generating and screening over 300 analogs, to improve potency in a proprietary,
patentable structure. As part of the analoging program, the marcfortine G ring was
modified to incorporate some of the features found in the G ring of paraherquamide.
This resulted in PNU-105775, which had similar activity to paraherquamide in the in-
house jird anthelmintic model (an immunosuppressed jird, infected with ruminant
gastrointestinal nematodes) [9].

The synthesis of PNU-105775 is a six-step process, with PNU-105774 being
reduced to PNU-105775 in the final step (Figure 18.1b; more details can be found
in Lee et al. [8]). Although potent and safe, this synthesis was too expensive to be cost-
effective for a sheep anthelmintic. A small quantity of PNU-141400was isolated from
the final reduction, with loss of the oxygen at the 2 position (as shown in
Figure 18.1b). This compound was as active as PNU-105775. This interesting
reduction was then applied to paraherquamide (Figure 18.1c) to generate a novel,
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patentable molecule, PNU-141962 (2-deoxy-paraherquamide), now named derquan-
tel. The compound was not tested in the C. elegans assay, due to the lack of activity of
paraherquamide against C. elegans under standard screening conditions (as an
interesting footnote, it has recently been demonstrated [10] that derquantel does
have activity againstC. elegans, but only in �cut worm� preparations). Derquantel was
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therefore tested directly in the jird anthelmintic model and shown to have equivalent
activity to paraherquamide. Against Haemonchus contortus, Trichostrongylus colubri-
formis, andOstertagia ostertagi, ED90 doses (single dosing)were 0.33, 0.11, and around
0.5mg/jird (values inmg/kg are roughly 7.5, 2.5, and12.5). These valueswere similar
whether the drugs were given orally or via injection (intramuscular, intraperitoneal,
and subcutaneous routes). Topical delivery provided slightly less potency. From
accumulated data in this model, it was concluded that paraherquamide and der-
quantel are equipotent against these three major ruminant parasites. Furthermore,
both were deliverable by all commercially useful routes.

Despite these exciting data, there were concerns about the toxicity of derquantel,
since Merck had reported that paraherquamide is toxic to mice (estimated LD50

< 15mg/kg) [11] and even more toxic in dogs, with death seen at doses as low as
0.5mg/kg [12]. The toxicity is species-specific, as paraherquamide is quite safe for
sheep, jirds, and rats. The toxicity of derquantel was therefore evaluated in mice and
dogs. Doses up to 50mg/kg had no untoward effects in mice. In dogs, 20mg/kg
produced only mild and reversible mydriasis.

Another key question at this early stage in the discovery process was whether
derquantel was cross-resistant with existing commercial anthelmintics, a key
factor to control of resistant nematodes in the field. As Table 18.1 shows, the
molecule is essentially equipotent in vitro and in vivo against H. contortus strains
multiply resistant to ivermectin and benzimidazoles or levamisole and benzimi-
dazoles, compared to a susceptible strain. Similar studies in other species of
nematodes consistently demonstrated equal efficacy in resistant and sensitive
strains.

Studies were conducted in sheep (in-house, unpublished data), using both
artificial (adult and fourth-stage (L4) larvae) and natural infections of intestinal
nematodes, with oral drench doses of derquantel varying from 0.5 to 2.5mg/kg.
Excellent efficacy was achieved (greater than 5%) from doses of 1mg/kg or
above against adult and L4 larvae of Trichostrongylus spp. and Cooperia curticei; and

Table 18.1 In vivo (Jird) and in vitro effects of 2-deoxy-paraherquamide againstmacrocyclic lactone/
benzimidazole- and levamisole/benzimidazole-resistant and -sensitive strains of Haemonchus
contortus.

In vivoa) ED95 (mg/jird) In vitrob) EC50 (mM)

Strain Derquantel Derquantel Ivermectin Levamisole

Sensitive 0.33 0.3 0.003 0.1
ML-R/BZ-R 0.33 0.3 0.03 0.1
Lev-R/BZ-R 0.33 0.3 0.003 2.0

a) Resistance factor in vivo for both resistant strains greater than 10-fold (N¼ 4 studies, 4 jirds per
study).

b) EC50 values obtained following 24-h incubations; values averaged from three separate studies,
eight culture tubes per concentration per study.
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at 2mg/kg against adultH. contortus andNematodirus spathiger.Efficacy, however,was
variable (70–95%) against Teladorsagia circumcincta, and poor (0–40%) against adult
Oesophagostomum columbianum and Trichuris ovis at all doses tested.

Mode of Action of Derquantel: B-Subtype Nicotinic Acetylcholine
Receptor Antagonist

Contraction assays using muscle strips from the parasitic nematode Ascaris suum
show the presence of pharmacologically distinct types of nicotinic acetylcholine
receptors (nAChRs), which are activated by different cholinergic anthelmin-
tics [13–16]. Three subtypes of nAChR can be distinguished: an N-subtype that is
preferentially activated by nicotine, an L-subtype that is preferentially activated by
levamisole and antagonized in a competitive manner by paraherquamide, and a
B-subtype that is preferentially activated by bephenium and antagonized by para-
herquamide and derquantel (Figure 18.2; see also Chapters 1 and 14 for further
perspectives on ligand-gated ion channels).

In addition to experiments conductedwithmuscle contraction assays, the effects of
nicotine, levamisole, bephenium, paraherquamide, and derquantel have been exam-
inedunder patch-clamp [17, 18] to test the hypothesis that the selectivity of the ligands
is in fact different. With this approach, it was possible to describe the single-channel
properties of the N-, L-, and B-subtypes of nAChRs and the different selective effects
of the anthelmintics.

Initially, it was found that a high concentration of levamisole could activate three
different types of nAChR ion channel that had conductances of around 24, 35, or
45 pS; however, levamisole preferentially activated the 35 pS channels [17].
Paraherquamide had no inhibitory effect on the 24 pS channels, but antagonized
the 35- and 45-pS channels [18]. When bepheniumwas used as the agonist, it did not

Figure 18.2 Summary diagram of channel properties and pharmacology of the N-, L-, and
B-subtypes of nAChR receptor channel found on the muscle cell of Ascaris showing their mean
conductance, mean open time, and selectivity of agonists and antagonists.
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activate the 24- (N-subtype) or 35-pS (L-subtype) channels, but activated the 45-pS
channels [18]. Derquantel was found to selectively inhibit the 45-pS channels [18].
These observations allowed the identification of the 45-pS channel as the B-subtype
and that of the L-subtype as the 35-pS channel.

In addition to separation of the subtypes by pharmacology and conductance, it was
found that there were significant differences in their mean open times [18]. The N-
subtype (24 pS) had the briefest open time, 0.6mS; the L-subtype (35 pS) had an
intermediate open time, 0.9ms; and the B-subtype (45 pS) had the longest open time,
1.3ms, when levamisole was the agonist. These experiments allowed the identifi-
cation and confirmation of at least three subtypes of muscle nAChR at the single-
channel level and their pharmacology to be characterized.

The observations showed that derquantel was a more selective antagonist of the B-
subtype of nAChR; this is clinically relevant because one type of levamisole resistance
is associated with a loss of sensitivity of the L-subtype receptors with no loss in the
sensitivity of the other subtypes [19]. This means that loss of the L-subtype with
levamisole resistance might be overcome by using other cholinergic agonists
(methyridine, oxantel; N-subtype) [16] or antagonists (derquantel; B-subtype) with
selectivity for subtypes of nAChR other than the L-subtype.

Development of Startect�: A Novel Combination of Derquantel
and Abamectin

At a dose rate of 2mg/kg, derquantel was shown to display only mid-spectrum
activity, with solid efficacy greater than 95% reduction in mean worm count against
adults and L4 larvae of Trichostrongylus and Nematodirus spp., and the adult stage of
H. contortus. At this dose it is, however, less effective against T. circumcincta (adults
and L4 larvae), L4 larvae of H. contortus, and some large intestinal nematodes.

The urgent need for the development of a new anthelmintic family to overcome
resistance to other anthelmintic families was clear, so experts were consulted to
evaluate whether there was a way forward for development of derquantel as a new
anthelmintic. The resistance in small ruminants in some geographic regions was
so acute it was felt that there was indeed a need for development of a novel
anthelmintic such as derquantel. It was, however, also concluded that development
of a combination anthelmintic with a macrocyclic lactone would deliver activity
against a broader spectrum of nematodes in addition to offering the potential
to slow the development of resistance to both molecules [20–22]. The decision
was made to combine derquantel with abamectin, resulting in the production
of Startect (10mg/ml derquantel and 1mg/ml abamectin). The standard oral
abamectin usage dose was chosen (0.2mg/kg) and a dose of 2mg/kg derquantel
was selected.

To evaluate the efficacy of the combination product Startect, 11 dose confir-
mation studies were conducted in four countries (Australia, New Zealand, South
Africa, and the United Kingdom [23, 24]) against natural or experimental infec-
tions of adult, L4 larvae and hypobiotic L4 larvae, with unknown or unconfirmed
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resistance. As recommended by VICH (International Cooperation on Harmonization
of Technical Requirements for Registration of Veterinary Products), percent reduction
in geometric worm count was compared to the negative control group. Group sizes of
10 animals were used, and animals blocked on fecal egg count and randomly allocated
to group. Sheep were sacrificed 14 days after treatment and worms counted from
samples of 5% aliquots (of total contents of abomasum and small intestine) or 10%
aliquots (of total contents of large intestine). Consistently high efficacy (97% or above)
was demonstrated against adult, L4, and hypobiotic L4 stages of a broad range of
contemporary field strains of gastrointestinal (abomasum, small and large intestines)
and respiratory nematodes of sheep in all four countries, with no negative interaction
between the two active ingredients in the combination [24].

Seven studies were also conducted in the same four countries using anthelmintic
resistant laboratory strains and one study was run in the United Kingdom with field
isolates. The study design was similar to the dose confirmation studies, with the
addition of reference groups to confirm the resistance profile of each parasite
(reference groupcompoundswere selected from thebenzimidazole, imidazothiazole,
macrocyclic lactone, salicylanilide, and organophosphate classes). Consistently high
efficacy (greater than 99%) was demonstrated by Startect against these multidrug-
resistant strains of economically important gastrointestinal nematodes of sheep with
the single exception of 95.9% efficacy in one study against Teladorsagia trifurcata [24].

To evaluate field efficacy, 16 studies were run across a broad range of geographic
regions, climate zones, sheep enterprises, breeds, ages, and nematode populations
(in Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and the United Kingdom). The trials were
run using a standard fecal egg count reduction test. Each study had two treatment
groups: negative control and Startect with efficacy determined 14 days post-treatment
by percent reduction in geometric mean of the test groups when compared to
negative control. Group sizes were at least 20 animals and blocking was by fecal egg
count with random allocation of animals to groups. These studies demonstrated
consistently high efficacy of Startect (greater than 99%) against a broad range of
naturally acquired gastrointestinal nematodes (Table 18.2).

Safety Studies

The safety of Startect in lambs andadult sheepwas comprehensively evaluated in a series
of target animal safety studies, including margin-of-safety, reproductive safety, and field
safety studies. In addition, a studywas conducted to evaluate the clinical safety of Startect
when administered concurrently with other commonly used animal health products.

Pivotal Target Animal Safety Studies

Six pivotal safety studies were conducted in sheep, including three margin-of-
safety studies (two in 6-month-old lambs dosed at 1.5, 4.5, or 7.5 times the
recommended dose rate at weekly and monthly intervals, and the other in 6-week--
old lambs dosed once at 1.5, 3, or 4.5 times the dose rate), two reproductive safety
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studies with animals dosed at 3 times the recommended dose rate at weekly or
monthly intervals for up to 217 days (one each in male and female sheep), and an
overdose/repeat dose study in 9- to 13-week-old lambs dosed at 1.5 times (based
on heaviest animal) the recommended dose rate twice 14 days apart. A study was
also conducted in New Zealand to evaluate the clinical safety of Startect when
given at registered dosage and administered concurrently with a multivalent
clostridial vaccine (Glanvac� 6 Vaccine; Pfizer) and/or a mineralized combination
lamb drench (First Drench Hi-Mineral�; Merial Ancare).

Startect was well tolerated in all age groups at doses up to 3 times the recom-
mended label dose of 1ml/5 kg; doses greater than 3 times were associated with
toxicity in some animals. At doses up to 3 times the recommended label dose there
were no adverse effects on the fertility of breeding rams or ewes and no effect on their
offspring. The only treatment-related effect identified at the recommended usage
dose was coughing immediately following administration; this was of a mild and
transient nature, generally resolving within 30 s of dosing. The rate of coughing was
60–65% across all studies.

No adverse interactions were identified when Startect was administered concur-
rently with a multivalent clostridial vaccine and/or a mineralized combination lamb
drench.

Table 18.2 Summary of fecal egg count reduction test data for Startect following testing in 16 field
studies run across a broad range of geographic regions, climate zones, sheep enterprises, breeds,
ages, and nematode populations.

Country Region Nematode egg type

Strongyle Nematodirus spp.

Control
GM�

Reduction
(%)

Control
GM�

Reduction
(%)

Australia NSW – NE 1385 >99.9 11 100
NSW – SE 595 99.9 — —

NSW – Central 674 100 20 100
Victoria – SE 517 99.9 15 100
Victoria – SW 977 100 88 100
WA – Albany 303 100 — —

WA – Denmark 120 100 — —

New Zealand Manawatu (N) 707 99.9 32 100
Pahiatua (N) 1536 >99.9 — —

Otago (S) 1179 100 79 100
Southland (S) 733 100 — —

Canterbury (S) 358 99.2 3.4 100
South Africa Limpopo 832 >99.9 — —

Mpumalanga 2934 99.9 — —

United Kingdom Scotland 125 100 3.2 100
North Wales 345 >99.9 1.2 100

�GM: geometric mean.
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From these studies it was established that young lambs less than 15 kg should be
accurately weighed and dosed. Where there is a large variation in size within
the group, the dose rate should be based on label directions for each weight range.
Care should be taken to avoid overdosing. The product should not be used in other
species; Startect is extremely toxic to horses (Pfizer in-house data).

Commercialization

Derquantel Scale-Up

Key to the success of any drug is achieving an acceptable return on investment. For
the animal health industry, cost of goods is often vital to the profitability of drug
products, especially those aimed at the livestock sector.

Considerable investment by Pfizer scientists in a number of areas has made a
significant impact on scale-up of derquantel to commercially viable quantities.
Improvements in the efficiency of the fermentation, the producing microorganism,
and recovery of paraherquamide has led to improved yields, including a 4- to
5-fold increase in the fermentation output, due to recent developments and an overall
several hundred-fold increase from the original wild-type culture. Additionally, the
conversion of paraherquamide to 2-deoxy-paraherquamide has been optimized.
Further investments are being made in random and directed mutagenesis projects
to make an even greater impact on the efficiency of the fermentation process.

Registration and Launch

Startect has been approved and launched in New Zealand and South Africa, and is
currently under review by a number of other regulatory authorities

All animal studies were subject to animal welfare ethical review, and were
conducted in compliance with local and national regulations.

Conclusions

This chapter highlights the challenges of bringing a new veterinary antiparasitic
molecule to market and demonstrates that persistence, combined with timely and
focused investment, can succeed in the end. Overcoming the major hurdle of
controlling a broad spectrum of resistant parasites is only the first step. The drug has
to be bioavailable in the target host species and to reach the predilection site of the
parasite. The molecule must have an acceptable safety margin, from the perspective of
target animal (sheep) safety, human food safety (residue levels), and user safety. Finally,
the cost of producing the drug must be acceptable. In this case, combining a new
chemical entity (derquantel) with a novel mechanism of action, not cross-resistant with
existing drugs, with a second class (abamectin) utilizing a distinctly different mode of
action proved to deliver excellent efficacy and safety, aswell as providing the potential to
minimize selection for resistance to both drugs in the combination.
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Praziquantel: Too Good to be Replaced?
Livia Pica-Mattoccia* and Donato Cioli

Abstract
Praziquantel (PZQ) was introduced in the 1970s for the chemotherapy of schisto-
somiasis and today it is practically the only drug used for the control of the disease.
The undisputed strong points of PZQ are its effectiveness against all schistosome
species, its safety, its affordable price, and its ease of administration as a single oral
dose. Cure rates are of the order of 60–90% of those treated and the intensity of
infection is usually reduced to levels that minimize the risks of serious morbidity.
A weak point of PZQ is its lack of efficacy against immature stages of the parasite,
which may result in low cure rates in high-transmission sites. In spite of about
30 years of intensive use and the current mass distribution of PZQ to many million
people per year, no documented cases of PZQ resistance have been reported at the
population level. Individual cases of PZQ failure have been repeatedly published, but
no parasite isolates with a strong and stable drug resistance were obtained from such
cases. A laboratory-derived schistosome strain with a decreased PZQ sensitivity has
been described. The mechanism of PZQ action is still unresolved, current inter-
pretations revolving around the toxic effects of calcium influx in the parasite and the
corresponding involvement of schistosome calcium channels. These concepts have
been recently challenged by the demonstration that high levels of calcium influx
caused by PZQ are perfectly compatible with parasite survival in immature worms
and in cytochalasin D-exposed schistosomes. However, an unexpected effect of PZQ
on the regenerative polarity of a planarian wormwas shown to depend on the activity
of calcium channels. Research towards PZQ analogs and alternative antischistoso-
mal compounds should be intensified because PZQ is not a perfect drug, and the
possibility of resistance remains a serious threat, especially as PZQ is the only drug
available for this global disease.

Praziquantel: A Success Story

Themost valuable achievement in the field of schistosomiasis – possibly second only
to the discovery of the parasite itself [1] –was the introduction of praziquantel (PZQ)
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for chemotherapy. The potency of the pyrazino isoquinoline ring system as an
anthelmintic was discovered in 1972 at the laboratories of Bayer, Germany [2], but the
chemical follow-up of this type of compounds was carried out at Merck, Germany,
where over 400 analogs were synthesized [3]. The story started from an industrial
motivation to discover antidepressants. Initial clinical trials against schistosomiasis
were carried out in collaboration with the World Health Organization and these
invariably gave very good results against all major schistosome species [4–6]. PZQ
administered as a single oral dose of 40–60mg/kg body weight proved to be well
tolerated, with relatively few, mild, and transitory side-effects. Efficacy was also quite
good, with cure rates in the range of 60–90%. The only initial problem was the high
price, but market competition started even before the Bayer/Merck patent expired,
when the Korean company Shin Poong obtained a process patent [7]. A rapid price
decline ensued in the following years, reaching the present average cost of US$ 0.2 or
0.3 for the treatment of a child or an adult, respectively [8]. Efficacy against all
schistosome species as well as against cestodes [9], safety, ease of administration, and
low cost havemade PZQ the drug of choice for the chemotherapy of schistosomiasis.
In fact, alternative drugs like oxamniquine and metrifonate have practically dis-
appeared from the market, thus leaving PZQ the only available antischistosomal
drug [8, 10].

Limitations

From its discovery [2] it was clear that PZQ had very little efficacy against juvenile
schistosomes, extending from 1 to 5 weeks after infection, with minimal efficacy
around the fourth week. Activity is present in the first week and gradually returns to
maximum levels after the fifth week postinfection. This biphasic curve of activity has
been repeatedly observed in vitro [11], and in animal [11–13] and human stud-
ies [14, 15]. The biological basis of this phenomenon remains obscure, but a practical
consequence is that in areas of intense disease transmission – where many indi-
viduals are likely to carry juvenile worms – the effectiveness of PZQ tends to be rather
low and in some instances quite dramatically so [16]. As a countermeasure for this
problem, it was proposed to administer twoPZQdoses over an interval of a fewweeks
to permit thematuration of juvenile parasites [17]. The effectiveness of this approach
in the field was confirmed [15, 18], but logistic and economic factors discourage its
adoption in large-scale programs.

Even in the most successful campaigns of PZQ chemotherapy, complete cure is
seldom, if ever, achieved. Apart from the problem of immature worms, it has been
argued that the routinely employed PZQ dose is probably a subcurative one, even
more so since the common Kato–Katz diagnostic technique used to assess cure is
likely to miss uncured positive cases excreting a low number of eggs [19]. At the
individual level, failure to achieve completewormremoval ismitigatedby the fact that
intensity of infection is generally reduced to levels that minimize the risks of serious
latemorbidity. At the population level, however, a subcurative dosemay aggravate the
risk of favoring drug resistant parasites [19].
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Resistance

Mass distribution of PZQ is currently taking place in a number of endemic countries
and results in the treatment of many millions of people every year, thanks to govern-
mental and international programs [20]. Having learned the lesson from antibacterial
and antimalarial chemotherapy, concern has been expressed that, under present
circumstances, resistance to PZQ may develop, which could cause serious problems
since we have essentially this single weapon for the control of schistosomiasis [21].

Alarming reports of possible PZQ resistance have indeed appeared in the
literature, beginning with a focus in northern Senegal where the drug had poor
cure rates in the range of 18–39% [16]. A reappraisal of this incident pointed to the
high transmission rate of the infection in that focus, with the consequent high
frequency of insensitive immature parasites in the population [14, 22]. This inter-
pretation, however, wasweakened by the fact that oxamniquine, which is also inactive
against juvenile worms was normally effective in the same population [23] and by the
fact that snails collected in the area carried a parasite isolate that proved partially
insensitive to PZQ in the laboratory [24].

Additional evidence for the possible development of PZQ resistance has been
found inEgyptwhere schistosome isolates derived frompatients not cured after three
rounds of chemotherapy showed a decreased PZQ sensitivity in laboratory ani-
mals [25]and invitro [26]whencompared to isolatesderived fromeasily curedpatients.

In 1994, a laboratory strain of Schistosoma mansoni repeatedly subjected to drug
pressure over a number of mouse passages was reported to exhibit a decreased PZQ
sensitivity when compared to the original unselected parasites [27]. Genetic crosses
between selected and unselected parasites showed intermediate sensitivity in the
hybrid progeny [28].

A number of schistosome isolates collected in different African countries were
tested in a multicenter laboratory study and clear interisolate differences in PZQ
sensitivity were recorded [29]. A general characteristic of the partially resistant
isolates described in this study as well as in the previous studies is that the level
of drug insensitivity was invariably modest, was mainly detectable at low doses, and
was easily overcome with increased PZQ doses. The worrisome interpretation of
such moderate levels of insensitivity is that this could represent the initial phase in
the development of serious resistance (i.e., a phase where only aminority of parasites
are resistant in the population, but will soon become the majority if kept under drug
selection). However, in all reported occurrences of �PZQ resistance,� repeated and
prolonged drug pressure has never resulted in substantial increases of drug refrac-
toriness beyond the initial level [30]. No schistosome isolate has been described so far
that is unequivocally highly resistant. This failure to increase the mean level of
insensitivity in a parasite population kept under drug pressure indicates that the
majority of parasites is slightly insensitive, rather than the opposite scenario whereby
only a few individuals are highly resistant and are the forerunners of a completely
refractory population.

In a longitudinal study of 178 men occupationally exposed to schistosomes and
repeatedly treated with PZQ, no pattern of failures consistent with development of
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clinical resistance to PZQ was found over a 12.5-year period [31]. A schistosome
isolate obtained from a Kenyan car washer who was never fully cured after 18 rounds
of treatment administered over several years proved partially insusceptible in in vitro
and in vivo tests; in contrast, a subisolate that had not been kept under drug pressure
was fully susceptible [32].

It has been speculated that the partial insensitivity to PZQ observed in some
schistosome strains may not be due to a mutation in a drug target(s), but to a
modulation of the influx–effluxmechanisms of the drug in the parasite, as suggested
by the apparent conservation of a currently presumed target (a calcium channel
b-subunit) in some �PZQ-resistant� isolates [33]. Another possibility is that the
insensitivities measured in the laboratory [29, 30], usually after treatments given
around the sixth to seventh week after infection, may be the result of slow parasite
maturation in some geographical isolates, thus reflecting the previously described
phenomenon of PZQ inefficacy against immature worms. This hypothesis, however,
has not been confirmed in at least one case [34].

Over the years, several isolated instances of PZQ failure have been reported in
the literature (reviewed in [35]). The number of failures is small when compared to
the vast number of successfully treated people. In principle, some of these failures
could be attributed to special metabolic characteristics of individual patients, to poor
drug quality, to failed drug intake, to wrong diagnosis of persistent infection, and the
like. Also, it is worth mentioning that the majority of reported failures concern
returning travelers and are based on the finding of parasite eggs in locations other
than the feces or urine, frequently dependent on indirect diagnostic methods, and
these seem to occur more often with Schistosoma haematobium infections, for which
egg clearance from the tissues after chemotherapy is known to be particularly
slow [36].

The issue of drug quality deserves a brief statement. Of 34 PZQ samples tested at
the user level, two were devoid of the active principle [37]. Also, a recent study
detected significant differences in the bioavailability and antiparasitic effects among
various PZQ brands [38].

In sum, we feel that no serious occurrence of PZQ resistance has been docu-
mented so far that might undermine the clinical value of the drug. This was
confirmed by the normal PZQ efficacy in those Egyptian villages where schistosomes
with decreased drug sensitivity had been isolated 10 years previously [39]. We think,
however, based on theoretical considerations [40] and the previous experience with
other drugs [41, 42], that the future development of PZQ resistance is a likely and
alarming possibility, considering that this is the only available drug against an
infection that affects large populations.

Mechanism of Action

It is certainly remarkable that, more than 30 years after the introduction of PZQ and
so many millions of people successfully treated, the mechanism of action of PZQ is
still essentially unknown [43, 44].
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Any discussion on the mechanism of action of PZQmust begin with reference to
the study by Pax et al. in 1978 [45]. The basic facts that characterize themode of action
of the drug are contained in that report, namely the spastic paralysis of the
schistosome musculature and the influx of calcium into the parasite. The morpho-
logical alterations of the worm tegument that immediately follow exposure to PZQ
(i.e., vacuolization and blebbing) were described soon afterwards [46]. It appeared
obvious to attribute muscle contraction to the increased intraworm calcium con-
centration, but two crucial links remained obscure: how does PZQ cause calcium
influx and how does this phenomenon eventually cause parasite death?

The discussion on the �upstream� link between PZQ and calcium initially
stalled with the exclusion of a number of possible mechanisms, among which the
opening of calcium channels by PZQ [43]. This possibility appeared in conflict
with the fact that an inhibitor of calcium channel activity, methoxy-verapamil (also
known as D600 or gallopamil) did not antagonize the schistosome muscle contrac-
tion or the Ca2þ accumulation induced by PZQ [47]. It was subsequently confirmed
that methoxy-verapamil does not interfere with the effects of PZQ, but it was also
shown that other calcium antagonists active on the same �L-type� channels of
vertebrates (i.e., nicardipine and nifedipine) can antagonize PZQ�s lethal activity
in schistosomes [48].

Calcium channels were at the center of the discussion when Kohn et al. [49]
showed that schistosomes possess, in addition to a canonical calcium channel
b-subunit, a variant subtype of this protein lacking two highly conserved serine
residues that potentially function as phosphorylation sites and thatmay be critical for
the structural integrity of the subunit. When the variant schistosome b-subunit was
expressed in Xenopus oocytes together with human or invertebrate a-chains, the
resulting calcium channel proved unusually sensitive to PZQ (i.e., it produced an
increased Ca2þ current in the presence of the drug). This uncommon PZQ
sensitivity was not observed with the canonical schistosome b-subunit nor with the
variant subunit mutated to restore the two conserved serines [50]. However, the
hypersensitivity was again detected with a mammalian b-subunit mutagenized to
eliminate the phosphorylation consensus sites represented by the two serines [51].
Based on these findings, the suggestion that Ca2þ channels may be the target of
PZQ action [52] became clearly very attractive, especially since the variant b-subunit
lacking the two serines is present in other PZQ-sensitive organisms like Taenia
solium [53].

A recent study performed with the free-living flatworm,Dugesia japonica, provides
indirect support for the calcium channel hypothesis [54], albeit conflicting with some
of the data obtained with S. mansoni, as discussed below. In common with other
planarians, D. japonica exhibits a remarkable regenerative capacity such that indi-
vidual organisms simultaneously amputated of their heads and tails are able to
reform both body ends. It was observed that the presence of PZQ during
the regenerative process unexpectedly produced two-headed individuals in 100%
of the worms. This phenomenon was accompanied by an increased calcium
influx and was largely inhibited by the calcium channel blocker nicardipine. Most
interestingly, the PZQ-evoked bipolarity was ablated to a large extent when the
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calcium channel b-subunit was targeted by RNA interference (RNAi). Surprisingly,
however, suppression of bipolar regeneration was maximal when the canonical
b-subunit – possessing the two serine residues that represent potential phosphor-
ylation sites – was targeted for knockdown and less pronounced with the variant
b-subunit that lacks the two serines, just the opposite of what had been observed in
schistosomes. Also, PZQ proved lethal to D. japonica, although at much higher
concentrations than observed in vitro with S. mansoni. RNAi of either, or both,
calcium channel b-subunits did not abolish lethality, but prolonged flatworm
survival [54]. Incidentally, the analogous experiment assessing PZQ activity upon
RNAi silencing of b-subunits – although in principle experimentally feasible – has
not been reported for S. mansoni.

Turning now to the other unresolved question – the link between intraworm
calcium influx and schistosome death – the implicit assumption has been that
lethality is simply due to high cytoplasmic concentrations of the free ion. This
assumptionwas questioned by the recent observation that very high intraworm levels
of calcium are perfectly compatible with schistosome survival [55], as outlined in the
following experimental conditions. Schistosomes pre-exposed in vitro to cytochalasin
D (CyD) – an agent known to disrupt the actin cytoskeleton and to block the activity of
calcium channels in mammalian systems – proved to be strikingly insensitive to the
otherwise lethal action of PZQ. Under the assumption that CyD had actually
inhibited calcium entry into schistosomes, this result was interpreted as a confir-
mation of the calcium channel hypothesis [48]. However, subsequent experiments
forced a complete revision of this conclusion, since it was found that CyD not only
fails to inhibit the intraworm Ca2þ accumulation caused by PZQ, but actually
contributes to increasing it, such that schistosomes pre-exposed to this agent are able
to survive exposure to PZQ in spite of amassive calcium influx. The calciumblockers
nicardipine and nifedipine also failed to prevent the calcium influx induced by PZQ,
stressing the concept that invertebrate ion channels often appear to diverge from
the rules that apply in vertebrates [56]. Similarly, a substantial calcium influx could be
measured in 28-day-old worms exposed to PZQ, in accordance with their observable
spastic paralysis and in spite of the fact that these immature worms are largely
insensitive to the schistosomicidal effects of the drug [55].Of possible relevance to the
above results is that the use of radioactive calcium to measure this cation�s
concentration in whole worms, as currently performed [45, 55, 57], may be too
crude an approach as it fails to take into account possible differences between tissues/
compartments of the parasite (e.g., calcium stores) and does not consider the
chemical status of the ion (free versus complexed).

A different hypothesis regarding PZQ�s mechanism of action stems from the
observation that the drug bears some structural similarity with adenosine, and that it
inhibits the uptake of the nucleosides adenosine and uridine by schistosomes in vitro.
This effect, which is absent in mammalian cells, is relevant since schistosomes
cannot synthesize purine nucleosides de novo [58].

Other possible targets of PZQ action have been proposed, such as actin [59, 60] and
themyosin light chain [61], but since these are among themost abundant proteins in
the parasite, the danger of spurious results has been underlined [62].
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A PZQ-binding site was identified in the crystal structure of glutathione
S-transferase [63], but subsequent observations failed to substantiate this enzyme
as the drug target [64].

PZQ was found to inhibit the turnover of inositol phosphates [65] and earlier
reports pointed to alterations in the permeability or stability of schistosome surface
bilayer membranes [66, 67]. There have been no follow-up studies regarding these
hypotheses.

There is experimental evidence for a synergistic effect between PZQ and host
antibodies in vivo [68–70] even though the drug is lethal in vitro in the absence of
antibodies [11, 13]. Schistosomiasis patients with decreased CD4þ T-cell counts as a
consequence ofHIVcoinfection could be successfully treatedwithPZQ, asmeasured
by egg excretion reduction [71], whereas, in a different study, somewhat reduced cure
rates were observed in coinfected people when judging from circulating schistosome
antigen levels [72].

Not Only Schistosomiasis

PZQ is effective in the treatment of human infections caused by a number of
other trematodes, including Opisthorchis (Clonorchis) sinensis, Opisthorchis viverrini,
Paragonimus spp., Fasciolopsis buski, Heterophyes heterophyes, and Metagonimus
yokogawai [73]. These infections are usually treated with a 3-day course of PZQ at
25mg/kg/day. A notable exception is Fasciola spp., against which the efficacy of PZQ
in vivo is controversial. The location of this trematode in the bile ducts could be
supposed to be the cause of poor effectiveness, but even in vitro, PZQ addition has
little effect on Fasciola [46].

Animal and human infections with a number of cestodes are also sensitive to
PZQ. In fact, veterinary cestode infections were treated with PZQ (under the
tradename Droncit�) before the drug was introduced for use with humans as an
antischistosomal [9]. As far as human cestode infections are concerned,Hymenolepis
spp., Taenia saginata, and Diphyllobothrium latum are usually eradicated with a
single low dose of PZQ [74]. The cysticercus stage of T. solium, especially in its
localization in the brain (neurocysticercosis), can be treated with high doses of
PZQ (50mg/kg/day for 15 days), often in combinationwith corticosteroids [75] and
cimetidine [76]. In hydatid disease caused by Echinococcus spp., PZQ is adminis-
tered preoperatively (up to 75mg/kg/day for 15–20 days), often in combination
with albendazole [77].

Search for a Better PZQ

Beyond the original Bayer studies, some attempts have beenmade tomodify the PZQ
structure in order to improve its performance and to gain insights into structure–
activity relationships [78–81]. As PZQ undergoes very rapid metabolic changes, with
a plasma half-life in humans estimated between 1 and 3 h [82], efforts to increase
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metabolic stability of the original drug have met with marginal success [80].
Incidentally, it is possible that the rapid clearance of PZQ from the circulation, by
avoiding any prolonged exposure of schistosomes to low drug concentrations, may
actually be a crucial factor in delaying the appearance of drug resistance.

We are tempted to conclude that the results obtained so far suggest that no PZQ
derivative has been foundwith an overall performance better than PZQ, even though
occasional compounds showed some activity against immature forms [80].

A very promising variation on the original drug, however, is worth mentioning
here – a project to produce stereochemically pure PZQ. In its present formulation,
PZQ is a 50 : 50 mixture of two stereoisomers, only one of which (levo) has
antischistosomal activity [78], whereas the other one is responsible for side-
effects [83], for the unpleasant taste and smell of the drug [84], and adds to the bulk
of the tablets that are difficult for small children to swallow [85]. Synthesis of the pure
isomer has proved problematic so far, but an economically competitive method
has been devised for the separation of the two components, with very favorable
prospects [86].

Conclusions

A number of positive features clearly make PZQ hard to beat as a drug. It is effective
after a single oral dose, it is very safe, it has a wide spectrum of activity, and it is
reasonably priced. These considerations have probably discouraged the pharmaceu-
tical industry, academic groups, and international agencies from a high-priority
search for alternative drugs. Yet, there is a pressing need for new antischistosomal
compounds (see also Chapter 20) because PZQ has its drawbacks (it is inactive
against immature worms, occasionally produces low cure rates, has an unclear
mechanism of action, and is only available as a racemate), and especially
because drug resistance, after 30 years of massive usage, is a very realistic and
disquieting threat.
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20
Drug Discovery for Trematodiases: Challenges and Progress
Conor R. Caffrey*, J€urg Utzinger, and Jennifer Keiser

Abstract
Treatment of the millions of people parasitized by pathogenic nematodes has always
benefited from drugs originally developed in the animal health sector. The relentless
emergence of resistance by nematodes of veterinary importance and the considerable
profit margins provide the necessary stimuli to develop new nematicides that often
cross-over to human medicine. The same is not true for flatworms, including
trematodes. The smaller veterinary market for trematocidal drugs, and the consid-
erable investment to discover, develop, and market drugs, provide little incentive to
develop new entities, even in the face of mounting drug resistance to the current
trematocide, triclabendazole. Thus, for the hundreds of millions of people afflicted
with schistosomiasis and other flatworm infections, and who depend entirely on just
two drugs (praziquantel and triclabendazole) for treatment, the animal health
industry alone cannot be relied upon to supply the next generation of drugs.
Encouragingly, over the last decade, governmental, not-for-profit organizations, and
academic drug discovery centers have begun to address this shortfall as part of an
overall effort to discover new drugs for neglected tropical diseases, including those
caused by trematodes. We review the latest infrastructural, technological, and
chemical developments that are influencing and accelerating the discovery of new
trematocides. This chapter is intended to provide an overview of the current drug
discovery landscape and the important changes taking place.

Trematodiases

This chapter focuses on those important trematodes that parasitize humans,
namely blood flukes that cause schistosomiasis, and liver, lung, and intestinal
flukes that are the causative agents of various food-borne trematodiases (phylum
Platyhelminthes). Schistosomiasis is the most widespread trematode infection.
An estimated 800 million people are at risk and more than 200 million people are
infected, with about half of them showing clinical manifestations of disease.
Although difficult to quantify, the global burden due to schistosomiasis has been
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estimated at 1.7–4.5 million disability-adjusted life years (DALYs). Recent assess-
ments are evenmore alarming: asmany as 550–650millionmay live with some form
of the disease, and the global burden might be as high as 70 million DALYs when
factoring in inadequate field testing, misdiagnosis of infection, and the long-term
sequelae due to previously active disease [1, 2]. Severe morbidity incapacitates an
estimated 20 million individuals and the annual death toll might be as high as
280 000 [3, 4].More than 95%of schistosomiasis cases are concentrated inAfrica, but
the disease also occurs in parts of South America, the Middle East, and Asia [5].

With regard to food-borne trematodiasis, liver fluke infections (i.e., clonorchiasis,
fascioliasis, and opisthorchiasis) and lung fluke infections (paragonimiasis) are
the most widespread. Indeed, between 80 million people (opisthorchiasis) and up
to 600 million people (clonorchiasis) are at risk, with some 70 million individuals
actively infected [6]. Intestinal fluke infections are the least understood; perhaps 40–
50 million people are infected. The highest infection prevalences of food-borne
trematodes have been reported from Southeast Asia and the Americas. A recent
systematic review and meta-analysis suggests that 7.9 million people suffer from
severe sequelae due to food-borne trematodiasis causing an annual mortality rate of
7200 and a global burden of 665 000 DALYs [7].

Current Therapy

Treatmentofhumantrematode infectionstill reliesentirelyontwodrugs–praziquantel
(PZQ) and triclabendazole (TCBZ). Both drugs are also widely used in veterinary
medicine. PZQ was discovered in the early 1970s through the collaborative efforts of
Merck and Bayer in Germany, and marketed as a broad-spectrum flukicide for
companion animals and livestock [8] (see also Chapter 19). In the late 1970s, PZQwas
moved by theWorld Health Organization (WHO) into a series of clinical trials against
the major human schistosome species [9–12], followed by open-label clinical trials
launched in Asia to assess its efficacy against Clonorchis sinensis and Opisthorchis
viverrini [13, 14] before full-scale use in the early 1980s [15]. As ivermectin was to
become for humannematodiases [16, 17], PZQwas the �wonder drug� for treatment of
the threemajorschistosomespecies infectinghumans [18,19]andother trematodiases,
with the exception of fascioliasis [6]. The excellent safety and good efficacy profiles of
PZQ, its operational ease of administration (single oral dose), and its plummeting
price are key factors explaining PZQ�s success as an antischistosomal [20, 21]. For
human schistosomiasis, a single oral dose of 40mg/kg usually decreases parasite
burdens (as measured by egg outputs in stool or urine) by 60–90% [22].

For clonorchiasis, opisthorchiasis, paragonimiasis, and intestinal fluke infection,
PZQ is the drug of choice. The recommended therapy of clonorchiasis and
opisthorchiasis is 3� 25mg/kg PZQ on 2 consecutive days. Therapy of paragoni-
miasis consists of 3� 25mg/kg PZQ on at least 2 consecutive days. An alternative
regimen for clonorchiasis and paragonimiasis is a single 40mg/kg dose of PZQ [23].
For food-borne trematodiases, current treatment regiments of PZQ result in cure
rates (CRs) of 76–97% [24].
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TCBZis the drugof choice for fascioliasis and also is active against paragonimiasis.
Discovered by Ciba Geigy in 1978, TCBZ has been on the market since 1983
(Novartis Animal Health). The WHO recommends the following regimens:
10mg/kg TCBZ (in case of treatment failures: 2� 10mg/kg) for fascioliasis and
2� 10mg/kg TCBZ for paragonimiasis [23]. TCBZ is well tolerated. For the
treatment of fascioliasis in sheep and cattle, alternative therapy employs clorsulon,
rafoxanide, closantel, and diamphenethide [25, 26].

Despite the prolonged and widespread use of PZQ and TCBZ inman, particularly
PZQ within the framework of preventive chemotherapy targeting schistosomiasis,
clinically relevant resistance has not been recorded [27–29]. However, an isolated
report of a small trial withVietnamese patients infectedwithC. sinensisdocumented a
low CR of only 29% following PZQ treatment (25mg/kg daily for 3 consecutive
days) [30]. Despite the absence of TCBZ resistance in humans, resistance is now
widespread in sheep and cattle, posing a considerable veterinary public health
problem inEurope, Australia, and,more recently, in SouthAmerica [24, 31]. Changes
in drug influx/efflux mechanisms and in the metabolism of TCBZ might be
involved [25], although the exact resistance mechanism(s) is unclear.

Overall, given the deteriorating value of TCBZ as an animal health drug and the
tenuous situation of PZQ as the only drug to treat the tens of millions of school-aged
children at risk of schistosomiasis, particularly in Africa, new drugs are very much
needed.

Challenges Confronting Drug Discovery for Trematodiases

Simply put, and in spite of the enormous prevalence and public health impact,
helminth diseases, including trematodiases, are just not as prominent in the public
mind as other infectious (tropical) diseases and certainly not on a par with the �big
three� (i.e., HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, andmalaria) [32–34]. Neither are helminthiases
a major focus of donor-supported public–private partnerships of the type that have
arisen since 2000, such as the Medicines for Malaria Venture (MMV; http://www.
mmv.org) and the Drugs for Neglected Diseases initiative (http://www.dndi.org).
This is understandable given the frighteningmortality associatedwith viral, bacterial,
and protozoal diseases, and the real need for safe, effective, oral, and short-course
therapies. By contrast, safe and reasonable effective therapies are in place for
helminthiases, which are, in any case, more commonly responsible for chronic and
morbid conditions rather than acute, fatal disease. We have the animal health
industry to thank for the development and provision of the bulk of the current
armamentarium of anthelmintics [35–37] (see also Chapters 8 and 14). However,
drug development efforts focus onnematodes rather thanflatworms (trematodes and
cestodes); thus, the present and near-future therapeutic options for flatworm dis-
eases, including trematodiases, are extremely limited.

A second challenge to trematode drug development, specifically for schistosomi-
asis, is the therapeutic success of PZQ, which, when coupled with its operational
simplicity and affordability as a generic drug (also donated by Merck; see their
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corporate web site: http://www.merck.com), has essentially cornered themarket and
stifled interest in investing in other chemical entities [19, 22]. The operational
simplicity provided by PZQ as a safe, single-dose, oral drug underpins the drug
delivery campaigns such as those now being implemented in sub-Saharan Africa (e.
g., by the Carter Center (http://www.cartercenter.org/index.html) and the Schisto-
somiasis Control Initiative (http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/schisto)). Efforts are under-
way to expand preventive chemotherapy for food-borne trematodiases [33] and there
is movement to integrate the treatment of multiple tropical diseases [33, 38, 39]. The
establishment of a PZQmonotherapy was further cemented by the contraction of the
pharmaceutical industry in general from antiparasitic/infective drug development,
going hand-in-hand with the loss of the necessary financial clout, expertise, and
infrastructure to continue to identify other (and better) drugs. The result today is that
much of the basic identification and validation of drug targets and chemical agents is
performed in the academic setting, which, traditionally, has not been best suited to
taking compounds forward preclinically. Yet, this situation is changing [40–42], as
discussed below.

Other factors detracting from the development of new trematocidal drugs (and
anthelmintics in general) are technological; not least (i) the expense and expertise
required to maintain complex cycles and the absence of fully defined in vitro culture
systems, organism clones, or cell lines (as a note, continuous in vitro culture has been
established for the cestode, Echinococcus multilocularis (see research by Brehm et al.,
e.g., [43])), (ii) the relative lack of validated molecular targets with which target-based
drug discovery programs can be engaged, and (iii) the lack of robust reverse genetics
tools (e.g., targeted gene disruption and transgenic parasites (although RNA inter-
ference (RNAi) is useful (see below)) with which targets can be genetically validated.
Such limitations have made schistosomes and flatworms in general unattractive for
basic and applied drug discovery research for which the hypothesis-driven and
protein target-centric paradigm of �rational drug design� (RDD) has been the central
strategy for drug discovery over the last 20 years, including for parasitic protozoa [44].
In contrast, anthelmintic drug discovery has and still relies on the �intellectually
unattractive� [36] activity of �phenotypic� (e.g., bioactivity, whole-organism, or
physiological) screening to fish out compounds that demonstrate activity in vitro
and/or in vivo. That stated, phenotypic screening is of proven merit as virtually all of
the anthelmintics (or their prototypes, including PZQ) that are on the market
today [36, 45] have been identified in animal models of infection or in culture.
As for RDD, academic centers have moved to fill the gap left by the withdrawal of the
pharmaceutical industry from anti-infectives/antiparasitics and the consolidation of
the animal health industry around the still lucrativemarket [46] for therapies to treat a
prescribed set of endo- and ectoparasitic diseases.

New Infrastructures to Reinvigorate Trematode Drug Discovery

Drug discovery to combat trematodiases is carried out in various academic
institutions world-wide. Examples include the Sandler Center for Drug Discovery
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at the University of California San Francisco (UCSF Sandler Center), the Swiss
Tropical and Public Health Institute (Swiss TPH; http://www.swisstph.ch), and the
London School ofHygiene andTropicalMedicine (LSHTM; http://www.lshtm.ac.uk).

At the Swiss TPH, the life cycles of S. mansoni and Echinostoma caproni are
maintained, and efforts are underway to establish the life cycles of Schistosoma
haematobium and Fasciola hepatica. Currently, infected Bulinus snails are obtained
from the US National Institutes of Health�s National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases, (NIH–NIAID) Schistosomiasis Resource Center (http://www.
schisto-resource.org/schistohome.html) for subsequent infections of hamsters
with S. haematobium. For F. hepatica, metacercariae are purchased from Baldwin
Aquatics (Monmouth, OR). Opisthorchis viverrini and C. sinensis metacercariae are
provided by collaborators in endemic countries. Screens first employ larval stages
(newly excysted worms or schistosomula as described below) followed by adult
stages. Whereas adult schistosomes, echinostomes, O. viverrini, and C. sinensis are
collected from rodent models of infection, adult F. hepatica are obtained from local
slaughterhouses. Chemical hits obtained from in vitro studies are progressed into
in vivo investigations. Screening activities involve collaborations with a number of
academic partners. The trematocidal activities of various antimalarial drugs such as
the artemisinins, synthetic peroxides (1,2,4-trioxolanes), and mefloquine have
been studied at the Swiss TPH (see below). Compounds demonstrating efficacy
in vivo are then studied in more detail preclinically and might progress into
exploratory open-label phase II clinical testing. The Swiss TPH maintains long-
term partnerships with health research and development centers in sub-Saharan
Africa and Asia with which clinical trials can be jointly conducted. For example,
exploratory phase II trials have been carried out with mefloquine and the artemi-
sinins in S. mansoni-, S. haematobium-, F. hepatica-, and O. viverrini-infected
individuals [47, 48].

The UCSF Sandler Center houses the infrastructure and expertise to preclinically
prosecute lead compounds for a number of tropical infectious diseases through to
filing for investigational new drug (IND) status at the US Food and Drug
Administration (http://www.fda.gov) [41]. The center maintains its own S. mansoni
life cycle, and has been active in the discovery of antischistosomal lead chemis-
tries [49] and the development of screening automation and assay tools [50, 51]. The
center pioneered the use of microtiter plate-formatted schistosomula as part of its
screening platform to triage large collections ofmany thousands of compounds prior
to tests with adults in vitro or in a murine model of infection. Compound collections
are available in-house (http://smdc.ucsf.edu/documents/index.htm) or through an
extensive network of industry and academic collaborators, and include drugs
approved for human use, natural products and various target (e.g., protease,
kinase)-specific and diverse small molecules. Thus far, the platform has discovered
a variety of schistosomicidal compounds with in vitro and/or in vivo bioactivity,
including nematicides, antiprotozoals, and natural products [50]. Whenever
possible, results of screening campaigns are made available on a free registration
basis (for academia) through Collaborative Drug Discovery Inc.�s web site (https://
www.collaborativedrug.com).
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Finally, and in our view a critical step forward that will ultimately facilitate new
treatments for schistosomiasis, food-borne trematodiasis, and other tropical dis-
eases, is the establishment, in 2009, of the Therapeutics for Rare and Neglected
Diseases (TRND) program by the NIH (http://nctt.nih.gov/trnd/). TRND coordi-
nates the necessary expertise and infrastructure to support the preclinical develop-
ment of drugs through to IND status. Proposals for support are reviewed by TRND
staff, and those successful enter the TRND development pipeline that involves both
NIH intramural and extramural expertise. One of the first pilot projects to be adopted
by TRND was the development of the oxadiazole-2-oxide compound series of
antischistosomals [52, 53] (see below).

Repurposing Drugs and New Drug Leads

Repurposing or repositioning approved drugs for new medical indications
provides a potentially quicker and cost-effective route to bringing therapeutics to
market. The strategy has been investigated for a number of years in the neglected and
rare diseases arena (for reviews, see [54, 55]), including for trematodiases (see
below and as referenced in [40]). Evidence from randomized controlled trials with the
artemisinins and artemisinin-based combination therapies against schistosomiasis
and the prevention of patent Schistosoma infection has been summarized [33]. More
recently, for F. hepatica, a study in Egypt found low-to-moderate CRs and egg
reduction rates (ERRs) after administration of artemether using twodifferentmalaria
dosing regimens (6� 80mgover 3 consecutive days and 3� 200mgwithin 24 h) [56].
In Vietnam, patients suffering from acute fascioliasis were more likely to be free of
abdominal pain compared to TCBZ-treated patients following a 10-day treatment
with artesunate [57]. In Lao People�s Democratic Republic, tribendimidine, meflo-
quine–artesunate, and mefloquine were tested in an exploratory open-label trial
targeting O. viverrini [48]. Artesunate (10mg/kg as three split doses within 12 h)
resulted in low-to-moderate CR (33%) and ERR (32%). Tribendimidine performed
slightly better than PZQ in terms of CR (70 versus 56%), whereas high ERRs were
found with both drugs (98–99%). No effect was observed with the mefloquine–
artesunate combination (100mg artesunate plus 250mgmefloquine once daily for 3
consecutive days) ormefloquine (25mg/kg) inO. viverrini-infected patients [48]. The
finding with mefloquine–artesunate contrasts the results obtained in S. haemato-
bium-infected children treated in Côte d�Ivoire where ERRs above 95% and a CR of
61%were recorded [47]. Considerably lowerCRs andERRs (21 and 74%, respectively)
were observed in children who had received mefloquine alone.

Further studies on the effect of tribendimidine on Asian liver flukes (e.g., phase I
dose-finding, including determination of pharmacokinetic parameters and assess-
ment of the effect againstC. sinensis) have been designed andwill be launched as soon
as ethical approval from the respective authorities is obtained. This project is
currently funded by a UK Department for International Development/Medical
Research Council/Wellcome Trust grant. For S. haematobium, as synergistic effects
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were observedwith amefloquine–PZQ combination inS.mansoni-infectedmice and
in vitro [58], a proof-of-concept study has been launched to assess the therapeutic
benefit of mefloquine–PZQ and mefloquine–artesunate–PZQ in S. haematobium-
infected children. Note that drugs will be administered on subsequent days, as
potential interactions between these drugs have yet to be determined.

In terms of new drug leads, and as noted above, theNIH-funded TRNDprogram is
nowhelping guide the antischistosomal oxadiazole-2-oxide lead series of compounds
through preclinical development. The original compound, furoxan, was discovered
in a high-throughput chemical screen of the molecular target, thioredoxin glutathi-
one reductase (TGR), using the NIH Molecular Libraries Small Molecule Reposi-
tory [59]. In a mouse model of S. mansoni infection, furoxan offered a better
pharmacological profile over that of PZQ by killing all relevant stages of S. mansoni
(skin and lung stages, juveniles and adults) [52]. Parasite death by furoxan is
associated with the donation of the nitric oxide radical (NO.) in the presence of
TGR and NADPH [52]. More recent research has identified the basic molecular
pharmacophore as 3-cyano-1,2,5-oxadiazole-2-oxide and that S-nitrosylation of TGR
occurs upon donation of nitric oxide until the enzyme is inactivated; TGR must be
active for this to occur [53]. Metabolic tests in vitro with a number of oxadiazole-2-
oxide analogs have shown that they are reasonably stable in the presence of liver
microsomes with acceptable CYP (cytochrome P450 superfamily enzymes) and
hERG (human ether-a-go-go related gene; the Kv11.1 potassium ion channel involved
in coordinating the heartbeat) profiles. The long-term goal is to identify orally active
compounds [53].

Two further groups of compounds should be discussed. First, the aryl hydantoins,
as represented by Ro 13-3978 and nilutamide (the latter marketed as an androgen
receptor antagonist), might offer a starting point to identify lead antischistosomals.
Administration of a singe 400mg/kg oral dose of nilutamide to experimentally
infectedmice decreasedwormburdens by85% [60]. Second, potential drug candidates
might stem from a group of synthetic peroxides, the 1,2,4-trioxolanes, and related
derivatives. One such compound, termed MT04, cured F. hepatica juvenile and adult
infections in rats at single doses of 50–100mg/kg. In the S. mansoni-mouse model,
selected 1,2,4-trioxolanes achievedwormburden reductions of 60% andup to 100% at
single doses of 200–400mg/kg against juvenile and adult infections, respectively [61].

Phenotypic Screens: Assay Development and Automation

Phenotypic screening has really come into its own over the last decade with the
revolution in automated high-throughput robotics and high-content imaging tech-
nologies. These technologies have together facilitated themeasurement of responses
of cells, tissues, and whole organisms to genetic and/or chemical perturbation
(e.g., [62–64]). For helminths, specifically, Caenorhabditis elegans, a number of high-
throughput roboticized systems have been developed [65, 66] and high-content
imaging techniques have also rapidly evolved to measure multiparametric biological
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responses to chemical stimuli or as a result of genetic modulation (e.g., [67, 68]).
Indeed, the (re-)emergence of whole-organism screening and its contribution to
identifying antiparasitic compounds of interest is evident, for example, in the drug
development portfolio of the MMV. All of this activity is filtering into the realm of
drug discovery for helmintic and trematodal diseases.

For schistosomes, the last few years have seen the exploration of a number of
quantitative (in most cases microtiter plate formatted) assays. Although not strictly
high-content in approach, they have at least been designed to measure end-points
for parasite vitality rather than rely on visual scoring approaches. The assays tested
include use of �live/death� fluorometry with propidium iodide and fluorescein
diacetate [69], fluorescently labeled albumin ingested by the parasite as a readout
for development [70], the vital dye, Alamar Blue [71], the xCELLigence system
(Roche) that measures electrical impedance across interdigitated microelectrodes
integrated on the bottom of tissue culture �E-Plates� [72], and isothermal micro-
calorimetry to measure (in real-time) changes in heat flow in organisms [73].
Microcalorimetry was also employed to detect drug effects on adult F. hepatica [74].
A significant step forward has been the de novo development of an image (video)-
based high-content system to identify and track S. mansoni schistosomula, and
then sort phenotypes based on appearance, shape, and motion [51] (see also
Chapter 10). The goal here is to merge this and similar high-content systems
into the high-throughput automation under development for phenotypic screening
first reported in [50].

All of the above assay approaches have advantages and limitations, but collectively
represent encouraging progress towards quantifying trematode responses to envi-
ronmental perturbation and, in some cases, in an automated screening environment.
Which, if any,fits the bill for ease of use, robustness, throughput adaptability, and cost
is not yet clear, and will depend on the preferences of the individual research teams.
Apart from the assay, the considerable logistical challenges associatedwith the supply
of flatworm parasites and chemistries remain, but can be overcome if the necessary
resources and expertise are to hand.

Improving Genomics and Functional Genomics Tools

With the arrival and ongoing refinement of annotated schistosome genome
sequences [75–77], target-focused RDD can now be entertained for schistosomes.
Significant genomic (e.g., synteny, gene copy number, molecular pathway analyses,
and metabolic reconstruction to identify chokepoints) and transcriptomic (e.g., life-
stage expression and splice variation; see [78] for references) context is now at hand
with which the importance of gene products can be assessed as potential targets for
chemical (or immunological) intervention. This is as much true for schistosome
protein groups already validated as drug targets (e.g., redox enzymes [53] (and
references therein) and cysteine proteases [49, 79]), as it is for those more putative
targets such as kinases [80] and G-protein-coupled receptors [81] that are
�druggable� [82] in other biomedical contexts, including against nematodes [83].
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The reader is encouraged to review the above-cited genome and transcriptome
reports and their extensive supplementary information that display annotated lists of
druggable targets that includeG-protein-coupled receptors, ligand- and voltage-gated
ion channels, proteases, kinases, and neuropeptides. Subsequent analyses of the
S. mansoni genome information have also described the complement of proteases
(�degradome�) [84] and kinases (�kinome�) [85].

In addition to particular proteins or protein classes of interest, in silico, global,
and comparative genomics have identified (�prevalidated�) potential drug targets for
S. mansoni [86, 87]. Both studies focused on orthology between schistosome genes
and those from the model organisms Saccharomyces cerevisiae (http://www.yeast-
genome.org), C. elegans (http://www.wormbase.org), and/orDrosophila melanogaster
(http://www.flybase.org) to generate partially overlapping lists of potentially essential
and druggable genes. In the first case, in-house software and expertise was used [86];
in the second report, a publicly available relational database (http://www.tdrtargets.
org) maintained by the Special Programme for Research and Training in Tropical
Diseases (TDR) and which is based at the WHO, was employed [88]. This database
incorporates a number of filters with adjustable weightings that the user can
modulate to produce lists of �priority� targets (see also Chapter 3). Over the next
year, the Schistodb database (http://www.schistodb.net) will be upgraded to offer
improved query functionality and graphical user interfaces similar to those incor-
porated into the EuPathDB family of genome databases [89]. Soon, it should be
possible to perform comparative genomics with other platyhelminth genomes,
including Taenia solium [90], Schmidtea mediterranea [91], F. hepatica, Echinoccocus
spp., andHymenolepis microstoma (research ongoing for the last three parasites at the
Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute). These advances are in addition to the next-
generation sequencing technologies being put to work to elucidate the transcrip-
tomes of a number of platyhelminths of medical and agricultural importance (see
Chapter 5).

In the above in silico studies [86, 87], orthologous genes were actively sought rather
than unique or genus-specific genes. Recent analyses have shown that organism-
specific genes tend to suffer a decreased probability of being essential [92], whereas
conserved and essential genes are more likely to yield the most severe phenotypes
upon disruption [92, 93]. Additionally, sufficient physiological, parasitological, and/
or structural circumstances usually exist to negate initial fears that targeting genes
conserved between parasite and host would generate toxicity (outlined in [86]).
Finally, knowing that very short-course therapies are required for the success of
any new anthelmintic drug, �off-target� toxicity would be, in any case, limited.

The biggest hurdle is not so much the comparative genomics or the identifi-
cation of potential drug targets, but rather the limited options available to
experimentally test the hypotheses that the genes of interest are indeed essential.
In the absence of target-specific chemistries, a first recourse might be the use of
RNAi, which, as described in Chapter 7, has been useful to validate potential drug
targets. A second issue of concern is how relevant outputs derived for S. mansoni
are for S. haematobium, as the latter is the more prevalent of the two species in
sub-Saharan Africa [94]. In this regard, the very recent release of a draft of the
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S. haematobium genome sequence [95] should facilitate the search for drug targets
common to both species. However, for any new antischistosomal drug to be
successful, it must offer at least the same spectrum of activity and operational
simplicity as PZQ. It is not clear how even subtle sequence differences between
S. mansoni and S. haematobium targets identified in silico or otherwise (especially
in the ligand binding site) would impact the eventual development of a single
chemical entity.

Target Validation Through Reverse Genetics: RNAi

Transient RNAi has been valuable in defining gene function in parasitic flatworms,
including Schistosoma, and,more recently,F. hepatica,O. viverrini, and some cestodes
(see also Chapter 7). Consideration is being given to attempting large-scale screens of
S. mansoni using RNAi (e.g., [78]), but it is clear that not all genes are (robustly)
suppressed by the current approaches using transient RNAi with either plasmid-
derived double-strandedRNAor synthetic small interferingRNA ([78] and references
therein). Also, a standard protocol for RNAi in schistosomes is not yet in place,
including but not limited to the choice of culture medium and method of delivery.
Rather, smaller-scale gene-, pathway-, or tissue-specific RNAi may be preferable,
given the parasite resources demanded and the associated running costs (e.g.,
purchase of two to three small interfering RNA molecules per gene target). Often
phenotypes are not recorded in schistosomes even after robust gene suppression [96],
including ofmore thanonegene at the same time [78], and thismight be inpart due to
a lack of �environmental challenge� of parasites in rich culturemedia.However, there
are examples where RNAi has generated lethal phenotypes, such as with peroxi-
redoxin [97] and TGR [98]. In the latter case, the cognate protein was subsequently
chemically validated as a drug target [52], as reviewed above. Apart from transient
RNAi, there are no routine reverse genetics strategies for flatworm parasites,
although transgenesis via particle bombardment [99] and viruses [100] is under
study. Vector-based delivery of small hairpin RNAs has also shown promise in
schistosomes [101, 102].

Recent Advances with Metabolic Profiling

Metabolic profiling employs a combination of analytical tools (e.g., capillary elec-
trophoresis, mass spectrometry, and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy) and
multivariate statistical analyses (e.g., principal component analysis and projection to
latent structure-discriminant analysis) to investigate the dynamics of biochemical
responses of living systems to pathophysiological stimuli [103]. Metabolic profiling
offers exciting opportunities to assess drug safety, gene function, disease diagnosis,
and physiological monitoring, and perform metabolome-wide association stud-
ies [104, 105]. Progress has been made with metabolic profiling for discovery
and identification of biomarkers in rodents experimentally infected with
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trematodes [106], including S. mansoni in the mouse [107], S. japonicum in the
hamster [108], E. caproni in the mouse [109], and F. hepatica in the rat [110]. Most
recently, the temporal dynamics of metabolic alterations in mouse urine, blood, and
feces due to S. mansoni infection have been studied at the systems level. In total, 13
plasmametabolites, 12urinary biomarkers, andfivemetabolites in fecal extractswere
found that distinguished between S. mansoni-infected and uninfected control mice.
The most consistent plasma metabolites separating the two groups were lipid
components, particularly D-3-hydroxybutyrate and glycerophosphorylcholine. With
regard to urinary metabolites, hippurate, phenylacetylglycine (PAG), and 2-oxoadi-
pate were particularly robust in terms of indicating disease progression. In terms of
chemical composition, fecal extracts showed the greatest variability with 5-amino-
valerate being the most stable metabolite that showed a positive correlation with
urinary PAG [111]. Interestingly, alterations in a range of gut bacteria-related
metabolites were noted both in urine and in fecal extracts of S. mansoni-infected
mice (e.g., trimethylamine, PAG, acetate, butyrate, proprionate, and hippurate),
whereas in the plasma, S. mansoni infection was characterized by changes in
metabolites related to energy homeostasis (e.g., elevated levels of lipids and
decreased levels of glucose) [106, 107, 111]. Recently, Balog et al. presented corrob-
orating evidence that findings obtained from a S. mansoni–mouse model are indeed
transferable to humans. In a well-characterized cohort of 447 S. mansoni-infected
individuals from Uganda who were given PZQ, infection-related metabolites were
primarily linked to changes in gut microflora, energy metabolism, and liver
function [112].

Conclusions

In spite of the economic and structural challenges described above, encouraging
changes are afoot in providing the necessary resources to discover and deliver new
trematocidal compounds. Academia, together with governmental and not-for-profit
institutions, are actively engaged, not just in the identification and validation of drug
targets, but also in the preclinical and clinical prosecution of small molecules, both
novel and those arising from drug repurposing investigations. New tools and
technologies are and will be key to facilitating the lengthy process of drug discovery.
Bearing in mind the current reliance on just two drugs to treat the many millions
afflicted with trematodiases, these changes are both welcome and necessary, and
may, ultimately, prove crucial.
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Barefoot thru� the Valley of Darkness: Preclinical
Development of a Human Hookworm Vaccine
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Abstract
Hookworm is considered a neglected tropical disease, which is a group of parasitic
and related infectious diseases that are common infections in low-income coun-
tries, where they produce a disease burden equivalent to HIV/AIDS or malaria.
Despite their importance, progress on developing vaccines for neglected tropical
diseases such as hookworm has lagged because of critical technical hurdles. These
include the lack of relevant animal models for efficacy testing, an absence of
correlates of protection in humans, and minimal experience in the development
technologies to bring these vaccines to the clinic. Herein, we review the current
status of a vaccine against an important NTD the human hookworm, Necator
americanus, as a cautionary tale of hurdles for the preclinical development of
vaccines for this important group of diseases.

Introduction

This chapter focuses on a little discussed but critical phase in the development of
neglected tropical disease (NTD) vaccines: the preclinical development stage. In
current Good Manufacturing Practice (cGMP), the term �preclinical devel-
opment� refers to the studies that test a vaccine on animals or in other
nonhuman test systems to gain data about the vaccine�s efficacy and safety
before tests on humans can begin (a good example of a preclinical study is a
�toxicology study�). However, in the current chapter, the term preclinical devel-
opment specifically refers to the diverse set of tasks prior to the clinical testing
of a biologic in humans. This definition enables us to show that many of the
obstacles encountered in the discovery of candidate antigens for NTD vaccines
carry-over into the more prosaic world of NTD vaccine development. In fact,
many of the problems that have hindered the discovery of vaccines antigens
against this wide array of pathogens pose the same problems for NTD vaccine
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development. The best examples of this and the focus of the current chapter are
the preclinical tests used to determine the �biological effect� of the vaccine
formulation or its �potency.� Although numerous reports describe the economic,
social, and scientific barriers to developing NTDs, few discuss the routine �nut-
and-bolts� problems encountered by groups attempting to develop NTD vaccine
candidates into NTD vaccines. Herein, we discuss one of the critical tests for any
vaccine and a near insurmountable challenge for NTD vaccines – the heretofore
little-known potency testing program.

Potency Testing Program

Potency assays usually come close to the end of preclinical development when a
process for the manufacturing of the vaccine has (possibly) been developed and the
large-scale production of the vaccine contemplated under the guidance of cGMP.
For a new biological (the �vaccine�), potency is one of a battery of biophysical,
biochemical, and immunological tests required to determine whether the drug
product (the finished dosage form of the biologic) can be �released� for phase I
first-in-humans testing. For a biological already in use (e.g., a marketed vaccine), the
potency test is one of a battery of tests used to evaluate the stability of the biologic over
time or to compare the lot-to-lot manufacture of the vaccine, which is crucial due to
the �batch-like� product of biologics produced in �living systems� systems such
Escherichia coli or Pichia pastoris.

Potency Assay: Yesterday and Today

Yesterday
Most new vaccines are derived from a living organism (e.g., fermentation in
P. pastoris) in a batch-wise procedure. Due to this manufacturing process, a key
aspect of the quality of a biologic is the assurance of its �consistent� production – that
each batch (or lot) of the vaccine manufactured is as pure, safe, and effective (potent)
as the previous one. This �consistency principle� [1, 2] is implicit in the licensing and
regulatory process for biological products, and forms the basis of contemporary
quality systems for vaccinemanufacturing, such as cGMP.Henriksen [1, 2] traces the
origins of modern vaccine potency testing to Erlhich�s �indirect protection test� for
standardizing lots of antiserum against diphtheria or tetanus toxin, whereby serial
dilutions of the antiserum were mixed with fixed amounts of toxin and then injected
into an animalmodel [1, 3]. The parameter evaluatedwas the lowest serumdilution to
still show toxin neutralization by survival of the immunized animal. Erlhich
subsequently standardized the indirect test by comparing the toxin neutralization
levels of a newly derived antiserum with the neutralization levels of an antiserum
known to be protective in humans – the first use of a standard reference serum. An
important modification to the indirect test came with Prigge (1937; quoted in [1, 3]),
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who is credited with designing the immunization challenge protocol for potency
testing:

. . . several groups of guinea pigs [are] injected with increasing amounts of antigen,
ranging from a dose that is ineffective in all animals to a dose that is effective in all.
Next the percentage of animals which is protected when injected with the toxin in
determined.

The �immunization challenge model� remains the method of choice for potency
testing, and is still used for pertussis, tetanus, diphtheria, rabies, leptospira, and
clostridial vaccines. Prigge is also credited with being the first to use contemporary
potency test parameters such as �linearity,� �parallelism,� and the vaccine dose that
induces protection in 50% of immunized animals (the median effective dose or
ED50) [1, 3].

Today
Although the US Code of Federal Regulations (CFRs) mandates potency testing of
each newly manufactured lot of vaccine, it defines �potency� in the broadest sense:

. . . the specific ability or capacity of the product, as indicated by appropriate
laboratory tests or by adequately controlled clinical data obtained through the
administration of the product in the manner intended, to effect a given result.
(21 CFR x600.3 [s])

The International Conference on Harmonization (ICH) also provides a broad but
more precise definition for potency testing, even though it is not intended strictly for
vaccines (biologics):

. . . [a] measure of the biological activity using a suitably quantitative biological assay
[also called a potency assay or bioassay], based on the attribute of the product which is
linked to the relevant biological properties. (ICH Q6B)

Hence, potency testing measures attributes essential for the clinical efficacy of
a vaccine; in other words, the qualities needed to �effect a given result,� which in
most cases is protection against lethal challenge. As discussed above, in traditional
potency testing a parameter often estimated was the protective dose 50 (PD50) or
the dose of manufactured vaccine that results in protection of 50% of the test
animals against the targeted pathogenic entity. However, the immunization
challenge model requires the following [3]:

i) A dose of the pathogen that is uniformly lethal.
ii) An animalmodel that replicates human infections (including lethality) with the

target pathogen.
iii) A correlate of protection (CoP) using the vaccine in humans.
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The immunization challengemodel is not feasible for a hookwormandmany other
NTD vaccines for the same reasons:

i) The target pathogen does not result in a lethal infection.
ii) There is no animal model that replicates the pathology seen in the human

infection.
iii) There is no knownCoP in humans as this vaccine has never undergone clinical

testing and natural infection does not result in protection against subsequent
challenge.

The traditional �potency assay� measures the ability of the vaccine in an animal
assay (formally known as a �bioassay�) to predict the behavior of the vaccine in the
target population (humans resident in endemic areas). It is used to determine the
level of an immune response that is �associated with� or �directly correlates� with
the protection offered by the vaccine – a level that must be achieved in order to
demonstrate that each manufacture of the vaccine produces an effective formu-
lation of the vaccine. However, NTD pathogens have a number of important
characteristics that make the development of a traditional potency assay extremely
difficult, including but not limited to:

i) A lack of reliable animalmodels to test an efficacious response thatmay parallel
the human immune response.

ii) Few (if any) known immune CoPs in humans infected with the pathogen.

Aswithmany things involved in the development of NTD vaccines, wewill need to
redefine the term �potency� and its use in vaccine development.

Box 1 The Preclinical Challenges for NTD Vaccines

The preclinical of NTD vaccines may prove to be an even greater hurdle than
antigen discovery.

A Cautionary Tale for NTD Vaccines: Hookworm Disease

Helminths are common infections of humans in developing regions of the world.
An estimated 1 billion people are infected with one or more helminths and the
epidemiology of hookworm infection as it relates to a rationale for a hookworm
vaccine can be found in a number of reports [4–6]. The most common helminth
infections are caused by intestinal worms, including ascariasis (Ascaris lumbri-
coides), trichuriasis (Trichus trichuria), and the hookworms (Necator americanus
and Anclyostoma doudenale). Current control efforts utilize anthelmintic drugs of
the benzimidazole class, usually albendazole or mebendazole [4–6]. Although
anthelmintics are effective at eliminating an existing helminth infection, they fail
to confer lasting protection, resulting in rapid reinfection of individuals in areas of
active transmission. For this reason, the extensive use of the benzimidazole drugs
has failed to limit parasite transmission as individuals become reinfected to their
previous levels of infection within 12 months [4–6]. The application of mass drug
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administration has also raised concerns about drug failure (mebendazole) and
drug resistance as has been witnessed in the veterinary field.

Natural History of Hookworm Infection

The life cycle of N. americanus and A. duodenale as they relate to vaccine
development has been reviewed extensively elsewhere [4–6] and we briefly
synthesize these reports here. Individuals become infected with hookworms
when third-stage infective larvae (L3) penetrate through the skin, migrate into
subcutaneous venules and lymphatics and then enter the pulmonary capillary bed.
From there, the L3 enter the respiratory tree through the alveolae and ascend
the bronchioles, before passing into the intestinal tract. In the lumen, the L3 can
live for 5 years or more. The adult worms, approximately 1 cm in length, attach to
the mucosa and submucosa, and feed on host blood and mucosal tissues. The
hookworms mate and produce thousands of eggs that exit the body in the feces.
The eggs hatch in soil with adequate moisture and high temperatures.

Intestinal blood loss is the major clinical manifestation of human hookworm
infection [4–6]. Heavily and even moderately infected patients with underlying
nutritional deficiencies can develop hookworm disease – the iron deficiency and
microcytic, hypochromic anemia (iron deficiency anemia (IDA)) caused by hook-
worms feeding on blood [4–6]. In resource-poor regions in which school-aged
children and adults possess lower iron stores than those in developed countries,
there is a well-established relationship between the intensity of hookworm infection,
intestinal blood loss, and host anemia [4–6].

Human Immune Response
Aswith other humanhelminths, a robust immune response is inducedbyhookworm
infection, but it fails to protect against established or incoming infections.
This relationship has been extensively reviewed elsewhere [7] and has important
consequences for the development of a helminth vaccine as well for the development
of the potency assay referred to above. The major hurdle is that we have never seen
what protection against these helminths may look like in a human – a crucial
impediment to the making of a prophylactic vaccine.

Box 2 The Major Hurdle

Themajor hurdle is that we have never seen what protection against many NTDs
may look like in a human – a crucial impediment to the making of a prophylactic
vaccine (for a classic review of these challenges, see [8]).

An important reason for the �lack of knowledge� is the epidemiology of hookworm
infections, which are chronic (often lifelong) and highly prevalent in endemic areas.
Accordingly, it is difficult to find individuals who have not been infected for months,
years, or even decades. As such, it is difficult to monitor individuals resident in
endemic areas for incident or �new� infection and thenmonitor them longitudinally
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to determine how the human immune response evolves over time to the infection.
The limitations of cross-sectional studies are obvious:

. Only a snapshot of a failed immunological situation can be taken, in which the
parasite has successfully colonized its human host for months, years, or decades.

. A difficulty in classifying humans into the different phases of the infection:
exposure, prepatency, patency, and postpatency.

. Moreover, it is ethically not possible to follow hookworm patients over a long
period of time without drug intervention.

. The most common study design for hookworm immune responses comes from
the rather unnatural situation of the treatment and reinfection study in high-
transmission areas (i.e., patients are treated for their established infections and
the immune response monitored as they become reinfected).

In short, as with most NTDs, our knowledge of the human immune responses
against hookworms comes from chronically infected individuals (i.e., individuals
who have failed to mount a protective immune response against the pathogen). This
leaves us with no immune response to predict protection induced by a vaccine in
humans – what vaccinologists refer to as a correlate of protection or a �CoP,� which
has very specific consequences for preclinical development [9, 10]. The lack of a CoP
profoundly affects the ability to determine the potency of a humanhookwormvaccine
a problem that we predict will occur with many of the NTD vaccines.

However, from the little that we know about the host immune response to
hookworm infection, the response is robust and comprehensive. Naturally infected
humans mount antibody responses involving all isotypes and IgG subclasses, with
IgE exhibiting the greatest increases. These responses aremounted to all of the stages
of the pathogen as it migrates through the host (L3, L4, and L5) [11, 12]. As seen with
other helminth infections, hookworm is associated with a systemic down-modula-
tion of immune responsive, with measurable attenuation of responses to bystander
antigens. This �spill-over� suppression can extend to responses to unrelated anti-
gens, including vaccines. It is well accepted that helper T cell Th2 responses are
elicited duringhelminth infections, includingby schistosomes andfilarids [8, 13–16].
As part of this Th2 response, individuals develop elevated levels of total and parasite-
specific IgE, as well as increased levels of interleukin (IL)-4, IL-5, and IL-13, with
concomitant increases in eosinophils andmast cells. There has been a long-standing
hypothesis that parasite-specific IgE can have a partially protective effect against
helminth infection, especially by Schistosoma spp. [17, 18]. Elevated levels of IgE to
recombinant Ac-ASP-2, the Ancylostoma caninum homolog of Na-ASP-2 (ASP ¼
Ancylostoma Secreted Protein), were associated with a decreased risk of heavy
hookworm infection [19].

The Th2 response during helminth infection is induced against a background of
potent, parasite-induced immunoregulation, referred to as a �modified� Th2
response [8, 13–16]. This modified Th2 response can consist of alternatively
activated macrophages, Foxp3þ CD4 regulatory T cells (Treg), and CD4þ Treg1 IL-
10-producing T cells [8, 13–16]. This response generates an immune environment
that is so extensively downregulated that it should protect the host, not only from
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the strong inflammatory effects of helminth infections, but also from the effects
of other IgE-mediated disorders such as atopy, asthma, and anaphylaxis [16].
Reduced allergic responses have been shown in mice infected with various
helminth infections (see [20] for a review). Moreover, epidemiological evidence
suggests that hookworm infection is associated with reduced skin reactivity to
common allergens and a lowered risk of extrinsic asthma [21].

Preclinical Testing of an NTD Vaccine
The only possible laboratory animal models to study hookworm infection are
canines and hamsters. Canines can be experimentally infected with A. caninum,
which closely resembles human Necator hookworm infection [22]. The hamster
Mesocricetus auratus can be infected with Ancylostoma ceylanicum and N. amer-
icanus. Although these animal models are extremely valuable for antigen discov-
ery, they are of limited use in a bioassay for potency of a recombinant hookworm
vaccine for the following reasons:

i) Neither animalmodel has been shown to be entirely permissive for hookworm.
ii) Although initially permissive to infection with third stage infective larvae (L3),

both models become �refractory� to the infection over time [23–25]. For
example, canines develop natural resistance to hookworm infection after 20
weeks of infection [24, 25]. Thismakes the immunization-and-challengemodel
difficult to mount and a long-term pathological end-point such as anemia
difficult to induce by hookworm infection in such a short time span of infection.

iii) Neither canines nor hamsters easily reproduce the clinical end-points of
human hookworm disease; specifically, the reduction in IDA. The relationship
between worm burden and blood loss is not straightforward in either model,
probably due to the method of infection (a single bolus challenge of infective
larvae), which has to be given over a short timeframe to permissively infect a
large group of animals.

iv) Finally, the hamster model has the further limitation that less than 20% of the
infective larvae become adults in the gastrointestinal tract.

No CoP (as defined by Qin et al. [26] or Plotkin [9, 10]) has been found for human
hookworm infection. The fact that the immune system reacts vigorously to hookworm
infectionbut fails toharmtheparasite not onlyhampers identificationof target vaccine
molecules for antigen discovery (about whichmuch has been written [4–6, 8, 27]), but
also provides challenges for vaccine product and clinical development.

Potency Testing for NTD Vaccines

The development of potency assays is divided into three areas:

i) Design of the potency assay.
ii) Development of the components of the potency assay, including a unique set of

reagents.
iii) Determination of the performance of the potency assay.
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Potency testing relies heavily on statistical analyses, especially those used to
determine the reproducibility of the assay, and standard and dose–response curves,
including the problems of linearity (for lines that are essentially nonlinear) and
parallelism (for lines that are essentially not parallel). Finally, the potency test holds a
unique position in vaccine development. It stands at the nexus of product and clinical
development; as such, it is one of the few areas of vaccine development that requires
an interdisciplinary knowledge of the vaccine and the pathogen as well as knowledge
of process development, cGMP manufacture, and even clinical trials.

As mentioned above, the essential attribute determined by potency testing is the
induction of a protective immune response in an animalmodel (bioassay) against the
target pathogen [1–3].

Box 3 Summary of Technical Challenges for Potency Testing of NTD Vaccines

. Difficulty in maintaining developmental stages of NTD pathogens in vitro.

. Paucity of laboratory animal models permissive to the NTD pathogens or that
can accurately reproduce human disease or protective immunity.

. Paucity of in vitro functional tests to test different lots of the manufactured
vaccine.

. Few if any correlates of protection in naturally-infected humans.

. No examples of vaccine-induced immunity in humans.

Thru� the Valley of Darkness

Wedeveloped a potency test that would be appropriate for preclinical development of
a candidate NTD vaccine formulation [28]. Most NTD vaccines will probably require
neutralizing antibodies to be protective and these antibodies will have to have the
correct conformation in order to elicit this protective response. However, the
correlation of these responses with clinical protection will often not be established
and, therefore, could not be used to claim that the potency test was measuring an
�attribute essential for effect� as required by most regulatory bodies (e.g., US Food
and Drug Administration (FDA), European Medicines Agency, etc.). Hence, follow-
ing a paradigm outlined by Giersing et al. for recombinant malaria vaccines [29], we
decided that the potency assay formany NTD vaccines would notmeasure a correlate
of vaccine efficacy, but insteadwouldmeasure antibody response inmice immunized
with a predetermined dose of the NTD vaccine as an indicator of manufacturing
consistency (for release) and drug product stability over time. TheNTDpotency assay
is, therefore, one among many analytical procedures and cGMP quality assurance
measures, and is not designed to predict or reflect clinical efficacy per se. Essentially,
this potency assay would measure an animal immune response as an indicator of
vaccinemanufacturing consistency. Although the antibodiesmeasured in the animal
assaywouldnot be those directly involved in protection, the rationale here is that if the
molecule is presented to the immune system in a consistent form and quantity, the
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immune system will respond reproducibly. In this sense, vaccine potency for many
NTDvaccines couldnot beused to conclude that the vaccine is �biologically effective�.
Rather, it refers to only one of the parameters (i.e., immunogenicity) that is employed
to demonstrate that themanufacturing process yields amaterial of consistent quality
and quantity.

Box 4 Thru� the Valley of Darkness

Following a paradigm outlined by Giersing et al. for recombinant malaria
vaccines [29], the potency assay for many NTD vaccines would not measure a
correlate of vaccine efficacy, but instead would measure an IgG response in mice
immunized with a predetermined dose as an indicator of manufacturing con-
sistency and product stability over time. The NTD potency assay is, therefore, one
assay among many analytical procedures and cGMP quality assurance measures
and is not designed to predict or reflect clinical efficacy per se. Hence, it would
measure an animal immune response as an indicator of vaccine manufacturing
consistency [28].

The NTD potency assay should be able to measure the capacity of the vaccine to
trigger an immune response that is determined to be of sufficient strength so as to
be different from baseline and in a range that is likely to be clinically meaningful.
This would provide confirmation that a sufficient amount of one or more selected
antigens is present. In addition, the recombinant NTD antigens that are not
considered to be sufficiently immunogenic for use alone must be formulated to
enhance their immunogenicity. Hence, the NTD potency assay would test the
antigen in a formulated �drug product� (i.e., the molecule would be assessed in
the presence of other components to demonstrate that the antigen is still potent by
nonbiological means). For this reason, in vivo biological assays that measure the
antigen�s immunogenicity are often the only method to assess the conformation
and behavior of the vaccine formulation.

Potency Assays for NTDs: Setting Specifications with Few Assumptions

We based our NTD potency assay on the median effective dose (ED50) method
because it is a standardized method to measure potency, and has been applied for
vaccines to polio, malaria, hepatitis B, hepatitis A, and human papilloma virus
(Gardasil�) [29]. Potency is reported as an ED50 of antigen in micrograms
(Figure 21.1). As a vaccine loses potency, a larger dose will be required to
seroconvert 50% of the animals. The specifications for potency are designed to
detect a loss or gain in vaccine potency over time. There are many ways to set
specification limits for potency. One of the methods used to measure potency is to
set the specification around the �relative potency� of the vaccine, which is obtained
by dividing the ED50 of the test vaccine lot by that of the reference lot [29].
However, relative potency mandates the use of a reference vaccine. In the initial
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phase of clinical development, it is often difficult to obtain a clinically proven lot of
�known vaccine potency � (i.e., if a vaccine has never been tested in humans, it is
difficult to assume the level of antibody that the vaccine must generate to induce
protection). In lieu of relative potency, there are other ways to set specifications.
Many guidelines explain the methods of setting limits. Some use standard
deviation while others use dynamic tolerance intervals with confidence limits.
Also, there are no strict rules on choosing the right time to set limits on potency
assays. Once doses for potency assays are finalized, specification could be
potentially defined as a one-sided potency limit (i.e., the maximum dose required
to seroconvert half of the immunized animals in the test group). In other words,

Figure 21.1 Development of a potency testing
program for a hypothetical NTD vaccine. Each
color represents one event. The pink boxes
represent bioassays (or animal studies), the
blue boxes represent immunoassay studies
(enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays
(ELISAs)), and the violet boxes represent
statistical analyses. The term �I� refers to
initiation of the potency testing program and
�Q� represents the qualification of
immunoassays. As discussed, the potency assay
is based on a quantal response or the minimal
concentration of the NTD vaccine formulation
that induces an antigen-specific antibody
response in 50% of the animals in a dose group
(the median effective dose (ED50)). A critical
step in the quantal assays method is the
determination of a threshold of IgG against
NTD vaccine formulation above which one
could assign an individual murine serum as
being �positive� (seroconversion). Hence, a
critical first step in the development of a potency
testing program is the establishment of a
detection limit or a �reactivity threshold.� There
are a number of different �detection limits� that
can be used and include the limit of
quantification (LOQ) as shown here. In order to
determine the LOQ, one first has to generate an
�in-house� reagent referred to as a standard
reference serum (SRS) that would be assayed on
each ELISA plate, with its statistical
representation (four-parameter logistic log
modeling) termed a standard calibration curve
(SCC). The SRS and the SCChave two functions.
The first is to establish the LOQ and the second
is that the optical densities of test sera at a
chosen dilution (e.g., 1/100) are interpolated

onto this curve to derived the arbitrary units of
antibody against the NTD vaccine formulation.
This calibration method utilizes �homologous
interpolation,� such that the SRS that is used to
derive the SCC is developed using the exact
same reagents as the test sera (e.g., same
plates, same animal model, same antigen lot,
same secondary antibody). The term
�qualification� refers to the protocol used and
the performance characteristics: precision
(reproducibility), linearity, and ruggedness. By
analyzing performance characteristics, we will
set forth criteria withwhich to accept or reject an
ELISA performed under these conditions. The
term �release� refers to specifications that must
be met to use a vaccine in clinical development.
This usually consists of �release criteria,� which
are a combination of physical, chemical,
biological, and immunological tests that
determine whether a final drug product is
suitable for use in clinical testing. These are
predefined, and include chemical, physical,
biological, and environmental characteristics
for testing a product or system, and can include,
but are not limited to, starting materials,
packaging materials, intermediate, bulk, drug
substance, or drug product. The term �stability�
is used for the ability of a drug product or drug
substance to stay within chemical, physical,
microbiological, and biopharmaceutical
specified limits during its whole shelf-life. A
stability program, of which potency is a part,
refers to the planned and documented program
assessing the stability profile of materials and
products to establish their retest periods or
shelf-life and storage directions. (Adapted from
reference [28])
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the ED50 must be less than or equal to a defined maximum dose used in the study;
in our case, it would be 50 mg. Others use a one-sided upper fiducial limit of ED50

as an internal one-sided specification limit. In the initial stages of clinical
development this is perhaps the best and easiest way to set empirical acceptability
criteria. For our example, on day 28, the upper one-sided 95% fiducial limit would
be 12.07 mg (i.e., if the ED50 exceeds 12.07 mg in subsequent testing then that lot
fails the potency test and will warrant further investigation). As the vaccine
undergoes clinical development, more stringent specifications would be applied
as potency values for lots with known clinical efficacies become available.

Conclusions

Over the next decade, a new generation of vaccines to combat parasitic infections will
be forthcoming. Formany of these vaccines, theCoPs are poorly definedor difficult to
evaluate in animal models for the same reasons that they are difficult for hookworm,
principally because few NTD induce sterilizing immunity. The crucial goal of most
NTD vaccines is to reduce morbidity and decrease the chronic debilitation caused by
these infections – outcomes that are hard to measure in traditional potency testing
models. Moreover, traditional potency testing, which focuses on measuring the
reproducibility of a CoP in laboratory animals, usually with an immunization-and-
challenge model, cannot be used for most NTD vaccines for reasons stated above.
Nevertheless, potency testing will remain an essential component of the product
development of anti-NTD vaccines, not only because the FDA and other regulatory
agenciesmandate potency testing for the purposes of product release andmonitoring
of vaccines, but also because potency testing represents one of the fewproduct release
assays that truly assesses the essential biological activity of the drug product (i.e., the
ability of a vaccine to perform its principal function of eliciting an immune response).

A new paradigm for potency testing is needed such as the one outlined here. We
believe that the process and methods stated here will prove useful for those involved
in vaccine efforts for other NTDs, many of which are based on the same paradigm
(i.e., using a recombinant protein to produce nonsterilizing protection by inducing
high levels of antibody to prevent chronic debilitation).
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Vaccines Linked to Chemotherapy: A New Approach
to Control Helminth Infections
Sara Lustigman*, James H. McKerrow, and Maria Elena Bottazzi

Abstract
Currently, chemotherapy is the dominant application among the tools available for
the control or elimination of human helminth infections. Single-drug agents are
available for mass drug administration (MDA), but recent evidence suggests that
some drugs previously thought to be effective now appear less so. Recent progress in
vaccine development for human parasitic infections holds promise for the control of
several diseases. While the goal of chemotherapy is to temporarily cure or reduce
infection intensities, morbidity, and transmission, vaccines would also reduce worm
burdens and, ideally, induce long-lasting protective host immune responses. In so
doing, these vaccines might obviate the need for repeated MDA, and reduce the risk
of both drug failure and reinfection. Some vaccines might also influence transmis-
sion through targeting the intermediate or reservoir host when the infection is
zoonotic. Since biological targets are, in many cases, different from those of
anthelmintic drugs, vaccination would also be synergistic with drug therapy. This
would justify the use of effective vaccines as a long-term solution presently lacking in
most of the control strategies. The repositioning of vaccines, to complement
chemotherapy, would be a novel revitalizing concept to control activities that have
remained focused on morbidity and/or transmission reduction. Antihelminth
vaccines would thus aid in achieving the UN Millennium Development Goals
regarding poverty reduction, education, and child and maternal health. The benefits
of a new vaccine strategy would require long-term support and advocacy to maintain
preclinical and clinical development.

Introduction

Drug-dependent control measures have made considerable progress in reducing the
prevalence and intensity of tropical diseases in many low- and middle-income
countries. However, without the long-term protection a vaccine could offer, this
approach runs the risk of having to be continued indefinitely. For most of the
prevalent human helminth infections (i.e., soil transmitted helminthiases (STHs),
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schistosomiasis, and onchocerciasis) there is only a single anthelmintic drug
available. To provide impact, these drugs must be deployed via mass drug admin-
istration (MDA) and target millions of people living in low- and middle-income
countries. In most cases, the approach is designed to decrease morbidity rather than
eliminate disease per se. However, high rates of post-treatment reinfection, the
declining efficacy with repeated treatment, rebound morbidity, and the potential
for the emergence of anthelmintic drug resistance undermine the sustainability of
MDA as the only form of control [4–6]. The one exception is for lymphatic filariasis,
for which several rounds of MDA using albendazole in combination with diethyl-
carbamazine or ivermectin, have been effective in eliminating the development of
disease and transmission [7–10].

An alternative or complementary approach – vaccinating following anthelmintic
therapy – has long been advocated for schistosomiasis, spearheaded by Robert
Bergquist et al. [11, 12]. As was stated in the reports, an entirely vaccine-based
approach to schistosomiasis control is unrealistic, but acceptable protection could be
achieved by chemotherapy followed by vaccination aimed at reducing, or markedly
delaying, the development of pathology. In their opinion, the issue is not vaccines
versus chemotherapy, but how to graft a vaccine approach onto current schistoso-
miasis control programs. As many other helminths have been targeted for control or
elimination, to meet this challenge, the repositioning of vaccines through the
combined use of chemotherapy and vaccination is highly recommended as the
basis for a novel, more versatile approach to control [13].

The goal of vaccine development against human helminth infections includes
the identification of a vaccine capable of inducing effective and long-lasting
immunity to significantly reduce worm burden. Vaccination as an adjunct to
chemotherapy would also reduce the likelihood that vaccinated individuals would
develop severe infections, thus reducing the burden of disease throughout the
world. Several vaccine candidates are currently under development. Even though
the induction of a consistent, high-level protection in humans has not been
recorded yet, the 40–50% commonly reported protection levels of these candidates
in experimental animals in our opinion still justify the application of a combined
chemotherapy/vaccine approach. Vaccines are still the most economical, efficient,
and effective tools for controlling infectious diseases. They remain the only way to
guarantee control and elimination of helminth infections as envisioned by the
World Health Organization (WHO) [14]. There is also evidence that vaccination-
induced immune responses are increased following anthelmintic chemotherapy,
possibly due to the reversal of immune suppression induced by the adult
worms [3, 6, 9, 10, 15, 16], or because of the release and immunological presentation
of helminth antigens following the treatment [17].

The research foundations supporting the feasibility of developing antihelminth
vaccines for clinical use have been already established. These are listed in Box 1.
Moreover, the tools for the development and testing of vaccines linked to chemo-
therapy are already available and could be put to the test in clinical trials in a
reasonable time frame. Thus, an integrated approach, which includes the follow-up
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of initial drug treatment with vaccination to achieve long-term protection, has much
to offer [12]. Antihelminth vaccines are considered a key technology for poverty
reduction.When linked to chemotherapy, these vaccines are nowconsidered a critical
path toward achieving the UN Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) [14].
To realize these, it is crucial that support and funding be secured for process
development and clinical trials of the repository of specific vaccines that may prove
most effective against these infectious agents.

Box 1 Conceptual Underpinnings to Support the Feasibility of Developing
Antihelminth Vaccines for Clinical Use

. Humans living in endemic areas develop against several of these diseases a
degree of natural protection with some becoming immune or resistant to
disease [1, 2].

. Irradiated vaccines containing infective stages of the parasites confer up to
80% protection in experimental animal models [3].

. Promising vaccine candidates that produce partial but significant protection in
animal models already exist (see the other chapters relevant to vaccine
development in this volume).

. Recombinant protein vaccines have been shown to elicit antienzyme neutral-
izing antibodies, which reduce parasite metabolism and pathogenicity [19–22].

. Effective recombinant veterinary vaccines against taeniid cestodes have been
developed [24, 25], and support the development and testing of vaccine
antigens for other human helminth infections.

Current Progress in Helminth Vaccine Development

Onchocerca volvulus

Approximately 120million people are at risk for onchocerciasis; 37million people are
infected in 36 tropical countries of Africa and Latin America. Of these, 270 000
individuals have been blinded and an additional 500 000 are visually impaired,
making onchocerciasis the second leading cause of infectious blindness world-wide.
Onchocerciasis causes 46 000 new cases of blindness annually [18] (htp://www.apoc.
bf/en). Although major onchocerciasis control programs (Onchocerciasis Control
Programme, the African Programme for Onchocerciasis Control, and the Oncho-
cerciasis Elimination Program in the Americas) have been successful in controlling
infections and onchocerciasis as a public health problem in some endemic areas,
there is a consensus among the global public health community that onchocerciasis
in Africa will not be eliminated by MDA with ivermectin. This is due primarily to
logistic considerations, and the ominous discovery of possible ivermectin resistance
after many years of treatments in some communities in Ghana and Cameroon [23].
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Therefore, if ivermectin resistance is confirmed and spreads, the potential for
success by MDA with ivermectin as a stand-alone strategy decreases substantially.
To support the onchocerciasis controlmeasures, a new control tool, such as a vaccine,
is warranted.

Feasibility and preclinical studies for developing an Onchocerca vaccine are
ongoing. They are based on a number of elements, including:

i) Clear demonstration of protective immunity against O. volvulus larvae in
humans, cattle, and mice.

ii) Identification and characterization of a defined set of O. volvulus recombinant
vaccinemolecules and their homologs that induce protection inmore than one
model of filarial nematode infection.

iii) Development of an innovative strategy of O. volvulus vaccine antigen selection
based on screening for efficacy in two complementary small animal models.
Based on this rational scoring system, the top-ranking eight O. volvulus
protective antigens (Ov-CPI-2, Ov-ALT-1, Ov-RAL-2, Ov-ASP-1, Ov-103,
Ov-RBP-1, Ov-CHI-1, and Ov-B20; CPI¼ cysteine proteinase inhibitor; ALT¼
abundant larval transcript; ASP¼ activation-associated secreted protein; RBP
¼ retinol-binding protein; CHI¼ chitinase) have been selected for a preclinical
evaluation and further prioritization (S. Lustigman, unpublished).

iv) Reports in the last decade of additional antigens with protective properties
(e.g., Ov-FBA-1 [26], Ov-GAPDH [27], Ov-AST-1 [28], and paramyosin [29];
FBA¼ aldolase; GAPDH¼ glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase; AST
¼ astacin-like metalloproteinase) have been reported;

v) Recent reports using the cow model and Onchocerca ochengi demonstrate the
possibility of developing vaccines against O. volvulus [30].

A vaccine aimed at preventing infection with L3 would be an essential addition to
the effort to control onchocerciasis, as it will support additional reduction in
microfilariae burdens and thus reduce transmission potential. Vaccine development
against infection withO. volvulus has been the subject of much thought and work in
the past through the funding of the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation (1985–
1999) [31]. The need for O. volvulus vaccine development has also been endorsed by
the �Conference on the Eradicability of Onchocerciasis� [32] and a conference on the
global program to eliminate lymphatic filariasis [33]. In essence, an anti-L3 vaccine
does not depend on MDA with ivermectin, but it will be administered in commu-
nities that have most likely already gone through rounds of MDA with ivermectin.
Therefore, such a vaccine would complement this control measure and support the
same goal – elimination of onchocerciasis as a public health problem in sub-Sahara
Africa.

Lymphatic Filariasis

There are approximately 120 million cases of lymphatic filariasis in more than 90
countries throughout the world. The Global Alliance for the Elimination of Lym-
phatic Filariasis aims to eliminate the disease within the next 20 years. Like control
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strategies for onchocerciasis, this plan is based on the utilization of MDA using
albendazole in combination with diethylcarbamazine or ivermectin. These drugs
targeting the microfilariae can block transmission. However, there are also draw-
backs, such as inadequate drug coverage, reappearance of infection through migra-
tion of infected people into controlled areas, and partial success leading to reduced
compliance. Thepotential for the development of drug resistance has been raised and
the benzimidazole resistance allele has been identified at an increased frequency in
microfilariae loads of Wuchereria bancrofti from patients in MDA areas [34]. Subse-
quent modeling studies have raised serious concern for the future acquisition and
spread of resistance against albendazole and ivermectin [35]. This has led to a call for
complementary approaches that include both improved chemotherapy models and
vaccine development, and the continued consideration of a vaccine against lymphatic
filariasis is still strongly advocated [33].

Importantly, protectivemechanisms against infection by the early filarial L3 stages
and the target molecules involved have been evolutionarily preserved, even though
the disease processes caused by adult worms and microfilariae of the various filarial
parasites are quite different [36–39]. The protective immune responses to human
lymphatic filariae and the epidemiologic outcomes of exposure to these parasites are,
therefore, similar to those described forO. volvulus. These include (i) the description
of individuals without signs of patent, microfilariae-positive, infection (the so-called
endemic normals or putatively immune) in areas endemic forW. bancrofti or Brugia
malayi infections [1], (ii) the age-acquired resistance to superinfection with adult
worms [40], and (iii) the anti-L3 concomitant protective humoral [41] and cellular [42]
immunity in infected individuals. Moreover, several B. malayi and other proteins
have been cloned and tested for protective immunity. As detailed in Chapter 23, it
appears that many of the lymphatic filariasis vaccine candidates are highly similar to
the O. volvulus protective antigens (Bm-ALT-1, rBm-ASP-1, Ls-cystatin, Bm-SXP-1,
andBm-chitinase) [43–46]. In addition, it was shown that theO. volvulus recombinant
proteins Ov-RBP-1 and Ov-B20 also induced protection against a challenge with
Acanthocheilonema viteae in jirds [47]. Other vaccine candidates that were experi-
mentally shown to protect through antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity are
glutathione S-transferase (GST) [48], myosin [49], a microfilarial soluble 38-kDa
protease [50], and a 175-kDa collagenase [51].

Large-scale, proteomic analyses to identify the excretory/secretory products of the
L3, L3 to L4 molting, adult male, adult female, and microfilarial stages of B. malayi
have recently been published [52]. These provide extended insight into the host–
parasite interaction and the reported abundance of a number of previously charac-
terized immunomodulatory proteins in the excretory/secretory products of micro-
filariae increases the chances of identifying novel vaccine candidates.

Currently, and with the support of the National Institutes of Health, collaborative
preclinical studies ofO. volvulus and B. malayi vaccine antigens are underway in four
institutions: New York Blood Center, Thomas Jefferson University, Louisiana State
University, and Baylor College of Medicine. It is projected that out of the eight top-
ranking antigens described above, the two most effective vaccine candidates of
O. volvulus and B. malayi will be selected and fully evaluated. This will include
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identification of their immuneprotection correlateswhichwill be followed byprocess
development and manufacturing under Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP), and
then phase I clinical testing using the Global Access Strategy developed by the Sabin
Vaccine Institute [53].

Schistosomiasis

There are 800 million people in 74 countries at risk and more than 200 million
infected [54, 55]. However, additional studies suggest that more than 400 million
people may suffer from schistosomiasis at any one time, resulting in a disease
burden that is comparable to HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, or malaria [56]. Initial
progress in the control of schistosomiasis led some to suggest that it may be
�consigned to history� by 2015 – the target stated in the MDGs [57]. Since the 1990s,
the major approach to schistosomiasis control has been periodic treatment with
praziquantel. Recent versions of control suggest the integration of praziquantel
treatment into the other NTD control programs [58–60]. However, the sustainability
of praziquantel treatment for the long-term control of schistosomiasis is a cause for
concern because of the variable efficacy of praziquantel, high rates of post-treatment
reinfection, and the ongoing concern regarding eventual drug resistance. The last
possibility alone reinforces the need for alternatives to single drug treatment (for
more on praziquantel and drug development for schistosomiasis, see Chapters 19
and 20).

The case for schistosomiasis vaccine development is based on the understanding
that vaccination, even if not 100% effective, would contribute to long-term reduction
of egg excretion from the host. An effective vaccine might also ameliorate the
aggressive inflammatory response that has been observed following interrupted
chemotherapy in children living in high-transmission areas. The underlying reason
for this �rebound morbidity� is unclear. It may be due to partial interruption in the
naturally developed immune modulation during chronic infection [61, 62].

The arguments supporting the utility of a vaccine against schistosomiasis, based
on more than 50 years of laboratory and field research, are strong. For example, it is
well known that humans living in schistosome-endemic areas develop some degree
of protection naturally [63]. Also, injection of mice with irradiated schistosome
cercariae consistently induces 60–85% protection [6]. Despite the fact that the
Schistosoma haematobium GST (Sh28-GST) is the current lead candidate, the great
majority ofSchistosoma candidate vaccine antigens under evaluation are derived from
Schistosoma mansoni. The most well researched are Sm28-GST and Sh28-GST [64],
paramyosin [65], Sm28-TPI [66], Sm37-GADPH [67], Sm14-FABP [68, 69], and
Smp80-calpain [70, 71] (TPI¼ triose phosphate isomerase; GADPH¼ glyceralde-
hyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase; FABP¼ fatty acid-binding protein). There are also
multiple antigenic peptide constructs made from various integrated membrane
antigens, such as Sm10, Sm23, Sm28-TPI, and Sm28-GST [72, 73]. All of the above
antigens show an average protection of 50% (in some cases higher) and have been
tested either as native full-length antigens, recombinant antigens, multiple antigenic
peptide constructs, or as DNA vaccines in various animal models. Notably, national
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funds have been invested in Brazil and France supporting clinical trials for two of
these antigens, Sm14-FABP and Sh28-GST, respectively [13]. Industrial scale-up was
first achieved for Sh28-GST, which is now in clinical trials under the name of
Bilhvax [64]. This vaccine candidate has successfully passed phase I/II clinical trials.
It has been shown to be entirely safe producing helper T cell Th2 cytokines
(interleukin-5 and -13) followed by high titers of neutralizing antibodies after three
injections. Treatment followed by immunization was felt to be the most appropriate
modality and the best time to give the vaccine seems to be about 3 months after
treatment when patients have switched to the Th2-type of response, which takes time
to occur and is generally not seen until after drug treatment (http://www.rnas.org.cn/
upload/inFile/2008-9-25161018-Strategy.pdf). The phase II trials of Bilhvax were
based on this model, including both primary clinical and secondary parasitological
end-points in measuring efficacy [13].

Industrial scale-up has also been achieved for the Schistosoma FABP, Sm14-
FABP [69] (see Chapter 26). Interestingly, thanks to it being a shared antigen between
Fasciola and Schistosoma, both natural infection and experimental animal research
show cross-protection [68]. The former parasite causes great losses in sheep and cattle
breeding, and can also infect humans.Commercial interest in a vaccine for veterinary
applications has helped move this vaccine candidate into advanced veterinary field
trials, which in turn made it possible to explore the use of the same molecule in the
development of a human vaccine against schistosomiasis [69]. A collaborative
initiative in Brazil for the GMP scale-up of stable and properly folded Sm14-FABP
was established between the Oswaldo Cruz Foundation (FIOCRUZ), a government-
funded research center, and Instituto Butantan, a producer of vaccines for the
Brazilian Ministry of Health. Plans are underway for phase I safety trials [74].

More recently, the S. mansoni tegumental surface tetraspanin known as Sm-TSP-2
has shown promise as a vaccine for intestinal schistosomiasis (see Chapter 25). The
following studies provided the basis for selecting the extracellular domain ofSm-TSP-
2 as a candidate vaccine: sera from putatively resistant individuals residing in an
endemic area of Brazil contain high levels of anti-Sm-TSP-2 IgG1 and IgG3 [75]; also,
schistosomes exposed toRNA interference of theSm-tsp-2 transcript fail to generate a
proper surface tegument anddonot become adult worms [76].When the extracellular
domain of Sm-TSP-2 is expressed as a recombinant protein in bacteria (and more
recently yeast), the resulting 9-kDa polypeptide is an effective immunogen resulting
in 40–60% reductions in S. mansoni worm burdens in mice [75]. It has undergone
process development, scale-up, and formulation by the product development partner-
ships (PDP) of the Sabin Vaccine Institute. There are current plans to produce pilot
amounts of the recombinant protein formulated in alum at Instituto Butantan prior
to anticipated phase I trials in Brazil [22]. Efforts are also in progress to identify and
develop S. haematobium orthologs as vaccines.

Vaccine development was originally focused on S. mansoni and S. haematobium,
but a panel of well-characterized Schistosoma japonicum antigens (e.g., Sj97, SjTPI,
SjASP (aspartic protease), Sj23, Sj28GST, Sj14-3-3, Sj14, SjSerpin, SjFer (ferritin),
SjSVLBP (S. japonicum very-low-density lipoprotein-binding protein)) have also shown
protective efficacy in animals justifying support for further consideration (reviewed
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in [17]). As S. japonicum is a zoonosis, it presents an added challenge for control
programs [77]. However, the diverse host spectrum permits a step-wise path that
might start with a �transmission-blocking� veterinary product [78] beforemoving on
to a human vaccine, thus offering a shortcut in the development of vaccines forChina
and the Philippines. The possibility that this approach could pay off is supported by
studies in China showing that the animal–snail–human transmission cycle is more
prominent than the human–snail–human cycle in sustaining the infection in
endemic areas [79]. An additional advantage of theS. japonicum vaccine development
is the access to full-size animal models, which overcomes the limitations of the
mouse model [80].

Based on the notion that reduced schistosome infection in water buffaloes would
also reduce disease transmission to humans, randomized double-blind trials in
water buffaloes using DNA vaccines encoding well-researched S. japonicum anti-
gens (Sj28-TPI,Sj23) have taken place inChina and showed close to 50%protection,
which exceeds the hypothetical level predicted by mathematical modeling that is
needed to achieve a significant reduction in schistosome transmission [81]. Such
transmission-blocking S. japonicum vaccines are currently in field trials [81, 82].
The recent publication of the S. japonicum genome [83] as well as recent tran-
scriptome and proteome studies [84, 85] will definitely contribute to increased
activities focused on vaccine development against this species.

Hookworm Infections and Other STHs

The STHs are among the most common and persistent parasitic infections world-
wide. According to the latest estimates, 800 million people are infected with
roundworm (Ascaris lumbricoides), 600 million with whipworm (Trichuris
trichiura), and 600 million with hookworm (Necator americanus, Ancylostoma
duodenale) [4, 86, 87], with most of the infections caused by A. duodenale. N.
americanus is the major hookworm found in sub-Saharan Africa, Southeast Asia,
and Latin America and the Caribbean [88]. Hookworm is also a leading cause of
maternal and child morbidity in the developing countries of the tropics and
subtropics [88, 89].

Interventions for the control of STHs involve MDA and/or chemotherapy of
individuals, as well as improved sanitation and education. MDAprograms for STHs
(and schistosomes) are most often directed at school-aged children as they are the
population groupmost at risk of acquiring heavy infection and developing associated
morbidity, and the most accessible group for intervention through school-based
programs. However, some mass chemotherapy programs are directed at whole
communities in highly endemic areas. The focus of MDA for STHs is on achieving
long-term reductions in infection prevalence and intensity, and hence in the
associated morbidity, rather than attempting to eliminate the reservoir of infec-
tion [90]. There has also been increased recent awareness that, apart from
A. lumbricoides, the current anthelmintics for control of STHs (albendazole, meben-
dazole, ivermectin, pyrantel, and levamisole) are not particularly effective against
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hookworms and, especially, whipworms [91]. Recently, the genetic polymorphisms in
b-tubulin, which cause benzimidazole resistance in livestock parasites, have been
found in T. trichiura and N. americanus [92].

Vaccine research targets have been evaluated from both the larval and adult stages
of the hookworms. Initially, a promising larval vaccine candidate was the Na-ASP-2
antigen, first shown in secretions from Anyclostoma, but later isolated from
N. americanus [93]. Well-controlled studies initially showed this candidate to be safe
in animals, and capable of inducing protective responses consisting both of specific
IgGantibodies and cellular immune responses [93, 94]. Furthermore, a phase I safety
trial completed in the United States showed evidence of safety and immunogenic-
ity [94]. However, subsequent phase I trials in a hookworm-endemic area of Brazil
had to be stopped for safety concerns due to evidence of an allergic response in
association with prevaccination IgE [22] (Bethony and Diemert, personal commu-
nication; also see Chapter 21).

Vaccine development is now focused on targeting adult hookworm antigens as a
means to reduce host worm burdens and blood loss. During an intensive
investigation of their preclinical efficacy (which includes safety experiments to
ensure absence of prevaccination IgE in endemic populations), two adult N.
americanus vaccine antigens (i.e., Na-GST-1 and Na-APR-1) have emerged as the
non-IgE naturally inducing candidates for the antihookworm vaccines. The
putative adult worm vaccine antigens were identified based on the knowledge
of the mechanisms of worm feeding, and the ability to interfere with those
enzymes involved in the degradation and detoxification of hemoglobin [22].
Among these were a cysteine protease [95], an aspartic protease (APR) [19], and
a GST [96]. Vaccination with Na-APR-1 and Na-GST-1 recombinant vaccines
significantly reduces adult hookworm burdens, parasite blood loss, and fecal egg
counts in dogs and/or hamsters challenged with either Ancylostoma caninum and/
or N. americanus [21, 96]. The Na-GST-1 hookworm vaccine is already in phase I
trial [22] and Na-APR-1 is currently being manufactured. A combination of these
two antigens has been proposed as an eventual human hookworm vaccine in order
to prevent moderate and heavy hookworm infections caused by N. americanus.
Such a vaccine could be incorporated into existing deworming programs that
target preschool and school-aged children living in areas of high transmission to
reduce the morbidity – primarily anemia and protein malnutrition – attributed to
this parasite. Antihookworm vaccine development is being conducted in partner-
ship with vaccine manufacturers in middle-income endemic countries, such as
Brazil, and in partnership with the corresponding health ministries, in order to
ensure that the populations who most need the vaccine will have timely access to it
once efficacy is shown in phase III testing.

Finally, there is a strong rationale to combine hookworm and schistosome
antigens in the development of a multivalent antihelminth vaccine against
parasites that are coendemic and induce similar pathologies, including ane-
mia [97]. Such a vaccine would target two of the most prevalent and insidious
helminth diseases.
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Product Development Strategies that Involve Manufacturing Partners
in Disease-Endemic Countries

The adverse consequences of the NTDs and other conditions on child development,
pregnancyoutcome,workerproductivity, andmalaria andHIV/AIDScoinfectionsoffer
apowerfulbasis fordevelopingnewantihelminthvaccines.However, thisrequires long-
term commitment and sustainable development. Until a few years ago, antigen
discovery and preclinical development of these vaccines had not progressed much
beyond early development. There are two major reasons for this situation. (i) For
eukaryoticpathogens, suchasprotozoaandworms, ithadnotbeengenerallypossible to
exploit high-throughput reverse vaccinology approaches because of the requirements
for complex eukaryotic expression vectors and animal models for vaccine testing. (ii)
Clinicaldevelopmenthadnotprogressedformanyoftheantipovertyvaccinesbecauseof
the absence of commercialmarkets and, therefore, industry interest.However, over the
last 10 years several nonprofit organizations (see below) have created product develop-
ment partnerships, and focused their activities on the development and testing of
recombinant vaccines for helminth infections, including hookworm, schistosomiasis,
and onchocerciasis [22, 53]. In addition, the Institut Pasteur and the French Institut
Nationalde laSant�e etde laRechercheM�edicale, aredevelopingavaccine forurogenital
schistosomiasis causedbyS.haematobium.Table22.1summarizes thecurrent stagesof
vaccine development of the various antihelminth vaccines.

Progress has been particularly strong in the field of schistosomiasis vaccines. This
does not mean it is an easier parasite to work with, but it is rather a reflection of the
financial support that has been available for research on this parasite in the 1980s and
1990s [98]. This support includes nationally available funds invested in Brazil and
France, and the interest in China that has facilitated trials in water buffaloes with
S. japonicum antigens. Similarly, advances inO. volvulus and B. malayi vaccine studies
(basic research of protective immunity, vaccine antigen discovery, animal model
development, etc.) were supported by the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation [31] and
by the National Institutes of Health in the 1980s and early 1990s [10]. The hookworm
vaccine candidates are being developed by the PDP of the Sabin Vaccine Institute and
funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, together with the Dutch Ministry of
ForeignAffairs.AsimilargroupofpartnersisalsoadvancingtheSm-TSP-2recombinant
vaccine for intestinal schistosomiasis inBrazil. The successfulTSOL18porcine vaccine
for cysticercosis [99] shows that it is indeed possible to create a highly effective vaccine
against a multicellular parasite (see Chapter 29). Proof-of-concept of the feasibility of
eliminatingTaeniasolium transmissioninawideendemicareaofPeruandinCameroon
has been also provided [24, 25]. Regrettably, it seems that, despite the availability of
excellent vaccines, they will not bewidely appliedwithout a commercial incentive. This
can only be remedied by convincing governments, international donor agencies, and
private foundations tosupport large-scalevaccinationprojectsand/orbytheprovisionof
vaccines as a public healthmeasure through local production in the endemic countries
themselves.

In the case of the hookworm and intestinal schistosomiasis vaccines, an important
strategy is to pursue vaccine manufacture through partnerships with innovative
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developing countries (IDCs). IDCs are middle-income countries, such as Brazil,
Cuba, China, and India, with modest to strong economies and sustained levels of
innovation in biotechnology based on their per capita numbers of peer-reviewed
papers, international patents, and production of drugs, vaccines, and diagnos-
tics [100]. Many of the IDCs are highly endemic for the major NTDs, including
helminth infections, and this provides an opportunity to partner with IDCs, both to
develop and clinically test vaccine candidates.

Therefore, PDP–IDC liaisons hold promise for the development and testing of the
antipoverty vaccines. For example, a partnership involving the Sabin Vaccine
Institute, FIOCRUZ, the vaccine manufacturers Instituto Butantan and FIO-
CRUZ-Biomanguinhos, and the Brazilian Ministry of Health has been critical for
the transition from proof-of-concept to product development and clinical trials of the
hookworm and schistosomiasis vaccines. The further development of global strat-
egies to ensure that the world�s poorest people have access to these innovations is
essential. Therefore, the Sabin Vaccine Institute has developed a unique Global
Access Strategy to ensure that vulnerable populations receive the human hookworm
vaccine at an extremely low cost [53].

In order to further ensure timely vaccine introduction, efforts should also be in
place to establish international consensus on the use of these helminth vaccines. This
process should be done under the auspices of the WHO and its Department of
Neglected Tropical Diseases. Other organizations such as the Global Network for
Neglected Tropical Disease Control, an alliance of the major NTD public-private
partnerships, should be engaged. In 2005, the WHO called for the development of
new control tools for hookworms, especially a vaccine [101]. As part of an interna-
tional consensus on hookworm controls, the idea of distributing human hookworm

Table 22.1 Overview of candidates under development as antihelminth vaccines.

Parasite Antigen
discoverya)

Scale-up
and
manufacturing

Phase I
trial

Phase II
trial

Phase III
trial

Registration

Hookworm >25 3 1 in 2007; 1
started in 2011
and 1 antici-
pated in 2012

W. bancrofti >10
B. malayi >10
O. volvulus >10
S. mansoni >100b) 3 1 anticipated

in 2012
S. haematobium >10b) 1
S. japonicum <100b)

a) Although the number of antigens discovered cannot be more than approximate, the table
highlights where the lead products are.

b) Corresponding antigens exist in the various species; only a few are species-specific.However, not
all antigens in each species have been developed into vaccine candidates.
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vaccine in conjunction with the school-based deworming programs that have already
been mandated by a 2001 World Health Assembly resolution should be strongly
promoted. For this reason, the global access anddevelopment strategy of the �Human
Hookworm Vaccine� PDP strategy is to link vaccination with deworming
(�chemotherapy-linked vaccination�) and to recommend that vaccination occur after
deworming school-aged children with an anthelmintic medication, typically a
benzimidazole anthelmintic. Since 2001, however, preschool children aged 1–5
have emerged as an important target population for deworming [102] and global
efforts at reaching this population through Child Health Days have so far beenmore
successful than efforts to reach school-aged children [102]. Therefore, the Sabin
Vaccine Institute is now exploring promotion of the human hookworm vaccine for
both preschool children and school-aged children. The process will maximize the
likelihood of vaccine integration into an existing healthcare system currently devoted
to worm control; this would also complement the use of benzimidazoles for disease
control and, possibly, forestall the emergence of drug resistance. Ultimately, the
vaccine will be used in a strategy targeting low-income populations. It will be
combined with other low-cost interventions including MDA for schistosomiasis,
lymphaticfilariasis, onchocerciasis, and trachoma, aswell asmicronutrients, vitamin
A, bed net distribution, and health education [90].

As a component of their national immunization programs, most industrialized
and middle-income countries have policies for vaccinating both preschool children
and schoolchildren. Through Child Health Days, millions of preschool children
currently receive measles vaccine along with vitamin A, deworming tablets, and
antimalaria bed nets. With respect to school-aged children, several hookworm-
endemic nations, including Brazil, Colombia, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Namibia,
India, Malaysia, and Papua New Guinea, currently deliver vaccines in schools.
Building a school-based program for delivery of hookworm and other future anti-
helminth vaccines may employ similar efforts recently proposed for human papil-
loma virus (HPV) vaccines in some countries. In time, a program of school-based
vaccine delivery could offer low-income countries the opportunity not only to deliver a
package of the WHO�s Expanded Programme on Immunization vaccines, but also
allow for the introduction of new vaccines to prevent HIV/AIDS, hookworm, HPV,
tuberculosis, and other infections, including the major human helminth infections.
In many countries, Child Health Days and school-based programs are not mutually
exclusive, as it is common to use schools as the host venue for delivery of vaccines in
Child Health Days [103, 104].

Conclusions

The economic benefits of combining vaccines and drug interventions are many and
represent a potentially powerful tool for improving public health problems.
The expansion of parasite sequence resources (see also Chapters 3–5) is providing
a fresh start by permitting a more rational approach to vaccine discovery. A range
of new vaccines can be expected during the next few years so long as international
donor organizations and private foundations can agree on a joint, major NTD
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vaccine initiative. The task ahead is to assure product delivery by convincing
potential donors that vaccine production in the developing world is a realistic goal
worth supporting.

The development of vaccines will require careful analyses of cost-effectiveness,
which in turn is based on a number of parameters, including transmission dynamics,
disease burden, and healthcare delivery systems. The cost and effort to introduce and
sustain a vaccine for decades requires the development of credible models of cost-
effectiveness. For example, to better estimate the global burden of hookworm disease,
the PDPof the SabinVaccine Institute has embarked on a global health impact analysis
involving several activities. It is refiningmodels of hookworm transmission dynamics,
rederiving newdisability-adjusted life years estimates based on local studies conducted
inBrazil, performing ameta-analysis of the attributable burdenof anemia ascribable to
hookworm in different developing countries, and conducting a detailed analysis of the
projected use of the human hookworm vaccine in different settings. An initial cost
analysis of the humanhookwormvaccine conducted inUganda indicates that themost
important determinants of overall costs are vaccine price and the number of doses of
vaccine. The costs of distribution and delivery of the human hookworm vaccine are
comparable to the outlays for deworming, particularly in the setting of Child Health
Days. National and international funding mechanisms will be required to purchase
vaccines for countries unable to finance their own procurement. For the Americas, the
Sabin Vaccine Institute is exploring the Pan AmericanHealth Organization Revolving
Fund for Vaccine Procurement mechanism. Elsewhere, especially in low-income sub-
SaharanAfrica, identifying the procurement funds andmechanisms for the large-scale
purchase and distribution of a human hookworm vaccine in high transmission areas
will be a major impediment to global access. Currently, the United Nations Children�s
Fund purchases traditional childhood vaccines for developing countries, which covers
about 65% of the world�s children.

Similar to theMDAprograms, which employ drugs that are donated or available at
low cost, we believe that once antihelminth vaccines are ready for distribution, they
will be incorporated into the existing control measures [53]. The ultimate goal will be
to provide sustainable reductions in and eventually eliminate the global burden of
human helminth infections, not least in the poorest countries of Africa, Asia, and the
Americas.
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Antifilarial Vaccine Development: Present and Future
Approaches
Sara Lustigman*, David Abraham, and Thomas R. Klei

Abstract
Human onchocerciasis and lymphatic filariasis are serious neglected tropical dis-
eases causing blindness and chronic disability in the developing world. Onchocerca
volvulus, which causes onchocerciasis, and Wuchereria bancrofti and Brugia malayi,
which cause lymphatic filariasis, are the center of the long-term objective of
elimination through mass drug administration (MDA) programs directed at reduc-
ing parasite transmission and morbidity. However, formidable technical and logis-
tical obstacles, including the possible emergence of drug resistance, must be
overcome before the goal of elimination can be attained. This has led to a call for
complementary approaches that include vaccine development that targets the
infective-stage larvae. Importantly, protective immunity against Onchocerca and
lymphatic filariae larvae has now been definitively demonstrated in humans, cattle,
and animal models, thereby providing the conceptual underpinnings that vaccines
can be produced against these infections. Moreover, several recombinant vaccine
antigens have been identified that are capable of inducing a significant yet partial
reduction in the survival of challenge larvae using experimental animal models. The
recent advances and future prospective for the development of vaccines against both
onchocerciasis and lymphatic filariasis are reviewed.

General Aspects of Human Filarial Infection and Disease

A large number of filarial nematodes infect animals and humans throughout the
world. The major parasites of humans are those causing river blindness,Onchocerca
volvulus, and those which cause lymphatic filariasis,Wuchereria bancrofti and Brugia
malayi. Infection with the heartworm of dogs, Dirofilaria immitis, may result in fatal
disease and is a significant veterinary health problem. Study of D. immitis has
provided important information on the diagnosis, treatment, and control of human
filarial parasites. The focus of this chapter is onO. volvulus and the lymphatic filarial
parasites, primarily B. malayi.
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It is important to note thatmostfilarial nematodes, including those to be discussed
here, serve as a host for an endosymbiotic Rickettsia-like bacteria in the genus
Wolbachia.Wolbachia is essential for worm survival and a target of chemotherapeutic
control [1, 2] (see Chapter 15). The endosymbiont has also been important in the
pathogenesis of the inflammatory conditions associated with onchocerciasis eye
pathology [3] and likely lymphatic disease [4].

Geographic Distribution, Incidence, and Disease Presentation

Approximately 120 million people are at risk for onchocerciasis. Adult worms can live
for over a decade in nodules under the skin and release millions of microfilariae.
Circulating microfilariae of O. volvulus cause persistent, debilitating itching, severe
dermatitis, and ocular lesions resulting in blindness [5]. Disease manifestations are
caused to some degree by the immune response to the parasite [6, 7]. According to the
World Health Organization, an estimated 37 million people are infected in 36 tropical
countries of Africa and Latin America [8] (http://ww.apoc.bf/en). Of these, 270 000
individuals have been blinded and an additional 500 000 are visually impaired,making
onchocerciasis the second leading cause of infectious blindness world-wide. Oncho-
cerciasis causes 46 000 new cases of blindness annually (http://ww.apoc.bf/en).

Approximately 1.3 billion people are at risk for infection with lymphatic filarial
nematodes in 83 endemic countries. There are an estimated 120 million cases of
lymphatic filariasis throughout the world. Roughly 40 million individuals infected
withW. bancrofti and B. malayi exhibit clinical disease, which may include elephan-
tiasis of the limbs or genitals, acute filarial fever, and potentially extensive subclinical
disease involving the kidney, lung, and other organs [9].

Immunity

The long-standing observation that individuals living in endemic areas and exposed
to bites of filarial-infected vectors remain free of infection has led to the supposition
that naturally acquired immunity occurs in a significant portion of the population.
These individuals have been classified as putatively immune or endemic normal.
Using cells and sera from these individuals, and comparing their responses to
specific molecules with those of infected individuals, is a standard approach to
identifying antigens important in naturally acquired protective resistance
(reviewed in [10]). In addition, it appears that the infected individuals are possibly
protected from further new infections by concomitant immunity (i.e., newly
introduced infective third-stage larvae (L3) are eliminated while adult worms and
microfilariae are left unaffected) [11]. The concept of concomitant immunity was
recently verified experimentally using the Acanthocheilonema viteae jird model [12].
Although immune responses are directed at all stages of the parasite in specific
ways (reviewed in [7]) the important target of protective immune responses is likely
to be L3 and/or the molting L3.

The most striking and direct results demonstrating protective mechanisms
in vitro have come fromusing sera from putatively immune and infected individuals.
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There have been consistent demonstrations that antibody-dependent cell-mediated
cytotoxicity (ADCC) is an important aspect of protective resistance to O. volvulus
and lymphatic filariasis. These studies showed in vitro a granulocyte-dependent
killing of O. volvulus L3 using sera from both putatively immune and infected
individuals [13, 14]. Studies in animalmodels have supported the significance of anti-
L3 ADCC responses (reviewed in [15] and [16]). Other support for the importance of
antibody in protection is the increase in anti-L3 IgG3 and IgE in aging patients, and
the presence of L3 surface-specific antibodies in putatively immune sera [17].

Understanding the significance of specific cellular responses and cytokine release
has been challenging. Early studies in human and animal models demonstrated that
filarial nematodes induce a dominant helper T cell Th2 cellular response promoting
interleukin (IL)-4, -5, and -10, and their associate effects such as eosinophilia, and IgE
production [7, 18]. However, in comparing the cellular responses of putatively
immune and infected individuals to O. volvulus L3 and molting L3 antigens,
significantly higher IL-5 and interferon-c responses were seen in the putatively
immune group (reviewed in [10]), indicating that amixed Th1/Th2 response occurred
in these individuals. Mixed Th1/Th2 responses have also been reported in some
animal model systems (reviewed in [7]).

An important aspect of the cellular immune response toO. volvulus and lymphatic
filariasis is the induction of a complex system for immune regulation. A focus of this
regulation is the cytokines IL-10 and transforming growth factor-b. Cells involved
include T regulatory cells and alternately activated macrophages, among others [19].
This nematode-induced immune regulatory system has been studied in detail and
shown to also downregulate a number of inflammatory diseases, such as colitis,
reactive airway disease, encephalitis, and diabetes [20]. Experimental filarial infec-
tions have also been shown to downregulate the proinflammatory induced gastric
lesions associated with Helicobacter pylori [21]. It is possible that existing filarial
infections and the associated immune regulatory networks they induce may have
untoward impacts on homologous vaccinations. However, this has not been yet
considered experimentally in the context of vaccination against filarial parasite.

Pathology

Filarial infections induce a spectrum of clinical presentations in patient populations
ranging from exposed, apparently uninfected individuals with no easily demonstra-
ble disease, to individuals with overt clinical disease [7, 18]. This range of disease
manifestations is determined by host genetics and a complex series of immune
regulatory mechanisms controlled by the presence of specific cytokines [7, 18]. The
lesions and clinical signs associated with infections are often parasite stage-specific
such as onchocercal blindness or pulmonary tropical eosinophilia, which are
associated with microfilariae. Adult worms of lymphatic filariasis living in the
lymphatics and lymph nodes induce obstructive granulomatous responses,
which produce the lymphadenitis and lymphangiectasia seen in lymphatic filariasis.
The immunologically mediated inflammatory responses that induce the lesions
are diverse and parasite stage-specific in different infections. Some of these
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inflammatory responses are mediated by proinflammatory cytokines and others by
IgE [7, 18]. These pathological responses might present a challenge for the devel-
opment of successful protective immunization protocols if they induce concomitant
immune-mediated pathology.

Treatment and Control

Mass drug administration (MDA) programs using donated drugs and directed at
reducing parasite transmission and morbidity have had a major positive impact on
controlling bothO. volvulus and lymphaticfilariasis, and are the center of the long-term
objective of elimination [22]. TheMDAprogramsaim toachieve ahigh level of coverage
(65–90%) of the eligible population. For onchocerciasis, the only drug available for safe
mass treatment remains ivermectin. For lymphaticfilariasis,mass chemotherapy uses
diethylcarbamazine plus albendazole or diethylcarbamazine alone outside of sub-
Saharan Africa, whereas ivermectin plus albendazole is used in sub-Saharan Africa
because of contraindications for diethylcarbamazine in patients heavily infected with
O. volvulus. Currently, tens of millions of people in hyper- andmesoendemic areas are
under annual or semiannual treatment for onchocerciasis, while hundreds ofmillions
of people are under annual treatment for lymphatic filariasis.

There are emerging questions regarding the continued feasibility and effective-
ness of these control programs. MDA has some deficiencies, which include the
absence of an effective drug against the adult parasites that can be administered easily
in endemic areas, difficulties inherent with the necessity of regular long-term
treatments of large portions of the infected and at-risk populations, and the possibility
that susceptibility to reinfection may return post-treatment [23, 24]. The most recent
concern is the potential development of resistance to ivermectin [25]. In addition to
the drugs currently available for MDA, the use of antibacterial agents such as
doxycycline targeting Wolbachia have shown some promise as a macrofilaricidal
agent in human trials againstO. volvulus and lymphatic filariasis [26]. Current efforts
to identify new antibacterial agents and combining these withMDA approachesmay
prove beneficial [27] (see also Chapter 15).

Natural Host–Parasite Systems for Onchocerciasis
and Lymphatic Filariasis

Bovine Onchocerciasis: Onchocerca ochengi in Cattle

Studies of natural and experimental bovine infections with O. ochengi have demon-
strated the existence of naturally occurring immunity against the L3, which is
analogous to humans characterized as putatively immune. When this subset of
cattle was exposed to natural challenge they were significantly less susceptible to
infection than na€ıve control cows (reviewed in [23]). Experimental infections with
O. ochengi have also revealed the kinetics of the immune response in relation to
parasite development, and demonstrated analogous responses to those reported in
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O. volvulus infection in humans and chimpanzees (reviewed in [23]), including
antibody responses to some of the O. volvulus vaccine candidates, Ov-CPI-2 (Ov7),
Ov-103 andOv-B20 [28]. Moreover, vaccination withO. ochengi irradiation attenuated
L3 (xL3) conferred resistance to severe and prolonged field challenge of cattle withO.
ochengi L3 (53% reduction in mean adult load and a significant reduction in
microfilarial prevalence and density). Cattle immunizedwith xL3 also had significant
levels of protective immunity against experimental challenge with L3 (84% reduction
in mean adult load) [29]. These results provided the first direct evidence of protective
immunity in onchocerciasis and showed that immunoprophylaxis is feasible. Eight
recombinant proteins, which were homologs of the O. volvulus vaccine candidates,
were tested for efficacy in cows against a natural challenge in Cameroon [30]. The
recombinant proteins were highly immunogenic and reduced patent infections in
vaccinated animals by 58%on average; however, the frequency of nodules or recovery
of adult worms was not significantly reduced by the vaccination. Nonetheless, the
feasibility of testing vaccine candidates was demonstrated. However, logistical and
economic limitations prevent the use of cows as a primary screening model for
preclinical development of a recombinant O. volvulus vaccine.

Feline filariasis: Brugia spp. in Cats

The most extensive experimental studies of a natural host parasite model of
lymphatic filariasis is Brugia pahangi in cats [31, 32]. Patterns of infections in cats
with B. pahangi closely mimic the population patterns described for human infec-
tionswithW.bancrofti andB.malayi. Infections are long-lived and repeated infections
develop concomitant immunity [32]. Development of lymph edema is associatedwith
repeated infections and immunity. Vaccination studies are limited, but xL3 have been
shown to induce an 80% reduction in worm recovery in immunized cats [33]. As
immunologic reagents are now more readily available for cats [34, 35], experimental
studies in this system, while difficult, may be useful in the future.

Vaccinology

The fact that protective immunity develops in humans to infection withO. volvulus
and lymphatic filariasis, and the presence of protective immunity in animals to
filarial worms, suggests that vaccines against these infections are feasible. Filarial
worms cannot be grown in culture, which makes live-attenuated vaccines imprac-
tical and recombinant vaccines the only viable approach to large-scale immuniza-
tion. Vaccines developed against O. volvulus and lymphatic filariasis infections of
humans may have significantly different goals, such as preventing infection or
disease, respectively, and therefore specific vaccines will be required to achieve
these objectives through the use of stage-specific immunity. An anti-L3 vaccinemay
be administered in communities that have gone through several rounds of MDA,
thereby complementing the existing control measures that have the same goal of
preventingO. volvulus and lymphaticfilariasis infections.Moreover, these vaccines,
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when linked to chemotherapy, might avoid the need for repeated MDA and reduce
the risk of drug failure or reinfection.

Prophylactic Vaccines

The objective of these vaccines will be to prevent the development of all stages of the
infection in immunized hosts, including L3, fourth-stage larvae (L4), adults, and
microfilariae. Clearly, the optimal method to achieve this goal would be amultivalent
vaccine with components directed at eliminating both the L3 and the L4. This will
prevent the development of all subsequent stages and it represents an achievable goal
based on the relative size of the L3/L4 compared to the effector cells of the immune
response. L3 and L4 are antigenically and physiologically distinct [36], so a vaccine
directed at controlling both of these stagesmay be possible, andwould result in a two-
hit process that would potentially enhance its efficacy and reduce vaccine failure. This
vaccine could be used in uninfected endemic children and travelers as a prophylaxis
against acquiring primary infections. In addition, these vaccines may be used in
adults living in endemic regions that have received treatment with ivermectin. Use of
ivermectin in yearly MDA has little effect on adult worms of O. volvulus [37] and
lymphatic filariasis [38]. Therefore, vaccination of treated individuals with the anti-
L3/L4 vaccine would induce concomitant immunity, in that protective immunity
develops to reinfectionwhile leaving the adults from the current infection intact. This
would prevent an increase in adult worm infection levels and diminish the chronicity
of the infection. It is acknowledged that filarial infections induce a spectrum of
disease manifestations related to the level and type of immune responses
induced [39]. Within the spectrum of disease presentations, there may be some
forms for which this vaccine would not be appropriate, such as patients with hypo- or
hyper-reactivity to some of the filarial vaccine antigens.

Antipathology Vaccine

The objective of this vaccinewould be to eliminate the stage of the parasite that causes
pathology in the host. An advantage of this approach is that sterile immunity is not
required for the vaccine to be effective. For lymphatic filariasis, the primary source of
pathology is the presence of adult worms in the lymphatic vessels [40]. Aprophylactic
vaccine that eliminated L3/L4 would also eliminate adult worms. Although there has
been some success with this approach, targeting antigens found in the worm�s
intestine [41], the relative size and location of the adult worms make this approach
formidable. Pathology associated with infection with O. volvulus is caused by the
presence of microfilariae in the skin or eyes [42]. The target of an antipathology
vaccine designed for O. volvulus would be the elimination of the microfilariae, with
the goal of killing these worms in a manner that does not cause or exacerbate
pathology. This vaccine would be appropriate for use in uninfected individuals to
prevent infection and thus the development of disease, and would likely be coun-
terproductive in infected individuals because of the danger of aggravating the
immune response to the microfilariae. As an alternative approach, the antipathology
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vaccine could be directed at the Wolbachia found in the adult and microfilariae.
Treatment of infected individuals with doxycycline to eliminate Wolbachia in adult
worms results in reduced fecundity of the female worms and thereby reduced
numbers of microfilariae reaching the eyes [26]. In addition, reducing the immune
response to Wolbachia released by microfilariae in the eye or altering the type of
immune response to the bacteria would also eliminate or reduce pathology. Vaccine-
induced immune responses against Wolbachia resulted in enhanced survival of
Litomosoides sigmodontis in mice [43], thus exacerbating rather than preventing
disease – obviously, an unappealing vaccine approach.

Antitransmission Vaccine

Infections with O. volvulus and lymphatic filariasis caused by W. bancrofti are
restricted to human hosts. The fact that these are not zoonoses means that reducing
infection in the human population will have a direct and dramatic effect on
transmission. The altruistic antitransmission vaccine would target the microfilariae
orWolbachia, as described above. This vaccine would have limited use inO. volvulus
populations because of the possibility of exacerbated disease, butmay be of use in the
control of lymphatic filariasis.

Panhelmintic Vaccine

One of the interesting observations noted in analyzing the antigens that have been
used in vaccines against filarial worms is that the antigens that have efficacy against
O. volvulus usually have homologs that are efficacious against lymphatic filariasis and
vice versa (see below). In addition,many of the antigens functional in filarial vaccines
have homologs that have proven useful in vaccines against other helminths. It is
therefore possible to conjecture that there are shared antigens betweenfilarial worms
and other helminths that could be used in panhelminthic vaccines. Specific critical
epitopes that are shared between the worms would be used as the vaccine targets.
Advantages using this approach would be to vaccinate against several filarial worms
and other nematodes with a single injection. Also, the memory response would be
maintained by environmental boosting by a variety of parasites. This approach also
highlights a potential risk with filarial vaccines if the vaccine antigens are sharedwith
other parasites. There is the danger that an immune response that is protective
against the filarial worm may induce immunopathological responses to other
parasites with shared antigens.

Current Status of Filarial Vaccine Development

Animal Models

The selection of animal models for the development of human vaccines is compli-
cated and controversial. In the ideal situation, one would be able to use the parasite
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species that is the target of the vaccine in a fully permissive host that develops lesions
and clinical symptoms similar to those in humans. Furthermore, such systemswould
allow detailed immunologic measurements and manipulations. However, for the
most part, filarial nematodes possess a marked degree of host specificity, thus
limiting the numbers of animal models that can be used to study immunity and/
or vaccines (reviewed in [23, 44]). Consequently, compromises must be made that
either involve using (i) nonhuman parasites in mice, (ii) human parasites that will
develop in mice for at least part of their life cycle, or (iii) human parasites in
nonmurine hosts that lack the advantage of access to inbred strains and the depth of
immunologic analyses available for mice.

Animal Models Used for Lymphatic Filariae Vaccine Studies
Aside from humans, W. bancrofti only infects the silvered leaf monkey [45, 46],
which has allowed for some studies on pathogenesis, although it is not a suitable
model for vaccine development because of the scarcity of parasitematerial and host.
Both the human parasite, B. malayi, and the natural parasite of dogs and cats, B.
pahangi, infect a wide range of hosts, including rhesusmacaques [47], dogs [48, 49],
cats [32], short-term infections in some strains ofmice [50, 51], rats [52], ferrets [53],
hamsters [54], and the multimammate mouse,Mastomys spp. [55]. The permissive
Mongolian gerbil or jird, Meriones unguicualtus, has been used extensively in
vaccine studies using B. malayi and B. pahangi. A significant protective immune
response was mounted in jirds following immunization with Brugia xL3 [56, 57],
and antibody to surface antigens and ADCC reactions were associated with
protective immunity in these studies [57, 58]. The Brugia–jird model has also been
effectively used to test protection induced by single recombinant molecules
(Table 23.1). Marked reduction of worm burden (76%) was seen using Bm-ALT-
1 in Freund�s Complete adjuvant (FCA) [59]. Bm-ALT-2 decreased L3 survival by
72%when placed in peritoneal diffusion chambers [60].More than a 90% reduction
in microfilariae production was seen after immunization with Bm-SXP-1 or Bm-
chitinase [61, 62]. Bm-ASP-1 decreased L3 survival in diffusion chambers by
62% [60]. A 76% protection against B. malayi challenge was also seen following
immunization with a native collagenase purified from Setaria cervi – a filarial
nematode of bovines [63]. Jird antibodies to this protein inhibited enzymatic activity
and promoted an ADCC reaction using jird peritoneal exudate cells in vitro. In
diffusion chambers implanted inside immunized jirds, host cells migrated and
adhered to the microfilariae and L3, killing a significant number within 48 h [64].
Protection against B. malayi L3 and microfilariae was 67–69% after immunization
of jirds with Bm-37 – a recombinant protein recognized by putatively immune/
endemic normal sera [65]. The importance of glutathione S-transferase (GST) to
parasite survival in jirdswas also tested; vaccination decreased aB.malayi challenge
infection by 61%.Moreover, human andmouse anti-GSTantibodies had a cytotoxic
effect in an ADCC assay against L3 [66]. Immunization with B. malayi recombinant
myosin resulted in a 76% reduction in microfilarial burden and a 54–58% lower
adult worm burden, conferred through the induction of both humoral and cellular
immunity [67]. In addition, a microfilarial derived 38-kDa protease isolated from
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B. malayi [68] and a zinc-containing 175-kDa collagenase [63] also induced signif-
icant protection against B. malayi in jirds.

Animal Models Used for O. volvulus Vaccine Studies
Chimpanzees are susceptible toO. volvulus infection, but these nonhuman primates
are not suitable for large-scale investigations [69]. Comprehensive studies on
immunity toO. volvulus L3were done inmice using xL3s (reviewed in [23]). Although
O. volvulus L3donot develop into adultworms inmice, it is possible to study antilarval
immunity by placing O. volvulus L3 in diffusion chambers. Protective immunity
induced by xL3s in theO. volvulus–mousemodel (around 50%)was dependent onTh2
cytokines, IgE, eosinophils, and a direct contact between host cells and the parasites
(reviewed in [10] and [70]).

Although mice are not permissive hosts for O. volvulus, the O. volvulus–mouse
model employing O. volvulus L3 in diffusion chambers has nonetheless demon-
strated the antilarval protective efficacy and immunological correlates using recom-
binant O. volvulus antigens (rOvAgs). Fifteen out of 44 proteins tested in the O.
volvulus–mouse model induced partial, but statistically significant, protection (30–
69%) against L3 challenge in the presence of the adjuvants block copolymer (BC),
alum, or FCA (reviewed in [71, 72]). Of these, 12were identified by immunoscreening
and the other three proteins were cloned using polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
approaches (reviewed in [10, 72]). Only one additional antigen with protective
properties, Ov-GAPDH, which was cloned using immunoscreening, has been
recently reported [73].

Notably, the putative mechanisms of protective immunity elicited by vaccination
with the rOvAgs were more similar to those described in protected humans than in
the xL3-vaccine model. Both Th2 and/or Th1 protective immunity was induced in
mice by the rOvAgs, and the protective Th2 response did not appear to require IgE or
eosinophils. This conclusion was based on the type of adjuvant used to induce
protective immunity (alum as a Th2 adjuvant and FCA as a Th1 adjuvant) and the
induced antibody isotype response (reviewed in [71, 72]). The recombinant antigens
Ov-CPI-2,Ov-ALT-1,Ov-103,Ov-B20,Ov-B8,Ov-TMY-1, andAv-ABCwere protective
only in the presence of alum. The antibody responses were dominated by IgG1 with
minimal IgE levels, which suggested a Th2 response that does not appear to require
IgE [71]. No increase in either eosinophil numbers or levels of eotaxin in the diffusion
chambers was observed after immunization with Ov-CPI-2, Ov-ALT-1, Ov-B8, or
Ov-103. In contrast, Ov-RAL-2, Ov-FBA-1, and Av-UBI were protective only in the
presence of FCA,with an apparent Th1 response based on an elevated IgG2a antibody
response [72, 74].Ov-ASP-1 was protective in the presence of alum or FCA [75]. The
mechanisms of protective immunity induced by the two adjuvants with Ov-ASP-1
differed in that IgG1 dominated the response induced by alum and IgG2a dominated
that induced by FCA. The ability of Ov-RBP-1, Ov-CAL-1, and OI5/OI3 to induce
significant protection was only tested using BC as the adjuvant.Ov-CHI-1 effectively
induced protection usingDNA immunization [62]. Therefore, individual rOvAgs can
induce immunity throughTh1, Th2, ormixedTh1/Th2 responses that donot appear to
require IgE or eosinophils.
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Although the discrepancies between responses to xL3 and rOvAgs may be due to
differences in the immunization protocols, it was hypothesized that theymay actually
reflect intrinsic immunological properties of these vaccine antigens. This was
supported by the observation that four of the native L3 proteins recognized by
rOvAg-specific antibodies were not recognized by anti-xL3 antibodies; however, all of
them are recognized by IgG1 and/or IgG3 cytophilic antibodies from putatively
immune or individuals who developed concomitant immunity [10]. Therefore, the
rOvAg-induced protective responses in mice are apparently quite similar to those
observed in humans – a finding that confirms the O. volvulus–mouse model as a
reliable system to evaluate O. volvulus vaccine antigens for antilarval protective
immunity.

Models Using Nonhuman Parasites in Rodents
Two host–parasite systems have been employed as models for O. volvulus and
lymphatic filariasis to study immunity and vaccination. While neither infection
produces lesions similar to the human parasites, both host–parasite systems have
provided considerable data on antifilarial immunity. A. viteae infects a number of
laboratory rodent hosts including gerbils, multimammate rats, and hamsters [76]. In
hamsters a strong protective antibody-dependent response develops against micro-
filariae [77], while jirds and multimammate rats support prolonged microfilaremia.
Vaccination with xL3 induced protective immunity against infection in hamsters and
jirds [78]. Eosinophil-mediated killing of L3 [23] occurred in the subcutaneous tissues
of the vaccinated hosts, and recombinant A. viteae tropomyosin [79], O. volvulus
tropomyosin [80], and Ov-B20 [81] antigens offered some protection in the jirds. L.
sigmodontis, a natural parasite of cotton rats, completes its life cycle in mice with
varying degrees of development depending on strain. This system has been used in
studies of protective immunity and immune regulation (reviewed in [44]). Protective
immunity can be induced by xL3 vaccination and appears to target incoming L3
(reviewed in [44]). Studies with gene-deficient mice showed that vaccination success
depends on IL-5 and antibody [82, 83],which is consistentwith the observationsmade
forO. volvulus in mice [70]. Immune protection generated by L. sigmodontis xL3 leads
to rapid destruction of the challenge larvae in the subcutaneous tissue [84, 85] and
long-lived protection [86]. Gene expression data from L. sigmodontis have shown
clearly that the most abundantly expressed genes from the L3 stage of B. malayi and
O. volvulus are also highly abundant in L. sigmodontis [87]. Powerful genomic and
proteomic tools are now available ([87] and http://www.nematodes.org/nembase4/
libSpec.php), which will help to identify both targets of immunity and potential
immune regulators.

Comparative Vaccine Studies
Interestingly, seven of the 15 O. volvulus protecting antigens are also protective for
B. malayi in jirds, L. sigmodontis in mice, and/or A. viteae in jirds (Table 23.1).
Moreover, three of seven of theO. volvulus and lymphatic filariasis vaccine candidates
were also tested for protection in other nematode host–parasite systems and found to
decrease worm burdens or provide other evidence of protective immunity, such as
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reduction of blood loss or the induction of antibodies that reduce larva migration
through the skin. These include (i) Ov-ASP-1 and Bm-ASP-1 homologs to the
hookworms vaccine, Na-ASP-2 [88]; (ii) Ac-cystatin, the hookworm homolog of
Ov-CPI-2 and Ls-cystatin; and (iii) rAc-16 and rAs-16, the hookworm and A. suum
homologs, respectively, ofOv-RAL-2 andBm-SXP-1 [89] (Table 23.1). In addition, the
hookworm homolog of Ov-103, Ac-SAA-1, induced a partial protection against
hookworm infection (25%), a 64% decrease in egg count, and a significant decrease
in blood loss [90]. Finally, the hookworm homologs of Wb-GST, Ac-GST-1 and
Na-GST-1, decreased worm burdens after challenge with canine and human hook-
worms [91, 92]. These comparative vaccine studies suggest that functionally con-
servednematode L3 proteins are essential for the establishment of infection byfilarial
worms and, therefore, are ideal components of vaccines against these infections.

Multivalent Vaccines

Multivalent vaccines have been produced for various pathogens with the objective of
overcoming antigenic variability in the organism [93] or host variability in epitope
recognition [94]. Among the approaches taken has been inclusion of both B- and
T-cell epitopes in the vaccine [95]. The complex life cycle ofO. volvulus and B. malayi,
withmultiple stages having unique characteristics and themulticellular nature of the
parasite, makes the multivalent vaccine approach reasonable. It has also been
proposed that multivalent recombinant vaccines can target two pathogens such as
hookworms and Schistosoma when a majority of the endemic area�s individuals are
coinfected [96]. Initial attempts to combineO. volvulus vaccine proteins based on the
Th1 (FCA) or Th2 (alum) adjuvant used for inducing protection demonstrated that the
individual antigens when combined within the immunization protocol had immu-
nodominant or immunosuppressive properties [71]. Support for the multivalent
vaccine approach is found in vaccine studies using B. malayi vaccine antigens. The
combination of Bm-ALT-2 and Bm-VAH (also known as Bm-ASP-1) induced
enhanced immune responses and protection in jirds when compared with single-
antigen vaccination of the jirds [60, 97]. More recent studies have shown that a
combination of three proteins, Wb-HSP, Wb-ALT-2, and Wb-TSP, shown to be
protective individually or as a combination of two [98–100], were highly effective
when used as a multivalent protein or DNA vaccine and can induce almost 100%
protection (Ramaswamy K., unpublished results).

Discovery of New Vaccine Candidates

Protective immunity in humans against lymphatic filariasis and O. volvulus L3 is
associated with Th1 and Th2 responses and ADCC [10]. Importantly, the function of
antibodies in protective immunity provided the rationale for themost used strategy to
clone putative lymphatic filariasis andO. volvulus antigens for use in vaccine studies,
namely immunoscreening of cDNA libraries using immune sera from human or
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animal hosts (reviewed in [15, 44, 72]). Although this approachwas usedwith success,
it does not take into account carbohydrate and other nonprotein determinants,
important in other helminth systems [101–104] and which could be crucial for the
generation of protective immunity.

A second strategy for cloning vaccine candidates is to isolate molecules thought to
be vital in the infection process. These would include proteins with vital metabolic
functions or defense properties, which permit the parasite to survive in immuno-
competent hosts. Targeting such molecules would block the establishment of the
parasite in the host. In addition, antigens that are not normally seen by the host but
that are, nevertheless, accessible to host immune effector molecules and cells, the
�hidden antigens,� would also be potentially useful as vaccine targets [105]. Isolation
of the gene encoding the protein of interest was achieved by (i) screening a cDNA
library using a heterologous probe [106], (ii) PCR cloning using degenerate pri-
mers [106], (iii) purifying the protein followed by partial amino acid sequencing and
molecular cloning [107], or (iv) identifying the gene of interest by searching the O.
volvulus andB.malayi expressed sequence tag databases aswell as the availablefilarial
genomic databases [108, 109].

Infections with filarial worms are successful because of their ability to control
regulatory pathways. Bypassing this regulation may be the key to development of a
vaccine and future disease control. This will require a thorough understanding of
how the parasite induces regulation and identification of the targets and processes
that mediate a protective but nonpathological response. A large-scale, proteomic
analysis of the excretory/secretory (ES) products of the L3, L3 to L4 molting, adult
male, adult female, and microfilariae stages of the filarial parasite B. malayi provides
extended insight into the host–parasite interaction [110, 111]. The reported abun-
dance of a number of previously characterized immunomodulatory proteins in the
ES products of microfilariae increases the chances of identifying novel vaccine
candidates that will either alter the immune response from tolerant to effector or
change an immunopathological response into one that is protective [110].

The recent availability of comprehensive genomic, proteomic, and transcriptomic
datasets from human and nonhuman filarial parasites provides new opportunities
for vaccine discovery [109–112]. These databases can bemined to identify promising
vaccine candidate antigens by proteome-wide screening of antibody and T-cell
reactivity using specimens from individuals exposed to filariae, but protected
from chronic infections and disease. The existence of the B. malayi genome
[109] and partial genomes for O. volvulus, O. ochengi, W. bancrofti and Loa loa
(http://www.sanger.ac.uk/sequencing/Onchocerca/volvulus; http://xyala.cap.ed.ac.
uk/downloads/959nematodegenomes/blast/blast.php; http://www.broadinstitute.
org/annotation/genome/filarial_worms/GenomesIndex.html), when combined
with technology platforms such as protein arrays, high-throughput protein produc-
tion, and epitope prediction algorithms, should provide opportunities to identify
antigens that, either alone or in combination, function as targets for a naturally
acquired immunity against filariae. These approaches permit large-scale sero-
epidemiological, longitudinal, and sero-surveillance analyses, and measure immu-
noreactive responses at various stages of the infectious process in a manner not
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previously possible [113]. Immunomic approaches that enable the selection of the
best possible targets by prioritizing antigens according to clinically relevant criteria
may overcome the problem of poorly immunogenic, poorly protective vaccines that
has plagued antiparasitic vaccine development [114].

Conclusions

It is clear that the development of vaccines against infection byfilarial worms remains
an achievable goal. Despite the progress outlined herein, there is no vaccine currently
in human trials. However, significant progress has beenmade in the development of
vaccines against Taenia solium for use in pigs [115, 116] (see also Chapter 29),
hookworm for use in humans (see also Chapter 21), and Schistosoma spp. for use in
humans [96] (see also Chapter 25). These advances encourage the development of
filarial vaccines for use in humans. Moreover, new filarial antigens are being
identified using the O. ochengi–cattle model and L. sigmodontis in mice (http://
filaria.eu/projects/projects/epiaf.html), whichmight provide new andmore effective
vaccine components. Importantly, new adjuvants are being developed and tested for
safety and potency in humans, and these will be valuable.

Multivalent vaccines are an attractive, alternative approach to single-antigen
vaccines based on the broad range of targets that may potentiate vaccine efficacy
and result in high levels of protective immunity. Decreased adult worm burdens will
reduce the number of microfilariae produced by the adult female worms, and, thus,
both pathology and the rates of transmission. As the majority of the populations at
risk might already be participants in MDA programs, it is anticipated that these
vaccines will be deployed in conjunction with the relevant chemotherapy and, thus,
support global elimination while helping sustain the limited anthelminthic phar-
macopeia currently available (see also Chapter 22).
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Proteases as Vaccines Against Gastrointestinal Nematode
Parasites of Sheep and Cattle
David Knox

Abstract
Parasitic nematodes contain and secrete various proteases (proteolytic enzymes)
that are known or proposed to facilitate the penetration of host tissue barriers, the
digestion of host protein for nutrients, and the evasion of the host antiparasite
immune responses, in addition to their functions in internal processes such as
tissue catabolism and apoptosis. These key functions underscore the reasons why
proteases have been targeted as vaccine components. Several excreted/secreted (ES)
proteasesareknowntobe targetedbyhost-protectivehumoral immuneresponsesand
have been evaluated as vaccine candidates against nematode parasites of livestock. In
particular, ES cysteine proteases are associated with vaccination-induced protective
immunity in cattle and sheep against the abomasal parasites Ostertagia ostertagi and
Haemonchus contortus, respectively. Moreover, proteases found on the intestinal
surface of the latter are among the most effective vaccine antigens identified to date
foranyhelminthparasite.Theseproteases includeavarietyofendo-andexopeptidases
required to digest hemoglobin in the blood meal – a process that involves a partly
conserved cascade or network of proteases also found in hookworms, schistosomes,
and Plasmodium spp. In addition to cysteine proteases, other intestinal proteases
include aspartic andmetalloproteases, aminopetidases, and dipeptidyl peptidases. In
general, protection byprotease vaccines ismediated by antibody inhibition of enzyme
activity that blocks either parasite invasion of the host or digestion, leading to parasite
expulsion and/or death. A major barrier to vaccine production is that recombinant
protease vaccines lack the efficacy of their native counterparts for a variety of reasons,
including incorrect protein folding and/or the lack of, or inappropriate, post-trans-
lational modifications such as glycosylation. These issues have been addressed by
theuse of eukaryotic expression systems suchas insect cells and recentwork indicates
that the free-living nematode, Caenorhabditis elegans, can be also engineered to
produce functional heterologous nematode parasite proteases.

Introduction

The ubiquity of proteases (proteolytic enzymes) and their function in parasites of
man and livestock is underlined in several review articles (e.g., [1, 2]). Antibody
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inhibition of protease activity or function is likely to have direct effects on parasite
establishment and survival within the host, suggesting that these enzymes are
appropriate vaccine targets.

Infection with any the major gastrointestinal nematodes of livestock commences
when the infective third larval stage (L3) is ingested during grazing. These larvae are
small (less than 1mm in length) yet grow rapidly within the host to become adult
parasites ranging in size from around 0.5 to 3.5 cm depending on species and sex
(Figure 24.1). Even subclinical infection levels can have profound effects on livestock,
including impaired growth (Figure 24.2), meat quality, and milk production.

Figure 24.1 Scanning electronmicrograph of adultT. circumcincta in the abomasal (gastric) glands
of an infected lamb.
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Figure 24.2 Impact of a moderate T. circumcincta infection on growth rate in postweaning lambs.
Infection virtually halves the growth rate and this is evident within 14 days.
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Together, these reduce production efficiency, which is an increasing cause for
concern at a time when global food security is more challenging.

Irrespective of the species, the increase in size fromL3 to adult is dramatic in a short
periodof timeand insinuates theneed for very efficient nutrient acquisition to fuel this
growth. In turn, this would imply that the developing parasite is dependent on a range
of proteases to facilitate the breakdown of ingested proteins into sufficiently small
units (e.g., amino acids or dipeptides) to allow rapid nutrient turnover [2, 3]. Proteases
are central to key nematode processes such as collagen processing and cuticle
turnover [4]. Larval and adult stages may need to breakdown host tissue barriers and
to evade host antiparasite immune responses [5], and numerous nematodes excrete/
secrete proteases (e.g., [6–8]). The accumulating body of evidence linking proteases to
keyparasite processes and survival has led toproteases being viewedas vaccine targets.
For me, this view was stimulated by work on the rodent intestinal nematode,
Nippostrongylus muris [9, 10], and studies with the dog hookworm, Ancylostoma
caninum [11, 12]. Protease activity in extracts of the esophagus from the adult A.
caninumwas inhibited by immune serum [11] and, of greater importance, dogs could
be partially protected againstA. caninum infection by injection of parasite esophageal
extracts prior to challenge with the same parasite [12].

Proteases of Gastrointestinal Nematodes of Livestock – Overview

Dependency on proteases occurs at the earliest stages of infection, and is associated
with egg hatching and larval ecdysis. Leucine aminopeptidase and aspartyl pro-
teases [13–15] have been implicated in egg hatching, whilemetalloproteasesmediate
ecdysis in sheathed Haemonchus contortus L3 [16, 17]. The cuticle is crucial to the
development and survival of all nematodes.Madeupof collagen, its correct formation
requires the coordinated action of numerous enzymes. In Caenorhabditis elegans, an
astacin-like metalloprotease is particularly important in cuticular synthesis [4]. This
protease is expressed in the gut and secretory system of C. elegans, and mutation of
the gene results in severe cuticle defects. Once in contact with the host, the parasite
must reach its predilection site and, again, the gastrointestinal nematodes seem to
utilize proteases to breakdown host tissues (e.g., [18–23]). Proteases are found in the
excreted/secreted (ES) products of all the common nematode species infecting
ruminants studied to date [6, 7], and, in all cases, there is a degree of species- and
stage-specificity.

In addition to facilitating penetration of host tissues, proteases are also central to
nutrient acquisition. For example, in common with other blood-feeding parasites,
H. contortus utilizes a cascade of differing proteases to digest blood proteins and to
prevent blood coagulation [24–29]. These are usually expressed on the luminal
surface of the intestinal cells.

When specifically sought, host antibody inhibition of parasite proteases is evident
(e.g., [18, 23, 24, 35]) and has been correlated to the induction of protective
immunity [24, 35]. However, this is not always the case. Parasite proteases can
cleave host immunoglobulin [25] and it is possible that the proteases have to be
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saturated by host antibody to induce, presumably, starvation of the worm. Is the
cleavage of IgG simply because a protease has beenmixed with a protein substrate in
an artificial laboratory situation or is it true evidence of a specific function? Immature
Fasciola hepatica, an important trematode parasite of ruminants and a zoonosis,
release a cathepsin B-like cysteine protease that can cleave immunoglobulin of
mouse, rat, rabbit, and sheep origin in vitro [30]. Further analyses [31] showed that,
contrary to the extensive degradation produced by cathepsins on digested proteins,
the action on IgG subclasses was specific and restricted, and the authors suggested
that the peptide fragments produced could be involved in the mechanisms used by
the parasite to evade the host immune response.

The importance of proteases in nematode invasion of the host is underlined by the
many gene sequencing initiatives that now employ new technologies to allow whole
transcriptomes to be readily sampled (see also Chapter 4). These projects have
identified numerous proteases, many of which are likely secreted as they possess
signal peptides. However, the majority are unlikely to be useful vaccine components
because they are expressed internally within the parasite and, thus, are not accessible
to the host immune response. The biologist/parasitologist must make informed
choices from these datasets that includes the incorporation of knowledge derived
from all aspects of the parasite biology.

In adult female H. contortus, cathepsin B-like cysteine protease genes (cbl)
comprised 17% of all protein-coding expressed sequence tags (ESTs) analyzed [32].
Jasmer et al. [33] used the available H. contortus ESTs to assess both the size and
diversity of the H. contortus cbl gene family. Contig analysis of 686 cbl ESTs from a
isolate identified in the United States resolved 123 clusters. The cbl genes were
extremely diverse compared to other genes investigated. Of note, when considering
cathepsins B as vaccine targets, is that 60% of the cbl clusters from a UK isolate were
shared with those identified in the US isolate, suggesting a conservation of cbl gene
repertoires across regions, although minor to moderate geographic variation could
not be excluded. Ofmore concernwas the observation that the cbl genes showed great
potential for antigenic diversity [33].

Desirable Vaccine Efficacy

This has been considered using a computer model that simulates most genetic and
management conditions for any environment in sheep flocks [34]. The model was
used to estimate the required efficacy of vaccines based on (i) conventional antigens
that are recognized by the host immune system during infection and (ii) concealed or
hidden antigen vaccines that are not recognized by the humoral immune response in
the course of natural infection. Conventional antigens include ES components and
substantial worm control can be achieved using a vaccine with 60% efficacy in 80%of
the flock. The required efficacy with a concealed antigen vaccine is predicted to be
higher (80% in 80% of the flock). It is highly desirable to have an idea of what efficacy
is required before undertaking vaccine trials so that a baseline is available against
which success can be judged.
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Gut-Expressed Proteases as Vaccine Antigens

Many of the most effective protective antigens identified to date have been isolated
from the intestine of the blood-feeding nematode parasite of sheep and goats,
H. contortus. Almost without exception, these prototype vaccines comprise mixtures
of proteins as judged by sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(SDS–PAGE) analysis. The nature and presumed function of these proteins was
undefined when they were first evaluated in protection trials. Subsequent gene and
functional analyses have shown that the inherent proteases are required to digest the
blood meal are, therefore, potentially effective vaccines.

Microsomal Aminopeptidase from the Intestine of H. contortus: H11

Themost effective antigen described to date from any parasitic nematodes is theH11
protein, which is found on the microvillar surface of the intestinal cells of fourth-
stage larvae (L4) and adults [35]. Reductions of worm burdens by greater than 90%
have been recorded in a range of sheep breeds, in very young lambs and pregnant
ewes, and in animals infected with anthelmintic-resistant strains of H. contortus
(reviewed in [36]). It was termed H11 because the major protein component of the
vaccine migrated as a doublet at 110 kDa in SDS–PAGE gels. Sequence analysis (of
cDNA) indicated that this protein is an aminopeptidase – a suggestion confirmed by
enzymatic characterization of purified native protein that showed H11 had both
aminopeptidase A and M activity. To date, five distinct isoforms have been identified
from the extensive ESTand genome sequence data available forH. contortus (Britton,
personal communication). H11 is predicted to have a structure typical of a type II
integral membrane protein with a short N-terminal cytoplasmic tail, a transmem-
brane region, and an extracellular region organized into four domains [37]. It is
glycosylated and the glycan component contains core fucose elements [38] that are
highly immunogenic. H11 has an HEXXHXW sequence motif followed by a
glutamic acid, which is characteristic of the zinc-binding sequence of microsomal
aminopeptidases. Enzyme activity is localized exclusively to the microvilli, and is
inhibited by the specific aminopeptidase inhibitors, bestatin and amastatin, and also
by the chelating agent, phenanthroline [37]. Antisera to H11 inhibit aminopeptidase
activity in vitro [35] and the inhibition measured closely correlates with protection.
Vaccine efficacy of H11 was decreased by dissociation and/or denaturation [35],
indicative of the involvement of conformational epitopes in the induction of
immunity.

The extracellular domains of H11-1, -2, and -3 isoforms were expressed as active
recombinant enzymes in insect cells, but were not protective in trials despite
inducing antibodies that inhibited enzyme activity of both the recombinant and
native H11 proteins [36]. Worms recovered from sheep immunized with native H11
had a coating of sheep antibody bound to the microvillar surface of the intestine,
whereas those recovered from sheep immunized with insect cell-expressed H11 did
not [36] – an observation that could be ascribed to the differing glycan components in
the two vaccine candidates. A potentially important finding from recent proteomic
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analyses is that the native H11 preparation also contained traces of other known
protective antigens, particularly metalloprotease components of the Haemonchus
galactose-containing glycoprotein complex (H-gal-GP; see below; Sherlock and
Smith, unpublished). Hence, a combination recombinant vaccine may be required.
However, RNA interference (RNAi) of the h11-1 gene isoform in infective larvae prior
to infection resulted in a 57% reduction in fecal egg count, a 40% reduction in worm
burden, and a 64%decrease in aminopeptidase activity compared to larvae presoaked
in control double-stranded RNA [39]. In addition, H11 has been expressed in insect
cells as an active protein that showed aminopeptidase A activity alone, unlike the
native H11 protein extracts that possessed both A- and M-type activity [37, 40].
Nonetheless, the latter [40] recombinant protein did stimulate protective immunity
against H. contortus challenge in Merino sheep given a single bolus challenge of 15
000 L3s. Final worm burdens in vaccinates were reduced by 30% compared to
controls [40]. Moreover, DNA vaccines expressing H11 antigen have shown greater
than 50% efficacy, as judged by worm burdens, in goats [41].

H-gal-GP

This antigen complex was identified by specific labeling of glycoproteins on the
luminal surface of the gut of adult H. contortus with a panel of lectins [42]. Using
peanut lectin–agarose affinity chromatographyH-gal-GP was purified from detergent-
solubilized extracts of the membrane protein fraction from adult parasites [42]. It is an
effective vaccine in both housed (e.g., [42, 43]) and field trials (e.g., [44] and Smith,
unpublished) with typical reductions in worm burden and fecal egg count of 70 and
90%, respectively (Figure 24.3). Like the H11 vaccinates, the microvillar surface of the
intestinal cells of worms retrieved from lambs vaccinatedwithH-gal-GP is coatedwith
sheep immunoglobulin and the systemic antibody titer correlates with protection [42].

Figure 24.3 Typical impact onH. contortus egg
output by vaccinating lambs with TSBP purified
fromadult parasites prior to a bolus challenge of
5000 L3. Egg output is usually reduced by
around 50% with a corresponding reduction

in worm numbers. However, these levels
of reduction are not sufficient to control
infection in the field based on efficacy
predictions derived from computer
modeling [67].
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H-gal-GP migrates with an apparent molecular weight of above 1000 kDa in native
PAGE gels and, using nonreducing SDS–PAGE, separates into groups of peptides at
35, 45, 170, and 230 kDa under reducing conditions [42]. The complex contains
aspartic proteases (pepsin-like, PEP1 [45, 46]) and metalloproteases (MEP1, 2, and
3 [47, 48]), a galectin [49], a cystatin [50], and a thrombospondin [51]. The H-gal-GP
complex has proven resistant to fractionation using a variety of chromatographic
techniques, under native conditions. In recent work (Trinnick and Smith, unpub-
lished), the complex has been visualized using electronmicroscopy, being the size of a
small virus particle, and is similar in size to bacterial proteosomes.

H-gal-GP readily digests ovine hemoglobin and albumin – the twomost abundant
proteins in the parasite�s blood meal [24]. Antibodies from H-gal-GP-immunized
sheep reduced the rate of hemoglobin digestion byH-gal-GP by 70–90% compared to
only 30%when nonprotective IgG from sheep immunized with denaturedH-gal-GP
was added. IgG fromworm-free sheep had no effect. These results support the theory
that the mechanism of protection in sheep vaccinated with H-gal-GP is by specific
antibodies impairing the parasites ability to digest its blood meal.

So what is the protective component(s) of H-gal-GP? This question has been
addressed in several ways. When separated from the rest of the complex by gel
filtration in 8M urea, the fraction containing the pepsin-like components signifi-
cantly reduced H. contortus egg counts by 48% and worm numbers by 36% in
vaccinated and challenged lambs compared to controls [52]. Similarly, the metallo-
proteases, either MEP3 alone or MEP1, 2, and 4 in combination, reduced egg counts
by about 33% [53]. These studies implicated both the aspartic proteases and
metalloproteases in the induction of protective immunity, but protection fell well
short of the 70–90% protection obtained with the native complex. An antigen cocktail
containingMEP1, 3, and 4 expressed as soluble recombinant proteins in insect cells,
and recombinant PEP1 expressed inEscherichia coli, and then refolded, was evaluated
as a vaccine [54]. Groups of sheep were immunized with either native H-gal-GP, this
cocktail, or adjuvant alone (Quil A in phosphate-buffered saline) and challenged with
5000 infective larvae 1 week after the final vaccination. High levels of serum
antibodies that recognized H-gal-GP were detected in both the native antigen and
recombinant cocktail-immunized groups by the time of challenge, but protective
immunity was only observed in the group immunized with native H-gal-GP.

Field Efficacy of H11 and H-gal-P

This is the �acid test� for any vaccine. In housed trials of vaccines against gastro-
intestinal nematodes, the parasite challenge is delivered orally either as a single
challenge bolus or at regular dosing intervals designed to mimic field exposure.
Parasite challenge on pasture can vary dramatically with larval contamination being
dependent on climatic conditions and host immunological status. A native protein
vaccine comprising H11, H-gal-GP, cysteine proteases, and other proteins from the
Haemonchus intestine was tested in a trial lasting 11 months in South Africa where
sheep were allowed to graze on pasture contaminated with H. contortus [55]. On
average, during one 4-month period of the trial, the vaccine reduced egg output by
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greater than 82%, and decreased anemia and mortality compared to unvaccinated
controls. Vaccine immunity did not persist throughout the trial period, but a booster
vaccination cleared newly acquired infections and restored protection.

In another field trial in New South Wales, Australia, grazing Merino sheep
were vaccinated with 100 mg each of H11 and H-gal-GP, and the ability to control
the parasite challenge resulting from grazing was assessed using fecal egg counts
and blood packed cell volumes [56]. The level of larval contamination on pasture
was estimated from the worm counts of tracer sheep introduced monthly to the
paddocks. Fecal egg counts and anemia were significantly reduced in vaccinated
animals compared to controls, and all the latter required salvage treatment
with anthelmintic. Moreover, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay analyses indi-
cated that protection by H11/H-gal-GP was probably mediated by antibodies,
particularly IgG1.

The data from these field trials [55, 56] indicate that if similar protective effects
could be obtained with recombinant versions of the proteins present in eitherH11 or
H-gal-GP, then the prospects for a commercial Haemonchus vaccine are real.

However, as noted above, producing recombinant proteins that have the same
vaccine efficacy has proven elusive. In very recent work, vaccine dose–response
assessments have shown that the levels of protective immunity described above can
be stimulated with very low protein doses (5mg/dose), indeed to the extent that it is
feasible to produce the native vaccine, on a regional basis, from adult parasites
harvested from a relatively limited number of donor lambs (Smith, unpublished).
This approach to control is being tested in further field trials in Australia, South
Africa, and South America – regions where Haemonchus is a the major threat to
sheep, goat, and cattle production.

H. contortus Cysteine Proteases

Cysteine proteases assist in the digestion of blood proteins by blood-feeding
nematodes, including Haemonchus (e.g., [25]), and, as with other hematophagous
endo- and ectoparasites (e.g., hookworms, schistosomes, Plasmodium, and ticks),
they are central to hemoglobinolysis [57–60]. An analysis of ESTs to assess both the
size and diversity of the H. contortus cathepsin B gene family was undertaken [61].
Contig analysis of 686 ESTs from a American isolate resolved into 123 clusters
indicative of extreme diversity, although 60% of the clusters were shared with those
from a UK isolate, suggesting conservation across different geographic regions.
These sequence comparisons also provided evidence for antigenic diversity among
cathepsinB-like proteins and this has potential negative implications for developing a
defined cathepsin B vaccine candidate. The authors noted that, compared to other
parasitic nematodes of mammals, this level of transcript abundance and diversity
appears to be a relative specialization for H. contortus [61]. Despite these potential
confounding factors, cysteine protease vaccines against Haemonchus have shown
some promise.

A 35-kDa cysteine protease purified from water-soluble extracts of adult
H. contortus induced substantial, but variable, levels of protective immunity against
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challenge infection in immunized lambs [62]. The protease was not detectable by
immunoblot in the three larval parasitic developmental stages of H. contortus,
but Northern blots showed that the mRNA transcript was present at low levels in
a mixed population of L3 and L4 larvae, and in high abundance in adult worms [63].
This expression pattern correlates with blood-feeding. The protease is one of a gene
family (designated AC-1 to -5; 64–77% identity) that is expressed in the adult
parasite [64]. The primary sequence differences noted between the proteases suggest
that they may differ in their substrate specificities and precise physiological func-
tions [65]. All contained potential signal sequences for secretion. However, no
localization data was reported. A similar small gene family has been demonstrated
in Ostertagia ostertagi (CP-1 to -3), and, again, two of these are tandemly linked and
have closer homology to the Haemonchus AC sequences than to mammalian
cathepsin B [66].

Membrane extracts from adult H. contortus can be enriched for cysteine protease
activity by passage over a thiol-Sepharose affinity column yielding a protein fraction
designated thiol-Sepharose-binding proteins (TSBPs [67]). This fraction also contains
serine and metalloprotease activities. A limited number of the peptide components
are glycosylated. Vaccinated lambs that had been challenged with a single bolus of
5000Haemonchus L3 had reduced fecal egg counts andwormburdens (overallmeans
of 77 and 47%, respectively, from three trials; Figure 24.4) compared to challenge
controls. Antibody in sera from vaccinated lambs almost exclusively bound to the
surface of the parasite gut, suggesting that protectionmay have beenmediated by the
inhibition of parasite digestion. Unlike H11 and H-gal-GP, protection has never
consistently correlated with antibody inhibition of enzyme activity (Redmond and
Knox, unpublished). In the study [67], it was surprising that a TSBP fraction from a
saline extract of adult worms was not an effective immunogen. Cysteine proteases
enriched from water-soluble, adult Haemonchus extracts were effective against a
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Figure 24.4 Impact of a native protein vaccine against H. contortus in young, growing lambs.
The dramatic (around 90%) reduction in egg output is paralleled by a 70% reduction in worm
burdens. These reductions are sufficient to control infection in the field ([34] � 1995 Elsevier).
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challenge infection in goats with fecal egg counts and worm burdens reduced by 89
and 68%, respectively, compared to challenge controls [68].

The major protein components of TSBP were identified by cDNA expression
library immunoscreening with anti-TSBP serum. Three novel cysteine protease-
encoding cDNAs, designated hmcp1, 4, and 6, were identified [69]. Their expression
coincided with the onset of blood feeding and all were expressed at the luminal
surface of the intestinal cells [69]. The cysteine proteases of adult H. contortus
TSBP were specifically purified by affinity chromatography using recombinant
H. contortus cystatin – a potent cysteine protease inhibitor [70]. All the cysteine
protease activity bound to cystatin-Sepharose, representing 1.5% of the total
TSBP protein content. Sheep immunized with less than 3mg protein per dose with
Quil A as adjuvant had reduced fecal egg counts of 48 and 28% and worm burdens of
44 and 46% compared to adjuvant alone controls over two trials [70]. The predicted
mature forms of the three cysteine proteases identified in TSBP [70] were
expressed in bacteria as insoluble, glutathione S-transferase (GST)-fusion pro-
teins [70]. The resultant recombinant proteins were solubilized in urea/dithiothreitol
(DTT) and the protective capacity of this cocktail of recombinant proteins evaluated
in sheep. Worm burdens in vaccinated sheep were significantly reduced (38%)
compared to controls, although fecal egg count was unaffected [70]. In a repeat
trial [71], similar results were reported and the protection obtained was compared to
that induced by vaccination with the predicted mature forms of hmcp1, 4, and 6
expressed in bacteria as nonfusion proteins. Sheep immunized with a cocktail of
these nonfusion proteins had reduced fecal egg counts of 27% and worm burdens
of 29% compared to controls. High levels of host serum IgG were detected in GST–
hmcp and nonfusion hmcp-immunized animals, although no correlation with
protection could be determined. Sera from these groups bound to the microvillar
surface of the gut of H. contortus.

The ES components from adult H. contortus have notable vaccine potential
inducing 65–90% protection against haemonchosis in sheep [72, 73]. Cysteine
proteases are the most prominent protease class evident in the ES components of
H. contortus [74] and are likely to be involved in the induction of protective
immunity. The cysteine protease component of adult parasite ES product was
isolated using thiol-Sepharose chromatography and the bound proteins eluted
with 25mM cysteine followed by 25mM DTT [75]. Sheep vaccinated with the
DTT-eluted fraction showed the highest level of protection with fecal egg counts
and worm burdens being reduced by 52 and 50%, respectively, compared to the
adjuvant control group [75]. Subsequently, cysteine proteases were purified from
adult ES product [76] using a recombinantH. contortus cystatin-affinity column [70].
A single 43-kDa peptide band was identified as AC-5 after SDS–PAGE and
mass spectrometry. AC-5 is a cathepsin B-like cysteine protease not previously
identified in the ES products of H. contortus [76]. Lambs vaccinated with the
cystatin-binding fraction 3 times prior to a single bolus challenge of 10 000 L3
H. contortus had 36 and 32% lower worm burdens and fecal egg counts, respectively,
compared to controls; vaccination also induced local and systemic ES-specific IgA
and IgG responses [76].
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O. ostertagi Cysteine Proteases

O. ostertagi infects the bovine abomasum (true stomach) and, unlikeH. contortus, is
not an obligate blood-feeder. Geldhof et al. [7] partially characterized and showed that
cysteine proteases predominate in ES product. Thiol-Sepharose chromatographywas
then used to obtain cysteine protease-enriched fractions from membrane-bound
protein extracts (S3-thiol) and ES product (ES-thiol) of adults [77]. These fractions
were tested in a vaccination experiment [77] in which calves were vaccinated with
antigen in Quil A 3 times prior to challenge with a trickle infection of 25 000 infective
larvae given over 25 days at 1000 L3/day, 5 days/week. Fecal egg count from the ES-
thiol groupwas reduced by 60%compared to the controls. No reduction in egg output
was observed in the S3-thiol group. At necropsy, calves immunized with ES-thiol had
a significantly higher percentage of inhibited L4 larvae (9.8%) and had 18% less
worms than the control calves. Adult worm sizewas reduced and therewere less eggs
per female worm in the ES-thiol group. Ostertagia-specific antibody levels in the
abomasal mucosa were increased following vaccination, and had a significant
negative correlation with the size of the adult worms, the number of eggs per female
worm, and the cumulative fecal egg counts. However, these correlations were quite
weak and did not appear to be isotype-specific. The major protein component of ES-
thiol was an activation-associated secreted protein (ASP), whereas cysteine proteases
only represented a small fraction of the total protein content [78].

In an extension of the work described in [79], O. ostertagi ES-thiol was subfractio-
nated by anion-exchange chromatography to determine whether the ASP and/or the
cysteine proteases were responsible for the induced protection. Groups of calves
injected with the ASP-enriched, the cysteine protease-enriched, and the rest of the
fraction demonstrated a reduction in cumulative fecal egg count of 74, 80, and 70%,
respectively [79]. There were no significant reductions in worm burdens, but worm
size was significantly reduced compared to controls. These data underlined the
protective potential of the cysteine protease components of ES-thiol [78].

Confirmation of the Efficacy of Vaccine Targets and Approaches
to Antigen Production and Delivery

DNA Vaccines

To date, there is only one report of successful DNAvaccination against a nematode in
livestock [41]. This report targeted Haemonchus in goats with pcDNA 4 vaccine
constructs expressingH11-1 with or without interleukin (IL)-2. Transcription of H11
and IL-2 was confirmed in muscle biopsies using the reverse transcription-poly-
merase chain reaction 10 days after primary immunization and translation of H11
was detected byWestern blot analysis 7 days after the second immunization. Animals
given the combined H11 and IL-2 DNA vaccine responded with high serum IgG,
nonspecific serum IgA, and mucosal IgA. In addition. CD4þ T-lymphocytes, CD8þ

T-lymphocytes, and B-lymphocytes were produced. Both egg output and final worm
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burdens were reduced by more than 40% in goats given H11-1 alone or in
combination with IL-2 [41].

Production of Recombinant Nematode Proteases

The production of recombinant proteases that show the same level of vaccine efficacy
as the native form has proven problematic. A key indicator of correct expression is
enzymatic activity in the recombinant protein. Bacterial expression is generally useful
for producing recombinant protein in quantity, but folding is often incorrect such that
the protein is enzymatically inactive [80]. However, there are successes as exemplified
by the recent description of a membrane-associatedmetalloprotease from the cestode
Taenia solium metacestode [81]. The protease was expressed in E. coli, was proteolyt-
ically active with a pH optimum at 7.5 with activity being enhanced by low concentra-
tions of Zn2þ . Themost consistent expression system used to date for the expression
of functionally active helminth proteases has been the yeast, Pichia pastoris, with over
30 examples described in the literature, including cysteine (e.g., [82–84]) and aspartic
proteases [85]. Insect cell expression using baculovirus transfection has also proven
useful for helminths proteases [86–90]. When tested in vaccine trials, these recom-
binant proteases have often stimulated a modest level of protective immunity, mostly
reflected in a reduction in parasite egg output [90–92].

It is worthy of note that, with the exception of the work described forH. contortus
and O. ostertagi, it has not been possible usually to obtain parasite biomass in
sufficient quantity to allow purification of the target protease in native form for
vaccine trials. Therefore, it is a distinct possibility that protection noted with the
recombinant proteases outlined above could be enhanced by the use of a different
expression system.For example, protection obtainedwith enzymically active formsof
H11 expressed in bacteria, yeast, or insect cells has never approached the efficacy of
the native protein. This interpretation should be viewed with caution because the
native proteases used in vaccine trials to date have usually contained other proteins.
Even though these represented a small percentage of the total protein, we know that
small amounts of a protective protein can be, nevertheless, effective [70, 71]. The
development of in vivo RNAi (see below) will be of immense value here because,
theoretically at least, it will provide a measure of what level could be achieved
targeting a single antigen or even a combination.

Expression of Vaccine Antigens in Caenorhabditis elegans

The frequent failure of recombinant proteins to stimulate the same degree of
protective immunity as their native antigen counterparts has been generally ascribed
to incorrect post-translational processing, be it folding or glycosylation. One possible
solution being pursued is the use ofC. elegans to express the target antigen given that
it is a clade V nematode (like H. contortus) and that post-translational processing is
likely to be similar. This approach was stimulated by a report that used C. elegans as a
model to study the mechanism of resistance against benzimidazole drugs in
H. contortus [93]. The gonad of C. elegans was transfected with plasmid constructs
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carrying H. contortus benzimidazole-sensitive and benzimidazole-resistant alleles,
and mutagenized b-tubulin gene constructs. Importantly, the benzimidazole sensi-
tivity of the progeny correlated with the nature of the construct delivered [93].

Using C. elegans to express heterologous nematode proteins was also explored
in [94] in which the authors isolated a 4-kb genomic sequence encoding an aspartic
protease component of H-gal-GP. This contained eight introns ranging in size from
54 to 1475 base pairs and, together with the 30 noncoding DNA region containing a
polyadenylation signal sequence, was cloned into the Bluescript SKþ vector imme-
diately downstream of the C. elegans intestinal cysteine protease (cpr-5) gene pro-
moter. The plasmid was injected into C. elegans and two transgenic lines were
established. Immunohistochemistry showed expression of theHaemonchus protein
in the gut of transgenicC. elegans, with reactivity evident in the larval and adult stages.
This work was extended when a C. elegans cathepsin L-like gene (Ce-cpl-1), known to
be essential for embryonic development could be replaced by transgenic expression
of theH. contortus (Hc) cpl-1 gene that rescued the embryonic lethality arising from
the Ce-cpl-1 null mutant [95]. In a further extension of this work, C. elegans was
evaluated as an expression system for the Hc-cpl-1 with the aim of producing
sufficient functionally active recombinant protein to conduct downstream biochem-
ical analyses and vaccine trials [96].Hc-cpl-1, containing a polyhistidine tag at the C-
terminus, was expressed in C. elegans with optimal expression being evident under
the control of the promoter of the endogenous Ce-cpl-1. The recombinant protein
(Figure 24.5) was purified from liquid cultures by nickel chelation chromatography,
and was functionally active and glycosylated. The product was tested as a vaccine, but
no protective immunity was observed. Nevertheless, this work [96] showed
that active, post-translationally modified parasitic nematode proteases can be
expressed in C. elegans and that this approach could be extended to other known

Figure 24.5 Expression of H. contortus
cathepsin L in C. elegans. The protein
(lane 1) is antigenically similar to its native
counterpart (lane 2, an immunoblot probed
with anticathepsin L antibody), and is

functionally active and glycosylated.
Heterologous nematode proteases
can be produced in this system in
sufficient quantity for vaccination
studies ([96] � 1997 Elsevier).
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protective antigens. Indeed, this has now been accomplished for two Haemonchus
H11 isoforms (Roberts et al., unpublished). The recombinant proteins exhibited
aminopeptidase activity, possessed glycanmodifications similar to those of the native
protein, and were produced in sufficient quantities for vaccine trials, the outcome of
which is awaited.

RNAi

Gene silencing by RNAi has been successful in C. elegans to study gene function and
identify genes that are essential for survival. However, the technique has proven less
effective in parasitic nematodes (see also Chapter 6). InH. contortus, previous studies
showed reproducible silencing of b-tubulin [97], but not of other genes targeted [98].
RNAi in Haemonchus [99] and O. ostertagi [100] only works on a limited number of
genes, and in some cases the effect is small and difficult to reproduce. The reasons for
this have been discussed, and include factors such as the mode of delivery of double-
stranded RNA to the parasite, the developmental stage targeted, and, perhaps ofmost
importance, whether the RNAi pathway (as defined by studies in C. elegans) is fully
functional in some parasitic nematodes [98]. A recent study examined whether the
level of target transcript or site of gene expression influence susceptibility to RNAi by
soaking [101]. Genes expressed in sites accessible to the environment appeared to be
more likely to be susceptible to RNAi by soaking and these genes included that
encoding the highly protective gut aminopeptidaseH11. The study assessed whether
RNAi of H11 couldmimicH11 vaccination in reducing worm and egg counts in vivo.
RNAi targeting the H11-1 isoform gene in L3s prior to infection resulted in 57 and
40% reductions in fecal egg count and worm burdens, respectively, with a 64%
decrease in aminopeptidase activity in recovered adult worms compared to worms
soaked in control double-strandedRNA (Figure 24.6) [101]. Futureworkwillmeasure

Figure 24.6 RNAi of the H11-1 isoform decreases aminopeptidase activity in whole-worm extracts
of adultH. contortus [39]. Enzymeactivity inH11-1RNAi-treatedworms (red)was reduced compared
to controls (blue) – data which suggest that H11-1 is a good vaccine target.
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the effects of RNAi on a variety of genes expressed in the intestine of livestock
nematode parasites, including proteases. RNAi offers the possibility of precise target
definition when protection is stimulated using a mixture of proteases such as the
HaemonchusH-gal-GP or TSBP discussed above. In addition, it provides a pathway to
exploit the genome and transcriptome sequencing projects being undertaken for
several livestock nematode parasites (see Chapter 4).

Conclusions

At the start of this chapter, I stated that antibody inhibition of protease function is
likely to affect parasite establishment and survival within the host. This has made
these enzymes lead vaccine targets for nematode infections. I hope the preceding
discussion has supported this view convincingly. The challenge that remains is to
reproduce the protective effects of native proteins with recombinant versions.
This is being addressed in innovative ways, such the engineering of C. elegans [98]
and P. pastoris to produce appropriate expression levels of proteins with the correct
type of glycans [102, 103]. RNAiwill hopefully become amore reliable tool to defining
gene products that are essential for nematode survival. This will allow precise
definition of the target�s essentiality and the level of protection that can be produced
by vaccination. With this information, it will then be possible to accurately assess the
performance of a recombinant protein-based vaccine. Of course, the latter is
dependent on the accessibility of the target protein to the host immune response
and the timing of expression. Therefore, in this genomics-centric era, we must not
lose sight of the need for basic underpinning research on gene function, site of
expression, and the nature of the target protein.
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Schistosomiasis Vaccines – New Approaches to Antigen
Discovery and Promising New Candidates
Alex Loukas*, Soraya Gaze, Mark Pearson, Denise Doolan, Philip Felgner,
David Diemert, Donald P. McManus, Patrick Driguez, and Jeffrey Bethony

Abstract
Vaccine development for schistosomiasis has had a chequered history. Many anti-
gens that showed initial promise inmurinemodels dropped by the wayside and only
two vaccines are currently in clinical trials. In this chapter, we discuss antigen
discovery in light of the �schistosomics� revolution, with a particular focus on
immunomics, and undertake some crystal ball gazing on where all this information
might lead us in the near future. We then discuss the transition of neglected tropical
disease vaccines towards clinical trials via a public–private partnership model, using
the discovery and preclinical development of the Sm-TSP-2 schistosomiasis vaccine
as a case study.

Introduction

Schistosomes are some of the most important parasites of humans in terms of their
global health impact on children, pregnant women, and people engaged in subsis-
tence farming [1–3]. When the chronic morbidities due to schistosomiasis are fully
considered, based on disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) lost, this disease ranks
among the most important in developing countries, resulting in an annual loss of
between 4.5 and 92 million DALYs [4, 5]. Schistosomiasis can be treated with
anthelmintic drugs, but this approach does not protect against rapid and high-
frequency reinfection with schistosome parasites [4]. The mainstay of control for
schistosomiasis is the quinoline compound, praziquantel. There are concerns that
mass administration of praziquantel is unsustainable because of lower-than-expected
efficacies of single-dose praziquantel and high rates of post-treatment reinfection,
pointing towards the potential emergence of drug resistance [6]. Indeed, praziquantel
resistance has been generated in Schistosomamansoni in the laboratory [7].Mass drug
administration (MDA) programs are, therefore, inadequate in isolation, and new
tools and integrated approaches are needed to ensure long-term, sustainable control
of schistosomiasis [8]. Among these, vaccines are an essential component. Herein,
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we describe the use of various �schistosomics� approaches to characterize the
transcriptomes, genomes, and proteomes of schistosomes, as well as the postge-
nomic molecular applications of these datasets to identify the most suitable target
antigens for vaccine development to combat the disease they cause.

Schistosomes

Schistosome flatworms (phylum Platyhelminthes), also known as trematodes or
flukes, cause approximately 207million cases of human schistosomiasis world-wide,
mostly in sub-Saharan Africa [3]. However, some estimates indicate that as many as
400 million people may be affected [9]. In Africa, Schistosoma haematobium is the
most prevalent human schistosome; it causes urinary tract schistosomiasis, which
comprises approximately two-thirds of the world�s cases of schistosomiasis. Schis-
tosomamansoni is the principal cause of intestinal schistosomiasis and is responsible
for approximately one-third of all cases. S. mansoni also causes schistosomiasis in
Latin America, with most of the cases occurring in Brazil, while Schistosoma
japonicum and Schistosoma mekongi cause approximately 1 million cases of intestinal
schistosomiasis in East Asia [3].

Schistosomes are transmitted through contact with freshwater containing the
infective free-swimming microscopic cercariae, which actively penetrate the skin of
their human host. Cercariae that have entered human skin shed their tails to become
schistosomula, which enter the vasculature and lungs before relocating to the venous
system where they become sexually mature adults, pair, then mate and egg produc-
tion begins [10]. Adults of S. haematobium migrate to the venous plexus that drains
the bladder and reproductive organs, whereas, for example, S. mansoni and
S. japonicum migrate to the mesenteric veins draining the intestine [10]. Female
schistosomes produce eggs, each equipped with a spine that helps penetration
through blood vessels, and into the urinary tract and genitals (S. haematobium) or
intestine and liver (S. mansoni and S. japonicum). Much of the pathological effects
from schistosomiasis are a result of the immune response to parasite eggs trapped in
host tissues during chronic infection. The resulting granulomata become fibrotic,
which in turn results in severe circulatory impairment in affected organs [11].

Schistosome Genomics and Transcriptomics

Draft genome sequences were published for S. mansoni and S. japonicum [12, 13].
More recently the genome of S. haematobiumwas reported, amajormilestone given
that this species is widely considered as the most important of the schistosome
species in terms of prevalence and pathogenicity [14]. For the purposes of this
chapter, we will focus primarily on S. mansoni. The haploid S. mansoni genome is
approximately 363Mb in size and contains almost 12 000 genes, distributed across
seven autosomal plus one sex chromosome pairs (ZW in the female and ZZ in the
male) [12]. Prior to the sequencing of the genomes, comprehensive transcriptomic
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datasets [15] and geneticmaps [16] were published, providing scaffolds with which to
assemble the genome sequences. More recently, DNA microarrays have been
generated by multiple groups, and utilized to explore transcriptional profiles of
different developmental stages of the schistosome parasites [17–19] and the tran-
scriptional effects of different treatments [20]. Fitzpatrick et al. [17] conducted a
thorough characterization of schistosomedevelopmentusing statistical andnetwork-
based exploratory analyses, highlighted key transcriptional changes associated with
life cycle progression, and identified numerous candidate molecules for drug and
vaccine development, including membrane-spanning proteins, such as the G-pro-
tein-coupled receptors and tetraspanins.

Schistosomes are acoelomate organisms (i.e., they lack a defined body cavity), and
have parenchymal tissues surrounding their organs, making the manual dissection
of organs or organ systems difficult. Recent advances in laser microdissection
microscopy (LMM), however, have allowed researchers to start to assemble a gene
atlas for schistosomes, whereby the transcriptional profiles of defined schistosome
tissues or organs have beendelineatedusing a combination of LMMto isolate defined
tissues for RNAextraction, followed bymicroarray analysis to specifically identify the
most abundant transcripts in tissues of interest [21, 22]. This approach has proven
particularly relevant for the selection of antigens for vaccine and drug development.

LMM has been used successfully to dissect the gut and other tissues of
S. mansoni [21, 22], allowing for the identification of 393 contigs that were upregu-
lated in the gastrointestinal tract of the adult female worm. Given that schistosomes
reside in the vasculature and ingest blood as a source of nutrition, the gut of the
parasite is considered to be a vulnerable tissue to target for vaccine development.
Numerous proteolytic enzymes (proteases) were among the most highly expressed
genes in gut tissues.Given their function in the proteolysis of hemoglobin and serum
proteins [23–25], these enzymes are central to growth, reproduction, and survival,
and are, thus, worthy of consideration as vaccine targets. Indeed, a number of these
proteases have already been validated as drug targets [26] and/or by RNA interference
(RNAi) shown to be important for worm development in vitro and in vivo [27, 28].
Recently, we used a microarray for S. mansoni to identify the most abundant
transcripts in maturing schistosomula [20] – the developmental stage of the parasite
that is considered to be particularly vulnerable to the immune response [29]. The
most highly upregulated genes included a tetraspanin (Sm-tsp-3 – one of the genes
also highlighted by [17]) that is known to be expressed in the outer apical membrane
of the parasite [30] and was 1600-fold upregulated during the first 5 days of
schistosomulum development. Intestinal proteases were also highly upregulated,
including orthologs of some S. japonicum proteases that were previously noted to be
highly expressed in gut tissue [21].

Schistosome Proteomics

Various tissues and fluids from schistosomes have been characterized using a
range of proteomic approaches. Of particular relevance to vaccine development
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is the elucidation of the tegument surface proteome of the adult blood fluke.
The schistosome tegument is a syncytium, and acts as the direct interface between
the host and the parasite, and as such, contains extracellular proteins; Skelly and
Wilson [31] have provided a comprehensive review on the schistosome tegument.
Many vaccine antigens that are located in the tegument have been tested in murine
models of schistosomiasis [29], but only a few are likely to be available to antibodies on
the surface of a live, intact parasite [30, 32]. DeMarco and Verjovski-Almeida [33]
recently reviewed the use of proteomics to identify schistosome proteins for vaccine
antigen and drug discovery. We have thus restricted our discussion to studies that
focus on the outer membrane proteins of the schistosome tegument, primarily
because we believe that exposed membrane proteins are likely to be the most
efficacious as vaccine antigens [29, 34].

By labeling the surface of live adult S. mansoni with biotin, Braschi and Wilson
showed that only primary amine groups that are exposed on the outer surface of the
tegument incorporate the label, allowing for their purification via streptavidin affinity
chromatography and characterization by liquid chromatography-tandemmass spec-
trometry [30]. Surprisingly, few proteins were detected on the surface of the live
parasite using this approach, reflecting an epithelium that is relatively depauperate in
surface-exposed proteins. This finding, however, limits the number of target vaccine
antigens to a manageable number. Indeed, when tested, these outer membrane
proteins have conferred good levels of protection in mice and are recognized
preferentially by antibodies from resistant people in Brazil [35–37]. A similar study
was conducted using biotinylated S. japonicum, but instead of excising bands from
a one-dimensional gel for protein extraction, Mulvenna et al. used an off-gel
electrophoresis technique to minimize protein loss during sample preparation and
subsequently identified orthologs of the S. mansoni-labeled proteins as well as
additional membrane-spanning proteins of interest [32].

After schistosome cercariae penetrate the skin and transform into schistosomula,
they enter the vasculature andmigrate (depending on species) to the portal or bladder
vessels via the lungs. Thefirst 3–5days of thismigratory process between the skin and
the lungs is thought to represent the most susceptible stage to antibody-mediated
killing [29, 38, 39]. Neither the tegument nor excreted/secreted proteins from in vitro
cultured or in vivo obtained schistosomula have been characterized to date, primarily
due to the difficulty in obtaining sufficient quantities of material for protein analysis,
but such studies would be decidedly instructive for future selection of immunogens.

Schistosome Postgenomics

One of the most revolutionary advances in the postgenomic era for the study of
parasitic helminths has been gene silencing by RNAi (see also Chapters 6 and 7).
Parasitic helminths, by virtue of their often complex life cycles and large genomes,
have generally rendered themselves refractory to many genetic manipulation tools
that allow the exploration of gene function [40, 41]. However, RNAi is now widely
used to assess gene function in schistosomes and appears to be particularly effective
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for genes expressed in tissues readily accessible to double-stranded RNA, such as
the tegument and gastrodermis [42, 43]. RNAi has been used to confirm gene
function for a number of potential schistosome vaccine antigens and drug targets,
and helps explain how some vaccines, which are based on these proteins,might exert
their efficacy. RNAi of a S. mansoni tetraspanin known as Sm-TSP-2 impacted on
proper tegument development and decreased S. mansoni survival in vivo [44]. Also,
RNAi of the genes encoding the gastrodermal proteases, cathepsins D [27], B, L, and
an asparaginyl endopeptidase [25], has confirmed their respective contributions to
substrate cleavage during the multienzyme process of hemoglobin digestion. The
ability to silence schistosome genes and assess function in vitro and in vivo prompted
us to suggest that lethality consequent on RNAi be taken as one of several critical
criteria in ranking antigens for progress towards clinical trials as a vaccine for
schistosomiasis [4].

Schistosome Immunomics

The availability of the three major human schistosome genomes, coupled with the
proteomic characterization of the tegument and other tissues, has provided research-
ers with the tools required to apply postgenomic approaches to vaccine antigen
discovery.High-throughput protein expression techniques, such as in vitro translation
using prokaryotic or eukaryotic ribosomes, and sera from resistant humans and
animals (e.g., hyperinfected rats or animals vaccinated with irradiated cercariae),
means that schistosome researchers are now armed and ready to utilize immunomics
approaches. Recently, we designed and manufactured the first Schistosoma immu-
nomics protein microarray [45], and are currently using it as a vaccine discovery tool.
The proteins selected for inclusion on the chip include those from previously
published proteomic data and in silico screening of available sequences to identify
potential immunogens based on protein location, with a particular emphasis on
proteins expressed on/in the tegument. Following cloning, selected sequences were
expressed in a cell-free expression system and contact-printed onto nitrocellulose-
coated microscope slides to formmicroarrays. The arrays have been probed with IgG
(different subclasses) and IgE from resistant and chronically infected humans and
animals (Gaze et al., unpublished). The approachwill allow us to identify antigens that
are the major target of protective IgG responses, while avoiding antigens that might
induce potentially harmful IgE responses when administered as vaccines [4]. This
innovative technology of reverse vaccinology has the potential to transform vaccine
research for schistosomiasis and other parasitic diseases of humans and animals.

There are, of course, inherent problems with many high-throughput approaches
and immunomics is no exception. One of the major challenges to developing
vaccines against eukaryotic pathogens, such as helminths, is the faithful replication
(e.g., domain structure, glycosylation, and post-translational processing) of vaccine
antigens using recombinant technologies. Given that many helminth vaccine anti-
gens are extracellular, they are processed through the secretory pathway, often
undergo complex post-translational processing, and are extensively disulfide bonded.
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We routinely express helminth secreted proteins in yeast or insect cells to obtain
properly folded recombinant molecules. Cell-free protein expression systems,
whether they be components of prokaryotic or eukaryotic cells, do not possess the
cellular machinery to process secreted proteins and will not always faithfully
reproduce the correct fold. Given the caveats, the high-throughput nature of this
expression system, nonetheless, lends itself well to immunomic studies and has an
excellent record of identifying antigens for a range of single-celled pathogens [46–48].

Case for a Schistosomiasis Vaccine

The justification for developing vaccines against schistosomiasis has been reviewed
recently [4, 29, 49], and includes high disease burden [5, 50], high rates of post-
treatment reinfection, the inability of chemotherapy-based morbidity control to
interrupt transmission [51], and the exclusive reliance on praziquantel for con-
trol [29, 52]. An important additional stimulus to develop new preventive
approaches to schistosomiasis control is the observation of so-called �rebound
morbidity� (i.e., up to 80% of children living in high transmission areas can suffer
recurrent aggressive inflammation following interrupted annual chemotherapy
because of reinfection) [1].

The feasibility of developing vaccines for schistosomiasis has been reviewed
extensively [4, 29, 53]. Humans living in endemic areas can become resistant or
partially immune to reinfection over time [54]. Furthermore, irradiated larvae
(cercariae) can elicit high levels of protective immunity in laboratory animals and
several recombinant protein vaccines have been shown to elicit comparable levels of
protective immunity in immunized animals that were subsequently challenged with
cercariae [29].

Sm-TSP-2 Schistosomiasis Vaccine

The Sabin Vaccine Institute in partnership with the Fundaç~ao Oswaldo Cruz
(FIOCRUZ) and Instituto Butantan is working to transition a S. mansoni vaccine
into clinical testing in Brazil [4]. The primary targets of this vaccine development
program are schistosome membrane proteins identified by combined genomic,
postgenomic, and proteomic analyses of the adult S. mansoni outer surface, or
tegument (Table 25.1). As indicated earlier, the tegument of adult schistosomes is a
single syncytium covering the entire body and is a dynamic layer involved in several
physiologic processes, including parasite nutrition, osmoregulation, and evasion of
host immunity [34]. Hence, the schistosome tegument is a potentially vulnerable
target for immunological attack by host antibodies. However, analysis of the
schistosome proteome predicts that surprisingly few membrane-spanning proteins
of the tegument are accessible to the host immune response [30]. They include a
family of tetraspanin integral membrane proteins [37] and several outer membrane
proteins of unknown function such as Sm29 [35, 55]. The tetraspanins are so-named
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because they contain four transmembrane domains, with two extracellular loops that
are predicted to interact with exogenous proteins or ligands [34]. The second
extracellular domain fragment of a S. mansoni tetraspanin, Sm-TSP-2, has been
selected for development as a human vaccine antigen (Figure 25.1a and b).When the
extracellular domain was expressed in either Pichia pastoris or Escherichia coli and
formulated with several different adjuvants, including Freund�s complete adjuvant,
aluminum hydroxide, or aluminum hydroxide together with CpGs, it provided
50–70% protection in mice vaccinated with the antigen followed by challenge with
S. mansoni cercariae [37, 56]. In addition, evidence from human epidemiological
studies indicates that putatively resistant individuals living in endemic areas of Brazil
have elevated antibody responses to this protein compared with chronically infected
individuals from the same endemic areas [37]. Recently, the ortholog of Sm-TSP-2 in
S. japonicum, Sj-TSP-2, was described and resulted in protection in mice similar to
that described of Sm-TSP-2, suggesting that this molecule may be effective against
multiple human schistosome species [57].

Figure 25.1 S. mansoni tegument.
(a) Fluorescencemicrograph of the tegument of
an adult male S. mansoni probed with a mouse
antibody raised to recombinant tetraspanin Sm-
TSP-2 (red). Nuclei, stained with 40,6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), are blue.
(b) Schematic representation of Sm-TSP-2 in
the tegument plasma membrane. Extracellular
loops (ECs) are indicated, cysteine residues are
shown (the lines between them denote the
disulfide bond pairing), and transmembrane

domains are shown numbered from the
N- to the C-terminus. (c) The tegument of a
schistosomulum of S. mansoni that was
incubated for 7 days with double-stranded
RNA targeting either Sm-tsp-2 or (d) luciferase
(as a control). Digitate extensions (arrows)
are more abundant on the surface of the
tegument incubated with tsp-2 double-stranded
RNA. Mus, muscle; Som, schistosomulum;
Teg, tegument. (Reproduced with permission
from [4].)
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The importance of tetraspanins in the proper development of the tegument and
survival of worms has been highlighted by RNAi. Specifically, the ultrastructural
morphology of adult worms and schistosomula treated in vitro with Sm-tsp-2 double-
stranded RNA displays a distinctly vacuolated and thinner tegument compared with
controls, suggestive of impaired closure of tegumentary invaginations [44]
(Figure 25.1c and d). Moreover, injection of mice with schistosomula that had been
pretreated with Sm-tsp-2 double-stranded RNA resulted in 83% fewer parasites
recovered from the mesenteric veins 4 weeks later compared to mice that had been
injected with schistosomula exposed to nonschistosome double-stranded RNA [44].
Other tegument tetraspanins are also attractive vaccine candidates; for example, Sm-
tsp-3 is the most highly upregulated mRNA in maturing schistosomula – a devel-
opmental stage widely accepted as susceptible to damage by the human immune
system [17, 20]. In addition,Sj23 is a tegument tetraspanin that is showing promise as
a DNAvaccine aimed at water buffaloes, an important reservoir host for S. japonicum
in China [58].

Conclusions

Administered in early childhood, a schistosomiasis vaccine could prevent the major
pediatric sequelae of the disease, including anemia, malnutrition, slowed growth,
and impaired cognitive development [4]. Sm-TSP-2 is being developed as a recom-
binant protein vaccine to prevent heavy infectionswithS.mansoni – the leading cause
of intestinal schistosomiasis. Initially, a vaccine containing Sm-TSP-2 is being
formulated with Alhydrogel� (aluminum hydroxide); however, it will also be eval-
uated with an additional immunostimulant such as a lipid A derivative. The vaccine
will be given intramuscularly in one or two doses, depending on the number required
to achieve a protective response. Extension of protection into adulthood would also
prevent the severe anemia in pregnancy related to schistosome infection and reduce
transmission. Such vaccinesmay also have an important impact on poverty reduction
because of their anticipated effect on improving pediatric development andmaternal
health [59].

The Sm-TSP-2 vaccine candidate is being developed with the ultimate goal being
that even the most impoverished populations will have access to it as soon as it is
available. As such, a strategic roadmap is being followed to ensure that low-cost
manufacturing processes are utilized and that vaccine manufacturers in middle-
income, disease-endemic countries are involved from the start. In the Americas,
Brazil is the furthest advanced with two major vaccine manufacturers (FIOCRUZ-
Biomanguinhos and Instituto Butantan) actively engaged in development [60].
Accurate forecasting of the eventual demand for licensed vaccines is essential and
is underway for an intestinal schistosomiasis vaccine.

Significant hurdles must be overcome during clinical development of the Sm-
TSP-2 schistosomiasis vaccine, not least of which is securing adequate funding to
conduct the clinical trials required for licensure. Additional obstacles include
obtaining access to the novel adjuvants that may be required to induce an adequate
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immune response and the difficulty of conducting large-scale efficacy studies in
endemic areas. As schistosomiasis is prevalent in predominantly resource-limited
areas, phase III clinical trials will be logistically challenging. Furthermore, because
the clinical effects of schistosomiasis are chronic, with sequelae such as iron-
deficiency anemia often only appearing aftermonths or years of infection [5], efficacy
trials will, by necessity, be long in duration.
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Sm14 Schistosoma mansoni Fatty Acid-Binding Protein:
Molecular Basis for an Antihelminth Vaccine
Miriam Tendler*, Celso Raul Romero Ramos, and Andrew J.G. Simpson

Abstract
Infections caused by soil-transmitted helminths and schistosomes afflict the largest
number of humans world-wide. They are found throughout the developing world,
particularly in sub-Saharan Africa, the Americas, China, and East Asia. Since the
1970s, these infections have been treated and controlled by chemotherapy. However,
this strategy alone or in combination with health education and/or other associated
measures has failed to control disease transmission despite continuous large-scale
and massive treatment programs. In contrast, the most successful programs under-
taken hitherto to control, and even eradicate, infectious diseases have employed
vaccines. To date, however, vaccines are not available to control helminth infections.
We discuss the accumulated data on the experimental vaccine incorporating the
Schistosoma mansoni fatty acid-binding protein (Sm14) for human schistosomiasis
and livestock fasciolosis. This vaccine is currently in clinical trials in humans and
large animals in Brazil.

Schistosomiasis and Fascioliasis

Helminths are the most common parasites of humans and are disseminated
throughout developing countries, particularly in Africa and South America. Hel-
minth infections are arguably themost neglected of infectious (tropical) diseases. It is
estimated that they afflict 3 billion people or half of the global human population.
Fifty years after Stoll published his article �This wormy world� [1], the global
prevalence of infections with intestinal nematodes remains virtually unchanged
despite decades of continuous use of anthelmintic drugs in massive programs [2].
The time has come to change this scenario and focus on effective control measures
employing vaccination.

Schistosomiasis is a chronic, debilitating disease affecting millions of people in
poor countries targeted by the World Health Organization (WHO) for control
efforts [3]. Morbidity is particularly pronounced in school-age children whose
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physical health and intellectual capacity are fundamental to national development in
endemic countries. Due to the need for an intermediate snail host, the distribution of
the infection is associated with lakes, rivers, and water development schemes, thus
putting more than 600 million people at risk world-wide [3]. Despite control efforts,
an estimated 200 million people are infected, of which 120 million are symptomatic
and 20 million have severe disease symptoms. The majority of infected people
(80–85%), including themost severely affected, are inAfrica [4]. Thesefiguresmay, in
fact, turn out to be underestimates as a recent meta-analysis found the number of
people at risk to be closer to 800 million [5]. Regardless of more than two decades
of well-executed control activities based on large-scale chemotherapy, the disease is
expanding in Brazil where, in recent years, new foci have been detected in areas
previously free of infection [6, 7].

Chemotherapy is primarily directed against morbidity and does not influence
transmission. This results in the continued presence of the disease. Moreover, an
increased severity ofmorbidity can occur upon chemotherapy, aswasfirst reported in
80% of children with schistosomiasis japonica subjected to drug treatment in high
transmission areas in the Philippines [8, 9]. This undesired effect, termed �rebound
morbidity,� is thought to be due to an interruption of the natural downregulation of
the specific immunological mechanisms typical of schistosomiasis. Such recurrent
inflammation within 6 months of reinfection has also been reported following
treatment of schistosomiasis mansoni in Sudan andWest African countries [6]. This
worrying aspect needs to be taken seriously as the aggravated gross symptoms cause
long-term pathology that is difficult to remedy. In the 1990s, the WHO�s Special
Programme for Research and Training in Tropical Diseases (TDR) created a product
development program and initiated collaborations with other major international
donors to promote, among other tools, the rapid development of vaccines for the
control of endemic diseases. This �push strategy� was chosen to achieve effective
research projects fostering innovation in the context of rapid product development.
In the field of vaccine development, the aim was to develop ways and means to
immunize against the most important human parasite diseases. Although the
malaria vaccine projects scored initial successes, further progress has been com-
plicated. With regard to schistosomiasis, more than 10 important antigens with
potential as vaccines candidates emerged from the several hundred scientific
projects supported by international donor agencies and national research pro-
grams over the last few decades [10, 11]. Among those that are still being seriously
pursued, the Schistosoma mansoni fatty acid-binding protein (FABP; Sm14)
antigen stands out (i) due to the steady progress that has been achieved, including
the field trials currently underway in Brazil, and (ii) because it is the only vaccine
candidate to emerge froman endemic country for schistosomiasis. The very special
feature of Sm14 is its strong immunological reactivity with an antigen shared by
another helminth parasite, namely Fasciola hepatica, which gives this vaccine
candidate the potential to be used against more than one infection. F. hepatica
can cause disease in humans, but is primarily a problem for cattle and sheep,
leading to annual losses over US$3 billion in the food industry world-wide [12]. The
international patents for Sm14, granted to the Oswaldo Cruz Foundation
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(FIOCRUZ), a Brazilian research institution associated with the BrazilianMinistry
of Health, have been licensed to Alvos Biotecnologia SA that was recently acquired
by OuroFino Animal Health Ltd, which is now leading the Sm14 vaccine project,
both for veterinary and medical use.

Like other parasitic helminths, schistosomes are unable to synthesize long-chain
fatty acids or sterols and hence are completely dependent on the host for these
essential nutrients components [13]. FABPs are critical for the uptake of fatty acids
from host blood, and are thus prime targets for both vaccine and drug develop-
ment [14]. In parallel, market forces have emerged in North America and Europe
where there is interest in developing safer methods, such as vaccines, for the control
of veterinary diseases, which could gradually replace the use of antiparasitic drugs in
livestock, and, thus, avoid chemical residues in milk, meat, and their derivatives.
Indeed, immunoprophylaxis is regarded as the most promising avenue for effective
control of parasitic infection in livestock world-wide as it safeguards food production
and minimizes the use of drugs both at the environmental and individual levels
(www.deliver-project.eu). The export value of European Union (EU) of ruminant
livestock averages D2.3 (US$3) billion annually. This market depends on guarantees
of quality and safety. Whether exports are in the form of meat or added-value meat
and dairy products, the EU believes that they will only be accepted in markets if
produced at a high standard ensuring freedom from zoonotic pathogens and from
potentially harmful drug residues.

To date, the control of helminth infections in cattle has required chemical drugs
considered to be unhealthy to animals, the environment, and consumers due to the
risk associated with drug residues infiltrating milk and meat products. These
concerns underlie the formal recommendation by the European Community
(www.deliver-project.eu) for gradually reducing the use of chemical drugs in livestock
and replacing themwith vaccines. The drugs that are currently being discouraged for
use in European cattle are essentially the same as those used to treat humanhelminth
infections in endemic areas of developing countries.

Discovery of the Sm14 Vaccine Antigen

The search for a vaccine against schistosomiasis at FIOCRUZ started in the 1980s
and originally focused on the development of an antischistosome vaccine in isolated
products released into saline solution by adult S. mansoni worms [15, 16].

In the early 1990s, using molecular biological techniques, it became possible to
identify and clone the genes of a number of antigenic components from the original
mixture of released products and shown to protect mice against infection. Specif-
ically, an expression cDNA library from mRNA of S. mansoni adult worms was
constructed using the lgt11 phage vector and clones isolated using immune serum.
This approach identified known antigens such as glutathione S-transferase (GST;
Sm28) [17] andparamyosin [18].However, other cDNAclones coding for antigensnot
yet studied were also identified. Using a strategy involving sera from individual
experimental animals with high and low levels of protection, single-component
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vaccine candidates were identified. The DNA sequencing of one such clone encoded
a protein with a theoretical molecular mass of 14 kDa (Sm14) [19]. The deduced
amino acid sequence of Sm14 showed significant homology to the FABP family [20].
The Sm14 protein was produced in recombinant form (rSm14) and its lipid-binding
properties demonstrated in vitro [19]. Thus, the first parasite FABP was isolated.

The recombinant antigen, rSm14, formed the basis of a long-term investigation
that involved vaccination in out-bred animals, specifically, SWmice and NZ rabbits
that have high and low susceptibility to cercarial infection, respectively. Vaccination
parameters that influence protection were assessed to optimize the immunization
route and scheme (number of doses, dosage of antigen protein, adjuvants).
In addition, Sm14 peptide sequences associated with protection of mice against
both fasciolosis and schistosomiasiswere selected, and shall be assayed in the context
of biologicalmarkers of vaccine-induced protection [21]. An innovativemethodology,
based on the population analysis of worm burden frequency distributions, was used
to measure protection – an approach that we believe was critical for these
experiments [22].

The FABPs of many helminth parasites of humans and animals have now been
characterized, including those from F. hepatica [23], Schistosoma japonicum [24],
Fasciola gigantica [25], and Clonorchis sinensis [26]. At FIOCRUZ, we considered
rSm14 as a potential vaccine with wide antihelminth activity.

Function of Parasite FABPs

Numerous functions have been proposed for eukaryotic FABPs, including to (i)
facilitate the uptake of fatty acids, their transport to intracellular organelles, or their
delivery to specificmetabolic pathways, (ii) protect cell membranes and enzymes from
the effects of high concentrations of fatty acids and acyl-CoAderivatives, (iii)maintain a
large deposit of intracellular fatty acids for rapid mobilization, and (iv) assist in
differentiation [20, 27]. Also, FABPs contribute to host–parasite interactions [13].

In S. mansoni, the Sm14 protein was immunolocalized at the basal lamella of the
tegument and gut epithelium [19, 28–30] (Figure 26.1). This supports the putative
function of Sm14 in the transport of fatty acids from host cells. In F. hepatica and
F. gigantica, FABPs are also located in the tegument and parenchymal cells [31], and,
like Sm14 [32], are found in the excretory/secretory products [33]. As FABPs are
intracellular proteins, the fact that these proteins are found in secreted material
might be due to tegument exchange under stress conditions being employed as a
strategy to protect the parasite from the immune system [34]. There is also the
possibility of FABP secretion via nonclassical mechanisms (without themediation of
the endoplasmic reticulumandGolgi complex) as occurswithmammalian galectin-3
secretion [35].

Immunolocalization studies of antioxidant enzymes in S. mansoni, such as
superoxide dismutase and glutathione peroxidase [36], showed that these enzymes
have a similar localization as Sm14 in the tegument of schistosomes [28–30]. As
immune attack is directed against the tegument with substances that generate free
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radicals, enzymes and proteins with antioxidant function might be important for
parasite survival within the host [36].

The Sm14 protein shows enhanced specificity for arachidonic acid [37].
The structure of Sm14 in complex with arachidonic acid was resolved at 2.4 A

�

resolution and showed that the aliphatic arachidonic acid chain adopts a stable
hairpin-looped conformation in the protein cavity (Figure 26.2) [37]. Arachadonic
acid is produced as part of the immune responses against helminths [38], and has
been proposed as a safe and cost-effective antischistosomal agent [39]. El Ridi
et al. [39] showed that the arachidonic acid activates the tegumental neutral sphin-
gomyelinase. The activity of this enzyme results in the exposure of parasite surface
membrane antigens to immune attack, and leads to the killing of S. mansoni and S.
haematobiumworms [39]. Microscopy revealed that arachidonic acid-mediated worm
killing was associated with spine destruction, membrane blebbing, and disorgani-
zation of the apical membrane structure [39] – all sites where Sm14 is localized
(Figure 26.1) [28–30]. In light of the functions proposed for arachidonic acid, Sm14
may help protect the parasite against the deleterious action of arachidonic acid as well
as facilitate its metabolism [40].

The induction of F. hepatica FABP synthesis was characterized as a parasite
antioxidant response [41]. This was established by a proteomic study of F. hepatica
during its growth in the biliary ducts and is in keeping with the proposed antioxidant
activity of Sm14, as stated above.

Proteomics has also been important in the study of action of anthelmintic drugs. In
F. hepatica, this methodology was used to study the proteins that are induced by
treatment with triclabendazole (TCBZ) in sensitive and resistant lineages [42].
FABPs, as well as GST, were identified as proteins specifically induced in the
resistance to TCBZ lineage. Recombinant F. hepatica Fh15 (FABP) and GSTproteins
were able to bind the TCBZ, suggesting that these proteins participate inmetabolism

Figure 26.1 Immunolocalizationof Sm14protein in adultS.mansoni: (a)�400, arrows indicate the
Sm14antibody depositions; (b)�100, arrows indicate the spine structures at the parasite tegument.
(Adapted from [30].)
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ofTCBZ [42]. Timanova-Atanasova et al. [43] isolated a native protein fromF. hepatica,
called Fh13, with FABPactivity that bindswith high affinity to bithionol – a drug used
against fascioliasis.

These results indicate that parasite FABPs are also associated with resistance to
anthelmintics by sequestration and transport of drugs from the membrane to
specific intracellular organelles [43]. The binding of drugs by FABPs may also
buffer the intracellular levels of these chemicals since the proteins are found in
abundance in the cytoplasm (the FABPs correspond to 2–5% of total intracellular
protein) [20, 27].

As helminth FABPs are phylogenetically related yet distinct from those of other
organisms, such asmammals [13], findingsmay be extrapolated from one parasite to
another. The immunological cross-reactivity between Sm14 and FABPs of different
species of flukes, roundworms, and tapeworms has been demonstrated [44], as well
as cross-protective immunity against infection by F. hepatica inmice [45], sheep [46],
and goats [47].

Development of Sm14: A FABP-Based Vaccine Against Helminths

The first immunization experiments with rSm14 protein were performed
using a fusion protein construct with b-galactosidase formed in the lgt11 vector.
Vaccinations of Swiss mice were performed with 10mg of the semipurified recom-
binant antigens Sm14, and compared with GST and paramyosin that were
also expressed as fusion proteins with b-galactosidase in the cDNA library.

Figure 26.2 Ribbon representation of the crystal structure of Sm14 protein in complex with
arachidonic acid shown in a space-fill representation (Protein Data Bank ID: 1VYG) Reprinted with
permission from [37]� (2004) American Chemical Society. Figure prepared with PyMol software.
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Immunization with 300 mg of crude saline extract was used as control. The mice
were challenged with cercariae 60 days after vaccination and worms perfused 45
days after challenge [48]. Sm14 induced levels of protection of approximately 60%
in outbred mice. These results indicated that the Sm14 antigen had potential as a
vaccine [48].

After this finding, several recombinant forms of the protein Sm14 were obtained.
One of the first constructions was obtained using pGEMEX-Sm14 that expressed
Sm14 fused with the major capsid protein of T7 phage with a molecular weight of
approximately 45 kDa [45]. Also, pRSETA-Sm14 and pRSETA-6xHis-Sm14 con-
structs were obtained allowing purification of the antigen using immobilized
metal-affinity chromatography [49]. Other groups expressed Sm14 in Escherichia
coli as a fusion with maltose-binding protein [50] and tetanus toxin fragment C [51].
InMycobacterium bovisBCG, Sm14was expressed as a fusionwith theMycobacterium
fortuitum b-lactamase protein [52]. Sm14 has also been expressed in a Salmonella
vaccine strain [53]. In recent years we expressed and purified the Sm14 protein
without any fusion in the E. coli and Pichia pastoris systems ([54, 55] and unpublished
results). Regardless of the nature of the fusion protein or production platform used,
or laboratory in which the protein was tested, Sm14 protein conferred protection
(greater than 40% reductions in adult worm burdens) against S. mansoni infection.
These data, collected over two decades of study, provide confidence in relation to the
immunological properties of Sm14.

The FABP of others parasites including S. japonicum (Sj-FABP) [56], F. hepatica
Fh-12 [57], F. gigantica (Fg-FABP) [58], Echinococcus granulosus (Eg-FABP) [59], and C.
sinensis (Cs-FABP) [60] have also been used as vaccines with success. The cross-
protection of Sm14 against infection byF. hepaticawas demonstrated inmice [45] and
sheep [46], as stated above. Likewise, immunization with F. hepatica Fh-12 induces
protection against infection by schistosome species (87% reduction in adult worm
burden [61, 62]). Peptides derived fromSm14 confer a greater than 40%of protection
against fasciolosis in mice [21] and, to a lesser extent, in goats [63]. The parasite
FABPs are highly conserved and this feature is important when choosing a drug or
vaccine target.

Since the finding of Tendler et al. [45], Sm14 has been considered a bivalent
vaccine againstS.mansoni andF. hepatica. Fasciolosis results on average in losses of
D2.5 (US$3.2) billion annually to the livestock and food industries worldwide
(www.deliver-project.eu) [64, 65]. Human fascioliasis is also common in parts of
South America, Africa, and Asia where over 17 million people are exposed to the
disease [66].

Almeida et al. [46] formulated Sm14 with alum and Ribi adjuvants to immunize
sheep. The Ribi adjuvant, which is no longer on the market, contains monopho-
sphoril Lipid A (MPL), trehalose dimecolate, and Mycobacterium phlei cell wall
skeleton. Immunization with this formulation resulted in high levels of protec-
tion against infection with F. hepatica in sheep [46]. Recently, goats that were
immunized with Sm14 formulated with Quil A adjuvant recorded a significant
reduction in gross hepatic lesions [47], but to a lesser extent (56% reduction in
hepatic lesions) than that reported by Almeida et al. [46]. The importance of the
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adjuvant system was also established for immunization of sheep with F. hepatica
FABP. Specifically, a protective immune response was only achieved by specific
combinations of adjuvant and immunomodulators using a system called adjuvant
adaptation [67].

The precise mechanism of anti-FABP immunity is still unknown. In people in
endemic areas from Brazil and Egypt, a helper T cell Th1 response associated with
specific human IgG1 and IgG3 subclass antibodies correlates with resistance to
infection [68–71].

The development of schistosomiasis vaccines received a boost in the 1990s, thanks
to the creation of the WHO TDR that promoted vaccines for major human parasitic
diseases, includingmalaria, leishmaniasis, and schistosomiasis. Based on published
results from different protective antigens against schistosomes, TDR selected a total
of six antigens and recommended their production under Good Manufacturing
Practice (GMP) to facilitate clinical trials [72]. Sm14 is the only antigen of the six that
is being developed in a country in which schistosomiasis is endemic.

Sm14 Protein Stability

To produce recombinant proteins under GMP conditions, it is first necessary to scale
production from a bench to a pilot industrial scale. Such scaling is one of the most
important and limiting stages inmoving towards clinical trials and the eventual large-
scale production of antigen. The production scale-up of Sm14 protein was initiated at
the Molecular Biotechnology Laboratory of the Butantan Institute, Sao Paulo, Brazil.
The work was subsequently moved to the Laboratory of Experimental Schistosomi-
asis at FIOCRUZ and finished at the GMP facility of the Ludwig Institute for Cancer
Research (LICR), Cornell University, in the United States.

One of the problems faced in any scale-up process is the stability and solubility of
the selected proteins. Initially, the Sm14 protein showed precipitation during storage
at 4 �C and transport between laboratories. This problem was resolved in two stages.
(i) Themore stable variant with aM20T Sm14 polymorphismwas selected [73]. (ii) A
single amino acid substitution, C62V, was undertaken to obtain an even more stable
product with enhanced thermal and chemical characteristics [74]. The Sm14-
M20V62 protein was used to collect nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) data [54]
and solve the structure of Sm14 [74] (Figure 26.3).

There are no significant structural differences between the Sm14 crystal (Fig-
ure 26.2) [37] and NMR (Figure 26.3) [74] structures, and the Sm14-M20V62 variant
presents the characteristic fold of the FABP protein family. It was, therefore,
concluded that the epitopes in Sm14-M20V62 are exposed in the same way as on
the wild-type Sm14-M20C62.

These structural data and the considerable information on immunoprotective
activity, biochemical activity, immunolocalization, characterization of the polymor-
phism, gene sequence, transcriptome, and proteome render Sm14 one of the best-
characterized S. mansoni proteins.
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Scaling-Up the Sm14 Production Process

Themore stable, untagged Sm14-M20V62 protein, which does not precipitate during
storage and transport, was chosen for GMP production. Over the last 5 years, high-
level expression systems have been developed, both in E. coli, in which Sm14 is
expressed as a soluble intracellular protein, and in P. pastoris, fromwhich Sm14 can
be either secreted or expressed intracellularly (unpublished data). In particular,
methodologies have been tailored to facilitate high yield and purity at low cost bearing
in mind the large populations that need to be served. The final process adopted is
shown in Figure 26.4.

At each stage of the development process, quality control experiments are
performed that include assessment of purity and identity by sodium dodecyl
sulfate–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, Western blots, mass spectroscopy, pro-
tein sequencing, determination of the secondary structure by circular dichroism
(because structure is important for the protective activity of Sm14), and immuni-
zation and challenge experiments in animals to verify the effectiveness of the
product.

The production process of Sm14 has been successfully scaled-up to pilot-scale and
pilot bulks have been obtained at the LICR-GMP facility of Cornell University (New
York). The fill/finishing of bulk vialing was accomplished at Florida Biologix
(Alachua, FL) – a contract manufacturing organization. An extensive grid of quality
control tests and stability are underway at the contract research organization, PPD
(Middleton, WI). All these steps take place in the United States [65].

Figure 26.3 Solution structure of Sm14-M20V62 protein by NMR. (a) Overlap of the carbon
skeletons of 20 structures deduced by NMR. (b) Ribbon diagram of the structure with lower free
energy (Protein Data Bank ID: 2POA) [74]� (2009) Elsevier. Figure prepared with PyMol software.
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The GMP production and fill/finish, as well as the quality controls, were achieved
thanks to the support of FINEP (Financier of Studies and Projects of Brazilian
Ministry of Science and Technology) for the public–private partnership between
FIOCRUZ, Alvos Biotecnologia SA, and OuroFino Animal Health Ltd [65].

Clinical Trials

In parallel to the development and production of rSm14 protein, studies to find the
appropriate adjuvant for vaccine formulation have been conducted. As stated above,
the Ribi adjuvant, successfully used for a decade, is no longer on the market.
Fortunately, a partnership was established between FIOCRUZ and the Infectious
Disease Research Institute (IDRI) in Seattle, WA. IDRI is a nongovernment insti-
tution that supports the development of vaccines, diagnostics, and therapeutics for
neglected diseases. This institution provided the synthetic lipid A adjuvant (called
GLA),manufactured underGMPconditions, for the formulation of Sm14 for human
vaccination. This adjuvant is currently being used in clinical trials for different
vaccines. Both GLA and MPL, the critical component of the Ribi adjuvant, are
agonists of Toll-like receptor 4 [75, 76]. Thus, it is expected that GLAwill generate the
same type of response that Ribi adjuvant.

Two adjuvant formulations have been tested in rabbits, mice, and cattle: GLA-AF
(aqueous formulation) and GLA-SE (squalene oil-in-water emulsion). The protection
against S. mansoni infection in mice was similar using both formulations to that
achieved using Ribi. However, GLA-SE was selected for clinical trials as it produced

Figure 26.4 Process of purification of recombinant untagged Sm14-M20V62 protein from E. coli
lysates. M, molecular weight standard; 1, clarified lysate of E. coli; 2, flow through; 3, elution from
ion-exchange chromatograph; 4, protein after gel-filtration step.
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the stronger immune response (data not shown). Toxicological studies of Sm14-GLA
formulations did not show any hazards in tested animals. A dossier with the
preclinical information was submitted in December 2009 to the Brazilian Sanitary
Surveillance Agency (ANVISA) to request permission for phase I clinical safety trials.
This permission was granted in December 2010 by ANVISA and a phase I clinical
trial is presently ongoing, conducted by the Institute of Clinical Research Evandro
Chagas (IPEC) on the FIOCRUZ campus in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Conclusions

During the years of research with Sm14 as a vaccine candidate for schistosomiasis
and fascioliasis, the Laboratory of Experimental Schistosomiasis at FIOCRUZ has
been transformed, with the support of state and international funding sources, from
a parasitological laboratory to a molecular biology and protein chemistry unit.
An extensive scientific literature concerning the use of rSm14 protein as a vaccine,
aswell as the structure and function of Sm14, has been accumulated (56 PubMedhits
using the search query �Schistosoma fatty acid binding protein�). In addition,
partnerships between public and private entities have been established. At present,
OuroFino Animal Health Ltd, which acquired Alvos Biotecnologia SA, holds the
Sm14 patent licenses (www.ourofino.com). This project represents the first time that
an antigen discovered by laboratory research undertaken in Brazil has been moved
into clinical trials, and provides both experience for and a boost to the local
biotechnology industry. We are optimistic that the project will continue to progress
and eventually result in the production of a vaccine with real human benefits.
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Mechanisms of Immune Modulation by Fasciola hepatica:
Importance for Vaccine Development and for Novel
Immunotherapeutics
Mark W. Robinson*, John P. Dalton, Sandra M. O�Neill, and Sheila M. Donnelly

Abstract
The liver fluke Fasciola hepatica can live for long periods in its definitive mammalian
host. This longevity is related to the parasite�s ability to modulate host immune
responses to benefit its survival (i.e., suppression of Th1/Th17 responses and the
promotion of strong Th2/Treg-mediated responses). Various reports indicate that this
immune regulation may reduce the capacity of animals to resist other bystander
infections (e.g., F. hepatica-infected mice exhibit reduced protective immune
responses to the respiratory bacterium, Bordetella pertussis). Experiments in cattle
infectedwithF. hepatica revealed reductions in interferon-g responses to coinfections
with Mycobacterium bovis. Molecules secreted by the parasite such as cathepsin
L cysteine peptidases, the antioxidant peroxiredoxin, and a cathelicidin-like defense
molecule play central roles inmanipulating the function of host innate immune cells,
and thus the development of protective adaptive immune responses. While these
molecules influence innate immune cells in distinct ways, they likely function in
concert to establish the potent Th2/Treg-mediated immune environment in the host.
Vaccines that prevent the action of these immunomodulatorymoleculesmaynot only
protect animals against liver fluke disease, but reduce their susceptibility to coin-
cident parasitic or microbial infections. Taking a broader view, understanding how
the liver fluke influences host immunity via specific cell surface receptors and
intracellular signaling pathways could reveal strategies to selectively suppress certain
inflammatory processes, and eventually lead to immunotherapeutic treatments for
conditions such as arthritis, inflammatory bowel disease, and diabetes.

Introduction

Fasciola hepatica is the causative agent of liver fluke disease (fasciolosis) in domestic
animals, predominantly sheep and cattle, in regions with temperate climates. The
global economic loss due to this parasite is difficult to estimate, but, along with the
related tropical parasite, F. gigantica, could be overUS$3 billion each year [1].Human
fasciolosis is now a major food-borne zoonosis in many countries including Iran,
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Peru, Cuba, Bolivia and Egypt. Each year an estimated 2.4million people are infected
world-wide and 180 million people are at risk of infection [1].

Fluke eggs, released by adult parasites residing in the bile ducts of themammalian
host, are carried into the intestine and are passed with the feces. The eggs hatch and
release free-swimming miracidia that find and penetrate the tissues of their mol-
luscan intermediate hosts: F. hepatica typically infects the freshwater snail Galba
truncatula (formerly known as Lymnaea truncatula).Within the digestive gland of the
infected snail, the parasite undergoes a series of developmental changes and multi-
plications that ends in the release of thousands of free-swimming cercariae. These
adhere to, and encyst as metacercariae, on vegetation and are infective to the
definitive mammalian host. Following ingestion of the vegetation contaminated
with metacercaria, the parasites excyst in the small intestine. The newly excysted
juvenile (NEJ) flukes penetrate through the gut wall and enter the peritoneal cavity,
where flukes spend a period of time wandering over the viscera before locating and
penetrating the liver parenchyma. After about 10–12 weeks, they enter the bile ducts
where they become obligate blood feeders, complete their development, and produce
eggs [1, 2]. Current treatments rely on anthelmintics, such as triclabendazole, but
parasites resistant to these have emerged in Europe and Australia making the
development of a vaccine more urgent [3].

F. hepatica can live for long periods in its host – typically 1–2 years in cattle, but up
to 20 years in sheep [2]. This longevity is related to the parasite�s ability to modulate
host immune responses to benefit its survival (i.e., suppression of helper Tcell Th1/
Th17 responses and the promotion of strong Th2/regulatory T cell (Treg)-mediated
responses). Experiments in mice have shown that infection with F. hepatica induces
potent Th2/Treg responses, characterized by the production of interleukin (IL)-4, -5,
and -10, and transforming growth factor (TGF)-b [4–6]. At the same time, the parasite
suppresses the generation of the Th1-associated cytokines, interferon (IFN)-c and IL-
2 [4, 5]. As a consequence of the reduced Th1 immune responses, mice coinfected
with F. hepatica and Bordetella pertussis (causative agent of whooping cough) exhibit a
significant delay in clearing the bacterial infection from the lungs [7, 8]. In addition,
mice immunized with the whooping cough vaccine exhibited a similar reduction in
Th1responseswhen infectedwithF.hepatica, thereby impactingvaccineefficacy [7, 8].
Studies by Mulcahy, Dalton and colleagues using cattle and sheep also found that
F. hepatica induced potent Th2-driven immune responses [9, 10], and that vaccine
efficacy was dependent on the promotion of strong Th1 responses [9–11]. The Th2
responses induced by the parasite in cattle are sufficiently potent to suppress delayed-
type hypersensitivity reactions and IFN-c production to coinfecting Mycobacterium
bovis [12].

Those molecules that most likely influence the immune system of the host are
secreted or shed by the parasite into the tissues and circulation, and are considered
prime candidates for vaccine development [1]. The major molecules so far isolated
from medium in which F. hepatica is cultured (commonly referred to as excretory/
secretory (ES) products) and their demonstrated immunomodulatory properties are
summarized in Table 27.1.Here, we focus on three of thesemolecules (i.e., cathepsin
L, peroxiredoxin, and a cathelicidin-like defense molecule), and show how each of
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these alters innate immune cell function and influences host immune responses to
the parasite.

Cathepsin L Cysteine Peptidases

Cathepsin L cysteine peptidases (Clan CA, family C1 [13]) are major components of
the ES products of all stages of F. hepatica that develop in the mammalian host [14].
These enzymes are stored as inactive zymogens or proenzymes in secretory vesicles
of the gastrodermal epithelial cells before secretion in large quantities into the lumen
of the parasite gut and then externally into the host tissues [15, 16]. The secreted
cysteine peptidases degrade host interstitial matrix proteins, such as collagen,
laminin, and fibronectin, and are central to the acquisition of nutrients by digesting
host proteins to peptides [17, 18]. The peptidases also have a range of systemic effects
on the host immune response that help prevent immune-mediated elimination of the
parasite [19].

Mammalian hosts infected with F. hepatica develop specific antibodies [20] and yet
no evidence exists of antibody-mediated eosinophil damage to NEJs in nonpermissive

Table 27.1 Major secreted molecules from F. hepatica, immunomodulatory effects, and efficacy as
anti-Fasciola vaccines.

Fasciola molecule Effect on immune system Protection in vaccine trial
(%)a)

Cathepsin L1 and
cathepsin L2

degrades endosomal
TLR3

68.5 (native CL1/CL2
combination)

cleaves hinge region of
IgG
inhibits the differentia-
tion of Th17 cells by
dendritic cells

Peroxiredoxin inducesM2macrophages 52.0 (recombinant)
Helminth defense
molecule

modulates LPS-mediated
response inmacrophages

not tested

Leucine aminopeptidase unknown 89.6 (native)
81.0 (recombinant)

GlutathioneS-transferase inhibits proliferation
of spleen cells and
production of nitric oxide
by macrophages

69.0 (native)

inhibits differentiation of
Th17 cells by dendritic
cells

Fatty acid-binding protein unknown 76.0 (recombinant)

a) Only the highest level of protection obtained in the various trials for each antigen is shown
(summarized from [1] and Dalton, unpublished data).
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bovine hosts [21]. Although effector cells readily adhered to NEJs in the presence of
immune sera, they failed to do so if the parasite�s ES products were added, which
indicated that the contents of ES products can prevent interaction between immune
serum antibodies and eosinophils. In the presence of leupeptin, the effector cells
remained attached to the NEJs, thus identifying the active component within ES
products as a cysteine peptidase [22]. Subsequently, in vitro studies confirmed that
papain-like cathepsin L peptidases secreted by F. hepatica cleaved all IgG subclasses at
the same peptide bond located within the hinge region [23], thus preventing the
interaction of IgG with immune effector cells and the development of antibody-
dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC). This restricted proteolytic activity suggests a
conserved mechanism used by the parasite to evade the host immune response.

Analyses of the subclasses of cathepsin L-specific antibodies produced during
human fasciolosis reveal the predominance of an IgG4 isotype [24]. In addition,
studies examining the immune responses of cattle that were either experimentally or
naturally infected with F. hepatica metacercariae showed that animals generated
IgG1 antibodies (equivalent to human IgG4) specific for cathepsin L and little or no
IgG2 antibodies [25, 26]. Production of these isotypes correlates with the absence
of Th1-type responses and the induction of potent Th2-type immune response by
the parasite.

It has been previously suggested that the strong polarized Th2 environment
promoted by helminth parasites prevents the development of Th1/Th17 immune
responses [27]. However, our data indicate that secreted F. hepatica cysteine pepti-
dases directly suppress the differentiation of Th1 and Th17 cells, independently of
Th2-type cytokines, by altering the function of innate immune cells critical in the
priming of na€ıve T cells [4, 5]. In response to invading pathogens, dendritic cells
express surface molecules and produce cytokines that modulate the effector func-
tions of responding T cells. For example, the secretion of IL-12 and IL-23 from
dendritic cells is necessary to promote the differentiation of Th1 and Th17 cells,
respectively. Stimulation of murine bone marrow-derived dendritic cells with
cathepsin L induced elevated levels of surface-expressed CD40, but not CD80, CD86,
or major histocompatibility complex class II. This partial activation of dendritic cells
was dependent on Toll-like receptor (TLR) 4 and the phosphorylation of the intra-
cellular mitogen-activated protein kinase, p38. Exposure of dendritic cells to cathep-
sin L resulted in the secretion of IL-6 and IL-12p40, but neither IL-12p70 or IL-23were
produced, and these cytokines were also suppressed by cathepsin L when dendritic
cells were stimulated with lipopolysaccharide (LPS). The absence of these cytokines
explains why cathepsin L-stimulated dendritic cells do not promote Th17 responses
from naive CD4þ T cells following antigenic stimulation [28].

Like dendritic cells, secretion of cytokines bymacrophages in response to pathogen
recognition influences the phenotype of developing T-cells. Similar to the effect on
dendritic cells, cathepsin L prevented the secretion of the Th1-associated inflamma-
tory cytokine IL-12 [29] and the Th17-associated cytokine IL-23 (Donnelly, unpub-
lished data) as well as IL-6, tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-a, and nitric oxide from
macrophages in response to TLR ligands [29]. Inactivation ofmacrophages is a result
of the specific inhibition of MyD88-independent TRIF-dependent signaling
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pathways of TLR4 and TLR3 [29]. As a consequence of this, activation of both Th1 and
Th17 responses to antigenic stimulation is inhibited in mice given F. hepatica
cathepsin L ([20] and Donnelly, unpublished data).

These data detail the mechanisms by which parasite secreted cysteine peptidases
alter immune cell function and prevent the establishment of potent Th1-driven
inflammatory responses that would lead to parasite elimination. The critical function
of cysteine peptidases in immunomodulation, tissue penetration, and prevention of
ADCC suggests that the F. hepatica cathepsin L peptidases could be exploited as
potential vaccines [19]. Supporting this proposition, in vitro analyses demonstrated
that neutralization of cathepsin L by specific antibodies allowed eosinophil attach-
ment to the parasite and thus the initiation of ADCC [30]. In addition, silencing
cathepsin L gene expression in F. hepatica NEJs by RNA interference significantly
reduced penetration of the rat intestinal wall [31]. Furthermore, the ability of Fasciola
ES products to inhibit development of Th1 immune responses was abrogated by
specific cysteine peptidase inhibitors [8].

Vaccine trials using F. hepatica cathepsin L have shown reductions in fluke
burdens in the range of 55–72% compared to unvaccinated controls, and a marked
reduction in parasite fecundity and/or egg viability [11, 32]. As expected, given that
cathepsin L suppresses Th1 immune responses, vaccine-induced protection was
associated with a high parasite-specific IgG2 titer and avidity [9], and the induction of
a Th1 response or a mixed Th1/Th2 response [9–11]. Correlating with this switch in
adaptive immune responses,macrophages isolated from vaccinated animals showed
an increase in the ratio of nitric oxide to arginase production, reflecting the induction
of a Th1-associated phenotype [11]. Thus, the cathepsin L-blocking antibodies elicited
by the vaccine prevent the parasite from suppressing the Th1 response of the host and
establishing a Th2-mediated milieu that is typical of natural infections.

A correlation exists between Th1/Th17 immune responses and the development
of severe inflammation-mediated pathology in helminth-infected mice [33, 34].
Regulation of both is critical to the control of inflammatory pathology associated
with helminth infection. The development of autoimmune diseases also involves
both Th17 andTh1 immune responses [35, 36]. Current strategies in the development
of immune therapies for these diseases are aimed at using molecules that prevent
innate immune cell activation of adaptive T cell responses. Thus, the study of
how helminth-derived cysteine peptidases alter innate immune responses may aid
the development of novel therapeutic approaches for the treatment of Th1/Th17-
mediated inflammatory disorders.

Peroxiredoxin

Helminth parasites undergo rapid growth phases, produce numerous offspring, and,
hence, their tissues and cells exist in an environment of high oxidative stress.Within
their vertebrate hosts, the parasites are also exposed to reactive oxygen species (ROS)
released from immune effector cells such as eosinophils, macrophages, and neu-
trophils. Despite such potent oxidative assaults, helminths possess the necessary
armory to defend against ROS and survive in their hosts for many years. F. hepatica
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expresses abundant levels of superoxide dismutase to reduce superoxide to H2O2,
and peroxiredoxin to eliminate toxic levels of H2O2 [37–41].

Although peroxiredoxin is constitutively expressed throughout the life cycle of
F. hepatica, a differential level of expression is observed during distinct stages of
parasite development. The highest level of peroxiredoxin protein expression is found
in the infective stage of the parasite that traverses the host intestine. Expression of
peroxiredoxin protein is upregulated by almost 50% in this stage comparedwith both
the immature stage flukes that migrate through the liver tissues and the adult
parasites that reside within the bile ducts [42]. Tissue invasion and penetration is a
vulnerable time in the parasite life cycle, and undoubtedly attracts considerable
attention from the cellular arm of the host immune system. During this time the
parasite likely requires increased protection against ROS, which is reflected by the
increase in peroxiredoxin expression. Proteomics and molecular studies show that
peroxiredoxin is secreted by adult F. hepatica and immunocytochemical studies have
revealed that peroxiredoxin is located in the gut epithelium of adult worms (Dalton,
unpublished data). Strikingly, peroxiredoxin lacks a predicted N-terminal signal
peptides required for classical endoplasmic reticulum/Golgi secretion implying that
peroxiredoxin molecules can be exported via noncanonical secretory pathways in
helminths [42].

Given their extracorporeal secretion by helminth parasites, we first proposed that
the primary function of peroxiredoxin molecules was in the inactivation of ROS
released by the host�s immune effector cells [40, 41]. However, as we have recently
demonstrated that helminth peroxiredoxin can influence the immune responses of
the host by altering the function of macrophage cells, we now believe that they also
contribute to immunemodulation. Macrophages respond with remarkable plasticity
to different stimuli by altering their phenotype. These �activated� macrophages have
been generally classified as M1 (classically activated) and M2 (alternatively activated)
populations [43]. The alternatively activated macrophages are found in all Th2
cytokine environments regardless of whether activation is induced by parasitic,
asthmatic, or tumor-associated inflammation [44], and have therefore been classified
as a phenotype of macrophage induced by IL-4 and/or IL-13. Several markers have
been identified as characteristic of this IL-4/IL-13 activated phenotype, such as Arg-1,
mannose receptor, Fizz1, and Ym1 [44]. During helminth infections, M2 macro-
phages not only help enhance Th2 cell differentiation [45], but also suppress Th1
inflammatory responses [46]. Therefore, one strategy by which parasitic worms
regulate the immune response is by modifying macrophage function.

F. hepatica induces the activation of M2 macrophages within 24 h and a strongly
biased Th2 immune response within 7 days [4, 5, 47]. Coinciding with this rapid
immune modulation is the abundant secretion of peroxiredoxin from the juvenile
parasite worms [42]. Administration of F. hepatica ES products can induce alter-
native activation of macrophages and Th2 responses in mice that are as potent as
infection with parasites [4, 5]. The active Th2-inducing protein fraction of ES
contains peroxiredoxin and functionally active recombinant F. hepatica peroxir-
edoxin also induces the activation of M2 macrophages, as indicated by the
expression of Ym1 and Arg1, when administered intraperitoneally into immune
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competent BALB/c mice and IL-4- or IL-13-deficient mice [5]. In the absence of
exogenous cytokine stimulation, recombinant peroxiredoxin induced the expres-
sion of Ym1 in peritoneal macrophages in vitro, suggesting that parasite peroxir-
edoxin directly alters the characteristics of macrophage populations independently
of IL-4 and IL-13. The modulating capacity of peroxiredoxin was independent of its
antioxidant activity as an inactive recombinant variant of F. hepatica peroxiredoxin
also induced the expression of Ym1 and Arg1 in macrophages both in vivo and in
vitro [5]. We have proposed that peroxiredoxin-mediated activation of macrophages
probably involves direct interaction of a conserved peroxiredoxin structural motif
with an, as yet unknown, receptor.

As expected for an M2 macrophage, peroxiredoxin-activated macrophages pro-
mote the differentiation of Th2 cells and suppress the development of Th1 cells from
naive CD4þ T cells in a coculture [5]. In addition, the adoptive transfer of perox-
iredoxin-activatedmacrophages to naivemurine recipients results in the polarization
of T-cells towards a Th2 phenotype in response to stimulation with anti-CD3
(Donnelly, unpublished data). Our data showing that administration of peroxire-
doxin-specific antibodies during infection of F. hepatica blocked the expression of
Ym1 in peritoneal macrophages and significantly reduced the development of Th2
responses support the potential of exploiting a peroxiredoxin-based vaccine strategy
to prevent the parasite establishing a favorable immune environment.

The neutralization of parasite-secreted peroxiredoxin and, therefore, prevention of
the development of Th2 immune responses may well have been the mechanism by
which vaccinationwith a highmolecularmass fraction of FasciolaES products (which
we now know contains peroxiredoxin) protected 42% of cattle against a challenge
infection [32]. Supporting these initial observations, we have subsequently found that
delivery of recombinant peroxiredoxin to sheep provided high levels of protection
(52%) against a heterologous challenge with F. hepatica parasites (Dalton, unpub-
lished data). In addition, protection of goats following immunization with recom-
binant peroxiredoxin was associated with a reduction in the levels of IL-4 secreted by
cells of the hepatic draining lymph node [48].

Our discovery of peroxiredoxin as amolecule that instructs Th2 responses via Ym1-
expressing macrophages provides a model that can be used to dissect the mechan-
isms behind Th2-driven immune responses. Characterization of the structural motif
(s) on peroxiredoxin that binds to and activates macrophages and the elucidation of
the cognate receptor has implications not only for the development of antihelminth
treatments, but also as prospective immuno- or chemotherapeutics for human
inflammatory disorders.

Cathelicidin-Like Helminth Defense Molecule

It has been demonstrated experimentally that intestinal injury and systemic endo-
toxemia are two factors leading to morbidity during helminth infection of
mice [46, 49]. Indeed, translocation of intestinal bacteria and their toxins into
circulation is common during many helminth infections due to disruption of the
barrier function of the intestinal epithelium. Even nonenteric helminths, such as
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F. hepatica that reside in the bile ducts, cause biliary obstruction, which increases
intraductal pressure leading to the disruption of hepatocellular tight junctions and
subsequent translocation of Escherichia coli and enterococcus [50, 51]. Despite such
bacterial colonization, potent host responses such as septicemia are not common
events during helminth infections [52]. While the mechanism of resistance to
septicemia during helminth infection is poorly understood, it is known that innate
immune cells rather than those of the adaptive immune system play an essential
protective role. For example, mice deficient in the IL-4a receptor specifically
on macrophages and neutrophils, but not T-cells, experienced high mortality
(100%) associated with increased sepsis following infection with Schistosoma
mansoni [46, 49]. We have shown that protection against harmful inflammatory
responses is due, in part, to the inhibition of proinflammatory cytokine release
(including IL-12) from macrophages by secreted helminth cathepsin pepti-
dases [29]. However, our recent discoveries suggest that F. hepatica liberates
specific defense molecules/peptides that are also central players in this process.

Host defense (also termed antimicrobial) peptides represent an evolutionarily
conserved component of innate immunity [53]. They are potent signaling molecules
released by cells of the innate immune system in response to cellular stimulation by
microbes and proinflammatorymediators [54].Multiple peptides are simultaneously
secreted at the site of inflammation and work cooperatively to protect against
the detrimental effects of an excessive innate inflammatory response. Thus, defense
peptides have been shown to suppress LPS-mediated responses [55, 56], promote
phagocytosiswhile inhibiting oxidant responses of neutrophils ormonocytes [57, 58],
and inhibit proinflammatory cytokine secretion by macrophages in the presence
of bacteria or other nonspecific inflammatory stimuli [58, 59].

Using an integrated transcriptomics and proteomics platform we have recently
identified a novel 8-kDa F. hepatica secretory protein (termed F. hepatica helminth
defense molecule (HDM)-1) that exhibits similar structural characteristics to the
human cathelicidin-derived host defense peptide, LL-37 [42, 60]. Circular dichroism
spectroscopy analysis has shown that both native and recombinant HDM-1 have
predominantly a-helical secondary structure. Additionally, secondary structure pre-
dictions and helical wheel analysis have shown that, like LL-37, the C-terminal of
HDM-1 forms a distinct amphipathic a-helix [60].

Human LL-37 dampens initial innate immune responses to prevent excessive
inflammation and also strongly impacts on the adaptive immune response in a
manner independent of conditioning dendritic cells [61]. Specifically, LL-37 mod-
ulates the activity of IFN-c on a variety of cell types, including monocytes, macro-
phages, and B-lymphocytes. LL-37 also strongly inhibits the IFN-c priming of LPS
responses and the synergistic responses to a combined treatment with IFN-c and
LPS. Given the central function of IFN-c in innate and adaptive immunity, this
modulation of IFN-c responses has important implications for both types of immune
responses.

F. hepaticaHDM-1 and a peptide corresponding to the C-terminus of the protein
protectmice against LPS-induced inflammation by significantly reducing the release
of inflammatory mediators (TNFand IL-1b) frommacrophages [60]. The C-terminal
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peptide is specifically released from the parentHDM-1 by cleavage with a cathepsin L
protease. Thus, the secretion of HDM-1 and the cathepsin L-mediated processing of
this molecule by F. hepatica may ensure that potentially lethal LPS, either from
intestinal flora or from microbial coinfections, is neutralized and that activation of
macrophages by LPS is controlled. Consequently, excessive inflammatory responses
are avoided and the survival of the host, and therefore the parasite, are prolonged. In
addition, the secretion of HDM-1/C-terminal peptide would help explain the potent
suppression of immune responses directed against bacterial or viral infections that
can occur during F. hepatica infection.

Conclusions

The liver fluke F. hepatica secretes various molecules that function to create an
immunological environment in the host that allows its successful migration through
host tissues and establishment in the bile ducts. The manipulation of the host
immune response begins within hours of the parasite penetrating the intestinal wall
through the interaction of parasite antigenswith innate immune cells, dendritic cells,
and macrophages, so that within days a robust but nonprotective Th2 response has
been established and protective Th1 responses have been suppressed. As infection
progresses towards chronicity, Th2 regulatory cytokines (IL-4 and IL-10) persist,
thereby maintaining the Th2 phenotype. However, F. hepatica also modulates the
function of dendritic cells to induce parasite-specific Tregs, which secrete IL-10 and
TGF-b, and express CTLA-4 [6]. These regulatory cells help suppress Th1/Th17 cell
development and limit the magnitude of Th2 responses, thus preventing fibrosis,
which damages the host. Vaccination studies have shown that overcoming the
parasite requires the induction of antibodies that neutralize the parasites ability to
activate and maintain long-term suppression of host immune responses [9–11].
We have, therefore, focused our attention on identifying those molecules that
modulate the host immune response for potential inclusion in vaccine formulations
(i.e., adjuvant–antigen mixes) that block their function.

Over the last century there have been marked improvements in social and
economic conditions in the developed world [62]. This has led to reduced exposure
to a range of infectious agents, including helminth parasites, which has dramatically
altered the balance of our immune systems. It has been proposed that reduced
exposure to certain helminths might be responsible for the increased incidence of
autoimmune conditions such as type 1 diabetes, arthritis, multiple sclerosis, and
inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) [62–65]. Indeed, the incidence of several auto-
immune diseases is inversely correlated with the occurrence of endemic helminth
infections [62, 63]. These observations have led to the idea of �worm therapy,� or the
proposal that the anti-inflammatory Th2/Treg responses induced by helminth para-
sites would control the excessive Th1/Th17 immune responses in human inflam-
matory diseases. Infections with live worms have been carried out in the treatment of
IBD andhave produced improvement in the clinical condition [63–65]. The use of live
parasites as therapeutic agents is problematic due to uncontrolled tissue damage and
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pathology. A more desirable option would be to mimic the beneficial effects of
helminth infection by using the molecules the parasite employs to modulate host
responses. Treatment with helminthmolecules, or their synthetic analogs, would not
only be safer, but would allow for a finer level of treatment and control, and a better
understanding of their immunomodulatory mechanisms.

In this chapter we have described the mechanisms with which various F. hepatica
secretorymolecules exert their distinct effects on innate immune cells. Cathepsin L is
taken into the endosomes of macrophages where it cleaves TLR3 and suppresses the
intracellular signals required for the production of Th1-inducing cytokines [29];
peroxiredoxin induces the alternative activation of macrophages that facilitate Th2-
mediated responses [4, 5] and HDM-1 prevents the stimulation of innate cells by
bacterial pathogen-associated molecular pattern molecules, such as LPS, that may
enter the circulatory system due to damage to the intestine or bile ducts caused by the
parasite [60]. These mechanisms not only teach us fundamental lessons about how
helminth parasites can intervene in host inflammatory processes, but also offer an
improved understanding of inflammatory diseases in general and, possibly, new
treatments for these common autoimmune conditions.
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Prospects for Immunoprophylaxis Against Fasciola hepatica
(Liver Fluke)
Terry W. Spithill*, Carlos Carmona, David Piedrafita, and Peter M. Smooker

Abstract
Despite considerable research focused on the development of vaccines for Fasciola
(liver fluke) infections in ruminants, there is still no commercial vaccine. Develop-
ment of vaccines has been hindered both by our lack of insight into natural acquired
immunemechanisms expressed by ruminants againstfluke infection aswell as a lack
of immune correlates on hosts that are protected by experimental vaccines. In this
chapter, we review the prospects and challenges we face regarding the development
of experimental fluke vaccines, the nature of immune responses associated with host
resistance, the potential for combination vaccines, and the criteria for commercial
interest in a vaccine, including the minimal efficacy necessary to produce economic
benefits in ruminants. Due to the widespread resistance of Fasciola to triclabenda-
zole, we also discuss the potential demand for a human vaccine.

Introduction

Liver fluke infection (fasciolosis) is a major parasitic disease caused by Fasciola
hepatica and Fasciola gigantica – flatworm parasites transmitted following ingestion
of herbage carrying infective cysts. Liver flukes cause serious economic losses to
Australian (A$60–90 million/year) and global (more than US$3 billion/year)
livestock production [1–3]. Fasciolosis is a significant constraint on ruminant
productivity in Southeast Asia, Asia, Africa, and the Middle East, with prevalences
of 80–100% and more than 600 million animals at risk of infection [1, 2]. Infected
animals suffer a 15–20% reduced weight gain, anemia, decreased fertility, milk
production, and feed conversion efficiency, and a diminished work capacity that
impacts crop production in Southeast Asia and Africa [2]. Moreover, the World
Health Organization (WHO) recognizes Fasciola as a significant food-borne zoo-
nosis, with high infection rates observed in Bolivia (more than 1 million cases;
prevalences of 72–100%), Peru, Africa, and the Middle East, with up to 830 000
people infected in Egypt alone and 180 million at risk of disease world-wide [3].
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Triclabendazole (TCBZ) is the drug of choice for treatment of fasciolosis, but
resistance to this drug is now widespread in Europe [4]. This highlights the urgent
need for research into alternative control methods, including production of an
effective vaccine as an attractive and sustainable control strategy. However, current
experimental vaccines have three problems: (i) none have been chosen on the basis
that they are known targets of acquired immunity, rather they were selected either as
cross-reacting with antisera raised against Schistosoma antigens (e.g., fatty acid-
binding protein) or rationally as molecules considered to be important in fluke
biology (e.g., glutathione S-transferase (GST) and secreted cathepsin proteases) [5, 6];
(ii) vaccine efficacy is variable between animals (e.g., [7]); and (iii) with the exception
of the leucine amino peptidase (LAP) vaccine (see below), the general level of efficacy
achieved to date (38–72%) falls short of the greater than 80% level of protection
required for a commercially viable product in cattle [5, 6]. We believe that a better
understanding of the targets of acquired immunity in cattle is required if we are to
devise a commercial livestock vaccine.

There is good evidence that cattle can acquiremoderate to high levels of resistance
to F. hepatica or F. gigantica following experimental vaccination with irradiated
metacercariae (48–89% reductions in fluke burdens) [8] or single antigens [5, 6],
suggesting that a commercial vaccine is achievable – the key stepnow is to identify the
antigens targeted by acquired immunity. In terms of mechanisms of acquired
immunity, we showed that juvenile F. hepatica are susceptible to antibody-dependent
cell cytotoxicity (ADCC) in vitro that was mediated by nitric oxide released by rat
peritoneal macrophages bound to the parasite surface [1, 9]. We extended our studies
to the resistant Indonesian thin tail (ITT) breed of sheep and identified an ADCC
immune mechanism in sheep effective against juvenile F. gigantica in vitro; notably,
killing was mediated by superoxide radicals (not nitric oxide) produced by macro-
phages [1, 2, 10]. This is consistent with observations that sheep lung and peritoneal
lavagemacrophages do not produce nitric oxide [1, 9], and only low levels of nitrite are
detected in culture supernatants of alveolar macrophages from sheep or peripheral
blood mononuclear cells from sheep, goat, and cattle (reviewed in [9]).

The F. gigantica–sheep system that we have defined extensively since
1997 [1, 2, 10, 11] has led to fundamental new insights into how the ruminant
immune system responds to Fasciola infection (reviewed in [1, 2]) and is an excellent
model for understanding F. hepatica–host interactions. Although the immune
mechanisms that kill Fasciola in cattle have not yet been resolved, we hypothesize
that they may involve an ADCC mechanism similar to that observed against
F. gigantica in sheep. Our results suggest the important conclusion that antigens
on the surface tegument of juvenile/immatureflukes are recognized by immune sera
and are likely targets of ADCC. We need to identify and characterize these surface
antigens as they represent novel vaccine candidates.

In addition to various chapters in this volume, recent reviews have summarized
the progress with several Fasciola vaccine candidates [5, 6]. Here, we focus on the
prospects and challenges we face to develop lead experimental vaccines for rumi-
nants, and to understand the nature of immune responses associated with host
resistance and the potential for combination vaccines. We also discuss the criteria
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required for commercial interest in a vaccine, including the threshold level of efficacy
necessary to produce economic benefits in ruminants. Due to the widespread
emergence of TCBZ resistance in Fasciola and the extent of human infection, we
also discuss the potential demand for a human vaccine.

Secreted Cysteine Proteases as Vaccines

Liver flukes secrete a variety of proteases over their life cycle in the definitive host.
These include several cathepsin B and cathepsin L proteases of which the liver fluke
genome encodes at least 10 copies of each [12]. Expression of these proteases can be
temporally regulated with different secreted cathepsins B and L being expressed in
newly excysted juveniles (NEJs), immature, and adult flukes or expressed somatically
throughout the life cycle (Figure 28.1) [12–14]. These proteases are considered to be
virulence factors, and digest a wide range of host substrates that presumably facilitate
feeding, immune evasion, and migration [12–17]. As found for Schistosoma man-
soni [18], small-molecule inhibitors of F. hepatica cathepsins B are cidal and highlight
the central function of these proteases in fluke biology [19]. Furthermore, RNA

Figure 28.1 Expression profile for vaccine candidates against F. hepatica. Green, present; red,
absent; black, not known.
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interference of either cathepsin L1 or cathepsin B2 diminishes the ability of NEJs to
penetrate rat intestine in vitro [20].

Cathepsins L (FhcatL) secreted by adultflukeswere thefirst cysteineproteases to be
tested as a liver fluke vaccine and over the years there have been many examples of
this molecule being evaluated in a variety of animals [5, 6, 21–27]. Theoretically,
FhcatL has potential advantages as a vaccine target. They are secreted in relatively
large amounts, are highly immunogenic, contribute to the digestion of host sub-
strates, and various forms are expressed at all stages of the life cycle in the definitive
host (Figure 28.1) [12–14]. However, despite 15 years of vigorous research, there is as
yet no cathepsin L vaccine available for Fasciola. Certainly, efficacy has been observed.
In an early study in cattle, vaccinationwith FhcatL1 resulted in a 38–69% reduction in
fluke burdens [21], whereas in sheep, FhcatL1 and FhcatL2 elicited 33–34% protec-
tion [22]. Trials have also been carried out in rats using baculovirus-expressed
cathepsin L that resulted in a 52% reduction in fluke burden after challenge [23].
In an unusual experiment also performed in rats, immunization using bacterial
inclusion bodies that contained FhcatL1 produced a 70–80% protection [24].

The Freund�s adjuvant used in cattle trials [21] is not suitable for routine use in the
veterinary sector. This was a stumbling block for some time, but a recent publication
has shown a potential way forward. Recombinant FhcatL1was used to vaccinate cattle
in oil-based adjuvants that are suitable for veterinary use [25]. Cattle were vaccinated
twice and then allowed to graze for 13 weeks on pasture known to contain
metacercariae. This study therefore replicates the natural form of infection, com-
pared with an experimental challenge trial where a fixed dose of metacercariae is
delivered. Animals that had been vaccinated with recombinant FhcatL1 were
significantly protected, with a 48.2% mean reduction in fluke burden [25]. This is
a very promising result as it demonstrates that some protection against natural
challenge can be induced in cattle using acceptable adjuvants and a recombinant
protease.

Yet, the level of protection achieved with FhcatL1 is not sufficient for a commercial
vaccine. In three cattle trials with native or recombinant FhcatL1 involving eight
experimental groups, the level of efficacy achieved ranged between 38 and 69.5%
(mean 50.6%) [21, 25], which is clearly less than the greater than 80% generally
considered necessary for commercial development (see below). The challenge is now
to identify adjuvant/antigen combinations that improve protection or other mole-
cules that increase the protective responses over that induced by FhcatL1 alone. In
contrast to these positive results, a mixture of native F. hepatica cathepsin L did not
protect sheep [26] and native F. gigantica cathepsin L did not protect cattle using
acceptable adjuvants [27].

Overall, these results suggest that F. hepatica cathepsin L alone may not provide
sufficient efficacy for a commercial vaccine. It should be noted that FhcatL1 and
FhcatL2 are only expressed by adult parasites, so that the question remains whether
juvenile-specific cathepsins L, such as FhcatL3 or FhcatL4 [13], offer superior
protection.

Cathepsin B2 (termed FhCB2 and originally reported as FhcatB1) [28, 29] has
recently been evaluated for efficacy as a vaccine against liver fluke. Again, we can
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speculate as to the advantages of FhCB2 as a target. (i) It is predominately expressed
in the early stages of the parasite life cycle in the host and may therefore attract
immune responses to flukes before they become established. (ii) This protease may
be involved in excystment and tissue invasion, and therefore vaccine-induced
responses may target the fluke as it emerges in the host gut and enters the
peritoneum. (iii) It has been demonstrated that FhCB2 is immunogenic in a natural
infection [29]. Subsequently, FhCB2was tested in a vaccine trial in rats inwhich three
cathepsins were evaluated: two cathepsins L (FhcatL5 and FgcatL1g) and one
cathepsin B (FhCB2) [30]. FhCB2 induced a high level of protective immunity,
as measured by both liver damage scores and fluke burdens after challenge
(Figure 28.2). The adjuvant used was Quil A, which is acceptable for veterinary use.
Interestingly, however, FhCB2 offered better protection (60%) than the two variants
of cathepsin L (FhcatL1g, 43%; FhcatL5, 51%). Indeed, a combination of the FhCB2
and FhcatL5 gave the highest levels of protection (83%) [30], and, thus, passes the
benchmark protection level required for commercial acceptance. The evaluation of
combination vaccines in cattle and/or sheep is now warranted.

LAP Vaccine

FhLAP (EC 3.4.11.1) was isolated and purified from a detergent soluble extract of
adult worms [31]. By specific histochemistry and immunoelectronmicroscopy it was
preferentially localized inside the epithelial cells that line the alimentary tract of the
adult worm; hence, a participation in the last stages of host protein digestion was
proposed. FhLAP showed broad activity against fluorogenic substrates at pH 8.0, and
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elicits better protection than single-component
vaccines. Rats were vaccinated with the
proteases indicated, alone and in combination.
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its activity was enhanced by the divalent metal cations Zn2þ , Mn2þ , and Mg2þ .
Native FhLAP was used as a vaccine in Corriedale sheep with Freund�s adjuvant and
induced high levels of protection, alone or in combination with FhCatL1 and
FhCatL2 [22]. Vaccinated animals in the FhLAP group had an 89% decrease in
worm burden compared to the control group. Those sheep that received a trivalent
mixture of FhLAP, FhCatL1, and FhCatL2 also showed a significant protection level
(79%) which was higher than the nonsignificant protection observed with the divalent
FhcatL1/FhcatL2 mixture (60%) [22]. In both the LAP vaccine groups, four out of six
sheep harbored no flukes in their livers, which is unusual for liver fluke vaccine trials
and highlights the striking efficacy of LAP. Moreover, analysis of serum aspartate
aminotransferase (AST) and c-glutamyl transferase (GGT) levels revealed that AST
levels were elevated in the LAP group (i.e., evidence of damage to liver cells), butGGT
levels were normal (i.e., no evidence to suggest damage to the bile ducts in this
group). These data strongly suggest that immunekilling ofmigratingflukes occurred
in the parenchyma before the immature flukes reached the bile ducts. Thus, a LAP
vaccine appears to have efficacy against early immature flukes.

More recently, a fully functional recombinant FhLAP (rFhLAP) expressed in
Escherichia coli as a thioredoxin fusion protein was molecularly characterized and
the enzyme activity found to be identical to the previously isolated native immuno-
gen [32]. FhLAP is a homohexameric enzyme and binds two cations – characteristics
of the M17 family in the MEROPS peptidase database (merops.sanger.ac.uk). A
phylogenetic comparison with homologous enzymes from diverse species demon-
strates that all metazoan LAPs constitute a well-defined group that diverges from
similar enzymes from bacteria, plants, and unicellular eukaryotes. In addition,
FhLAP and its orthologs in flatworms constitute a well-defined cluster within
vertebrate enzymes. When subcutaneously inoculated with Freund�s adjuvant,
rFhLAP induced a strong (78%) protective immune response in rabbits orally
challenged with F. hepatica metacercariae [32].

Although the anti-FhLAP IgG antibodies elicited in sheep inhibited enzymatic
activity, there was no statistically significant correlation between antibody titers
against LAP and worm burdens in any of the groups [22]. The protective mechanism
induced by the LAP vaccine is difficult to explain due to the intracellular localization
of the enzyme. In agreement with the �hidden antigen� status, very low anti-FhLAP
titers were detected in naturally infected animals and only traces of LAP activity are
found in excretory/secretory (ES) products of adult F. hepatica. In contrast, FhLAP
was strongly recognized by a group of sera from confirmed human patients in a two-
dimensional electrophoresis analysis of ES products [33]. An explanation for this
apparent paradox could be that, during fluke development in humans, the parasite is
more stressed and a portion of the aminopeptidase leaks fromgastrodermal cells into
the fluke�s lumen, and from there into the human host to elicit a greater immune
response.

In a recent large vaccination trial in Corriedale sheep [34], rFhLAPwas formulated
with five different adjuvants. Immunization with rFhLAP induced a significant 49–
87%reduction offlukeburdens in all vaccinated groups compared to adjuvant control
groups. Interestingly, all vaccine preparations elicited specific mixed IgG1/IgG2
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responses independently of the adjuvant used. Morphometric analysis of recovered
liver flukes showed no significant size modifications in the different vaccinated
groups, suggesting that the flukes that survived the protective immune response
developed at a normal rate in the host [34]. It will be of interest to determine why a
small proportion of flukes (10–20%) can escape the highly protective immune
response induced by the LAP vaccine – it is possible that divergence in the LAP
sequence may occur within the challenge fluke population and that the surviving
flukes may express a variant LAP enzyme that is unaffected by the induced anti-LAP
IgG response.

In contrast to the promising data with F. hepatica LAP in sheep, a recent trial in
buffalo evaluating a homologous LAP sequence from F. gigantica failed to elicit
protection [35]. The basis for the different results is not clear. The F. gigantica
sequence differs in seven positions from the F. hepatica sequence, but it is not known
whether these particular positions are critical for vaccine efficacy. It is also possible
that induction of effector responses (or the responsemechanisms themselves) differs
between sheep and buffalo such that a LAP vaccine may induce a less-effective
response in buffaloes.

Antioxidant Vaccines

Thioredoxin Glutathione Reductase

In platyhelminths, thioredoxin glutathione reductase (TGR) appears to be the only
enzyme responsible for recycling both thioredoxin and GSH as these parasites lack
glutathione reductase and thioredoxin reductase. The crucial function of TGR in
parasite redox homeostasis was confirmed when potent TGR inhibitors induced the
in vitro killing of S. mansoni schistosomula and Echinococcus granulosus protosco-
leces [36, 37]. Indeed, TGR is now a lead target for development of novel anti-
schistosomal drugs [38]. A thioredoxin reductase activity fromaF. hepatica detergent-
soluble extract was initially isolated and characterized [39]. Due to its glutaredoxin
activity it was suggested that the purified protein could in fact be a TGR showing
glutathione and thioredoxin specificities.More recently, aF. hepaticaTGRwas cloned
and functionally expressed in E. coli, and found to be identical to the enzyme
originally labeled as thioredoxin reductase [40]. In a preliminary trial rFhTGR
inoculated with Freund�s adjuvant in rabbits induced nearly 100% protection
(96.7%) compared to the adjuvant control group [40]. However, two consecutive
trials conducted in Hereford calves subcutaneously inoculated with 500 mg rFhTGR
in one- and two-booster schedules failed to demonstrate a significant protection
against metacercarial challenge (Maggioli et al., unpublished data).

Peroxiredoxin

Peroxiredoxin–ahydrogenperoxidescavengersecretedbyNEJandadultflukesthatalso
inducesalternative activationofmacrophages in themurinemodel [41]–was testedasa
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vaccine in goats (seeChapter 27 formore information on immunomodulatory effector
mechanismsinFasciola).TherecombinantperoxiredoxinmixedwithQuilAasadjuvant
showed 34% (not significant) protection in goats compared to the adjuvant control,
although pathological analysis of the livers found reduced gross and microscopic
damage and decreased infiltration by competent immune cells in the peroxiredoxin
group [42]. Furthermore, a recent trial in buffaloes that tested recombinant peroxir-
edoxin fromF. gigantica also failed to induce protection alone or combinedwith FgLAP
delivered in Montanide M70 [35]. The vaccine potential of peroxiredoxin therefore
remains open.

Way Forward: Combination Vaccines

The most successful vaccines are multivalent. For example, attenuated viral and
bacterial vaccines are generallymore potent than individual subunit vaccines derived
from the pathogens, and the same is true for attenuated malaria vaccines [43].
However, for helminths, generating large quantities of attenuated parasites is not
practical, as the parasites cannot be easily cultured or attenuated in a cost-effective
manner. Furthermore, an experiment conducted in sheep in which an irradiated
F. hepatica metacercariae vaccine did not induce protective responses suggests that
an attenuated vaccine is not appropriate in all cases (reviewed in [44, 45]). Therefore, it
may be that a judicious selection of two or more F. hepatica antigens for a
combination vaccine will be more effective.

The question then becomes which antigens to choose for a multivalent vaccine?
Clearly, combining those antigens that alone have some efficacy would be a starting
point. In fact, this was undertaken in the first demonstration of FhcatL1 as an
immunogen [21]. In this report, FhcatL1 or FhcatL2 was combined with fluke
hemoglobin (FhHb), with the highest protection (72%) elicited by FhcatL2 plus
FhHb. Unfortunately, FhcatL2 was not tested alone so it cannot be certain that the
protection was due to a synergistic effect; however, the observation that immuniza-
tion with FhHb alone led to lower protection (44%) suggests that the higher level of
protection observed after vaccination with the dual-component vaccine results from
the combination inducing an additive or synergistic immunity. FhcatL1 and FhcatL2
have been tested alone, as a bivalent combination, and as a trivalent vaccine with
FhLAP in sheep [22]. The bivalent FhCatL1 and FhCatL2 combination showed a
nonsignificant efficacy of 60% compared to 34 and 33% for the separate enzymes,
respectively; however, significant protection was only observed with FhcatL1 alone
(34%) and the trivalent vaccine (79%), but the trivalent vaccine was less efficacious
than FhLAP alone (89%). Therefore, these data do not support a synergistic effect of
FhcatL1 and FhcatL2 in combination with FhLAP.

As stated above, we have tested two cathepsin Ls and FhCB2 in a vaccine trial to
determine the relative effectiveness of the combination versus single-component
vaccine [30]. The results obtained indicated that a combination of two components in
the vaccine was optimal (Figure 28.2). Interestingly, the dual-component vaccine
induced greater protection than a vaccine comprising all three components,
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indicating that �more may sometimes be less� and lead to antagonistic effects.
One possible explanation for this is that relative antigen dosage of each individual
protective antigen was lowered in the triple combination (the total amount of protein
delivered was fixed at 20mg/dose). Alternatively, antigenic competition may have
reduced the induction of appropriate effector responses in the trivalent vaccine.
We speculate that an ideal vaccine for testing should comprise a cathepsin B such as
FhCB2 and the highly efficacious FhLAP, as discussed above.

It is important to consider how these multivalent vaccines are constructed and
delivered. Screening of combination vaccines could be done in model systems,
such as the rat infection model. This was the reasoning behind the recent FhCB2
and FhcatL5 or FgcatL1g combination trials in rats [30]. In these experiments, the
absolute levels of protection are not the real aim – it is the relative performance of
the different combinations that is of interest. In most experiments to date
individual recombinant proteins have been expressed and then mixed. Theoret-
ically, it should be possible to simplify this process by creating fusion proteins,
perhaps with a flexible linker joining them to ensure independent folding of each
antigen. Hybrid vaccines for cestodes have recently been produced [46]. Once such
experiments are performed, the best combination or fusion vaccines will need to be
tested in target species.

It is prudent to undertake the testing of adjuvants that are acceptable to the
industry. There is a wealth of data demonstrating the efficacy of individual liver fluke
vaccines delivered in Freund�s adjuvant and now the relative performance of these
antigens needs to be tested in acceptable adjuvants. Morrison et al. [7] performed
such an extensive analysis of 10 adjuvants with the native GSTvaccine of F. hepatica
and showed that Quil A in SqualeneMontanide 80 was themost efficacious with that
antigen, inducing a mean 43% reduction in fluke burdens. Further evaluation of
adjuvants for use in livestock is clearly warranted.

Recent Advances in Understanding Immunity to Liver Fluke Infection

The genetic heterogeneity of Fasciola spp., their large proteome, broad range of
antigens, different life cycle stages, and our limited understanding of immunological
responses in natural ruminant hosts challenge the development of reproducible and
efficacious vaccines. Recent concerted efforts studying protective immune responses
in ruminants have led to greater insights of the importance of the rejection processes
in the definitive host–parasite system, some of which are highlighted below.

Requirements for the induction of specific phenotypes, such as helper T cell
Th1/Th2-type responses, are considered key in the development of protective
immunity by the host. The typical allergic- or Th2-type immune responses that are
induced by helminth infections have been well characterized and extensively
studied in murine model systems [47]. Most helminth parasite infections induce a
strong type 2 immune response, with early production of interleukin (IL)-4 over
interferon (IFN)-c that is considered important in the protective immunity of the
host, and is associated with a reduction in both worm burdens and disease
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severity [48, 49]. Whereas this paradigm seems to hold for most nematode
infections, it is less clear for trematode infections such as the commonly studied
Schistosoma parasites, where both type 1 and 2 responses have been associated
with protection [50, 51].

Immune responses to Fasciola spp. have almost exclusively been studied in goats,
sheep, and cattle in which a strong but nonprotective immune response to liver fluke
infection occurs that is highly biased towards a type 2 response [1]. Until recently it
was considered that sheep were unable to develop a natural immunity to Fas-
ciola [1, 52]; however, several studies have suggested that some sheep breeds do
resist a natural F. gigantica infection [53–56]. ITT sheep have an innate and adaptive
protective response to F. gigantica infection, but are nonetheless susceptible to F.
hepatica [1, 2, 11, 53]. This has allowed studies focusing on the inherent differences
between the tropical and temperate parasites, and their ability to modulate the
immune response that contributes to either host-protective immune responses (F.
gigantica) or immune evasion (F. hepatica). These studies revealed a significant
difference in the cytokine and antibody profiles of ITTsheep infectedwithF. gigantica
compared to F. hepatica, with a higher ratio of IL-4/IFN-c mRNA expression and
specific IgG1/IgG2 antibodies strongly correlating with pathology [57]. Interestingly,
the significant type 1 cytokine profile occurred in the lymph node closest to the site of
infection at the time (3 weeks postinfection) when the effective immune response
against F. gigantica liver flukes occurs. When the same F. gigantica infection in the
resistant ITT sheep was compared with the susceptible Merino breed, the resistant
type 1 phenotype against liver fluke infectionwas only observed in the ITTsheep [57].
These studies provide thefirst evidence to suggest that the induction of an early type 1
immune response in this natural sheep host may be responsible for the ability to
resist liver fluke infection.

These studies are intriguing since the requirement for a type 1 immune response
to resist F. hepatica infections has been alluded to in sheep and cattle as IgG2
antibody levels were associated with lower liver fluke recoveries [58, 59]. Similarly,
experimental vaccination studies have shown an association between parasite-
specific IgG2 antibody titers and vaccine-induced protection against F. hepatica
infection in cattle [25, 60]. These results suggest that protective responses against
liver fluke infection are associated with type 1 immune responses, but it is likely
these responses are also required to be induced in a site-specific and in a time-
dependent manner. Thus, although early expression of IFN-c has been detected in
sheep and cattle infected with F. hepatica, suggesting a Th1/Th0 phenotype, this has
only been observed transiently and not generally correlated in the local draining
lymph nodes with parasite migration [61]. This is also reflected in liver fluke-
resistant ITT sheep, where only local draining lymph nodes showed such a type 1
immune response and, furthermore, surviving parasites induce type 2 responses
later in the infection [57]. This suggests that type 2 responses are necessary to
maintain parasite survival.

How does the parasite induce dominant type 2 immune responses to survive?
A large number of potential F. hepatica proteins may be involved in inducing type
2 immune responses [62–64], and a small number of tegumental and ESmolecules
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have been investigated [2, 65, 66] (see also Chapter 27). These include various
Fasciola proteases, GSTs, and peroxidases, which have been hypothesized to
interact with immune cells to drive type 2 responses. Classically activated macro-
phages are usually associated with type 1 responses and thereby combat bacterial
infections, via free radical production. Alternatively activated macrophages
(AAMFs) are linked to Th2 responses. The functions of these cells are not
completely understood, but they may prime Th2 cell differentiation or suppression
of type 1 responses through IL-10 expression. AAMFs are induced by several
Fasciola proteins [61, 66, 67]. A strong correlation can be made between the
presence of these suppressor cells and susceptibility during secondary infec-
tion [68]. All of these findings are based on animals susceptible to Fasciola infection.
The corollary finding that AAMFs do not operate in resistant animals, such as ITT
sheep with natural immunity to F. gigantica, or an immunologically resistant
model, such as rats, would need to be demonstrated in order to confirm a
contribution by AAMFs to susceptibility to liver fluke infection.

It is curious that the parasite defense proteins purported to drive type 2 responses
are also induced in response to cytotoxic molecules, including free radicals
generated by the host to kill helminth parasites. These parasite defense molecules
against free radicals may contribute to the differential resistance observed in ITT
sheep against F. gigantica and F. hepatica. Cells from infected F. gigantica sheep
were able to mediate ADCC against newly excysted juvenile F. gigantica in vitro [10]
and this was dependent on the production of superoxide free radicals. In contrast,
these cytotoxic mechanisms were ineffective against juvenile F. hepatica parasites,
suggesting that this species expresses some form of defense against killing by
superoxide. This hypothesis is supported by the observation that inhibition of
several F. hepatica defense enzymes rendered F. hepatica susceptible to free radical
killing in vitro [69].

The preceding sections highlight the integrated immune response in natural hosts
during the development of immunity to liver fluke infection. These studies suggest
differential resistance to Fasciola infection is determined in part by biochemical
differences between species of Fasciola, possibly via controlling susceptibility to
ADCCkilling. The results imply thatmolecules that help regulate and accentuate Th2
responses, such as ES defense proteins and tegumental antigens, may also be good
vaccine targets.

Surface Tegument Proteins as Proposed New Candidate Vaccines

The tegument is a syncytial layer of cytoplasm covering the fluke that is rich in
secretory inclusions and bounded externally by a plasmamembrane bearing a dense
glycocalyx. Important tegumental functions include renewal of the surface plasma
membrane and uptake of nutrients [70]. The combined plasma membrane and its
glycocalyx interacts directly with the immune system, and proteins and glycan
epitopes exposed on the tegument surface represent likely targets of ADCC that
we reported with sheep and rats [9, 10]. However, few studies have analyzed fluke
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tegument proteins. Early studies using radiolabeling identified up to 14 surface
labeled proteins of size from 10 to more than 200 kDa in juvenile F. hepatica, and
showed that the surface profile varied between juvenile, immature, and adult
flukes [71, 72]. None of these tegument proteins has been further characterized.
One study identified a fluke protein showing a repetitive sequence [73].

It is likely that surface glycan epitopes are immunoreactive in fasciolosis, but are
they immunoprotective? In schistosomiasis, glycans are hyper-reactive, but not
protective [74, 75]. The IgG responses to schistosome secretions are overwhelmingly
directed to glycans as shown by loss of reactivity upon periodate treatment of
antigens. Though there is one report of vaccination with keyhole limpet hemacyanin
eliciting 50–70% protection in the laboratory rat, anti-keyhole limpet hemacyanin
serum from a rabbit failed to passively protectmice (cited in [75]). These observations
challenge the concept that antiglycan responses are protective while suggesting that
glycan epitopes are a parasite-protective �smoke-screen� [74, 75]. Several studies
suggest that glycans from parasitic helminths are involved in host immune evasion
andmodulation [76]. This suggests that the focus for vaccine developers should be the
identification of surface protein antigens.

The total tegument proteome of the flatworm S. mansoni has been defined [77, 78].
Subsequently, Braschi and Wilson [79] applied surface biotinylation of live worms
(using impermeant reagents) to identify 24 schistosome surface-exposed proteins.
Similar analysis of the surface proteome of Schistosoma japonicum [80] and
Opisthorchis viverrini [81] identified 54 and 25 proteins, respectively. Wilson
et al. [82] have now developed enzymatic shaving methods to selectively release
surface components that are accessible to proteases (e.g., trypsin) and phospholi-
pases (e.g., phosphatidylinositol-specific phospholipase C) to create a comprehensive
picture of the schistosome surface.

Recently, we have begun an exploration of the tegument proteome of adult
flukes applying techniques developed by Wilson et al. [83]. The method for
isolation of the tegument surface membranes of adult F. hepatica was derived
from the freeze/thaw/vortex method used for the blood fluke S. mansoni [78]. The
proteins were reduced, alkylated, trypsinized overnight, and the resulting peptides
purified and analyzed [79]. A total of 229 proteins were identified from the fluke
tegument. We functionally annotated 24 proteins predicted to be membrane-
associated, based either on the known biochemistry of Schistosoma orthologs or
the presence of signal sequences and transmembrane domains. Three appear to
be distinct annexins, one (FhAnx-1) a major constituent as judged by its expo-
nentially modified protein abundance index score. A single tetraspanin (FhTSP-1)
was also identified. Three transport proteins – two of them anion-selective
channels and the third a glucose transporter – were detected plus three membrane
enzymes, a carbonic anhydrase, and two calpain proteases. A CD59 ortholog
(FhCD59-1) was identified, which in humans is an inhibitor of complement
fixation. Four F. hepatica-specific proteins (FhMP1–4) were predicted to encode
one to three membrane-spanning regions and so were assigned to the membrane
category. Nine of the membrane-associated proteins are known to be surface
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exposed in S. mansoni [79], S. japonicum [80], and O. viverrini [81]. These data
provide new insights into the F. hepatica tegument proteome, and reveal a group
of candidate proteins that may represent targets for ADCC that is active in rats and
sheep against Fasciola juvenile flukes in vitro. A comparative analysis of proteins
on the surface tegument of juvenile and immature flukes is clearly warranted, and
may identify potential new vaccine candidates for downstream analysis.

Criteria Needed for Development of a Commercial Liver Fluke Vaccine

The key question confronting commercial fluke vaccine producers is the level of
efficacy required to elicit production benefits in sheep and cattle. Several studies have
shown that production losses in cattle are observed once fluke burdens exceed 30–40
parasites [84, 85]. Ifwe take 30flukes as being the threshold for economic loss in cattle
we then ask what is the known intensity of fluke infections in cattle as this will
determine the level of efficacy required for economic benefit. Thus, vaccines such as
FhGSTor FhcatL1, inducing a mean protective effect as low as 43% [7] and 52% [21],
respectively, will reverse economic loss only in herds exposed to burdens of around
52–62 flukes, whereas a FhLAP vaccine (efficacy 89%) will reduce losses in animals
with burdens of 272flukes. Although intensity of infectionwill vary between regions,
fluke burdens of 40–140 have been reported in cattle in United States [86], and in the
United Kingdom, only 3% of cattle livers had more than 50 flukes [87]. In Iran and
Nigeria,meanfluke burdens of 68–99were reported in cattle (reviewed in [88]). These
data suggest that experimental vaccines with efficacy of about 50% are commercially
viable in theUnited Kingdom, whereas FhLAPwould appear to be the best vaccine in
most regions.

Prospects for a Human Vaccine

Human fasciolosis caused by F. hepatica is an important food-borne zoonosis
emerging in many countries, particularly in Peru, Bolivia, Egypt, and Iran [3]. The
highest recorded prevalence corresponds to rural communities in the Bolivian and
Peruvian Altiplano, close to Lake Titicaca, where up to 60% of the population in some
areas is infected [89]. As with other food-borne trematodiasis, liver fluke disease
caused by F. hepatica is focally distributed, and related to physiographic, socioeco-
nomic, and behavioral factors. In this sense, the highest prevalence (up to 75%)
observed in school-age children in Andean communities [90] is strongly associated
with livestock minding, eating of aquatic plants, and contaminated water drinking.

Although bithionol is still used in some countries (e.g., theUnited States), the only
drug currently recommended for the treatment of human fasciolosis is TCBZ;
however, it has been registered for this use in only four countries [91]. This drug is
effective and usually well tolerated, causing only minor adverse effects. Moreover,
there are no reports ofF. hepatica resistant to TCBZ in human infections. In addition,
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a program based on mass screening and selective chemotherapy in school-age
children from highly infected populations of the Nile Delta in Egypt was effective
in reducing prevalence from 5.6% in 1998 to 1% in 2003 [92]. However, the
introduction of this control strategy raises the possibility of resistance to TCBZ
emerging in these human populations, as has occurred in production animals [4],
which emphasizes the need to discover and develop novel flukicides. With the
exceptions of the peroxidic compounds artemisinins and trixolanes, these efforts
have been sparse in the last few decades [91].

Among other control measures such as health education programs and improved
farming practices, an effective and commercially available vaccine for fasciolosis
aimed at domestic ruminants would provide the opportunity for a human vaccine,
particularly in highly endemic situations. The WHO has estimated that 180 million
people are at risk of fluke infection [3]. Given the recent widespread emergence of
TCBZ-resistant fluke populations in the United Kingdom, Europe, and Australia,
there is an increasing risk of transmission of drug-resistant fluke infections to
humans. Given the dearth of research into new flukicides, it would be prudent to
consider a vaccine-based strategy for control of human infections once an efficacious
veterinary vaccine is commercially available.

Conclusions

We are optimistic that a commercial vaccine to control liver fluke infection in
ruminants is feasible. If the high efficacy achieved in sheep with rFhLAP is
confirmed in cattle, this molecule may represent a �stand-alone� vaccine that
would reduce fluke burdens below the threshold level required for economic
benefit in most regions of the world. We also suggest that it is worthwhile
investigating the commercial development of combination vaccines using mole-
cules with distinct functions and expressed at different times during fluke devel-
opment, such as a juvenile cathepsin B (e.g., FhCB1, FhCB2, or FhCB3) combined
with FhLAP or a cathepsin B combined with an immature/adult stage cathepsin L
(e.g., FhcatL1, FhcatL2, or FhcatL5). Such FhLAP-based combination vaccines
could potentially be produced as hybrid fusion proteins to simplify commercial
production and delivery. Recent insights into the mechanisms of immunity in
sheep to F. gigantica have revealed that Th1-type immune responses and ADCC
contribute to protection against juvenile/immature liver flukes in ruminants.
Accordingly, these observations suggest that adjuvants such as Quil A that can
induce type 1 responses would enhance fluke vaccine efficacy [93]. Moreover, if
ADCC directed at the surface of juvenile/immature flukes is a key effector
mechanism operating in vivo, we hypothesize that the characterization of surface
exposed tegument proteins on juvenile/immature flukes should be a priority in
order to harness ADCC and enhance efficacy. If a commercial vaccine with an
efficacy greater than 80% in livestock is established, applying such a vaccine for
human prophylaxis in highly endemic regions would avoid the significant risk of
human infections with TCBZ-resistant flukes.
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Vaccines Against Cestode Parasites
Marshall W. Lightowlers*, Charles G. Gauci, Abdul Jabbar, and Cristian Alvarez

Abstract
Extraordinary success has been achieved in the development of vaccines for the
prevention of infection with cestode parasites in their intermediate hosts. The key to
this success was the identification of a brief period in the parasites� development
during which they are susceptible to immune attack. In common with other
eukaryotic parasites, cestode parasites are relatively insusceptible to the hosts�
immune response; however, for a period of a few days or, at most, weeks, the early
developingmetacestode is susceptible to antibody and complement-mediated attack.
Evidence of this susceptibility is clear from the occurrence of concomitant immunity
to most, if not all, species of taeniid cestode parasite in their intermediate hosts.
Antigens associatedwith antioncosphere immunitywere identified, cloned, andhave
been used as effective vaccines against experimentally administered challenge
infections. Vaccines against Echinococcus granulosus and Taenia solium are currently
undergoing field trials, and have great potential for reducing transmission of these
important zoonotic parasites, thereby reducing the incidence of hydatid disease and
neurocysticercosis in humans. Here, the development of these vaccines is reviewed
and consideration given to the challenges that lie ahead as these vaccines begin to be
used in disease control programs.

Introduction

Cestodes are a group of obligate flatworm parasites. Their life cycles typically involve
twohosts–definitiveandintermediatehosts.Asinglefamilyofcestodes, theTaeniidae,
hasbeenthesubjectof investigationsintovaccinedevelopment.Several taeniidspecies
are common or obligate hosts for humans and domestic livestock species, causing
morbidity,mortality, and economic loss.Other species arenatural parasites of rodents
and lagomorphs, and these have been used extensively as models in immunological
investigations and studies on the development of vaccines (Table 29.1).

Unlike the vast majority of eukaryotic parasites of medical and veterinary signif-
icance, the taeniid cestode parasites provide striking examples where host immune
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responses can be completely effective in preventing a challenge infection. This
phenomenon applies particularly to infections in the intermediate hosts, but not the
definitive hosts. By capitalizing on the nature of the naturally occurring effective
immune responses, several defined antigen vaccines have been developed for this
group of pathogens that have no parallel in any other eukaryotic parasite [1].

Vaccine Development in Definitive Hosts

In seeking to control the transmission of medically and economically important
taeniid cestodes, vaccines for use in the definitive hosts would be valuable because
typically there are fewer definitive hosts involved in the parasites� transmission than
intermediate hosts; also, the definitive hosts are often more easily accessed. In the
case of Echinococcus granulosus, which causes cystic hydatid disease in humans and
domestic livestock species world-wide, the parasite is commonly transmitted by
sheep and goats,with domestic dogs playing a dominant role in disease transmission.
Farmers generally have fewer dogs than sheep and also the dogs congregate around
dwellings, making them readily available for interventions such as vaccination.

Two publications describe effective vaccines against E. granulosus infection in
dogs [2, 3]. Neither has been validated independently nor has there been any
published extension of the available data from the research groups involved. Con-
cerns have been raised about the quality of the evidence to support the claimed
vaccine effects [4]. There have also been descriptions of some level of vaccine-induced
protection against infection with adults of the tapeworm Taenia solium in laboratory
animal model models [5, 6]. However, the prospects for successful vaccine devel-
opment in the definitive hosts of taeniid cestode parasites are not promising. There is
no clear evidence to support the existence of effective immunological responses
against taeniid cestodes in their definitive hosts. The host does certainly produce
specific immunological responses to the adult worm parasites [7]; however, these are
either entirely ineffective or at least poorly effective in expelling the parasites or in
preventing the establishment of new infections. Gemmell et al. [8] undertook heroic
studies on the influence of infections with E. granulosus on susceptibility to subse-
quent rounds of challenge infection. Although they observed a gradual decline in the
number of worms establishing, as well as a decrease in the size and fecundity of
worms in challenge infections, dogs that had experienced multiple rounds of
infection and anthelmintic treatment remained susceptible to the establishment of
fertile parasites from challenge infections. Any effective vaccine for dogs would need
to induce a more substantial degree of immunity than that which occurs naturally
against the parasite.

Vaccines Against Cestode Infections in Intermediate Hosts

Whereas little progress has been made in studies of immunity and vaccine devel-
opment in definitive hosts, better advances have been made in vaccine development

Vaccines Against Cestode Infections in Intermediate Hosts j487



against taeniid cestode infections in their intermediate hosts. These developments
were based on a sound understanding of the immunemechanisms operating against
the early developing metacestode.

Clear Evidence for Protective Immune Responses

In contrast to the situation in definitive hosts, clear evidence of immunologically
based protective immune responses against taeniid cestode parasites became
evident soon after the first experimental investigations were undertaken. A strong
suggestion of the development of immunity following an initial exposure to a
taeniid metacestode was provided by Miller [9] while investigating infections with
the parasite Taenia taeniaeformis in rats. He found that occasionally some animals
that he had obtained from his supplier were completely refractory to an experi-
mental infection. These animals invariably had one or a small number of mature,
pre-existing strobilocerci in their livers as a result of exposure to the parasite prior
to the animals being provided to him by his supplier. Two points became
immediately apparent. The previous exposure to infection had rendered the host
immune to a challenge infection; however, the immune responses that were
capable of preventing a secondary infection were incapable of eliminating parasites
that had established as metacestodes from the initial exposure. The term concom-
itant immunity was appropriated from the field of cancer immunology [10] in the
1960s to describe this type of immunity, first for the schistosomes, for which the
phenomenon exists, but is only partially effective, then to the taeniid cestodes, but
with up to 100% efficacy [11].

The weight of evidence supports the hypothesis that concomitant immunity to
taeniid cestodes relates to immune responses induced against the oncosphere and
the very early developing metacestode [12]. Although metacestodes continue to raise
specific immune responses in infected hosts, these are neither effective against the
metacestode itself nor do they maintain protection against a challenge infection as
antioncosphere-specific responses wane.

Vaccine Development – Overall Strategy

Early research using T. taeniaeformis in rats and Taenia pisiformis in rabbits estab-
lished the clear potential for development of vaccines against parasites belonging to
the cestode family, Taeniidae. Subsequently, immunological investigations by
Michael Gemmell, David Heath, Michael Rickard, and GrahamMitchell established
the basis upon which subsequent practical vaccine developments were based [11].
Over the past 30 years, the principal targets of vaccine-related research were the
parasites causing cystic hydatidosis and neurocysticercosis in humans, E. granulosus
and T. solium, respectively. A number of research groups have undertaken vaccine-
related research on these parasites with the most effective and independently
validated approach being through the characterization of antigens from the onco-
sphere life cycle stage. Both E. granulosus and T. solium are, however, relatively
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difficult to manipulate in a research environment because of difficulties in obtaining
and handling infective eggs. The strategy which was adopted towards the develop-
ment of oncosphere antigen based vaccines was, in sequential order:

. Establish the basic parameters surrounding vaccine-induced immunity using
parasite species that are readily manipulated in the laboratory, particularly
T. taeniaeformis, T. pisiformis, and Taenia ovis.

. Develop a practical vaccine against a commercially significant parasite, but one
relatively easily manipulated in the laboratory (T. ovis).

. Use the knowledge gained in developing a T. ovis vaccine to demonstrate that the
tools and knowledge could be applied in the development of an effective vaccine
against a related species (Taenia saginata).

. Adopt these successful strategies,with confidence, in the development of vaccines
against E. granulosus and T. solium.

Existing, Effective, Recombinant Vaccines

The strategy adopted towards the development of practical vaccines against taeniid
cestode parasites has been extraordinarily successful. The Escherichia coli-expressed
45W vaccine against T. ovis infection in sheep was the first effective, defined antigen
vaccine against any parasitic organism and has been recognized as amilestone in the
history of parasitology [13]. This discovery has formed the basis for the subsequent
development of effective vaccines against T. saginata in cattle, T. solium in pigs, and
E. granulosus in sheep and other hosts (Table 29.2). Using the same foundations,
progress has also been made in vaccination against Echinococcus multilocularis in
rodents and against Taenia multiceps in sheep. The vaccines utilize recombinant
proteins that are expressed uniquely in the oncosphere and early developing
parasite [14]. Either 50 (T. ovis, E. granulosus) or 200mg (T. saginata, T. solium)
recombinant protein together with the adjuvant Quil A is injected subcutaneously
or intramuscularly on two occasions 1 month apart. Protective immunity is asso-
ciated with the development of complement-fixing circulating antibodies capable of
killing oncospheres in a challenge infection. Immunity is apparent following the
second immunization, and appears to remain relatively effective for at least 6months
in the case of T. ovis [15] and at least 1 year in the case of E. granulosus [16]. The level
of protection afforded by the vaccines exceeds 90% and commonly is of the order of
99–100% (Table 29.2).

Characteristics of Host-Protective Antigens

The taeniid cestode vaccines are the most effective defined antigen vaccines against
parasitic infections. Studies into the immune mechanisms that render these para-
sites susceptible to host immune responses and the characteristics of the target
antigens may provide insights that could be valuable in the development of other
antiparasite vaccines, particularly vaccines against other helminths.
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Protective Antigens are Secreted
Early research on the characterization of protective antigens of taeniid cestode
parasites sparked controversy about whether the host was required to be exposed
directly to the living parasite in order to develop immunity to a subsequent challenge
infection. Rickard and Bell [17] provided the first demonstration that direct contact
between the parasite and host was not required for the induction of protective
immune responses; protective antigens were capable of diffusing through a mem-
brane-bound chamber (0.22 mm pore size) implanted intraperitoneally in which
living parasites were enclosed. Subsequently, Rickard�s research group showed that
host-protective antigens could be collected from the parasites maintained in in vitro
culture [12]. The situation as to the precise origin of the host-protective antigens was
somewhat complicated by the discovery that the nonactivated oncosphere contains
protective antigens [12]. Both the parasite cultures that had been used to collect
excreted/secreted antigens and the parasite diffusion chambers used by Rickard and
Bell [17] could not exclude the possibility of their being contaminated with somatic
antigens arising from the death and disintegration of parasites. Definitive proof that
the parasites do indeed secrete host-protective antigens, at least in in vitro culture, was
provided recently by Jabbar et al., who demonstrated the presence of specific
protective antigens within secretory blebs extruded from cultured parasites [18]. In
keeping with the secreted nature of the antigens is the presence of a predicted
secretory signal sequence at the N-terminal of the full-length protein sequences. [14].

Table 29.2 Recombinant oncosphere antigens of taeniid cestodes that induce host-protective
immune responses.

Species Antigen Protein ID GenBank
accession

Homology
groupa)

Protection
(%)b)

Reference

Taenia ovis To45W CAA33300 X15228 45W 94 [34]
To45S AAC46952 U20640 45W 87 [46]
To16K AAB49687 U89944 16K 92 [47]
To18K AAB49686 U89943 18K 99 [47]

Taenia multiceps Tm16 ABV25964 EF672036 16K 74 [48]
Taenia saginata TSA-9c) CAA67185 X98576 45W 99 [49]

TSA-18c) CAA67186 X98577 18K 99 [49]
Taenia solium TSOL18 AAD09326 AF017788 18K 100 [50]

TSOL45 AAK31940 AF267115 45W 97 [50]
Echinococcus granulosus EG95 CAA62433 X90928 EG95 100 [51]
Echinococcus
multilocularis

EM95 AAL51153 AY062921 EG95 83 [52]

a) Assignment to a particular homology group, designated by the abbreviation used for the first
antigen of the group to be characterized, indicates a high level of amino acid homology between
antigens.

b) Indicates the optimum level of protection achieved in vaccination and challenge trials in the
parasite�s natural intermediate host species compared to challenge controls.

c) TSA-9 and TSA-18 were found to act synergistically; results represent those of vaccination trials
using the two antigens together.
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Stage-Specific Expression
All of the protective oncosphere antigens that have been investigated are expressed
uniquely in the oncosphere and early developing parasite [14]. No evidence has
been found that the proteins are present or expressed in mature metacestodes, or in
those parts of the adult tapeworm that do not contain developing or mature
oncospheres. The precise timing of the initiation of expression of the proteins in
the ontogeny of the oncosphere is not known nor is the timing of the cessation of
expression during the development of the metacestode. Studies undertaken on the
ultrastructure of the developing metacestode of T. taeniaeformis describe a dramatic
transformation of the parasite tegument at around 7 days development from one
covered in microvilli to one covered in microtriches typical of the mature meta-
cestode [19, 20]. It is tempting to associate this change in the parasite�s tegument
structure with the marked change that occurs in the early parasite�s susceptibility to
antibody and complement-mediated attack early in the development of the meta-
cestode [21]; however, there is no direct evidence to support this hypothesis. It
appears that other, and perhaps all, taeniid species may follow a similar pattern
whereby the developing parasite changes from being susceptible to immune attack
to being relatively or completely insusceptible. The precise timing of these events
does apparently differ between the species because, in the case of T. pisiformis in
rabbits, the parasite appears to remain susceptible to immune attack for a longer
period [22] than does T. taeniaeformis [21].

Presence of One or Two Fibronectin Type III Domains
Bioinformatic analyses of the amino acid sequences of all of the host-protective
oncosphere antigens have identified conserved features within the proteins. A
fibronectin type III (FnIII) domain is one feature that was first identified in the
To45Wvaccine antigen fromT. ovis and in the oncA antigen fromT. taeniaeformis [23].
The domain is also present in receptor protein tyrosine phosphatases of lympho-
cytes [23]. All of the host-protective oncosphere antigens contain one or two FnIII
domains (Figure 29.1).

The FnIII domain consists of approximately 90 amino acids and occurs in proteins
involved in specific molecular recognition, such as in cell surface hormone and
cytokine receptors, cell adhesion molecules, extracellular matrix proteins, chaper-
onins, and carbohydrate-binding proteins [24]. Proteins containingmultiple tandem
repeats of the FnIII domain include tenascins and fibronectins [25], which are
proteins involved in cell proliferation, adhesion, and migration, and are associated
with embryonic development, wound healing, and tumorigenesis [26]. The three-
dimensional structure of the 10th FnIII module of fibronectin has been deter-
mined [27]. It consists of seven b-strands forming a sandwich of two antiparallel
b-sheets of three and four strands. Although the amino acid sequence homology
between FnIII domains from different proteins is low, the tertiary structures are
similar [28].

Many FnIII domain-containing proteins are often large proteins consisting of
multiple FnIII repeats and other protein domain types [25]. In comparison, the
taeniid oncosphere proteins aremuch smaller and quite simple, containing only one
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or two FnIII domains. The short isoforms of prolactin receptors are among the few
nontaeniid proteins that are also composed essentially of only one or two extracellular
FnIII domains (as well as a secretory signal, single transmembrane domain and a
short intracellular domain) [29]. Prolactin receptors, belonging to the class 1 cytokine
receptor superfamily, are involved in signal transduction mechanisms, and have
been associated with cell proliferation, differentiation, and development, as well as
tumor growth [29].

In addition to the FnIII domain, all of the taeniid antigens contain a predicted
secretory signal at the N-terminus (Figure 29.1). The EG95 and 45Wantigen groups
also contain a predicted transmembrane domain or potential glycosylphosphatidy-
linositol (GPI) anchor at the C-terminus. These features provide further evidence to
indicate that the oncosphere antigens are possibly secreted ormembrane-associated.

secretory signal

fibronectin type III domain

transmembrane/GPI anchor domain

To45W

EG95

TSOL18

TSA9

TSOL45-1A

EM95

TSA18

75 97 107 125 141 212 (254)

74 96 106 124 140 210 (253)

74 96 106 140 (253)169

38 70 (156)

63 111
(156)

73 (130)

92 (131)

To18
73 (130)

TSOL16
(133)

To16
(133)

Tm18
(131)

Tm16
(133)

92

Figure 29.1 Schematic illustration showing
the locations of secretory signals, FnIII
domains, and transmembrane/GPI anchor
domains of taeniid vaccine antigens. Numbers
indicate amino acid position of predicted

N-linked glycosylation sites and numbers in
brackets represent the length of the predicted
full-length protein from the initiator
methionine. (Reproduced with permission and
modifications from Lightowlers et al. [14].)
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Oncosphere Structure and Localization of the Protective Antigens

Recently, Jabbar et al. published a series of papers describing the localization of
various host-protective antigens of a number of taeniid cestodes [18, 30–32]. The
work was preceded by the researchers undertaking a description of the basic
ultrastructure of the organism itself since this information was not available [33].

From a structural point of view, oncospheres are bilaterally symmetrical, spherical,
or oval-shaped embryos armed with three pairs of hooks, containing pair(s) of glands
and surrounded by embryonic envelopes. Prior to hatching and activation, the
oncosphere is surrounded by a keratinous shell composed of tapering hexagonal
blocks as well as a thin protective amorphous layer composed of two closely apposed
double-unit membranes and referred to as the oncospheral membrane. Both the
shell and the oncospheral membrane are discarded during the hatching and
activation of the parasite under the influence of bile salts. The cellular features of
the parasite are three pairs of hooks interconnected by a complex hookmuscle system
that is responsible for coordination of their synchronizedmovements, a unique hook
region membrane that covers the somatophoric (anterior) pole of the oncosphere, a
tegument having filamentous processes/microvilli of various lengths, and various
somatic cell types (Figure 29.2). The cell types comprising the oncosphere in T. ovis
are: (i) a penetration gland type 1 (PG1) containing two to four cell bodies inter-
connected by narrow cytoplasmic bridges, (ii) a syncytium structure referred to as a
PG type 2 (PG2) containing four nuclei, (iii) a uninucleated median mesophoric
gland cell, (iv) somatic cells representing myocytons, (v) germinative cells, (vi) a pair
of nerve cells, and (vii) a pair of median somatophoric cells. The cell types and their
number vary slightly among the different species; in the case of T. ovis, the onco-
sphere is composed of a total of 19 cells.

Jabbar et al. [18, 30–32] investigated the localization of host-protective antigens
using both light microscopy and immunogold methods in transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). The investigations involvingTEM included careful quantification
of labeling density for all oncospheral cell types and major structures with the data
analyzed statistically.Using lightmicroscopy techniques, the antigens ofT. ovis (To16,
To18, and To45W) were seen in the cytoplasm of two to four distinct cells [32].
Confocal immunofluorescence microscopy reveals that each of the antigens colo-
calizes within the same cells in the oncosphere (Figure 29.3, first two rows). Like
T. ovis, the EG95 protein inE. granulosus is present predominantly in the cytoplasmof
two to four distinct cells. The location of the host-protective antigens seems to vary
slightly in T. saginata and T. solium, in which different antigens have a tendency to
predominate in different cell types [31]. In contrast, for T. ovis, the various antigens
colocalize in the same cell types. Specific staining for TSA9 in T. saginata and for
TSOL45 in T. solium shows a similar pattern to that seen in T. ovis and E. granulosus.
Positive staining for TSA18 in T. saginata oncospheres and for TSOL16 and TSOL18
in T. solium is evident in a different cell type (Figure 29.3, third row: note that TSOL16
andTSOL45 antigens are present in two different cell types, which is different to their
homologs in T. ovis (first two rows)). The staining seen in particular cell types in
nonactivated oncospheres is also present in activated oncospheres, together with a
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more generalized staining of the oncospheral parenchyma in activated oncospheres.
This is the situation for all species and antigens examined, except for TSA9 in
T. saginata in which staining is restricted to particular cells even in activated
oncospheres [30, 31]. Although there is generalized antigen-specific staining seen
throughout the parenchyma of activated oncospheres (Figure 29.3, fourth row), no
positive staining is observed on the surface of nonactivated or recently activated
oncospheres in all of the species investigated.

The staining pattern for host-protective antigens seen in the parasites changes as
the parasites began to develop in culture (Figure 29.3, last two rows). During the first
few days of culture, a generalized staining pattern is found throughout the parasite
parenchyma, but without obvious staining of the oncospheral surface (To16 and
To45W). After 7–9 days of development, the metacestodes become enlarged, and
antigen-specific staining is evident both on the surface and in the cells within the
developingmetacestode (Figure 29.3, bottom row). In T. ovis, all three host-protective
antigens are absent in parasites by 15 days of culture [30]. In subsequent studies
using TEM, all three antigens of T. ovis and EG95 in E. granulosus were present
predominantly in the secretory granules and cytoplasm of the PG1 and PG2

OM OT

HRM
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MMGC
SC

DMSC

NC

D2

D1

MSC

PG2 PG2

GC

PG1
PG2
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Figure 29.2 Schematic diagram of the T. ovis
oncosphere illustrating the symmetry and
cellular organization. D1, duct-like structures of
penetration gland type 1; D2, duct-like
structures of penetration gland type 2; DMSC,
duct of median somatophoric cell; GC,
germinative cell; HRM, hook regionmembrane;

MMGC, median mesophoric gland cell; MSC,
median somatophoric cell; Mv, microvilli; NC,
nerve cell; OM, oncospheral membrane; OT,
oncospheral tegument; PG1, penetration gland
type 1; PG2, penetration gland type 2; SC,
somatic cell. (Reproduced from Jabbar et al. [33]
with permission.)
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Figure 29.3 Confocal immunofluorescence
images of sectioned T. ovis and T. solium
oncospheres showing the localizationof various
host-protective antigens in different
combinations. The first and second rows show
hatched nonactivated T. ovis oncospheres that
were reacted with antisera to To18 and To45W
and to To16 and To18, respectively. The third
row shows a nonactivated T. solium oncosphere
that was reacted with TSOL16 and TSOL45
antisera. The fourth row shows an activated
oncosphere of T. ovis that was reacted with To18
and To45W antisera. The last two rows show
colocalization in T. ovismetacestodes that were
cultured in vitro for 3 (fifth row) and 7–9 days

(bottom row); the former was treated with To18
and To45W antisera, and the latter with To16
and To45W antisera. Each row of images shows
the same oncosphere imaged so as to reveal
40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole-stained nuclei,
green and/or red fluorescence, and a visible
light image obtained via a differential
interference contrast filter. The yellow/orange
color in the overlaid image represents combined
localization of the green (To18, To16, or
TSOL16) and red (To18 (just second row),
To45W, or TSOL45) fluorescence associated
with the localization of individual antigens.
Scale bar, 10 mm. (Reproduced from
Jabbar et al. [30, 31] with permission.)
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cells [18, 32]. Examination of T. ovis oncospheres that had been activated in vitro
revealed that each of the three host-protective antigens was found in the penetration
gland secretion �blebs� following the activation of the oncospheres [18].

One interesting outcome of these studies is the realization that invading onco-
spheres appear not to be susceptible to vaccine-induced antibody and complement-
mediated attack because there is no evidence to indicate that any of the protective
antigens is present on the parasite surface. Nevertheless, the antigens are being
secreted by the freshly activated oncosphere withinmembrane-enclosed cytoplasmic
blebs. As the parasite develops further, the antigens become associated with the
tegument, presumably rendering them susceptible to immune attack. It would be
interesting to discover preciselywhen the host-protective antigens become associated
with the oncospheral surface and to determine the origin of the tegument-associated
proteins (i.e., whether they are derived somatically or, somehow, come to coat the
tegument). It would also be important to show that the developmental characteristics
seen in vitro are similar in parasites developing in vivo.

Prospects for Practical Application of Anticestode Vaccines

It is now more than 20 years since the description of the 45W vaccine for T. ovis [34].
There were two complementary incentives for those involved in development of the
T. ovis vaccine: a commercial incentive on the part of the company funding the work,
and the potential for T. ovis to act as a model for the development of vaccines against
the parasite species causing neurocysticercosis and hydatid disease in humans. The
T. ovis vaccine development programwas an extraordinary success; all safety, efficacy,
and commercial production work was completed, and the vaccine received regis-
tration for use as a commercial product. Nevertheless, the product has not been
marketed. Much the same also holds true for the other vaccines against T. saginata,
T. multiceps, T. solium, and E. granulosus. The basic difficulty with achieving com-
mercialization has been a lack of sufficient commercial incentive for these products
to be manufactured, distributed, and used. With the exception of T. multiceps,
infections in the animal hosts of these parasites do not cause dramatic production
loss or death. Problems with T. ovis, T. saginata, and T. solium infections typically only
occurwhen the animals are slaughtered and the infectedmeat is downgraded in value
or designated as unfit for consumption. By the time the animal is found to be infected
at the abattoir, it may have changed owners and the individual who suffers the
financial loss due to parasite infection of the carcass may not be the person who
owned the animal at the time it was infected. Commonly, farmers are oblivious to
their animals being infected with cestode parasites. Hence, there is little direct
economic incentive for livestock owners to spend time or money to prevent taeniid
cestode infections. Schemes could be imagined whereby a premium was paid for
animals that were certified as being vaccinated; however, the practicalities of
implementing such schemes have inhibited commercial livestock vaccine manu-
facturers from marketing these products. Potential exists for these vaccines to be
incorporated together with other, existing commercial vaccines (e.g., the clostridial
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vaccines commonly used in livestock). However, the significant cost involved in
registering a new combination vaccine product and the unclear economic benefit for
vaccine manufacturers have meant that this option has not been adopted to date. In
the case of E. granulosus, no economic losses can be ascribed clearly and directly to
infection in livestock, and hence there is little or no economic incentive for farmers to
control the disease.

The potential value of the vaccines against T. solium and E. granulosus is in their
ability to reduce the transmission of the parasites, and the resultant incidence of
neurocysticercosis and hydatid disease in humans. Had these parasites caused
substantial economic losses directly in the livestock animals involved, it is likely
that the TSOL18 and EG95 vaccines would have been adopted enthusiastically by
livestock owners. However, the lack of economic incentives for the livestock owners
to do anything about transmission of the associated parasites will require other
approaches to be used if the vaccines are to be adopted as aids to the prevention of
neurocysticercosis and hydatid disease. Substantial effort and funding has been
invested over the past 50 years towards control of hydatid disease [35, 36], and inmany
situations the efforts have been relatively unsuccessful because of the limitations in
the use or effectiveness of the methods that were available. The EG95 vaccine now
offers a powerful new tool to assist with future hydatid disease control campaigns.
Hydatid disease control programs have been, and will be, implemented by govern-
ments with the support of agencies such as theWorldHealth Organization, the Food
and Agriculture Organization, and the PanamericanHealth Organization. Modeling
of the likely value of the hydatid vaccine to control disease transmission suggests that
it would improve the effectiveness of control programs and reduce the duration
required for a control program to achieve a substantial reduction in disease
transmission [37, 38]. Currently, relatively small-scale vaccine programs are under-
way in the Chubut and Rio Negro provinces in Argentina, in China, and in Sardinia;
however, these are unlikely to provide clear evidence concerning the practicality and
effectiveness of vaccination for control of E. granulosus transmission. It would be
valuable to implement a medium-scale hydatid control program incorporating
livestock in a region where information could be first obtained on the baseline
disease prevalence and then adequatelymonitor disease status during the program to
provide definitive data on its cost-effectiveness.

Many of the factors that limit the adoption of disease controlmeasures forT. solium
are the same as those for E. granulosus. Most importantly, there is a lack of economic
incentive for pig owners to prevent the disease in their animals. There is, however,
another major factor that imposes a greater limitation on the prospects for T. solium
control. That is, the full life cycle of the parasite�s transmission is restricted almost
entirely to some of the poorest, least educated, and often remote people in the world.
The reason for this is apparent from the mode of transmission of T. solium. The
parasite is normally transmitted when pigs have access to human feces. The only
significant variation to this pattern may be the involvement of dogs as intermediate
hosts in certain parts of the world [39], although even in these places, pigs are likely to
be the dominant species involved as intermediate hosts. For these reasons, the places
where transmission of T. solium is of most importance are also those where disease
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control activities are limited by poor public education and community infrastructure,
andweak local andnational government. In addition, people in these regions typically
have health problems that include malnutrition, diarrheal diseases, malaria, tuber-
culosis, HIV, and so on. In such situations, neurocysticercosis due to T. solium pales
into insignificance on a population basis, even if it does not for those individuals
affected. A critical factor affecting the perceived relative importance ofT. solium is the
paucity of data about the prevalence and impact of the disease. Even today, there is
little quantitative information available (e.g., disability life-adjusted years), regarding
the impact of neurocysticercosis that can inform governmental and nongovernmen-
tal agencies [40].

One factor that encourages control measures for T. solium, and hence the
prospects for implementation of the TSOL18 vaccine, is the potential for the
disease to be eradicated [41, 42]. The parasite�s life cycle is restricted almost entirely
to domestic pigs and humans. There are effective anthelmintics to remove the adult
tapeworm from infected humans andnow the TSOL18 vaccine provides an efficient
measure for limiting or preventing transmission by pigs. Logically, implementa-
tion of controlmeasures in both humans and pigswould eliminate the parasite [42].
Another factor that favors implementation of T. solium control is that the inter-
mediate hosts do not live for long periods. Except for breeder animals,most pigs are
consumed within approximately the first year of life; hence, for most animals it is
not necessary to provide booster vaccinations to maintain life-long immunity.
These attributes of T. solium suggest that investment in control measures would be
likely to decrease disease transmission and, consequently, the incidence of human
neurocysticercosis.

Unique Combination of Vaccination and Chemotherapy

The taeniid cestode vaccines act against the early developingmetacestode; they donot
affect established metacestodes. This potentially limits the value of the vaccines in
areas where the parasites are hyperendemic because of the possibility that neonate
animals are infected before they can be vaccinated. Theoretically, it could be possible
to protect neonates via specific antibody in colostrum from vaccinated dams;
however, high levels of maternally derived specific antibodies in neonates could be
expected to inhibit active immunization of the young animals, as is the case with
other animal and human vaccines.

In the case of T. solium, Gonzalez et al. discovered that a single oral treatment of
pigs with 30mg/kg of oxfendazole kills all cysticerci in the muscles of an infected
pig [43]. This offers an opportunity to overcome the problem of neonatal infection
with T. solium in pigs raised in areas where parasite transmission is hyperendemic.
Pigs can be treated with oxfendazole at the time they are vaccinated, thereby
removing viable, mature muscle parasites that may be pre-existing at the time of
vaccination. This hypothesis was tested in a recent field trial of the TSOL18 vaccine
that was carried out in Cameroon [44]. At the timewhen the young pigs received their
second vaccination, after which they would be immune to T. solium infection, they
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were given an oral dose of 30mg/kg oxfendazole. When the animals were assessed
for T. solium infection at approximately 12 months of age, there was a high level of
viable infection in themuscles of control pigs; however, the animals that had received
both TSOL18 vaccination and oxfendazole treatment had no viable parasites in their
muscles [44]. The control animals in this field trial also received oxfendazole
treatment as neonates, so the difference between the treatment groups was due
entirely to TSOL18 vaccination. The complete absence of any viable parasites in
the vaccination-plus-oxfendazole treatment group indicated that, had any of the
animals been infected prior to vaccination, the treatment combination had been
effective in eliminating them.

Benzimidazole drugs are used for the treatment of hydatidosis in humans;
however, they are used over long periods and are often ineffective [45]. A number
of studies on the effects of various anthelmintics on hydatid disease in animals have
failed to identify an effective single-dose treatment. Hence, there is no option
available for an anthelmintic combination with the EG95 vaccine for young livestock
animals that could eliminate establishedhydatid cysts existing at the time the animals
were first vaccinated. Most investigations of the effects of anthelmintics on hydatid
cysts in animals have used naturally infected animals that have had mature hydatid
cysts. If a strategy were to be used involving vaccination plus chemotherapy against
E. granulosus in young animals, any cysts existing at the time of vaccination could only
be quite immature. The potential for single-dose treatment of immature hydatid cysts
in sheep is currently under investigation using oxfendazole, albendazole, and/or
praziquantel in animals having 2- to 3-month-old experimentally induced infections
with E. granulosus (Lightowlers and Gauci, unpublished). Initially two anthelmintic
treatments are being given 1 month apart at the highest nontoxic dose known for
these chemicals. Two treatments are being used because if the treatment were to be
incorporated as part of a vaccination program, animals are required to receive two
immunizations, hence there are two opportunities to give anthelmintic without
requiring any corralling or handling of the animals beyond what would already be
taking place as part of the vaccination program. The results of this initial experiment
will be known at the end of 2012.

Conclusions

Experience with the development of anticestode vaccines offers a number of lessons,
both practical and salutary, for those interested in vaccination against other parasitic
diseases. Most importantly, the effectiveness of the anticestode vaccines indicates
unequivocally that it is possible to achieve a high level of protection against a complex
eukaryotic parasite using a simple, defined antigen vaccine. Somewhat surprisingly,
however, the principal hurdles on the path to implementing a vaccine control strategy
for cysticercosis and hydatid disease are commercial, political, and practical, rather
than issues associated with developing effective vaccines per se. As outlined in this
volume, many research programs are underway for vaccines for other parasitic
diseases, for which the major hurdle is achieving a reliable and significant level or
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protection. More attention may be warranted by researchers and funding agencies
about the attributes of a vaccine that would be required for it to be a practical success
against the various parasitic diseases being investigated. In cases where these
attributes are unattainable or extremely unlikely to be attained, it may be useful to
reassess research priorities and question whether vaccine-related research is a
worthwhile investment.

The TSOL18 vaccine against T. solium and the EG95 vaccine against E. granulosus
are almost 100% effective, provide an effective duration of protection, and can be
manufactured inexpensively. Whether these attributes will ever overcome the lack of
a strong economic incentive for livestock owners to use the vaccines remains to be
seen. Certainly, the vaccines have the potential to contribute to disease control
programs leading to a substantial reduction in humanmorbidity andmortality due to
neurocysticercosis and cystic hydatid disease. It is to be hoped that this potential is
realized through the investment by philanthropic and development agencies, and by
the governments of those countries for which these diseases are major public health
problems.
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